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ABSTRACT
This military-developed text contains the second
section of a four-part course to train environmental support
specialists. Covered in the individual course blocks are operative
principles of water treatment plants (principles of water treatment
plants, the clarification process, water systems filters, chemical
disinfection, taste and odor control, color control, fluoridation and
defluoridation, water distribution systems, and internal corrosion
and scale) And specialized water treatment (ion exchangers and
controls, electrodialysis demineralization, specialized water
trec.%ment, distillation, and field water purification). This section
contains both teacherand student materials. Printed instructor
materials include lesson plans with an outline of teaching steps and
a plan of instruction detailing the units of instruction, the
duration of the lesson, objectives, and supportive materials needed.
Among the.student materials provided are two study guides containing
objectives, assignments, text readings, and review questions; two
workbooks containing exercisesfand lab work; and a manual on
)
servicing ion exchangers. (MN)
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERLAIS
The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package wv.re selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for disSemination to the six,regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
develdped by the military more accesSible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The cours& materials mere acquired, evluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
disSemination. Materials which were specific to. the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted maferials were either anitted or approval for their use was obtained. These course packages .contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-

lems relating to individuai caper planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

The Hatiohnl gcnitcr for fie:much
in Vomtiona1 Education

Generating knowledge through research
3

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and,outcomes
Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials
WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
lhe National Center for Research in Vocational
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Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/4863655 or Toll Free 800/
848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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an activity to increase the accessibility of
militarydeveloped curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education_includes..the_identification _and

acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast -Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is,
provvfed through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding between the U.S. Office of
F.ducation and the Department of Defense.
The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and'cburses

deemed applicable, to vocational and tech
nical education are selected for dissemination.

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form).and 'descriptions of
eacb have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
insauctional materials agencies for dissemination.

Contact the Curriculum goordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

Course materials iriclude programmed
instrucZion, curriculum outlines, instruct&
gitides, student workbooks apd technical
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CourscDescription:
This is the second section of a four-part course to train env;ronmental support specialists. The entire course includes training in water treatment plants.
operating procedures for solid waste disposal, and maintenan9e of water and waste processing system components. 'The previqus seetion dealt wit
waste processing and water analysis. This section discusses the operative principles of water treatmentsjets and specialized water treatment. It con.
sists of two blocks covering 154 hours of instruction.

Block III

Operative Principles of Water Treatment Plants contains eight lessons covering 78 hours of instruction. The lesson topics and
respective hours follow:

Principles of Water Treatment Plants (8 hours)0
Clarification Process (24 hours)
Water Systems Filter and Field Trip (16 hours)
Chemical Disinfiktion (5.5 hours)
Taste, Odor, and Color Cpntrol (2.5 hours)
Fluoridation and Defluoridation (2,5 hours)
Water Distributiorr Systems (5.5 hours)
Internal Corrosion ahd Scale (14 hours)

Block IV

°

Specialized Water Treatment has five lessons covering 76 hours of instruction.

Ion Exchangers andlScintrols (32 hours)
Electrodialysis Demineralization (5.5 hours)
Specialized Water Treatment (2.5 hours)
Distillation (16 hours)
Field Water Purification Unit (20 hours)

trihing steps and a plan of
This section contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include lesson plaawith an outline of
matirials
needed.
Student
materials
include two study
instruction detailing the units of instruction, the duration of the lesson, objectives, and support
guides containing objectives, assignments, text readings, and review questions; two workbooks containing exercises and lab wOrk; and i manual on
'servicing ion exchangers.
.

Several military technical manuals and commercially produced texts were also referenced but not provided. Audicivisuals recOmmended for the entire
four sections but not provided include twenty films, throe slide sets, and one schematic diagram. This section should be preceded by Environmental
Support Specialist, Blocks I and II (174) and followed by Environmental Support Specialist, Blocks V-VII (17-6). It can be presented in a large grotfp
instructional settingYsr adapted for individualized study in waste treatment or ecology coursoi.

timirls"./It4.°111,14Arri4.rt'i':
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PLM4 OF IHSTRUCIION

'Environmental Support Specialist

BLOCK TITLE*

Operating Principles of Water.Treatment Plants
UNITS OF INSTRUCTIGN ANO;CRITERION mei:11%ES

OUR A TIO N
.11 C

SURROR' MAT EP 4.5

SI

3

Principles of Water Treatment Plants

.

Column 1 Reference
1a ^

8

.(6/2)

a. Identify components ot a water
system by matching numbered units of
schematies of water:systems with? ames of
the units.
so1r-

b.' Given a list of components of a water
system and a list of phrases or statements
relating to the function of equipment, match
the name of the components to.the related
phrase or statement.,

Day 16

(4.5/1.5)

STS Reference
71(1),. 742), 71(5), 7f(10), 7g(6), 7k
7e(1)(a), 7e(1)(c), 7e(1)(d), 7e(3), 7e(6)
7e(7), 7e(8), 7t(-1), 71(5), 71(10), 'Ik

lb

.

Instructional Materials 'SG 3ABR563304114, Principles of Water Treatment Plants
WB 3ABR56330-III4rP1, PrincipleS, of Water Treatment Plants
-(1.5/0.5) AFM 8543, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems
Training- Equipment

k

Trainer, Water Treatmeni System (12)
Training Methods
Discussion (4.h5 hrs)
Demonstration (0.5 hi)
PerfdrinanCe (1 hr)
Outside, Assigmhent (2 hri)

\

indructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4.5 hrs)
Laboratory (1.5 hrs)
Study Hall (2 hrs)

Grournockstep

I structional Guidance
iscuss the relationship between required components.of a water system
and.the sou Ycest need for treatment, and type of distribution sys,teth.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ci 'Minuet,
.,

DuRATION

or NS I RucT.o.r4 AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

2

(HOURS)

Review the characteristics of impurities in water. Diacuss the general
methods and--eqiiipment used to treat water and use trainer to identify
basic equipment used. Direct students to read study guide I11-1.and
answer the questions on pages 8 and 9 for outside assignment.

<

.

Clarification Process

24

(18/6)
Days 17,18
and 19
(9/3)

a. Defineierms and answer questions
relatiie to water clarification, softening and
stabilisation by completing applicable
meagairable written items.
Following instructions provided by

(9/3)

the initructar, as a team member,. operate
the-wat\er-treatment-trainerto-remove
turbidity and hardness, and to stabilize the
water:

SG ABR56330-111-2, Clarification of Water
56330-111-2-P1, Clarification of Water
R56330-111-2-P2, Operating a Water Treatment Plant ,

al Aids
-

\

Training Methods
Discussion (8 hrs)
Demonstration (3 hrs)
Performance (7 hrs)
Outside Assignment (6 hrs)

.
..

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (8 hrs)
Laboratory (10 hrs)
Study Hall' (6 his)
Group/Locistep

,

..

,

13

,

Instruhional Materials

\\

.

3ABR56330

.

Training Equipment
Trainer; WateeTreatmént System (12)

,.-

..:' C.0 7t.,t, 'tt,:

7e(1)(a), 7(2), 7e(6), 7e(7), 71() , 749),
7(10)
.
7a, le(1)(a), 7e(2), 7e(6), 7e(7)

2b

Audio Vi

,

....2

STS Reference

TVS-56-4, Clarification-otWater

,

-_,

Column 1 Reference
2a

WB
WB 3

.

I.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND nuIDANCE
3

DATE

6 June 1975

1

BLOCK NO

in

1 PAGE Nu

16

14

'LAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuo'.
UNITS EIF 'Nit RUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION
2

(HOURS)

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIDANCE

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the principles and methods of clarification softening and
stabilization. Show film and have students complete WB 3ABR56330-III2-Pl. Demonstrate procedures for mixing chemicals and operating
equipment. Stress safety during demonstration. Provide information
needed on chemical dosages and have class oPerate the trainer.
On day 17, have students read pages'10 thru 19of SG
On day 18,
assign students to read pages 17 thru 22 of SG
On day 19, direct
students to read pages 23 thru 29 of SGIII-2 and answer the questions on
pages_29 and 30.
3. Water Systems Filters and Field Trip

a. Using AFM 85-13 and TO 46W4,9-1,
identify components of a rapid sand filter and
diatomaceous earth filter by matching the nam
--of-the-components-to-pictured-components--and,from recall, complete incomplete written
statements relative to operation of filters.

16

(12/4)
Days 20
and 21

(4/1.5)

70(6), Verb le(8), 7f(1), 7f(3), 7f(4), 7f(5),
7f(6), 707), 7410),
7f(12), 7f(13)
_
3ABR56330-1_11-3-P1, Identification of Rapld Sane Filter Components

WB
WB 3ABR45330-11I-3-P2, Identification of Diatomaceous Earth Filter
Components

WB 3ABR45330- III-3-P3, Field Trip to Municipal Water Treatment Plant
AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Treatment Plant s and
System
TO 40W4-9-1 Water Purification Unit

c. Following field trip to municipal
water treatment ,plant and using notes or recall, list major components of the plant, list
chemicals used 'and their purpose; and Write
answers to questions relative to plant operation.

3ABR56330

3b
3c

STS Reference
7e(1)(a ), 7e(3), 704), 7e(5), 7f(10),
8e
7e(1)(4, 7f(4), 7f(10)

7IntAructional-MaterialsSG 3ABR56330-111-3, Water System Filters

b. Following instructions, backwash and
place the filter on the water treatment system
trainer in service.

PL'At: Cr s-Rix:nor+ NO

Column 1 Reference
,
3a

Audio Visual Aids
FLC
Clean, Clear Water
MN 7489B, Water Purification
TVS 56-1, Water Plant Operation
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4
1

UNITS OF INSIRUCIION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

-

DURATION
2

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND Ge

(HOURS)
.

Training Equipment
Trainer, Water Treatment System (12)

Erdlator D. E. Filter (12)

Tralethods

Discuss' (2.51:-on a)
Demodetration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (3.5 hrs)
Field Trip (4.5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (4 hrs)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2.5 hrs) .
Laboratory (5 bre)
Field Trip (4:5 hrs)
Study gall (4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

,

.

.,

.

Instructional Guidance
_

Day 20: Discuss filters and filter operation show film on filter operations, identify components of filters and demonstrate_backwasEliffigers.
Have each student backwaah filter while others are completing workbooks,
Om day 20, have Students read pages 31 thru 51 of SG III-3.
Day 21: Conduct field trip to municipal water treatment plant explaining

equipment, chemicals and safety. On return to classroom show films
for review and have stUdents complete workbooks. On day 21, direct"
students to review pages 31 thru 51 of SG III-3 -and answer the questions
on pages 51 and 52-for outside assignment.
,

FLA-4s. -,STC1-Cr'.`"

3ABR56330

17

oArt

6 June 1913
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'
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION Kenti*uft4

,-,

JNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 011iECTIYES

DURATION
2

. Chemical Disinfection
.
-

a. Define terms, answer questions and
determine dosages relative to disinfection of
water by writing response to measurable
written items. ----------

b. Given flow rate, dosagn,---concentration of solution .and required formulas -- ----

'Nouns)

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIDANCE

,

5.5 ,

(4/1.5)

Day 22

(1.5/0.5)

Column 1 Reference

la
4b

STS Reference
le(8), 7f(56), 1(13), 9h
7e(11), 70 )

.

_

.

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR56330-III-4, Methods of Disinfection and Purification
We 3ABR56330-11I-4-P1, Water Disinfection and Purification

(2.5/1)

compile rate hYpochlorinator mud feed
solution and as a member of a team, adjud
hypochlorinator to feed determined amount to
+
_ 10 ml per minute.

.

.

Training Equipment
Hypothlorinators (a)

._

-Training Methods
DiscuSsion-(1.5 hrs)
I
DemonstratiOni0:5-hrs),
Performanee (2 hrs)
-----Outside Assignment (1.5 hr.) ---------------___

N

.

.

...

-

--

Instructional Environment/Denim
Classroom (1.6 hrs)
.
Laboratory (2.5 hrs)
Study Hall (1.5 hris)
,

Group/kdep

..,

Instructional Guidance
.
Discuss principles and terms of chlorination, equipment used and 'safety.
Discuss and demonstrate mathematics of computing dosages and feed

rates. Have studentncompute dosages and feed rates and'adjust feeders.
Have students.read pages 53 thru 74 of SG III-4 and answer the questions
kon pages 74 and 75 for outside asilgnment.

1

OLAN OF INSTPtucTioN No.

3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975

H.S .

.

PAGE NO.

19

20

PLAN OF INORUCTION (Coatis 11.4
,.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 011.11CTIVES

1

DURATION
IMMURE .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

_

3.

.

Taste, Odor, and Color Control
1

a. Demonstrate knowledge relative to

-cause of, control of, and treatment for taste,
odor, and color by writing responses to
measurable written items.

b. Using prepared samples chemicals,

2.5
(2/0.5)

Column 1 Reference
5a

.

Day 22

5b

STS Reference
7e(1)(b), 7e(1)(c), 7e(1)(d), 7e(3), 7e(6)
7e(1)(b), 7e(1)(c), 7e(1)(d), 'le(3), 7e(6)

(1/0.3)

.

_

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR58330-111-8, Taste, Odor, and Color Control
WB !ABR56330-1111-5-P1, Taste, Odor, and Color Control
Triinina Equipment.
Jar Test Equipment (12)

(1/0.2)

and jar test equipment, and folk:Wing written

instructions, as a teamt treat water for taste,
odort color, iron, manganese, :and alpe.

\

.

__-.

Training Methods
Discussion- (tlir)
Performance (1 hr)
Outside Assignnumt (0.5 hr)

,

Instructional Environment/Design
ClassroomAt kr)
Laborabiry (I; hr)
Study Ball (0.5 hr)
Group/Lockstep
Indructional Guidance
--Discuss-priociples-of taste, odor, and color removal. Provide,samples
cheniicals, and equipment. Provide guidance to student performance and
emphasize safety in handling chemicals. Direct dudents to read pages
77 thm 81 of SG 111-5 and answer the questions on page 81 for outside
assignment.
.,

g.

.
,
FLAN OF INSTRUCTION NG.

3ABR56330
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DATE

!

BLOCK NO'

III

PAGE NO.

22

1V

PLAN OF INSTRUCtION (Continu4
,

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRI T ER.314 OBJECTIVES
I

.

.

oultoloti
7

Fluoridation and Defluoridation

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

(HOURS!

.

2.5
(2/0.5)

Column f Reference

STS Reference

6a, 6b

Tf317T

Day 23

a. Demonstrate knowledge of principles
of fluoridation and defluoridation by writing
responses to measurable written items.

(1/0.2) ^ Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR56330-1I1-6, 'Fluoridation and Defluoridation of Water
WB. 3ABR56330-IH-6-P1,
Fluoridation and Defluoridation of Water
-

-b. Given flow rate of water, determine
-fluoride dosage concentration of solution, and
solution feed rale needed to provide 1 ppm
fluorides and as a member of a team, adjust
feeder.todeliver required feed.

(1/0.3)

training_ Equipment
Chemical Feeders-(6)
.

.
.

.

Training Methods
DiscussiOn (1 hr)
Performance (1 hr)
Outside Assignment (0,5 hr)

,

.

--------.1

-

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (1 hr)
Study Hall (0.5 hr)
Group/Lockstep
.

Instruclioinal Guidance

7 Water Distribution Systems
.

a. Answer questions relative to function
and operation of components of a water distribution system by writing response to
measurable written items.
,

:-._,04 OF INSTRUCTION NC.

z.3

5.5
(4/1.5)

.

Discuss principles of fluoridation and defluoridation, review computations
required-and-have-students-complete objeCtiVes. ilave students read
pages 82 thru 88 of SG III-6 and answer questions on pages 88 and 89
'Tor outside assignment.
Column 1 Reference
STS Reference
7a, 7b
7f(4), 7g(6), 7h, 7j, lk

Day 23

(2.5/1)

.

3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975

BLOCK NO.

iii

''A" ''''

21

24

/0
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continum0
,

'
UNITS OF NST RUCTION AND CRITERION 011.IEeTIVES

IN.

2

b. Using AFM 85-13 and a line drawing,
showing numbered symbolnfor pipes and
valves, identify type and/or position of *valVes,
size of pipes, and names of components.

,

,

OUR TION
s

.

SUPPORT NAT WALS AND GUIDANCE

RS)

c.

3

,

(1.5

k

5) s Training Materiali

.

.,

sq AABRIth6-Ill- 7, Water Distribution Systems

,

WB 3ABR58330-111-7-P1, Water Distribution Systems
,
AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems

.

.

Training Methods
Discussion (2.5 hrs)

Performance (1.5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (1.5 hiq)
.

.

,

,

.

..

Instnictional Environment/Design.
Classroom (2.5 hrs)

.

.

laboratory (1.5 hrs)
Study Ball (1.5 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

.

,

.

,

Internal Corrosion and Scale
.

a.

14

(10/4)
DaYs 24
l
and 25
'
Demonstrate a knowledge of internal
(6/2)

scale and cm-rosion and the causes and treat'Ment, for, by matching terms of items-of
information with related phrased or datemerits.
.

.

.

`IllarlIC'SiOng Guidance

*

.

.

.

,

. Discuss functiowand operation of components'of distribution systems ,
and monitor/theck student's performance. Direct students to readpages 90 thin"94 of so T-7 and answer quedions on page 94 for outside
assignment.
Column 1 Reference
STS Reference
8a
le(6)
8b
,
7e(2), 7e(6), 171(12), 11h(7)
.
!
Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR66330-M-8, Internal Corrosion and Scale
WB 3ABR563304R-8-P1, Intenial Corrosion and Scale
Automatic 01 Contiol Operating Manual

,.

,

PLAN OF INS:P.:- ,S,..f.:
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DAT E

6

June 1975

BLOCK NO.

?AOC NO.

22

.....--.

26

PLAN OF INSTRUCEON (Catiae.4

,
. UN:3S

,I:

.

DURATION

tarnuCTION AND CRITERION OIJECTIVES
.

(HOURS)

2

3

Tr1n1tg Esiijment.

(4/2)

b. Following written inatructions as a
dials-team Member, opcTate the..pH controller
. trainer to adjust water to -a pH of 10 + .5 pil
unit.
.
.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.,

PfomatIc pH Controller Trainer (12)
Methods

111r

'15ion (5 brs)

Demmistntion (1 hr)
Perforinance (4 hrs)

,c,

Oiitside Assipmeits-(4 hitr

...,

-

"

.

LabOratory.,(5hrs)
Study Ilall (4 his) o.
Group/Lockstep ,

.

.
.
Institutional Guidance
billows water using systems, causes amide and corrosion and methodg
of.contsolling them. Demmistrate/disains operation Gf trainer and
monitor maw's performance. Make outside usigninents and check
each daily: Day 24, read SG III:8j On day,24, have iitudento read Oagew

.

_

.

.

Instructional Environment

,

.

.

.

95 jun 100 of SG 111-0 'and answer qUestions on pages 100 and ion
For day 25, direct students io review SGs 111-1 thru 111-8 to prepare for
.
block measurement teat.,

,

9. = Measurement Test and Test Critique

(2/0)
Day 25

.

...

4

.

P

.
PLAN OF :IiS

P 1-- ' ::.
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DA1E

6 Jul-Te-W75

,

..

BLOCK NO.

III

PAGE

N. 23

28
,

1

COURSE TITLE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTiON

EnvironmentaLSupport Speckiiist

SLOCK T.:L(

Specialized Water Treatment
NITS Or ,N:4111UCItC

D cIrr(enom osoc-tvEs

DURATION

.

SUPPORT NATURALS AN:I5LDANCE

(HOURS)
2

3

on Exchngers and Controls

32

124/8)

Column 1 Reference

STS Reference

1a, lh, lc,

71(11)(a)-,. 71(13)

Days 26, 2
28, and 29

a. Using an ion exchanger unit, trace the
water flow through the unit for each cycle of
operation.

Instructional Materials

b. Usincan ion exchanger unit, adjust the
controls to direct water flow through the unit
for each cycle of operation.

(672)

c. Using-a dual or mixed bed demineralizer, -observing safety precautions, and
working as a team, regenerate the unit and
place in service.

(6/2)

d. Using the written instructions in part
H, section 13, AFM 85-13, inspect the ion
exchanger units and perform the required maintenance.

(6/2)

SG 3ABR56330-IV-1, Ion Exchangers
WB 3ABR56330-IV-1-P1, Operation of Water Softener Trainer

563X0 Career Ladder, Seriicing of Ion Exchangers
AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems
Audio Visual Aids
SAFB 169, Role of the Ion Exchanger

TVS 56-7t Ion Exchanger

Training Ecluipment,
Sodium Cation E*changer (6)
Hydrogen Cation Exchanger (ft)
Mixed Bed Demineralizer (12)
Water. Softener Trainer (12)
Dual Bed Demineralizer (12)

Training Methois
Dia cussion14.1-iii)

Demonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (12 hrs)
Oulside Assignments (8 hrs)

P.AR

INSTRLCT'Oh:.C.

29

3ABR56330

DATE

6 June 1975

IV

PAC(

2q

30

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cooing«.
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION #M0 CRITERION OILIECTIVES

DURATION

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

(1401MISI

.

Instructional Environment/Disign
Classroom (8 bra)

_

Laboratorr(18 hrs)
Study Han (8 hr.)
Group/Lockstep

Instructional- Guidsnce

Demonstrate the operating procedure for each of the loil exchanger...
EMphasize safety in:handpng chemicals. Let each student operate one
of the !Atli:we:changers. As a team they may repnerate the dual
bid and the mixed bed.demineralisers. liaise and check Outside
assigimindi daily: Day 28, paps 1-10 in SG IV-1 thru 5; De* 27,
pages 10120 in 8G-IV-116n 5, and answer question on pages 19 and 20;
Day 28, reilew pages Ithru 20 in SG IV-1 thrn 5; Doti 28, review
figures 2 and &in SG IV71 thru 5.
.

,

.

Electrodialysis Dmineralization

.

Colunm 1 Refrence
-

la, *

Dity 30

,

a.*

5.5
(4/1.5)

Following written instructkms,

STS,Refrence

/MOM, 7rap
,

(1.5/0.5) Instructional klateriils

SG 3ABR56330-IV-2, Electrodialysis Demineralization
WB 3ABR56330-IV-2-P1, Operation and Maintenanc of the Electrodialysis Demineralizer

inspect, start, and stop the electrodialysis
unit.
_

1
i

b. Following written instructions
and werking as a team, alterable a repeated
section of a membrane stack. .

(2.5/1)-

Training Methods-

Discusaion (1.5 hrs)
Demonstration (0.5 hr)
Performance (2 hrs)
Outside Assignment (1.5 hrs)

%

,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
,......,

3ABR56330

311

DATE

6 June 1975

I 'MOCK NO.

IV

I PAGE N025

32

KAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ceetinued).

j:J

i

t.

AND

ER Cm OILIECTIvES

CRATION
2

'HOURS'

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Instructional Environment/Design

t'lusroom (1.5 hiii)

LaborntOiy (2.5 hrs)
.Study HalL(1.5 hrs)
Group/Lockstep
Instructional Guidance

More operating or repairing the equipment, discuss electrical hazards
and stress careful handling of
membranes._

.

Specialized Water Treatment

2. 5

Column 1 Reference

(2/0. 5)
Day 30

a. 'Using related information, Mate the
application of the reverse osmosis process
of water treatment.

STS Reference
1011)(c)

35

Instructional Materials

SU1ABR56330pecialized Water Treatment
WB 3ABR56330-IV-3-P1, Specialized Water Treatment
Training Methods
Dis cuesion TfTErs)

(2/0. 5)

Performance (0.5 hr)
Outside Assignment (0.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Desio
ClassroonT1.5 hrs)
Laboratory (0.5 hr)
.Study Hall (0.5 hr)
Group/Lockstep
Instructional Guidance
Discuss principles of reverse osmosis for treating watei4. Also, briefly
discuss new developments in water treatment. Make and check outside
assignments daily: Pages 21-42 in SG IV-1 thru 5 and answer questions
on pages 38 and 42.
1

3A13255330

33

Ihve-

6 Juno 1975

1

W

j

26

34

....

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cootinu.41

\

\
CURAT ION
MOORS

WV TS .)I 'NS I MJCI ION AND CM T MOH OBJECTIVES

.

Distillation
.

SUPPORT\4\4ATERIALS AND GUIDANZE

Column 1 Reference
4a
_
4b
4d

16 /

/

(12/4)
Days 31
and 32

/..

/

.

sirs. Reference

a,

ifi,11; R,

.

9h, 91

....
\
Instructional Materials
3ABR56330-4V-4, Distillation of Water
NB 3ABR56330-1V-4-P1, DistillitionTerms
.

a. Using related information, state the
need for conversion of saline water and
methods of distillation.

(1/0)

b. Following written inStructions and
working as a team operite the distillation
equipment to prothice salt free water.

(5/2)

c.

Following written and oral instructions
and working as a team, inspect,. clean, and
perform required maintenance of distillation
units.
.

.

VVB 3ABR56330-IV-4-P2, Operating the Meco Water Distillaiion Unit
WB 3ABR56330-W-4-P3, Flow Pattern for Vapor Compression

bistillition'Uniis

udici Visual Aids

i lation \
bIN 7489c, Water Purification, Vapor Compression Distillatiön

(6/2)

T

I

Equipment

.... ....-.--

keco apor.Compression Distillation Trainer (12)
;Training Methods
Discuasion (5 hrs)

,

\

sq,

bemOnstration (2'hrs)

/ 'Performance (51rs)

.

'Outside
Assignnients-(4 hrs)
,

i

_

.,

Instructional Environment/Design
MEissroom.(5 hrs)
;Laboratory (7 hrs)

,

:Study Hall (4 hrs)

.

3ABR56330

.4TE

Groap/Lockstep
.
Instructional Guidance
press safety when handling the units iind when handling chemicals.
,Locate the components and givntheir function on the trainer. Let each
tstudeñt operate the trainer in the starting and stopping procedures.
ssignment; Day 31, inswer questions on pages 56 and'57 in SG IV-1 thru
5. Day 32, answer questions on pages 72 and 73.

6 lune_1975

is..;,:f NO.

IV

I"

27

-- -

,

36

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Csitlini.4-

.

.

,

.

Field Wate t' Purification Unit

2

(HOURS)

I

purpose and application of the field Water
purification 'unit..
__=_,

b. Following-procedures-in TO-40W4-91E working asila team, perform a preOperaWaal inspectien-and service of the field
water purificationunit.

(5/2)

.

8c, ig 81

,

,

i.
.
SG 3ABR56330-IV-15, Field Water Treatment Equipment (Erdlator)
WB-3AHR511330-W-5411, Operation Of Field 'Water Treatment Equipmen
TO 40W4-9-1, Water PUrification Unit
.

(6/2)

.
.:..

TVS 56-3, Set-up, Operation, and Maintenance on the 600 GPH
PortableWater Purification Unit
.1

.
Training Etlipmest
Water Purification Unit, 600 GPH, Portable Trailer Mounted (12)
.

."..

d. Following proceddre outlined in TO
409,4-9-1, clean the water purification tiiiit
and position the Valves to allow precog of the
.
DE-filter.

11Z, '8d

Audio Visual Aids,

.

c. Follqwing procedures in TO 40W49-1, working ha ateam, operate the field
water Purificationnalt.

a

E,

.

, Ingractional Materials

%

,

STS Reference

.

1

_

1 Reference

(16/4)
Days 33,34
and 35
5c
(1/0)
5d

a. Usingirelated informatioa, ,state the

(4/0)

.

Trainim Methods
Discusgon (5 hrs)
Demonstration;(1,hr)
Performance (10 bra)
Outside Aiggnnients.(4-hrs)

-,

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE .

20

/
7'

i

.

DURATION

UNITS OF INSIRLICTION AND CRITERION
- OSJECTIVES
t

.

.

-bistratthmal Environment/Design
., Classroom (5,hrs)
Lsboratory (11 hrs)'.
StudY Hall (4 hrs)

_

Group/Lockstep

.

.
4

.

'I.'"

INS144CTIO" "C"

3ABR56330
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4_DATE

6 June 1975

i BLOCK No.
1

.
PAcc

lo 28

'

38

,

p.

PLAN OF OISTRUCVION (Csa eiliv.4
1

UNITS OF IASI Itt.CT.OH AND CRITERION INLIECTIVES

()ORATION
2

1

.

moons)

SUPPORT NATERIALS'AND SUIDANCE
.
_

Instructional'Guidance
'
Alkav students, -as a group, to inspect, apply chethicals, and operate
the fieldwater -purification unit. The performance will consist of each
student operating the pressure-filter in the filter and backwash positions.
Make and check oUtside assignments daily: On day 33 direct dudents
to read pages 74 thru 79 in SG IV-1 thru 5.. On day 34, have the stUdent
answer questions on page 80 in SG and. review pages 1 thru 80 in SG

s.

IV-1 thru 5.
6.

Related Training(as shown in course
..
chart)

.,

2

.

,

.
--...:-.;

..

7. Measurement Test and Test Critictue

flL

(2,0)
Day 35

,

.

1

,

:

.

1

.

I

.

.

..

1

4

,

.

.z.)-

'

.

....
a

PLAN.LOF INSTRuCTIUN %:
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()Au 6 June 1975

BLOCK-4o.

IV

1

nnGE P40.

29

40,

17-5

.

.

LESiON PLAii 4 P

.

APPROVAL qPr'CIL W:1,

I. Gamma

INSTRUCTOR

-TCETC/17JuW

..

COURSE Nu:wit

-

COUPS( TITLE

1

3ABR5613)

Enviroental St201_01laot
S
list

BLOCK NUMUE4

SLOGS TITLE

____Oratinit.Erin i les f%c...Treatnnz

1:_LLI

I

LESSON TITt..r.

rui i: les of Water reat .

t

,

.:-..

LESSON DURATION
CONK DIENTAIM

Cl. ASS A 00.771. ANON ATORY

6 Hies

TOTAL

.2 Hrs

.

POI REFERENCE'
. PAGE DATE

PAGE NUMBER

' 15

PARAGRAPH

'6 June 1975

NUMBER
1

(Day 16)

i

-..

STS/CTS REFERENCE
......
.
D ATE

.

8-1.1.3 5ii:"iltC0

28 July 1971

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
DATE

,

:IMMATURE

1

DATE

SIGNATURE
,

..

PRECLAU PREPARATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN L AsORATORY

,

Trainer, Water

EQUIPMEN+
FROM SUPPLY

GRAPHIC AIDS AND

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL
.

SG 111I=1

None

None

UNCL ASSIFI ED MAT ERI AL

Treatment System

NMII8-51--11131
.

I.

,

CRITERION OGJECTIVES ARO TEACHING STEPS

la. Identify.components of a water syctem by matching n mbered units of
schematics-of water systems with names of the units.
...
(1) Water supply sources and componentsWater treatment components
/
.(3) Distribution systems and components
lb. ,Given a list of components of a water iystem andta list of phrasesA or statements relating to the function of equipment, match the name of the components to
i
,the' 'pelated phrase or statement.. .'
(2)

/

,

e,..

(1) Characteristics of and impurities in raw Avater'Supplies
(2) Physical treatment ,processes and equipinent
,

(3)

Chemical treatment prOcegises and equipment

ATC "Rm.
AUG 74

ni)

.

,

Course No:
Day 16

3ABR56330
c,

PART II
INIRODUCTICK (30 Min)
CHECK -PREVIOUSDAIS SIM* ASSIGNMENT

\

REVIRi:

.

ATTRITION:

OVERVIN:

MOMATION:

42

BODY (300 Kin)
PRESENT:Anal:
la.

Identify components of a waterlsystsm by
olm.tching numbered units of schematics'of

water systems with names of the units.

(1)

Water-supPly sources and components

(a)- Water eupply requirements

(b)

Sources of water supply

.

I

1 Surface

lakes

b

2

Rivers

Ground

Wells

43

2. Other

IL Sea water

k' Snow

Rainfall

(c)

CoMponenta* water sUpply
system

1.

Natural lakes

Dims.and impounding
reservoirs

Holding reservoirs

Surface water pipes

4

44,

Veils

Well pumps

(2)

4atcr treatment Components

Need for uxer treatment
remove impurities and mOlfy

-41)

characterl5tios to provicie
potable wste.r for damesticand
industrial use which is:

1

Clear

0

2

Free of riste and odor

d Free of dEsease producti4G
.

-

organism

Stable in respect t
and'oor/ :ion

sv-Le

basic watec treatment urd:

5

a3

1 Clarification- -units
)

2 Xsinfection units

(3)

Distribution systems and components

(a)- Requirements'of a distribution
system,

(b)

dround storage or clear well

(c)

High lift pumps

(d)

Elevated.storage

(e)

Pneumatic tanks and canponents

(f)

Distribution lines

1

.

,)

Mains
.6

46

2 laterals

(g) Vans

,

lb-.

Given a list of components of a water
system and, a list of phrases or
statementsrelating to the fUnction,of equipment,'
match the name of the components to the
related-phrase or statement.

(1)

Characteristics of and impurities in
raw water supplies

(a)

Characteristics of the compound
water

Chemical cazposition 1120

2

Physical state-liquid at
normal temperature and
pressure; freezing point
00 C-boiling 100°C

47

Densfty-for practical pur0Oses,
density is 1 gram pmr cc or

a; 8.34 lbs per gal.
-

4

Ionisation constant of uster
is lx10-14,

5

Tastelesmuodorless, and
colorless.

'

1-Unkiersal solveMt

(b)

Characteristics due to impurities
in raw water supplies

Turbidity.Imuddy or unclear
condition due to suspended
solids

a

Color

8

48

& True color mostly due to
,dissolved or C011oidal-organic
vegetable dyei from decaying
vegetation,may'bedue to Fel 161
or industrial waste.

b Apparent color due to
sUspended,solids

Hardness-a characteristic
of water which Causes excess
soap consumption and scale
/
formation in pipes and equipment

%,1

A Corrosiveness- tendency to corrode
metals due to low pH or dissolved
gases

pH is the neasure of free hydrogen
ion Concentration in water.

6

Temperature-mxy affect use
or treatment

I Taste and odor due to
dissolved organic matter
or dissolved gases

A

49

Acidity-strong base
neutralizing capacity
usually due tO excess CO2
maybe,due to N2S ord2SO4 from, Mine drainage

2 Alkalinity-strong acid
neutralizing iapacity.In.'

zatural_waterait is usually,.
caused by-HCO-3 And-to a

lesser extent by-0O3

12 Contaminated-contains
disease producing organisms
or toxic materials

(c)

Impurities in raw water supplies

1 Gases

a

Oxygen-scone .dissolved

02 is desirable for
domestic supplies but
will cause corrosion if
in excess

10

5o

4

CO2-the form which CO2
takes in water depends
on the type and amount
of nineraltia the-water
and the.pH of water

COI reacts with (OH)
alkalinity in water to
form CO . At a pH-ibove
3
9.5, CO2 will bein CO3
form

CO2 reacts with the CO3
in water to form HCO3. At
tH 8.3, all CO2 will be
in the HCO3 fora. Below
pH of 8.3, additional
CO2 will form H2CO3.. At
a pH 4.8, all CO2 Nill be
H2CO3 or free CO2.

The acidity of mast
natural water supplies'
is due to the frie.002
and is more common to
well waters

The ilkalinity of most
water supplies is due
to the HCO3 and mlaar

amount of CO3

11

51

HYdrogen sulf44e4123 is
rnormally'foUnd in, ground

inters with high sulfate
content.

.

Cause0 taste-odor problem.
(rotten egg odor)
. ,)

Reacts withOt to form
H2SO4 which causes corrosion
of metals andconcretel

&dime dissolved.organictaste and odor causing

compoundi maYprodnce vapors
or liquid which will vaporise
'if water is aerated

Liquids-not usually present

i

s olids

Total solids-any
resfdue left after
evaporation and drying

12,

52
;

IL

Suspended solids-selids
which can be relayed by'a
filter includes:
,

Settleable solids audit
as ro4141, sand, silts,

-

and some-organic materials
whiCh will settle out
under still cbuditions.

Non-settleable lolidsfinely suipended solids
such as clay knd
particles which MI be
filtered out but will, not
settle under normal
conditions.
0
A

Dissolved solids (inorganid)
due to the'solubility Of
minerals in the earthwith:
which water comei in contact.
Natural water supplies u!ually
contain varying amounts Of the
following ions and/or their
'associated compoUnds:

Sodium (Naf)-Most*sodiva
compoundse.re very soluble
in water. Anions which cannot-

be wo4iated with Ca, Fe,
mOS, or Mn are usuaAr considered
to be sodium salts. They
contribute to the overall
saltiness or brackishness of a
watet supply.
13

AO

e
,

Calcium (C444 and \Magnes,
0400 Citise meet
óap reacti
hardness in water.
form a
to,
with Ca, or' Mg ions
curdy Precipitate

Calciur carbonate is only
slightly soluble in cold
water (15 'pis),

Calcine bicarbonate is soluble'
in cold water but may break
down, especially when heated, tO
CO2
ions CaCO

Calcium sulfate is solnble in
water but may scale out on hot
metal surfaces, or precipitate

with WO 3'

or will, precipitate

if SO4 a., content is highs

//

Calcine chloride is very sOlUble
in water
,

Magftesius'040-0-45C4 and
MgCL2are soluble in water

0

14

54

Magnesium hydroxide is very
insoluble in water and is not
present in raw water; but, the
carbonates and bicarbonates
decompose to precipitate the Kg
as Mg (OH)2

'Iron and mangunese-dm to
------"----------in3o1.ub.51ity as hydroxides, 'the
..lre..H. orlft+4.are only slieMay.

1

soluble (7 ppa) inviter and thea
only if sufficic4t CO2 is present to
lower the pH. If oidised to-a higher
state (Fe++ arl6i1-00 they are 14olub1e

except at extremelylaw *not normally
found in natnralicater

supplies.',-

Although present in mull mounts

'

only, they are troublesais because
,theyciuse-taitel-odor-arid-apparentcolor.

Carbonates (CO3)-most carbonates are
ioluble except CaCO3, which forms 4art
of the alkalinity of water and tii4kilown
at high temperature to fora CO2. changed
to bicarbonates by lowering pH.

Bicarbonates.all bicarbonates
are soluble. At PH 8.3, all CO2
is in bicarbonate'form; bicarbonates
are the alkalinity of natural vaters.

Bicarbonates are converted to free
CO2 by lowering the pH: Bicarbonates
breakdown when heated to fona CO2 and
CO3.

Sulfates (s04)- !most sulfateSare
soluble'except CaSO4. At high
drinkingemter,
concentrations
they have a laxative.effect (limited
to 250 PPM iniotable Water). Under
anaerobin conditions,. SO4- will be ;
broken- down to- H2S- cauai.ng taste, odor,

and corrOsion problems.

Chlorides (FL-)c-mot.chloridea ars
'soluble inwater. They impart a
salty -taste., Potable,water Should-not
have_over 2501pm of Nal.

Silica-silica ispesent im small
amonnts'in most water supplies in
the\forq of Na4SiO4 or as colloidal
SiO2, Tt iS not normally a problem
excePt Where it forms a hard glassy
scale at high temperitures or' caabines
with tither soale to bind and make it
1ard.
/

'

16

56

Fluorides (r-)- when foUnd in
water in excess, fluorides causes -/
mettling,of teeth (fluoiosis) and
must be removed. Where absent, thwr
are added to prevent tooth decer'in
young people.

OLer-presence of other minerals in,
welter in sufficient concentrations to

bcobjectionable are usually due to
pollution and may require special
treatment.

EPA identifies mast of these
materials and sets the limit to
the concentration allowable

Biological composition

A Pathogenic or

(disease producing)

\\

Bacteria-which cause.typhoid fever,
dysentery, dholera

Viruses-which cause hepatitis

Amoeba-which Cause amoebic dysentery

to'

57

k.

Nuisance orginisns- organisisi
which.may not cause dileate but
cause taste, odorlocolors, clogging
of eqUipeent.

Algae

Blood worms

a

Indicator organises- organisms
which ail' have no direct effect

on use of water but their presence
indicates pollution and presence
of pathogenic organises

(2) _physical_trektment

(a)

proctssesand equipont

Processes

Sedimentation-used to remove
settleable suspended solids

18

58

-0

1

.teration

Rel

ROM dill/101110d PM Stich a

CO2 and H2S

k

g,

;

May allow 30= organic taste-and
odor compounds,to vaporise

Adds .02 to water to, caddis.

Fe or Mn

Filtration-Strains or filters
suspended solids.

Flocculation-Keeps solids suspended
and brings, them in contact' with coagulated
particles tO allaw groWth of particles.

Distillation

Reverse osmosis

19

59

37
(b) Equipsent-for physical processes

Holding reservoirs for pla.in

rlimentation

a Aerators

.k Tower

h Spray

I Diffused air
a

Floccul.ators
c

Cr

Sedimentation tanks

& Horizontal flowrectangular or
circular design
0-

k Up flow

60
20

:

(3)

Chemical treatment processes and
equipment

(a)

Chemical processes

1

2

Chemical oxidation

a

Oxidize Fe and'Mn

b

Oxidize taste and odor

Chemical precipitation

a

Coagulation

b Fe and Mn removal

c

Softeñing

3

Stabilization

4

Disinfection

21

61

5

Algae control

Ion, exchange

7

(b)

,

Activate& carbon

Equipment for chemical treatment
prncesses

Chemical feeders

a

Gas feeders
C.

b *Solution feeders
;

c

Dry feeders

Slurry-feeders-,

2

Chemical, mixers

3

Contact tanks

22

62

APPLICATION:
;

Using AIM 85-13, nOtea, and study.guide,

students-will coRplete* Ill-1-P1oPrinciples of
Water Treatment Plants

EVALUATION:
.

,Evaluate by oral, written questiOns, and/or
'observation of student's performance during
lesson. This may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

'CONCLUSION (30 Min)
SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:
0

SIUDY ASSIGNMENT:
1.

Review SG 3ABR56330-III-1 and answer
questions
Read SG 3ABR56330-Ill-2 pages 10 thru 13

23

63

.

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DAT_

TC ETC i 17,11m7
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.......,

c.if

COURSE NUMBER

.......

.

LESSON PLAN (lsort 1, Gen:tel)
INSTRUCTOR,

COURSE TITLE

3ABR56330

Envirorimental 8upport Specialist

BLOCK NUMBER

BLOCK TITLE

III

Operating Principle's of Water Treatment Plants
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHINO_STEPS,_

_

2a. Define terms and answer questions relative to water clarification, softening,
,
and stabilization
by completing applicable measurable written items.
._
(1) Clarification of water
(2) Water softening
(3) Stabilization for scale and corrosion .control
(4) ClarificatiOn and softening equipment
.
\

lb. Following instructions provided by the instructor, as a team member, operate
the water treatment trainer to remove turbidity and hardness, and to stabilize the
water.
(1)

Identification and function of unit components
,
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(2)

Chemical requirements

(3) Operation of-chemical feeders
(4)

Operational procedures and safety
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PART II
INIRODUCTION

5,

(30 Min)
0.

CHECK PREVICUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

RUM:

Aro

:

OVERVIEW:

HOU% TION:

12

3

t

66

BODY (1020 Min)
ga.

7-_-,Define terms.and answer questions
relative to water clarification,
softening, and stabilization by
,Completng applicable measurable written
items.

.

t,

1'

'(1). Clarification of umte;'

(a)

Definition-thi-removal of
turbidity (suspended solids)
during clarification. Other
goals such as color removal,
taste, and odor and ranoval of
mott organisms may be accomplished
is,camplementary treatment or.
side effatts-tothe clarification
process.
.

(b), Methods of clarification'

1 Plain sedimentation in
streams, lakes, or holding
'

reservoirs
,

2 Filtration alone where
turbidity is very low

4

0

3

Coagulatiotiand'flocculation
folloyed by sedimentation and
'filtration

t

(c)

Principles of cagulation and
flocculation
4

1\

,-

Definitions

Coagulation is the
precipitation of certain ions
or cdnpounds to form colloidal
parti4es which will cambiAe
with oler colloidal particles
to fornolarger hydrous jellylike particles called floc

,

b

Flocculation-the growth
of'the' smaller particles

-into larger,particles.,

t2

Coagulant mat rials

a

Coagulants-alumihum sulfate
Al2(SO4)2 (AIUM), ferrous
sulfate FeSO4 (Copperas),
ferric sulfate Fe2(SO4), ferric
chloride FeCl31

68

4-

0

b Sources of alkalinitynatural alkalinity in
16a., lime (Ca0 or Ca(PH)2),
_____---crushed limesone OaCO3),
soda'ash (Na2C0
4

'

4)

16

1

,

Coagulant aids-chlorine
(used tb oxidize ferrous
iron or.to activate silica),
activated silica, organic
polymers.

\
Chemical reactions

3
A

*

_

5

a--basic reactio4-1ons
of heavkimetals\pdus
alkalinity forma a
hydrated jellylike

-

precipitate.
EXAMPLE:
Fe+-14CI.,3= + 3114- + (Or)

Yields Fe(003 + s301
NOTE: The result af this
"reaction-tends-to-lower
-the pi! and if naturai alkalinity
is not,adequate, alkaline material

pust be added

b

Alkalinity reactions.sources of (CR)- such as
NaHCO3 yields Na+ (OH)--+ CO2.
This -reaction will goito the
right as the coagulant removes
the (p11) in the water. Ca0 4- H20
yields Ca + 2 (OH)
.

1-v
6

69

c

Reaction with different
coagulants Al2(504)3
+ 6NaHCO3 yields Ai(0103
6Na + 3(SO4), + 6 CO2

FeC13 + 3Ni1iCO yields

Fe 003 + 3Na + 3C1 + 3CO2

Fe2(SO4)3 same.ai 4004 .

--Fe(504)before tile Fe will
coagulate it must be oxidized
to FeH+ by aeration or
dhlorination

i2Fe+++ +C12 yij ds 2FR4t+
+ Cl the reactions would then
.

-be the same foi. FeC13

doagulatiou_
although the basic
precipitatio is as
shown above, one Molecule
of the Fe(OH 3 can link
with others

Fe(OH)3+ Fe °E)I
yields Rm. + e0Fe (OH)4
to form larger

icles

Flocculation reaction4-

coagulatomiparticleS usually
carry a (+) residual charge.
Colloidal clay particles

usually carry a () residual
charge.,

7

.

I

wuo waLur

brings he coagulated
particles and clay.
particles in contact which
allows them to adhere to
each oilier and grow into
larger particles called floc.

4

Factors affecting coagulation
and flocculation

a Type and concentration of
colloidal maternal in raw
water

b Type and dgaage of coagulant

c

d

Vtimtan pH

7tmuerature of ...tater

:tme and degre

Jai .-est-multiple

of agitation

st to

det,....7 mina proper c-...gulant and

pH .age.
var..e.tions

Daily tc..It for daily

(2)

Water softening

Types of hardness

1 Temporary hardness

CaCO3 -least soluble

Ca(HCO3)2

MgCO3

Mg(HCO3)2

Ca(OH)2 -in treated water only

2

Permanent hardness

CaSO4

CaC12

MgSO4

MgC12

9

72

"(b). Alkalinity in raw water

1

Causes.of alkalinitY
et,

a

(OH-)

L CO3

c

2

Types of alkalinity (ai
measured)

b

3

HCO3

"M"

Relationship of "P" and qi"
alkälinity to amount of (OH) CO3
and 1CO3

10

73

& If P = 0, all alkalinity
(14) iS (M03)

b

g,

If P 44, all alkalinity (M)
is (OH)

If P = iM, all alkalinity
(4) is (CO3)

If P is greater than
iM, (OH) = 2P
)1 and
CO3=2(4-P)

e

If P iS less than iM,

CO3 = 2P and HCO3 =M - 2P

(c) -Methods of water softening

.1

Chemical precipitation
(Lime-soda)

A,

"Ca" temporary hardnessCa(HCO3)2 + Ca (OH)2 yields
CaCO + H2p
3

11

74

permanent hardness-,
114(HCO3)2 + Ca(Ce)2'
yields CaCO3 + 2NaC1

-".

94g" temporary hardnessMg(HCO3)2 + Ca(002 yields
Mg(OH)2 + 2CaCO3 + 21100

d

"Mg" temporary hardnessMgC12 + Ca(OH)2 + Na2CO3
yields Mg(OH)2 + CaG03 + 2NaC1

e

Addition of coagulant
may be necessary to aid
in settling

°

CONCLUSION (DAY 17)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
Read sd 3ABR56330-III -2, Clarification of

Water

12

I

S
1NTRODICTION (DAY 18).

CHECK

Famous

DAYS SIUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOIITATION:

PRESENTATION:
2a.

Continued:
(3)

Stabilization for scale and corrosion
control

13

76'

Definition

(a)

1

Recarbonation is used to
precipitate excess lime as
CaCO3 wych is then remeved
by sedipentation. This is
followed by additional CO2
to adjust pH to change re
maining CaCO3 to soluble
Ca(HCO3)2. Note: Eicess
CO2:wmuld cause corrosion.

2 Use of polyPhosPhates

a

Prevents Ca and Mg
from forming scale
(sequestering)

b

Prevents corrosion by
forming a protective film
on pipes( a corrosion
inhibitor)

Aeration to remove excess
CO2 to prevent corrosion

4

pH adjustment with acids
or alkalies not normally
iised for distribution systems

14

(c)

Determining stabilitY
of water with relation
to CaCO3

1

Factors affecting stability

a ppm Cias CaP03- to
scale;to corrosion

b. ppm alkalinity-to scale;
io corrosion

pH (increasing)-to scale;
to corrosion'

4: Temperature (increasing) to scale; to corrosion

IL

2

Total solids- to scale;
to corrosion

Test for determihing
stability

Langelier index--based
on above factors and chart

15

78

)

b Marb],e test-Imeasures
pH and alluataity of
water saturated with

CaCO3

c
_

(4)

Stability testdetermines difference .in
alkalinity before and
after saturation with
CaCO3. If alkalinity is
greater after saturation
Water maybe corrosive. If
alkalinity is less aftersaturation water may cause
scale

Clarification and softening equipment

(a)

Plain sedimentation reserioirs

(b) Filter-for clarification before
or after precipitation, coagulation
and flocculation(will be covered
laterin course)

(c)

Chemical feeders

79

16
11.

1

Solution feeders

u_feeders

Lime slakers

4 Slurryleeders

Gas feeders

(d)

HOrizontal sedimentation:
:clarifiers or softeners;

1.

2

Rapid .ixers

Slow itixers

A Settling tanks

(e)

Upflow,slndge blanket Clarifiers
softeners.
d

Erdlators

80

2

Clarifiers

3:

Accelator

,

(f)

Spiractor (softener

(g)

Eecarbonators

(h)

Filters

,

CONCLUSION DAY 18)
SUMMARY:'

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
-Review SG 3ABR56330-III-21. Clarification of

Water and answer questions.

1.8

INTRODUCTION .(DAY 19)

CHECK AEVIOUS DAYS,STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
REVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:
2b.

,

a.

Following instructions provided by the
instructor, as a team member, operate
the water treatment trainer to remove
turbidity and hardness., and to stabilize
the water.

O
Identification and function of
unit components

(1)

(a)

Raw water upply tank

(b)

Aerator

1

Remove CO2 (corrosion control)

2

Removes taste and odor.

/

7_

.3

Adds 02-aids coagulation
if iron soolts used.
Oxidizes
Fe and Mn.

oak

(c) .Chemical feeders.

.

(4)

Ra.id mixer

(6)

Filter

(0 Flocculation

(g)

9

Recarbonator

20

83

.

//

(h)

Sedimeatation tank

(i)

Clear well

(j)

Storage reservoir

(k)

Valves, controls, and pumps

\
1

,

/

1

,

\

'1

\

(2)

Chemical requirements
1

//

1

\

//

,

A:

I

-f-

____ _

-----Ii)--bi* on flow and analysis o
water
"4

I

,

../

(h)

Chemical requirements for
softening

I
;

i

:

:

\
1

I

,

,

(c)

Chemicals required for
Istabilization

,

,

'

(d)

Safety.precautions for
handling Chemicals
;

(3)

Operation of chemical feeders,

(a):,

Solution feeders

6

.1

Principles of operation

2 Lubrication requirements

(b)

(c)

3

Screen and poppet Check

4

Feed adjustments

Slwry feeder

1

Feed control

2

Agitator

Recarbonation

Pressure control

2

Diffuser

(4) .0perational procedures and
safety

22

1.

85

(a)

Equipment check

(b)

Check-electrical control sWitches

(c)

Filling tanks and adjusting
flow control -

(d)

Starting mixers, chenical feeders,
and pumps

(e)

Operation of sludge collectors

(f)

Checking quality of treated
water

(g)

Removing equipment from service

.

APPLICATION:

Students will complete objective 2a by
caupleting WB III-2P1

,

Students will complete objective 2b by
operating the water'treatient trainer
as a team membel%

23

8-6

EVAIiJATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or
observation of student,s performante during
the lesson. This maybe accomplished at any
zime during lesson to increase effectiveness.

-

CON.CIUSIGir(30 Min)
C.

SUMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read SG 3ABR56330-III-3, Water Systems
Filters.

v,
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TreatMent System
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110 748 9 B
TVS 56-1

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

Using AFM 85-13 and TO 40W4-9-1, identify components of a rapid sand filter
and a diatomaceousearth filter by matching the name of the components to pictured
components and, from recall, complete incomplete written statements relative to
operation of filters.
3a .

(1)

Types of filters

.

.

.

-

(2) Diatomaceous earth filtration

.

(3)

Components of diatomaceous earth filter

(4)

Components of rapid sand filters

(5)

Operation of rapid sand filters

f

ATC

AUG 72

770

88

\\
LESSON PLAN (Pert I, Gnott.i)\ CONTINUATION SHEET

M11 %OW

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACNING STEPS iCintinua49

woo.

3h. Following instructions, backwash and place the filter on the water treatment

system trainer in service.
(12)

Operational proCedures

Following field trip to municipal water treatment plant and usingnotes or rt;', ft
list major components of the plant, list 'chemicals used \and their purpose, and
write answers to questions relative to plant operation.'
3c.

\s,

Sa (et y as applicable
(2)

Treatment processes

(3).

Identification of equipment

(4)

Plant operation data

,1111/11.1.00.10. 1191 v.& lialbada1416C:a.. V

ATCAUG
"4"72

770A

2
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ar

Course No: 3ABR56330
Days 20 and 21

Branch Approval:

Date: a

PART II
INTRODUCTION (20 Min)

CHECK PRIVIttS iAYS s*Ifigr ASSIGNMENT:
REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

ATTENTION:

MOTIVATION:
Q

3

90

BODY (680 Min)
PRESENTATION:
3a.

-

Uding A* 85-13 and TO 40W4-9-1&
'identify components of arapid sand
.fUtif-ifid a diatomaceous earth-filter
by matching the name,of the components
to.picturedcomponents andi
complete incomplete written statements
relative to operation of filters.

(1)

Typed of filters

According to filter media

(a)

1

Sand

2

Diatomaceous earth

3

Anthrafilt

A

Fiber

4

91

bq
5

Activated'carbon (absorbent
rather.than physical)

According to types of feed

(b)

1 Gravity

2

.

Pressure

Vacuum (seldom used)

(c)

According to flow rate

1 Slow (seldom used)

2 Rapid

Roughing (seldom used)

92

(d) -Specific<types of filters
commonly used for water
clarification

Rapid sand filter;

2
'

(2)

a

Gravity rapid sand ialters

b

Pressure rapid sand filters'

Pressure diatomaceous earth
filters

Diatomaceous earth filtration

Q
(a)

Diatomaceous earth

(b)--deral operation of D.E.

.

filter

'I
P'

(C)

Advantagei of D.E. filtration

6

93

Components of^diatomaceous earth!.
4;
filter

(a)

Filter elements

(b)

Filter shell

(c)

Slurry, tank

(d)

Air relief'valve

(e)

iate of flow controller

,

tontrol valves

Ain

(g)

Pressure ga)esl

411.

(4)

Components of rapig.nd filters

94
ts

(b)

Hydrants are connected to maimteeder
line. Normally located on streets,400,ft.
apart; so-that everY building-can be reaChed
from 2 hydrants with not mere than 300 feet

0 hoses
oLY,

1 Standard typelor normal street use
\-

2 Flush type or pit mounted for airfield
apron use

Prevention of back siphonage*(Back flow)

(a) -Badk siphonage is the backing up of
contaminatedor polluted water into the
potable water system.

(b)

(c)

siphonage conditions frequently
occur because of carelessness of users.

Back1

F4.etent back siphonage by
!

Elimination_of connection
2' Separation by air gap
2 Back flow preventer
esting ind maintenance'
A

Water hwaner ontrol

(6)

(a)

----Z._

.

-

Waitter hammer is a rapid pressure

fl*tuation above and below the
l'e presiure in a closed sytent,
----g&sed_by rapid closing of valves.:

8

915

a

Internal combustion
engine cooliAg systems

2

Hot water heating
systems

3.Refrigeration chilled
water systems

(4)

Scale and corllosibn control in.
open recircul tion systems
(cooling tower )

(a)

Factors affecting scale and
corrosion in cooling towers

1

Concentration of solids
,due to loss of water
by evitoration

1 Saturation of water
with dissolved oxygen

Possible high temperatures

4

Algae and bacterial growth
in tower and lines

.

9

-96

"-

5

(b)

laectro-chemical corrosion
of different metals

Methods of control

1

Softning of make-up
water

2

Blow dOwn to limit
concentration of solids

3 'pH adjustment to prevent
CaCO3 precipitation

(5)

4

Polyphosphates to keep
Ca and Mg in solution .
and as a corrosion inhibitor

5

Chlorination or other
chemicals to control
biological growths

Scale and corrosion control
in closed recirculation systems
4-01

(a)

Since a minimum of make up
water is used, scale is little
prOblem
10

97

2

Air binding

3

Channeling

4 Algae and bacterial growths

5

3b.

Incrustation (lime and
iron deposits)

Following instructions, backwash and
place the filter on the water treatment
system trainer in service.

(1)

Operational procedures

(a)

Filling the filter

(b)

Operation of clear well pump

(c)

Flow through filter

11

92

a

(2)

(d)

Backwash procedures

(e)

Shut down proCedures

Applicable safety

(a)

Electrical hazards

(b)

Improper adjustment of valves

CONCLUSION (Day 20)
SUMMARY:

a

STUDY ASSIGNKENT:
Review SG 3ABR563307IIDt.31. Water Systems
Filters, and answer questions.

12

99

ITITRODUCTION (Day 21)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
REVIEW:

P

OVERVIEM:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:
3c.

Following field trip to municipal
water treatment plant and using notes
major_ecepopents. of the
plant, list chemicals used and their.
purpose, and write answers to questions
relative to plant operation.

13

100

(I)

Safety as applicable

(a)- Keep hands off equipment on
field trip

(b)

Do not handle chemicals

(c) -Stay behindrails

(d)

(2)

Stay with group

Treatmeni processes

(a)

Taste and odor control

(b)

Clarification

(c)

Softening

14

101

gi
(d)

Stabilization

(e) 'Fluoridation
).

(f) Disinfection

(3)

Identification of equipment

(a)

Chemical feeders

Gravimetric loss of 14eight
feeders for lime and soda

ash

2

Lime slakers

0
3*

Volumetric solution feeder&
(dipper type) for
coagulation

15

102

4

,

Chlorinators

Ammoniators

6

Diaphram type solution
feeders for silica, phosphates,
and fluorides
-

Slurry pLups for activated
carbon

0".

-1

(b)

Measuring devices -rapid mix

(c)

Slaw mix or flocculators
-11

(d)

'(e)

Filters

Wash water recovery well and
reservoir

103
16

-4

(f)

Sedimentation basi14*

(g)

Accelator

(h)

Lab facilities

0

(4)

Plant operation data

(a) 'Plant capacity

(b)

Backwash data

1

When to backwash

2

Amount of water used

Time,required

17

1.04

-

APPLICATION:
1.

Complete WE 3ABR56330-III-3-P1 and P2,ami'complete incomplete statements.
(objective 3a)

2.

Each student will backwash the filter
place it in'service (objective .3b)

3.

5nplete WB 3AER56330:-III-3-P3 (objective 3c)

Evaluate by
.'7/:
///,ALUATION:

oral, written questions, and/or
Observation of studentls performance during
lesson. This ma0e accomplished at amy time
during lesson to increase effectiveness.

,CONCLUSION (20 Min)
SUMMARY:

REROTIVATION:
.0

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
1.

Read SG 3ABR56330-III -4, Methods of
Disinfection and Purification, and answer
questions.

2.

Read SG 301156330T111-5, Taste, Odor, and'Color
control, and answer questions.

.

.18
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PRECLASS PREPARATION

EOUIFNENT LOCATED

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

IN LASORATORY

Hypochlorinators

None

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

GRAPH!C AIDS ANO
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

SG II1=4

WB III4-P1
k;,..

_

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

4a., Define terMs, answer questions, and determine dosages relitive
to disinfection
'0-water by writing response*.to measurable written items.
,.
(1) metaniing of arid requirements for disinfection
,

(2)

Methods of disinfection

)

(3)

....--

Forms of chlorine used

-(4) Terms and chemical reactions relative to chlorination
(5)

.

Factors affecting the efficiency of chlorination
(65 Computing chlorine dosage
(7) Chemical feeders used for chlorination

1Le atis_lashignnalswie
i
ATC

AUD*7;

770

106.
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4b: Given flow rate, dOsage, concentration Of solution,-and required formulas,
compute rate, hypochlorinator must feed polution and,as a member of a team.
4djusl. hypoclilorinater tp feed ditermined amount to ± 10 ml per minute.
!

(1)

Information needed to determine feeder flOw rate

(2)

Formulas used to deterMine hy6ochlorimitor setting

(3)

Procedures for adjusting hypochlorinator

.410.

cb,

'41

.1.1111.111111411. 0 Wig ,

ATCAUG""72

770A
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Course

:
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Day 22
PART II
a

IN'IRODUCTIONe, (10-Min)
CffC1C PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY. ASSIMMENT:
REVIEW:

ATIENnON:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3
1

710 8

BODY (210 Min)

PRWENTATION:
N.

4a.

Define terms, answer questions) .
and determine dosages relative to
e4linfection of water by writing
response to measurable written
items.

(1)

Meaning of and requirlements
for disinfection

(a)

Disinfection-process of
killing pathogenic
\ bacteria

(b)

Sterilizationprocesivof
killing all living organimns

(c)

Pathogenicdrganisesdisease producing

Bacterial diseases

A:

Typhoid

b

Dysentery (bacillary)

g,

Cholera

1 09 =

?9

Virus diseases (suspected)

& Tnfectious hepatitis

k

Polio'

Protozoan diseases

Amoebic dysentery

k

(d)

Schistosomiasis

Coliform-bacteria iihidh ire
onot normally pathogenic, but
their presence indicates
contamination by feces of saneblooded animals

_

(2) Hethods.of disinfection

(a) Boiling

(b)

Ozone(%)

(c) Ultra violet rays

(d)

4

Halazone or iodine

(3)

(e)

Lime

(f)

Potassium permanganate

(g)

Silver

(h)

Chlorination(nost common
method of disinfection)

Forms of chlorine used

(a)

Chlorine gas (liquid under

pressure)

(b)

(c)

Ca(0C1)2 -Calcium-hypochlorits

Na(0C1) 4odium hypochlorite
(household:bleach is about t

0-solution)

(d)

glet -Chlorine dioxide (a
gas.produced by adding C12 to
sodium Chlorite on site. It
is seldom used.

(4)

Terms and chemical reactions
relative to chlorination

111

'79
(a)

Reactions

C12 + H20 yields HC1 + MOd

H0C1 Yields H + Cer"
This is a reveriible
reaction which is pH
dependent.

WOC1)2 4' 1,120 yields

Ca(A02 + 2HOC1

A

Na0C14 1120 yields
Na/(010 + HOC1

NH3 + HOC1 yields NH2C1
or' NH; (chloramines)

6

Additional HOC1 will destroy
the chloramines to produce
nitrogen gases

Z Sane organic materials are
oxidized to CO2

Same-organic materials mw
combine with chlorine to
form chlorinated compoune,s
utich can cause taste and odors

0

9 Fe++ +- C12 yields Fe4-I-F

112

H2S + Cl2, yields S

71E1

110C1 and the chloramines are

the disinfecting agents

HOC' is the most
effectiye

Chloramines require high
residuals and long.contact
time

,(b)

Terms relative to disinfection

Total Chlorine residualthe Chlorine in the"water

in formOfROC1 and 001
or chlormmines

Free available chlorine- the
Heel and 001

Combined ivailable
Chlorine-the chloramines

8

113

Chlorine demand-the--

moult Of Chlorine reqUired
to react with oxidisable
matefials in the water

j,

6

Chlorine doMage(requirements)the amount of chlorine required
to meet the demand and provide
the required Cl residual

Marginal chlorination- ihe
chlorination of water to a
specified residual with no
consideration to how much
is free available or combined
available

2, Break point chlorination-the
addition of sufficient chlorine
to oxidize the chlormmines and
leave only a free available Cl
residual.

Chlorine-ammonia treatmentthe addition of ammonia and
Chlorine following break point
Chlorination to form cilibined
Cl residual
-

2

Superchlorination-addition
of excess chlorine which
is then removed by sulphur
dioxide, aeration, or activated
carbon

11 4

67?-(5)

Factors affecting the efficiency of
chlorination

(a)

Chlorine demand (prm)

(b)

Required ritidual

(c)

Demand + residual =dosage

_

(6)

Computing.chlorine dosage

(a)

Dosage in ppm

(b)

Quantity of water
(millions of gallonsY

(c)

8:34 (factors to convert
gallons to lbs)

(d)

% available dhlorine in compound

115
,

10

(e)

Formula:
MG(decimal value) x08.34 x
ppm (dosage) x. % Chlorine
(decimal value) = lbs chemical
required

(7) -Chemical feeders used for
chlorination

(a)

Chlorinators (gas feeders)

Direct feed-feed gas directly
to non pressurised flow. Used
only in emergenci

I Vacuum type solution feedersgas is drawn into a high pressure
stream by an ejector (aspirator)
ardthen fed to stream

a Water seal diaphrim
(bell jar)

k

(b)

Mechanical diaphram

Hypochlorinators-chemical feeders
iolution of Ca(0C1)2
or Na Gel directly to water being
treated

(c)_ Types of-chemical feeders according,
to method of degvee of control

o

-

1 Manual control-operator
-must stoastart

2

Sem* automatioretams/stops
with flow

Autanatic-iceeps feed rate

propertional tolawrate
NOTE:

The feed. rate mUst

le set by operOor for all
types

(8:

5afety relativs to chlOrination,

(a)

Characteristics of chlorine
which Maices it hazardoo.

Chlorine gai is a relpiratory
irritant and at higher concentratic:
fatal

a It is

strong oxiding agent

A

Very corrosive in 7:Telente
of moisture

k

Can .support combustion with
some organ4 materfLals

.

a It is a pressurized gas
and the pressure will
increase with increase in
tamperatare

Chlorine ice crystals *reformed by too-raPid
drawal Of C12, from cylinder,
or by 012 being beloti'40.2!c in '
combination. with H20 at a 1S,
solution. Ice crystal* cause
improper operation of Chlorinator.

5

The gas is heavieithan air and
can settle in low places

(b)- Safety -precautions in ',pun ins

chlorineLgas

Allow only qualified personnel.
to handle chlorine.and equipment

/ Provide proper gasemsk and
train personnel iii-jts use.

1..Do not apply' direct heat to
Chlorine containers or'equipment.
Keep out of direct sunlight

A Keep equipment dry.

a Repair all leaks as soon a*
Leaks.may be
detected.. _Note_.;
detected with ammonia water
13

610
Do not store combustible materials
in chlorine rooms

Keep chlorinator romemilerand,
do not withdraw cl2 at i rate of
over 40 lbs per day from 150 lb
cylinders or'400 lbs per dayfrom
1 ton tank to prevent icing.

Provide eZhaust fans to discharge
from floor level to outside

(e)

Hazar,ds of Ca(0C1)2 and Na 0C1

I Ca (0C1)2 deteriorates to produce
chlorine monoxide and oxygen

1 At high temperature itcan cause
fire in'PresenCe of organic materia3.

In presence Of moisture-or
organic material it Can cause
spontaneous canbUStion

j Chlorine solutions are corrosive

(d)

Safety practices relative to
using Ca (0C1)2

Store.in cool dry environment

14

9

a Avoid breathing fumes

,

lko not store with combustible

materias or with equipment that
corrodes,

4:

lc Hypochlorites should be handled
in corrosive resistant materials.,

Use safety equipment such as rubber,
gloves and aprons when handling bulk
amounts of hypochlorites.

4b.

Given flow rate, dosage, coneekration of
soliiiion, and required formulas, compute rata
hypochlorinator nost feed solution and as'a
member of a tema,-adjust hypochlorinator to
feed determined amount to + 10 ml perlainute.

(1)

Information needed to determine feeder
flaw rate

(a)

Flow rate of water (z4l per min)
NOTE: Gal. x 3T85
ml

(b)

Concentration of solutiaa (ppm)
NOTE:
(al solution I 1,000,000) x
ppm
grams of chmaiaal or (Grams
of-chmmical x 1,000,000) .17ml of
soltttion

15

,(2)
.

used to determine
hypochlorinator, setting

Formula*

(a).

(141 per mixt flow rateof mster
times ppm required dosage) ,i,irps

concentration of solution = al per sin
flow rate of feeder.

(b)

NOTE: Fran general foranla for
dilution (VoluniA, x Concentration

Volume 2 x Concentration 2 orV1 x
.x C2 yr

(o)

1=
CI =

Vi x

EXAKPLES: Flow rate of water=
10 gal per min = 3785

141 per min.

3 pp, dosage is required:

3 Cal of solution (11,335 al) containim
16 grams chasical has 1408 ppe (grams of
chemical x 1,000,000 = al of Solution)

Then 37,850 x 3 = feed flow x 1408.
Feeder flow = SQml per min.

(3)* Procedures fo;

(a)

&Outing hypochlorinators

Check lubrication.
0141'

(b)

Check checir,.valyes

16

121

.

lines*

(c)

Check Screens an nction

(4)

Check belts if applicable

'
(e), °R.hock all. Switchei for uff-positiOn

(f) Elko -sure suction linkimin solution-.

(g)

Check to see if feeder is plugged Ist

AMICATION:
1. `Students-will complete MI
(objective 4a)
--2.

Students mill determine rateatighich.
chlorinator should feed solution7and, as
,1
atemm, set the feed rate.

-

EVALUATION:
Evaluate by Oral questions, writtem questimms
and/or observatiaq of student's-performance,
during lesson. This may bel accomp4shedWili
time during lesson for increased effectiveness.
,

I.

ettaistow. (20

A.

Ma)...

SUMMARY':

'
ROWITYATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

NONE
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CRITERION 011JECTIVEZ AND TEA

.

.

.

ING STEPS

Za.. Demonstrate knowledge relative to cause of, control of, and treatment fortaste
odor,, and cotor by writing responses to measurable Written dtems. ,

,

..

(1)

Causes of taste , odor, and color

(2)

Centrol and treatment
for algae
.

;0

(3)

Removal _Of dissolved otganic materiils

(4)

Iron and manganese kemoval

.

,.

.
.

ATCAua
"""12

,
,

i

.

0

770

123
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CRITERION 01IJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (CoottinWHI)

5b. USing prepared Samples, chernicals, and jar test equipment, and following

written instructions, as a team, treat water for taste, odor, color, iron,
manganese, and algae.
(1)

Aeration

(2)

Chemical oxidation

(3)

Coagulation

(4)

Absorption

(5) CuSO4 treatment for algae

1

-4-

It 1

r

ro,

111016.11 11111MUDIA1
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Course No:

3ABR56330

Brarich-kpproval:
-Date:

Day- 22

PART iL
_

INTRODUCTION .(5 Min)

CHECK -PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

AITENTION:

OVEIIVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

163
BODY (100 Min)
PRESENTATION:
5a.

\

Demonstra4 knowledge relative to cause
of, control of, and treatment for taste,
odor, and color by writing responses to
measurable Written items..

1

SOS OI taste, odor, and color

)

(7.

(a)

e

Dissolved minerals

Sodima chloride and similar
sail.ts give water a salty or

brackiah taste

Z Ketallic minerals

Talon-and manganese-when wen
Ti7ers containing dissolved
e and Mn are aerated or chlorinated,
Oese minerals are oxidized and form
d or black precipitate

.waters fro:trains
ge will be colored
tO dissolved irom

waters may contain
n cCaplexed with colloidal
tter causing color which is

rd'tOreaove

4

126

,

/64
CorYosion in the distribution
system-results in a reddish
(rust) color at the tap

Certain bacteria use ferrous
iron instead of oxygen and
produce taste and:odor compounds

(b)

"ti(

Dissollid gases -H2S
I.

Causes a rotten egg,taste,and odor

2

Sources

I Well water

k Decaying organic matter

1 Sulfate reducing bacteria

(c)

Dissolved colloidal organic natter

1: Products of growth and decaying
biological organisms in water
supplies

5

12 7

I Algae

b

Bacteria,

Actinomycetes

'Y

Vegetable dyes frai decaying
-orga:nic matter-cause most natural

color in water supplies

2

_

(2)

Phenols-gm industrial waste
which in small amounts produce
a medicinal taste

(d)

Suspended solids-such as clan
algae, and precipitated iron,
give water an apparent color.

(e)

Industrial waste in various forms,
especially dissolved organics, may
give water taste, odor, and color

Control and treatment for algae

(a)

CuSO4 in reservoirs and sedimentation
tanks

128

(3)

(b)

Removed by coagulation,
sedimentation, and filtration

(c)

Controlled in:plant by chlorination

.

Removal of dissolved organic.materials

'(a)

Aeration-sometaste and odor
compounds may be removed by aeration.

(b)

Coagulation-some dissolved and colloidal
organic matter may be absorbed during
coagulation especially color

(c)

Chemiail oxidation of dissolved
organic matter for taste, odor, and
color

(d)

1

Chlorination

2"

Permanganates

Absorition-most dissolved organice
causing taste , odor, axd color mmy
Osorbed by activated carbon

129

(4)

fron and manganese removal

(a)- Sources of iron and manganese

ji Well waters with high CO2 content
may contain unoxidised Fe. and,Mn
,as the bicarbonates

a Lakes-in the lower levels Of
lakes where anaerobic conditiOns
reduce iron'to ferrous state

2 Well or surface waters with
organid tatter resat in iron
ccabined-with organic tatter

Corrosive conditions in pipes
may reliase iron to the water

4,

(b)

Effects of Fe and Mn

1

1.

Color due to precipitate
hydroxides oi colloidal
organicAmatter containing iron

a Taste and odor produced by
iron bacteria

Slime growths of iron bacteiia
clogging equipment

130

(c)- -Methods -of Fe-anti Mn !limo

1

Oxidation, precipitation,
sedimentation aid filtration

OXidiZe by aeration

t,

Oxidize by chlorination

Oxidize in contact beds by
catalytic action or by using
permanganate

-

Low concentrations of
unoxidized iron or manganese
may be'removed by ion exchange

The lime-soda process for-water
softening will remove most Fe and

Mn

5b.

Using prepared samples, chemicals, and'jar test
equipment, and following written instructions, as
a team, treat water for taste, odor, color, iron,
manganese, and algae.

.

(1)

Aeration
4

131

)

(b)

(c)

(2)

Hello-ties H2S (taste aliq odor)

Oxidizes Fe, and Mn

Remoires CO2 thus rilsing pH and
'precipitating Fe and Mn

Chemical-oxidation

(a)

Chlorination

-Oxidiies Fe and Mn

Oxidiss taste, odor, amd
colorand kills algae

(b)

Perminganates

Oxidizes Fe and,*

Oxidizes taste, .odor,

(3)

Coagulation

10

colo

(4)

'(d)

Removes iprecipitated Fe and )1n

-(1))

itcmovvs' col or

Absorption

,

I

(a). Removeis taste and-odor

(b)

Removes snail. amounts of color

(5) -CuSO4 treatment for algae

AFPIJCATION:
1.

Students-will complete-A III-541

2.

A3 a class, use.the jar test,equipment amd
dhemicals to treat watet for taste, Odor,.
Fe, lin, delor, and algae.

EVALUATION:,
1

Evaluate by oral, written question,t and/or
observation of student's performande duting
lesson. This maybe accomplished at -inrtime
during lesson to increase effectiveness.'

.:.

.

133

CONCLUSION (15)4in)
SUMMARY:

4

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
1.

Read SO III-6.And answer questions

2.

Read SC-IIi-7 And answer questions

134
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atimiow OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

6a. Demonstrate knowledge of principles of fluoridation and defluoridation by
wri ingsresponses to measurable written items.
(1)

Purpose and requirements for fluoridation and defluoridation

(2)

Chemicals used for fluoridation

(3)

Chemical feeders used for fluoridation

(4)

Methods used for defluoridation

,

N

.,

,
!

.
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6b. Given flow rate of water determine fluoride dosage, concentration of solution,
and solution feed rate needed to provide 1 ppm fluorideS, and as a member of. a,
team, ,adjust feeder to deliver required feed.
(1)

DeterMination of feed rate

(2) Adjusting chemical feeder

A

6

o
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ATCAUG
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v Brahoh. Approval:
Date
PART
.

INTRODUC

ON (20 Min)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

A rraTIori:

MOTIVATION:

BODY 85 Min)
PRESENTATION:
oa.

Demonstrate hmowledge of principles df
rInoridation and defluoridationhy'Writing
responses to measurable Writtonitems.

,

P

'

(1)

a

Purpose and requirementslor fluoridation
and defluoridation

(a)

Fiuorides are added to water to
prevent tooth decay

(b) .Residuals are Maintained from
C.? .po 1.2 ppm,'normally 1 ppm

a

(z)

Excess fluorides

cause mottling
of teeth and excess Bustle removed

(2) **Chemicals used for fltioridation

(a). NaF-a dry powder

(b). Na2SiF6-a dry powder

(c)b H2SiFe;-a liquid
1

138
A

(d)

Points of ipplication

"0

(e)

Safety precautions

'Hazards of fluoridei

A Toxic

b

3.

CorrosiVe

Avoid breathing dust

Do not allow chemicals to came
in contadt with body (especially in
open cuts or sores)

4 Wear protective clothing and mask'

5

)

Store chemicals in dry, well
ventilated area

Chemical feeders used for fluoridation

(a)

Solution feeders.(for acid or prepared
solutions)

(b)

Dry feeders'

5

139

1

Loss of weight(gravimetric)

2 VolUmetric

(4)

Methods used for defluoridiation

(a)

Absorption

1

Bone Char

2 Activated carbon

(b)

6b.

Precipitaion with. magnesium and
lime

Given flow rate of water, determine fluoride
dosage, concentration of solution; and solution
feed rate needed to provide 1 ppm fluorides,,and
as a member of a team, adjust feeder to deliver
required feed.

(1)

Determination of feed rate.

(a)

Establish dosage=if treated water
hat. to fluoride, the dosage will be
1 ppm; otherwise, add to equal 1 ppm

6

140
CP

(2)

(b)

Determine flow rate of water in
ml permin. Gal per Min. x 3784 =
ml per minute

(c)

Determine concentration of solution
in ppm. Per cent of solution x 101000

(d)

Flow of water x dosage = solution
feed rate x v.oncentration of solution

AdjUsting chemical feeder

(a)

Changing feed rate

(b)

Checking feed rate

APPLICATION:1.

Students will complete WB-6-P1

2.

Solve mathematical problems relative to
applying fluoride solutions

3.

Adjust chemical feeder to determined feed
rate.

141

-MUTATION;
written questions, and/or
observation of ,studentls performance duripg
lesson. Thip_may be accomprished at any time
during lessdn for increased effebtiveness.
Eval ua te by ora.I

CONCUJSION .(15 Min)

SUMMARY:

R4MOTIVATION:

STUDY. ASSIGNMENT:

NONE
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES MO TEACHING STEPS

Ia. Answer questions relative to function and operation of components of a water
distribution system by writing responses to measurable written items.

(1) Pumps
(2).

Pipe lines

(3)

Storage tanks

(4)

Valves and hydrants

(5)

.Cross connection prevention

(6)

Water hammer control

i

.

________

ATC AU
P°"
G 72

770
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1.11110KPLAil(ffitleepos.11). CONTNIATION SHEET
CRITIMION OBJECTIVEVANDTIACIONG STEIK(Cawoiwid)

Uiaing AF1Vi 85-13anda line drawing Showing numbered synibols fok pipes and

valves, identify type and/or position of valves, size of pipes, and names of
domponents.
(1)

Use of utility maps

(2) Reading utility maps

1

ATC

F""

AUG 72

770A
.

2

144

BODY (225 Min)
PRESk24TATION:
ii

7a.

Answer questions relative to function and
operation of components of a water
distribution system brwriting responses to,

measurable witten items.

(1)

-Pumps

(a)

Booster pumps: ilised to raise the
presiure in the distribution system

(b)

L'ew lift:

Used to pump water from

one nonpressurs source to another

(c)

High lift: Used to pump a gravity
source to the distribution_systma

(d)

Well pumps: Can discharge into the
water plant, distribution system, or
storage.
\

(2)

Pipe lines

b(a)

Feeder maims supply the distribution
mains and suirage tanks

146

(b)

Distribution mains are the.pipe
lines which make up the distribution
33rstan

(c)

(3)

Servite lines connect individual
buildings -to distribution mains.

Storage tanks

(a)

Elevated, tanks

I Supply water for emergencies an4
pump failures

a-Either elevated or =high%
ground above the higheit.buildingt

I
(b)

Supply pressure in system

Ground

torage

Store wate atsor near ground level

47

\

\:

2 ....P!.ped frap(these
elevated tanks- or directly

4n-to s'3#1.

(c)

Pneumatic ;tanks

-Partially filled*with air to

maintain pressure

Takes place of elevatetitanks

COmpressed air

Emergency reserroirs

(d)

Used to provide fire ProtectiOn

2 Doesn't feed into system

(4) Valves

(a).

,

Valves

a
1

Gate Valves

6
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CZ.

Isolate sections of pipe

b Opened or closed completely

Globe yalves

a Regula;e the flow

b Used in.snall lines

Check valves: Used where the
water is allowed to fly.' in6one
direction

Curb service valves:

Used to

control water.into indivul
'buildings

5

Pressure reducing valves:
Used to control water pressure
in areas of low elevation.

6 `Altitude valves:

Uied to
cOnrol the watii level in
elevated tanks

149

-(b)

Hydrants are.-ConneOted

NordallY

-aparti io that

-to-dain feeder. ,

located

qn

etreets

400' ft.,

.everY.intilding ,Can Aie_

reached

;iron 2 hydranta-With°nOt siore 'than. 306 feetOr hoses
\
Street use

Otandard type:for no

Flush.type or pit Mounted for airfield

aprOn use

PreVention of back siPhonage

(Back#0)
\

.

(a)

Back siphonige is the backing upContaminated or pollüted inter in

potable

water system:

(b)

siphonage conditions fregusiikr
Back
occur because of carelessness of User'.

(c)

Prevent 'back siphonage- by

.Elimination

of connectiod
gap
Back flow preventer
4, -Testing and inintenance

Separation-by air

(6)

Water hammer control

(a)

Water hatinSer is a rapid piessure

'fluctuation_above and belw the
line pressur% in,a closed Osten
caused by rapid closintofvilvea.

Water'hammer can be contr011ed,by
installation of a valve that,cannot
beclosed too quicklY or improperly.
Instrgctions to operating personnel'
can frequentlyrelieire the-Condition

(b)

Surge chamber.

40'(c)

I.

Using AFM 85-13 and a line drawing showing
nutbered symbols for pipes and valies, identify
rype and/Or position of valves, size-of piies,
anenames of components..
.

I

(1)

Use "of utility maps

Utility maps are needed to show
location of various pipes-and

(a)

OW

I

-valves:

(b)

The mind of man forgets but maps'
can always be,used to show precise
location of conponents

\

(c) \Changes should be made on a
titilitymap'every time a new
line'is laid' or a readjustment
of the old one is made

(2)

Reading of Aitility maps

(a)

Symbols are used to show
location of valves, mains,
and other components of ,a
water distribution'system.

(4)

FaCh base normally Shows meaning
of syrInbols an a' legend on themail.

APPLICATION:
\

Give studentvs a diagram drawing of a
distribution system. Have ihei io
show
identify different symbols used
varipus components.

1.

\

Have students complete WB 3ABR5 330-Ill-7-P1
pages 20.and 21

2.

.

Eva1;uate by oral, wriiten questi,ns,
and/or
011
observation of student's perforiance during/.
lesson. This may_be, accomplishekat,egy_timec__
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

I

.1

camuusioN

(10 min)

SMIARY:

\REMOTIVATION:

0

STilDY AS8IGNMENT:
\

Read SC 3ABR56330-III-8

'10
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Automatic pH

None

Controller Trainer

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

GRAPHIC AIDS ANO
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

BG 11,1-8

,

NB 111-8-P1
:Automatic_pH

_1.

_

_COnttpi Operating,

.

Manual

\

\\

.

CRITERION OBJECTIVES ANO TEACHING STEPS

8a. ipemonstrate a knowledgd of internal scale and corrosion and the cauSes,and
tre tthent for, by matching tdrms oi items of infoemation.With rerated phrases or
st e ents.

/

.

1

(1)

Causes vof scale

(2)

Causes of corrosion

\\

\
(3) TYrs of wateil,using equipment
(4)

\

-

Scare and corrosion control in open recirculation systems (cooling to ers)
1

(5)

Scale and corrosion control in closed.recirculation systems

(6)

Scale and corrosion control in boilers
\

ATC

N

AUG 72

770

153

.

/3/
LESSON'PLAN-(Pe;0,I, Gower) CONTINUATION SHEET
CRITERION OHJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continieed)

-

).81S2,rollowing written instructions as a class team member, operate\ the pH
controller trainer to adjust the *ater to a pH of 10 t .5 pH unit.
(1)

Purpose of pH controller

(2)

Components and principles of operation

(3)

Operational prôcédures

-

ATC

ALIO 72

770A

2-
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Course No: 3ABR56330
Days 24 and 25

Branch Approval:
Date:
PART II

INTRODUCTION (3g min)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMMT:
REVIEW:

ATTDITION:

OVMVILW:

MRTIVATION:

155

BODY (540 Min)
PRESENTATION:
Sa.

Demonstrate a knowledge of internal
scale and corrosion and the causes
and treatment for, by. matching terms
or items of information with related
phrases or statements.

(1)

Causes Of Scale

(a)

Impurities in water cause
scale
-_

1

Those which cause hardness.

a

Calcium

Magnesium

2

Fe-Mn

3

Silica

4 ,Suspended solids

4

156

I 3CE
(b)

Forms of scale

1

Pure mineral scale

CaCO3-soft, thiakY:

b

a

CuSO4-hard, sticky,
especially on hot surfaces

Mg (OH)

Si02-hard, glass-like
deposit

-2- Mixed scale-corrosion
products (may contain
the normally suspended
solids)

1, Ccabinatioas of mineral
-scale'bound together by
famn a hard
scale

(c)

Conditions affecting scaling

5

15 7

1 Concentration of ions
which combine to form
scale-Ca, Mg, Si021
CO3, SO4, and OK

Temperature_ of water

4

(2)

Temperature of metal
sdrfice

Causes of corrosion
_

(a)

Definition of corrosion.

dhemial aftaak

A

1,

Oxygen attack
\

2

(c)

&cid attack

Electro-chemical attack
(Galvanic cell)

t.

6

158

1

Essentials of a
galvanic cell

& Anodemetal or area
which corrodes

b

Cathode-vhere reduction
of H+ takes place

Metal bond-connects
electrodes

4

Electrolyte-(salt or
acid so);ution)

Depolarizer-(nonnally
dissolved oxygen =Bt.
be present) removes H2
fran cAthode

2

Conditions favorable
for corrosion

Low pH (acid)

b

CO2-(forming acid)

7

Dissolved oxygen

Bimetallic comPling

(3),

Types of water using-equipment

(i)

Once throngh systems

0.

1

Water,distribution
system's

a Hot water heaters
NOTE:

(b)

Treatment as
covered in
Softening and
stabilization.

Open-recirculation-systems

I Cooling towers

2

(c)

Ponds or lakes

Closed recirculation systems

8

16u

1

Internal -coitibuStion

engine, cooling systesss

2 Hot water heating
systems

Refrigeration chilled
water systems

(4) 'Scale and corrosion control in
open recirculation system
(cooling towers)

(al)

Factors-affecting scale and
.corrosion in cooling towers

'1

Concentration of solids
due to loss of water

trevaporAtion

a Saturation of water
with dissolved oxygen

3

Possible high temperatures

4

Algae and bacterial growth
in tower,and lines

9

161

5

Electro-vledical corrosion
of different metals.,

(b)

Methods of control

Softening of make-up
water

2

Blow down to limit
4
concentration of/solids

pH adjustment to prevent
CaCO3 precipitation

4

,5

(5)

Polyphosphates to keep
Ca and Mg in solution
and a3 a corrosion inhibitor

Chlorination or other
chemicalsito control
-biological growths/

Scale and corrosion control
in closed recirculation systems

Since a.mdnimum of make up
water is ugedi-scale-is-little
problem
1 0

162

'0(b)

Corrosion control

n1
A 'wrrosAon
inhibitors

.

§,

Chromates-cannot be
used with permanent
type antifreeze-toxic

Nitrateb-can be. used
with ,antifreeze
1

(6)

Scale and corrosion controls in
boilers

(a)

Factors causing scale and
corrosion in boilers

1

Precipitation of scale
due to high temperature
(in boiler)

2

Concentration,of solids
(in boiler) due to steam
losses

Bkeak dam of 11CO3 to
precipitate CaCO3 and form
CI% which causes corrosion
in steam and condensation lines'

(

11

163

,

4.

a

Dissolved oxygen in
boiler water .sndin
steam lines causing
corrosion

t0

(b) Methods a control

.

1 Removal of hardness
nd carbonate-alkalinity
from thake-tip water

Deaerate to isemove 02

Adjust pH with NaOH

4. Bluw DoWn of boiler
water to prevent solids
V
buildup
,

5

Add sodium sUlfite to
remove dissolved oxygenNa2B03 +

6

Add neutralizing amines
to neutralize CO2

7

Add filming amines to
form protective coating
on steam and condensate lines
//,
1

'

12

4

ITESENTATION:
8b.

Following written instructions as
a class team member, operate the
pH controller trainer to adjust
water to a iL of 10 + .5pH unit.

(1)

Purpose of pH cOntr4ler

(a)

This specific unit is
used to adjust PH of
boiler-Water

(b)

Oher systems wi.
equipisent

Cooling toWer wat r

2

(2)

Acid feed for sjabi1ity
of once through systems
using lime soft ning

Components and, principl

of ope6tion.

(a)

Caustic tank

(b)

Pump 4nd control assembl

14

,Nt

V.,

1

166

/

N

(c)

Mixing chamber

(d)

Sensing chamber

(e)

Amplifier

(f)

Recorder controller

1,

(3)

Operational procedures

(a)

Preinspection and service

(b)

Operational instructions

(c)

Safety

1

Electrical

2

Chemical.

APPLICATION:

The studeats will complete WB-3-P1 and
operate the pH trainer to adust pH of
water'

15

16 7

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions and/or
observation of student's performance during
lesson. This may be aCcomplished at any time
durimr lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (30 Min)
SUMMARY:

RFXOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read SG IV-1
Block Test:

1 t68
16.
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PRECLASS PR PARATION

SOUIPSIINT LOCSTRO
IN LAIONATORY

&tine

:...
,

IIQUIPNISIT

.

_

r

None

-

N

on

.

Demi ne .1 Bid
-r.
-r

Trainer

,
ORAPIOC NOS AND
UNCLASSIP1110 MATERIAL

CLOS/SPIES IISTSINAL

0111011 SUPPLY

fiat -- .4
WII IV-1-P1
163X1Vatreer Ladder, Servicing of
Ion Exchanger's

'

.
.

i -.

ener

,

ATM 85-13

Dual Bed

,:.

Demineralizer

SAFB -169

.

rva 56-7a

CRITERION OBJECTIVIS MO TIA0010 STOPS

la. Wang an ion exchanger unit, trace the.:water flow through tim tmit for each
cycle of operation.

.

,

(1) Purpose of fon exchangers and demineralizers
-.

(2) Theory of icsization
(3)

-

\

Characteristics of resins

,

(4) Types of exchangers

,

(5)

COnstruction features

(6)

Cycles

ATC ""171

770

Of

operation

,

-

169

/47
4

'LUNN PLAlt(Preirk Ow:64 CaI1M1ATIONIKEIT
CRITERION OLIECTIVES MO TEACHING STEPS (Ca Ntiees4

r lb. .Using an ion exchanger unit, adjust the controls to. direct water flow through
the unit for each cycle of operition:
(1) PreoPerational inäpectiOns
(2)

Starting adjustments

(3) OperatiOOO1 adjustmenti
(4)

Shutdort.adjuitmento..
j

(5) Safeti Precautions

.

lc. Using a dual-bed or mixed-bed demineralizer, ,observing safetT precautions and
working as aleam, regenerite the unit- and.placeiite seriice.

(1) Need for regeneration
(2) Backwash procedures
(3)

Regeneration preparationj

(4) Flinct16x of nontrols and-instruments
(5) Safetiria liOndling chemicals
(6)

QualitY control Measures

>

ld. IrsinilhiLwritten. iristructiiino i,n rt /.1; iöctloñ 13, Ant-85=13; inspeit
the Ion Unhooks/Po:lilts and perform the reciOired maintenance.
(1) Multiport _Valves and distribution fittings
(2)

Ejectors and brine solution

(3)

Service conditions

(4)

Safety precautions

70
P.S

3ABB36330

Branch *royal:

D&yiZ6,27,28,&29

Date:

Course No:

PART II

nnactoorgs
QM PREVIOUS DLTS STUDY ASSICNISNT

REM:

ATTENTION:

I.

MOTIVATION:

3

171

NWT (1420 !diodes)
PRESENTATICN:
la.

Using an ion exchanger'unit, trace-the
water flow through the unit.for each Cycle'

oroieration.

(1)

)

Purpose of ion ,.Jxchaitgers and

desdniriliters,

(2). Theory of ionisation

(3)

Characteristicsof resins

(a)

Natural sand is also Iowan- as
glaucanite (green 'sand); It is

green-grey in color, And is
granular in shape

(b) Xinmade resins have &higher
capacitylo =Change than
natUral.sand

.172

Sulfonated polystyrene is
gold-brome in,Celor4ed
is shaped la a.spherieal head

a Si lica-olueinta cosimund
ammeade green sand. lt 'is
white in color end 'grander
in shape

A Palomino polystyrene is amber
in color and granular In shape

Quaternarromine* polystyrene
is yellowish in color and is
spherical in shape

(4)

Types of exchangers

00 Cation
411

Sodium cution is to move
Ca & Ng only

Hydrogen cation will remove
Ca, 1444 Pa, a1ka14nity4xxi

lower MS

(b) Anion
I

5

1 3

I.

A

I

'Oak base will remove stronger...Us
.only

.

Streng base -will remove.

acids

(5)

donstraction features

(*a)

.

Tank

(b) undordrain

(c)

Effiuent distributor

(d)

Support bed
9

(e)

ltschanger material

(f)

Freeboard space

(g)

Influent

distributor

(h) Ifultdtport valve
,

6

s

te of flow
indidator.
,
_

(i)

_

(j)

'now:meter
\

(1k)

(6)

Regenerant -tank

Cycles of operation

(a) Backus*

'(b)

Chemical injection

(c)

Slow rinse

(d)

Final rinse

(-s)

Service

A171,1CATI(14:

Using an ion exchanger unit, trace the flow
of water through the unit in all cycles of
operation.

GO

/6'3

CRUX PREVICUS DAYS SIM ASSICRIP21T:
REVIEW' :

OVERVIEW:

1 76

8.

PRESENTATION:

lb.

Using an ion,exchanger unit', adjust the
controls to direCt water flow,throdgh
the unit for each cycle of:operation.

(1)

Preoyerational inspections

(2)

Starting adjustments

I(3)

\Operation adjustments

;

(4)

ShUtdown adjustments

(a)*,

Close' influent valve

1 77

Close *fluent Valve

,

(c)

(S)

Secure *yea

-Safety precautions

(a) Always pour acid into water
when diluting

goggles/face shield and
sprowlthen-diluting acids

) ' U30

-f

(c)

Do not breath the' vapors from
acids

Nwir.

(d)

If you,get acidis or lye water

on your bands, wOh than gehar
using a lot of waier as these
will_cause Severe burns

APPLICATION:

Using an ion ex'ahanger unit, adjust the controls
to direct water flo4 through the unit,for each cycle
of operatiOn.

=CUM= (Day 27)
StMEARY:

a

SWDT ASSEDWLENT:
'

Review' SG 3ADR36330-IV-1, Ion Exchangers
a

,

.

----nrmoDucncti (Day 28)

atex Endow DAIS STOW ASSIGNMENT
,

RUIN:

OVERVIEW':

11
J

s.-

179.'5
I.

\

PRESENT/alai:
ie.

Using a dual-bed or nixed-bed dasineraliser,

observing wafety/pTecautions, anilmeng
as a teas, regenerate the unit and place in
service.
i

(1) Need ftri regeneration

.

(2)

Backwash procedures

(3)

Rege ratio* preparation

!'

)

Punctioils of controls and instruments

180
12
1

/52'
(S)

Safety in handling chemicals

t.

(6)

Quality Control measures

APPLICATIOM:
,Using a dual-bed or mixed-bed demineraliser, and'
working as a team(3-man), regenerate the unit 4nd
place it into service position.

=mums

(Day .28)

StThOpRY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Review

sq

3ABR56330-IV-1, Ion Exchangers

,

13

1 8N1

-

/91
a

INTRODUCTION (Day 29)
CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
REVIEW:

crvtio

:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

ld. sing the written instructions in part H,
section 13, AFK 85-13, inspect the ion
exchanger units and perform the required
maintenance

182

,

(1) Hultiport valves and distribution fittings

(2)

Ejectors and brine solution.
}

(3)

Service conditions

(4)

Safety precautions

APPLICATM:
Using the instructioni in AFH 85-13, Part II,
Section 13, inspect the demineraliser units
and perform the required sailitenance.

WALUATION:

,

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or',
observation of students performance during
lesson. This maybe accomplished at any time
'during lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONLUSION 10 Minutes)
SUMMARY:

15

.

183

s

,

N
. g.

RFMOTIVATION:
.,

,
-

SIVD! ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR56330-1-V-2, Electrodialyi4 Demineralisation
SG 3&R56330-19-3; Specialised Water Treatment
.

,

,

,
1

1

4

4

184
16.

..,

1

;

LIMON PLAN ( Pio I issued)
COURSE Nummt

3ABR58830

CLASSROOM LASORATORY

TOTAL\

COMPLEMENTARY

4 Hours ,

1.5 Hours

\ 5.5 Hours

POI REFIREWC
PARAORAPN\
STS/CTS REFERENCE

28 Jul. 1971
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIONATURE

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LAOORATORY

ao,

EQUIPMENT
PROM EUPPLY

CLAREIPIII0 NIATERIAII

Electrodialysis

SG IV -2
WB .IV-2-P 1

Irineralizer

CRITEIPON ORJECTIVES ANO TEACNNIO STEPS

(1)

Principles of operation

(2) Major components
(3) Operational. procedUres

(4) Safety precautions

185

LIMON PLAN (Pat I, Gesorel) CONTINUATION

AIM

-CRITERION OSJEtTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Copolow.4-

2b.

Following written instructions and
working as a team, assemble a repeated
section of a membrane stack.,(1) Stack malfunctiOn

(2) Disassembly procedures
(3) Assembly procedures
(4)

Operational check

(5)

Safety.precautions

N

186

Course No:
Day 30

Branch Approval:

3AER56330

Data: 1

PART II
INIXODUG-TICN (5 Min)

t

MEM PREVIOUS DAIS STUDY ASSIGNOR
REVIEW:
.C7

_

A1TE2TION:

BODY -(230 Kin)

PRESENT&TION:
2a..

Following written instructions, inspect,
start01,nd step the electrodialysis unit.

(1)

Principles'of oieration

(2) Major components

(a)

-Nelms

(b)

DC rectifier

(c)

Centrifugal pump

(d)

Inlet filter

stack

eI

;

188

4

7

/b6
(e)

Raie of flat/meter

(f)

Pressure control valve

(g)

donductivitymeter

(h)

Chinicals USed

Acids

calgtek

(i)

IltUi chemical feedSr-

(j) Wernsl piping provides

,

lb A dilute strain

a A coneentrate streal

An electrOde stream

189

(3)

Operatl.ional procedutes

\

(4)

Safety precautions

(a) Use ext.eme caution aroUnd the
DC current. Be sure to 'bare
rubber mita around the unit.;
remove
jewel:* bere starting

all

(b) Use

cautica when handling' cid
while clianing the stack

2b.

Following written instrnctzlons and working
as a team, assemble a repeatect section.of a
membrane stack
0

(1) 'Stack malfunctions

(a

Deposits of scam causing a

salt brodk

199

(d)

Tighten binding bolts alternately
and only enouih to'stop.excesatve
leaking with the pmnp,on:

(4)

Operational'check°

(5)

Safety Pic4autions

s't

AA
(Lit'

APPLICATICti:

Using thopfotided checklist, each studert,IrL11
imipect;_itart, and stop the electrodialysis unit.
--7

.t
Using the chart provided And the Workbook
1/13 3A3R56330-1T-2-P1, Woken& u &Apo,

.

asolemble a repeated-seof a usibrane stack.

1

3.

192
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

3a. Using related information; state the application of the reverse osmosis process of water treatment.

(1) Methods of treating brackish water
(2)

Principles of reverse osmosis

(3)

Application of reverse osmosis

(4)

Disadvantages of reverse osmosis
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Course No:
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Date: /
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INIRODUCTIO( (5 )fin)
CHECK PREVIOUS Das SIUDY ASSIGNICNT:
REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

NOTIVATICN:

195
2
I

BODY (110 Min)
PRESENTLTICE:
3a.

r

Using related information, state the
application of the reverse 001001
process of lister treatment.
.7

(1) Methods of treating brackish water

(a) Reverse osmotis

(b)

Freezing

3

(c) Atomic distillation

(2)

Principles of reverse osmosis

(a)

In reverse osmosis, presture
is ,applied to a,stremm of
contaminatedwater, driving
pUrified water through a
semipermeable maibrani. The
water left behind carries
away the impuritiss. Since
the process doet not require
boiling or freezing it uses
much less energy than other
systass.

3

196

(b)

(3)

Rovers° osmosis is purely a
mechanical procees which can
be used for the purification
and recovery^ofwator and
other liquids

Applications of reverse osmosis

01,

(a) Water softening

(b)

Treatment of boiler feed water

(c)

Processing of industrial chemicals

a

(d)

Removal of radioactive contaminants

(e)

Portable water units

(t)

Demineralising sea water

(0' Tertiary treatmeat of sewage

(h)

Water purification for !mess
motels, and industries

4

/97

(4) "Disadvantages of reverse osmosis

(a) ligh initial coSt
2

(b) Membranes coat easily with solids

(c)

(d)

Turbid we'ter oust be filtervf

Bequireside pressure source

N -

APPLICATION:

-

Complete WB 3ABR56330-IV-3-PI, Specialised
Water Treatment.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate* oral, written question's, and/or
observation of student's performance during
lesson. This may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for intreased effectiveness.

,CONCIZSION (5 NU)

SUMMARY:

REKOTIVATION:

SIUDY ASSIMENT:

SG. 3ABR56330IV-4, D*atillatiou of Water

199
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CRITERION OSJECTIVES AND TEACN/NO STEPS

4a. Using related information, state the need for conversion of saline water an
methods of distrAtion.

(1) Need for conversion of saline water

d....
%

(2) Methods of distillation

,(3) Terms used in distillation

.

..

0

Ant """
AUG 72

770

.

.".

LESSON PLAIE (Pat I, Gam* OtiffINUATION MUT
CMTEGION OGJECTIvEs AND TEACHING sTIPS (CMlacm.

Following written instructions and worldng as a team, operate the diStillation,
equipment to produce salt free water.
4b.

(1)

Operatioh principles

(2)

Flow pattern

(3)

Operagng conditions and services

(4)

Operational proceckirel

er

4c. F011owing written and oral instructions ancrworking as a team, inspect,
clean, and perform required,maintenance of distillation units.
(1)

Inspection protedutes

(2)

Recording services perfoimed

(3)

Cleaning equipment and tools

(4)

Cleaning methods and.procedures

(5)

Troubleshooting proceduies

(6)

Maintenance procedures

(7) Use and care of maintenance equipment and tools
(8) 'Protective equipment

\

(9) Safety precautions *hen handling chenikals and using tools

(10)

Avr PAN

Operational check

770A

..w

)

Course No: 3A1136330
Days 31 and 32
PART

IX

IN7RODUCTION. (10.1On:etas)
PREVICUS DAYS STUDY ASSIENiKENT

RI

.4>

a

ATTRITION:

((.

f.

BC.84

Mrs 40 Minutes)

a
PRESENT/TICK:
,
.4a.

'Using related infonmation; 'state the
need for conversion of saline water'

And metheds of distillation.

(1)

Tbe need for conversion saline
water

(a)

Little or no fresh water
available

(b)

Water needed for specific
purpose

(c)

Fresh water decreasing,
demand increasing

al

LI*

Q
(2)

Methiolds

(a)

of distillation

Natural distillation is
carried out on.a large
scale.' he water is taken
fram the surface'mapply
and is coodenmed in the

atmosphere am precipitmtmi
in the form of rain or snow

2 0:3
4

a

0

f

dflt

'

//

04*

r

4

e

45f.,

eitei
44N:10

1,

tb;44V>)11,044.1
tf*P.

t

(1)

Operation principles:

(2)

Flow pattern

\ (a)

(b)

PasseS first through the
heat etchanger

From the heat exchanger it

,\

passes through, the .vent

condenser to the evaporator/
ersion heater where it
boils and the*steam, rises.
The brine is drawn off by
the blowidownpump and
discharged to waste.

(c)

The stoma is passed

,

through amok separator
in the vapor head. The
dry stema.is drawn fru'
the head thru the vapor
compressor.

(d)

The latent heat of the.
compressed stems is
transferred thru the tube
walls to the boiling
sster.

2u5

CONOIUSICII (DO 31)
0

SUMART:

SIODY ASSIMENT:

Review SG 3ADR56330-1V=4, Distillation of Water

naRcaucncx (Day 32)

mac =nous mu siviir asuman
RUIN:
0

MOTIVATION:

<,

206

4b.

(continued) Following written
instructions and working as a
tem, operate the distillation
eg4ipment to produce salt free
water.

(3)

Operating conditions and service

(a) Mke Pre-operational cheqk

Check for physical damage

a Check for loose connections

(b)

(4)

Perform serviqe outlined in
SG 3ABR56330-IV=4, section B

Operation procedures

(a) Mamma

,

(b)

AutCsiatic

2(.17

NocroAred

moor/4ft

24TP403011

(r)

*au
-4,1*1

oPttazij...

Anipirti*

*

rm
norurrnirri,

er

4444;

Zs;
ain

.ro

ikx*:

(*)

/*PPP

.rZ
.11;

tit4`4"st
amozist

rrt*-4X-orr

"

4444°

prisoomalter04"rfir

V(q)

Pftftr°
4Thri

.4
ita

r

Porrnfarp3r,

4a41,4
inorreo

r

.110r.ittado

alinnt

tro4ltrocro

6

soa

1,5`b

(3)

Cleaning equipment and tools

(a)

Electric drill

(b). Water feeding attachment

(c) -Couging.ahaft

(d) Scale diillbire tube brush

(e)

Scrubbing brash

,(f)

Rubber pails, 1:10.0es, apron,

and-face-shield

(4)

Cleanintmetkods and. procedures

(a)

Chemicals

Muriatic acid

a Niter cake

2u9
leo

(b) Mechanical

:

Use fluted reamers and
electric drill

Useecrubbing brush on
the bottom plate and in

the stem chest

(5)

Troubleshooting procedures

(6) Maittenancs procedures

(7) Use and care of nnintenance
eguipesat.and tools

(8)

ProtectiTe equipmsnt

(a)

Rubber gloves (acid
resistant).

(b):. Rubber or aiid resistant

apron

(c)

Face shield

(d) Rubber mats around units

(9) Safety precautions when handling
chemicals and wing tools

fni-descaling
ar, 'err dangeious.
}kindle carefully.

(a) Acids used

(b) Use tools "provided by the
Manufacturer for this.unit
_

(10)

Operaiional check

(a)-

ter laintonance

"Perfote- if

is ccapleted

(b)

Outlined in WB 3AAR5633019-4-P1

APPLYCATION:Complete VS 30456330-19-P1, ,Distillation
Tenms. Using Wit 3ABR56330-Ilb+P3, trace
the fly* of water through

'a distivatun

unit.

As a two man team, and using WB 3411156330.6
TV=4-P2, perfora pre-operational inspection,
record services performed, and operate 'the -

distillation unit.

2/ 1

Fo 11044g:written/oral instructioneand
woridng as I 3=wan tens, inspect, clean
.and *fors required- mainlanance on the

distillation unit. 08061

3ABR56330-II-41-412

EVAIBATICS:

Evaluate by oral, written ques,tiOns, and/or

observation, of students performance during .
'lesson. This say be accamplisimed at agy'tine

during lesson, to increued effectiveness.

=musics (io Win)
SUMKARY:,

REMOTTOATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
SG

3AER5633049-5,

Fiald Water Treatment
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CRITERION OILIECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

5a. Usinglle*ed information, state the purpose and application of the field water
purification unit.

\

.

Application of unit

2)

5b.

..

,

Purpose of unit

(1)

,

FollcTing procedures in TO 40W4-9-1, working as a team, perform a
preoperational inspection and service of the field water purification unit.

..

(1)

Compfle nt identification

(2)

Chemicals u Sedfth unit

(3)
ATC

"RN

AuG n.

.

.

,

.?

Service procedures

-

770

12GrOs 11172 77..$11101

213-

MOM PLAN (Pat I, GsmeN1) CONTINUATION !MET
CRITERION macTIVII AND TEACHING STEPS (ConNweall

(4)

Preoperational checks

(5)

Service equipment

(6)

Safety precautions during service activities

5c. Following procedures in TO 40W4-9-1, working as a team, operate the field
-water purification unit.
(1)

Prelimiaary set up

(2)

Adjuatment of slurry feed system

(3)

Adjustment of solution feeders

(4)

Starting the unit

-(5)

Operational procedures

(6)

Shutting down unit

(7)

Post inspection

Following procedures outlined in TO 40W4-9-1, clean the water purification
unit and position the valves to allow precoat of the DE filter.
5d.

(1),

Maintenance requirements

(2)

Filter system and assemblies

(3)

AdjustMent of controls

(4)

Cleaning procedures

(5)

Transporting unit

1/4t

214
ATC 10:4

770A

2

ef3
1300.! (940 Min)

PRMENTATICti:
Sa.

5b.

intonation,

state the
Using related
purpose and application ok the field
water purification unit.

(1)

Purpose of unit

(2)

Application afunit:,.

Following procedures in TO 40W4-9-1,
working,as a teals, perform s,preoperational
inspection and service of the field
water purification unit.

(1)

Component idept3fication

(a)

Identiti and discuss'the

function-ethe following
,camponents of the unit
eV

#

,

4

216

1

Drive notor

1

Speed reducer

I

kir *BP

Influent flow, controls

Aspirator

Influent launder
4.

.

2. DcrOncomer tube-nixing
tube'

Agitator shaft and disk

2

Bearing support

Baffle and baffle ring

11, -Sludge _b_lalket zone-usparator

zone

al

r

,

'1

.47

-44

a

:os

(b)

Identify the following support
equipment and discuss «hepurpose
of eadt

Filter

Pricoat funnel

k

pressure gage

"g Wash ring
4

Filter hoadihg

Filter elegents
et
i

Ar, Air release valve,

'a Generator

.11'4.1)1Y Pal5Y.

D

trib. utolqump

IP

e

,

0

a

9"
.7,

Hoses

Stiainer

7.

Test

(2) Chair:Was

eqUiteent

used yith uiiit

(a)

Ferric chloride as a coagulant

(b)

Pulverised limestone as a
coagulant aid

(c) Calcium hypochlorite

as a

disinfectant

(d) Diatom Coons earth as a
.

(e)

(3)

filter aid,

Lctivated carbon as an abseiber
of taste and odor

Service procedures

8

22

IW
(4)

Preoperational. checks

(5)

Servite-equipment

(6)

iifety predautions duringmervice.
activities.

.1

CONCIDSION

Day 33)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

OG 3ADR56330-IY-51 Field Water
Treatment Equipment

9

22i

(a)

Set up storage tank

(b) teonnect and position hoses

Rav vatam and strainer

Wistevater

Reciremlating

-

I Filter influent

I Storage tank Influent

Distributioi

(2)

Adjustment of slurry feed system

(3)

Adjustaint of solution feeders

(a)

Ferric chloride

223

(b) Calcium typochlorite

slurry feeder

(c)

(4)

Starting the unit

flow

(a)

Start raw water

(b)

Start chemical solution
feeder,

(c)- Start the Agitator 'motor after
one foot of water is in the
erdlator tank

(d) _Adjust water ilow to slurry
feeder

(f)

.(g)

Adjust
feeder

Set

d

Sir flow to sl4ry

slurry feed

timer

(h) Level effluent launder

224

(i)

Adjust effluent flow to

10 OM

1j) Re Position valves as neceiewry

y
(k)

to:VI lter operation

Ireliminary.positianing
of Valves

Precoat filter

a

Position valve for filtering

Adjust-filter airtflow

(5)

Operational procedures

(a)

Recharging chemical slurry feeder

(b)

Recharging Chemical solution
feeder

13

225

(6)

(7)

(c)

Adjustment of chemical doiages

(d)

S1 Urry blanket rotation

(e)

Slurry level control and
sludge removal

(f)

Da.kwash filter

ShUtting down unit

(a)

First, backwash filiter

(b)

Shutdown filter pump

(c)

Shutdown the erdlitor

Post inspection

commons

(Day 34)

(1) Maintenance requirements

(2) Miter, cysts' end assemblies

(3)

Adjustment of controls

(a)

Set"falves for draining

(b)

Shut all breakers to "Crim

(c) min dhemical feeder

(4)

Cleaning procedures

hoses away

(a)

Put ill

(b)

Rinse inside eidlator

(c) Wipe down outee shell
,

(d)

(5)

Clean area where unit is

Transporting unit'

416

(1)

Have students accomPlieh
101-1V-5-11

(2)

Rave stOdents observe safety
precautions during servide
activities'

(3)

Have atudenti follom,procedures
outlined in To 40114.79-1 and

murk is a member of a teem to
perfoit'm preoperational inepectiot

and service of the meter :
puritica4cmi unit.

(4)

Following procedures outlined

in TO 40W44-1 &adverting as
a team operate the field.
ester ;Finest.= unit

(S)

Following Procedures outline&
in TO 4C414-9-1, clein the meter
purifiloMdon Omit, and position
the valves to allow-precasting
of the DE filter.

=UMW
Evaluate by oral, written questionsond/or
observation Of studentts performance dmring
lesion. This miy be iccompliehed at any
time during lets= for increased effectivmness.

A

229

1.

.or

clicFsim (10 Min)
'

itEKOTIVATION:

a

ASSIMENT:
SG 301156330-114,

iield Sanitation

SG 3A81156330-11-2, Cl Asses and Sources of Waite

SG 3i8R56330-11-3, 'Coaposition and

Characteristics of Sewage

,

.%
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PRINCIPLES OF WATER TREATMENT PLAN,T

OBJECTIVE

The'purpose of this study guide is to" assist you in identifying the major
units:in a waterlreatment plant. It Will also Aid you in learning the principles. behind treatment.
.

.

ZITRODUCTION
"

Absolutely pure water is never found:in nature. For pilitary use,
water must be free of disease prOducing organisms, poisons, and excessive
amounts ofminerals or organic Matter. tinder these conditions, the water
is safe for drinking, C'ooking, and washing. When time anit-equipment permit, ihe water should be clear, cool, and free of objectionable tastes and
odors.. "Every effort should be made to provide water of exCellent quality
bedause.of the effect it has on.the health/and morale of men.

,

'An adequate supply of water is essential to the success _of any operation.
Man cannot live without water; it ismore essential fo him than food. Miring timeS of extreine heat, lack of -water may present problems: The water
must be rendere ft. safe for human,Consumption by treatment tO, eliminate

disease, gerMs; and injurious chemicals.
.

This study guide will acquaint you with water treatment plant equipment and ho* it is usd.5: It will be discussed under the following stlbjects:
MAJOR PLANT UNITS

/OPERATING PRINCIPLES
I

This study guide will not cover all the information you ne d to know, and
study of additional material is recommended.
MAJOR PLANT UNITS

.

All water plants do not, contain the same identical
Some
plants have more or less equipment than others. They ar ., designed
according to the amount and type of minerals and organic, rnatter the ikater
contains.

Aerastor

.

Aeration-.consists essentially of exposing as much water surface as
possible to the air. During aeration, gases dissolved in the water supply
n.re released-to the atniosphere; soluble iron salts are oxidized and become
;nsolubie so.they can, be removed by settling. Aeration riises the PH by,
-,liminating dissolved carbon dioxide but increases corrosiveneSe by incrr...
Ting the amount of dissolved Oxygen.

\

Types of aeration consist of overflowing trays or trays containing slat:,
or cote overWhich water is sprayed (see figure 1). Other methods of
aeration include spraying water up .over a shallow receiving basin, and forcing air into a basin with diffusers or mechanical pump type aeration. Th,.
.Jperation of most aerators iS practically automatic. 11 the water is not, f.o
oe, filtered after aeration, it must be protected from insects and other foreign matter by the use of fine screens.

\
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I
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I
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Rapid Mixer

The more quickly the coagulants can be uniformly mixed with the water
to be treated, the more rapidly the chemical reaction will Lake place. In
water treatment this practice is called rapid mixing. The compartment in
-vnich -this process takes place is known as the mixing chamber or basin.
The devices by which the rapid mixing is accomplished are known as rapid or
mixers (see/figure 2). These include pumps, aero,rnixers, ,turbo:n:Ixers, hydraulic pumps, an agitated mixing chamber, and mechanical
stirkers.c,
DRIVE MECHANISM

,MOTOR1

SUPPORT

REAMS.,

'OVERFLOW

IMPELLER

Figure 2. Flash Mixer
WI%

Slow Mixer (Flocculator)

i The sloW' mixer or flocculator which follows the addition and mixi.ng af
the ' oagulant, is to promote 'the growth of the floc particles' and to provide.
opp:rtunity for contact between the floc and the,suspended particle., c.1.iin.0
i

curb'dity. The increased weight of the floc results not cnlzr from tc.t.o c..r-Nsed size of the floc but, also from the absorption of turbislity ptlsott-....!S LI-.
..11.: :.-4irarged precipitate as it mOves through the water, flit:- more. ,..n;or -.a -

:It! fLoc nas to contact the suspended turbidity, the more effiriert tnE:._ ,-Lfric,:vaTAVill be. Too :nuch agitation will break up the Mc-

I
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Method of Operation. Water containing the well.mixed coagulant flows
continuously into the flocculation chamber _through the inlet ports. As it
reaches the first set of flocculators, suspended particles are displaced by
the motion of the paddles and subjected to the slow stirring action of eddies
and rolling motion of the water induced by the motion of the blades (see
figure 3). At the same time the water moves through the unit to the next set

of flocculators. The next set, which is usually operated slower, causes
further flocculation. This causes them to increase in size and settle more
rapidly. It should usually take 20 to 30 minutes for the water to travel the
length of the unit. It will,then be ready for the settling tank.
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Figure 3. Rotary Flocculating Equipment
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Settling Tank (Basin)

The main items in the operation of settling basins are (1) control of
quantity of water flowing through the basin, (2) removal of sludge from the
basin, and (3) cleaning the basins.
(1) Controlling the quantity of water flowing thi/ough the settling basin
is accomplished by the use of plant metering devices or by periodic checking
of the discharge rate of the raw water pumps. In cases where the raw water
enters the plant by gravity flow, an orifice plate, venturi tube, or other type
of meter, and a control valve should be installed so the flow can be controlled.

Sludge removal from settling basins may be either intermittent or
continkious. For settling basins not equipped for continuous sludge removal.,
it as necessary that an adequate number of drain valves properly spaced
over the bottom Of the tank should be provided. _These valves are opened
periodically and the sludge removed by gravity drainage. Continuous removal of sludge has'been found to be more satisfactory and efficient, par- .
ticularly where there is a considerable quantity of sludge to be removed.
For round and square settling basins (figures 4 and 5) a spiral type rake is
installed 'in the bottom of the tank, which rotates and moves the sludge
the center of the tank where the sludge drain is located. The bottom of the
tank is usually sloped towards the center to move the sludge toward the
drain. For rectangular basins (figure 5), scrapers are provided so they wilt
drage sludge longitudinally along the floor of the basin, carrying file Lucke
to the sludge hopper. The sludge hopper is located at the end of the basin.
Some of th sludge may be returned to the influent line. By doing this it
will aid in coagulation,and increase the settling rate.
(2)

.

.

Generally, sedimentation basins are cleaned at three-month intervals or whenever an odor indicates that septic sludge conditions are developing. The area or Climate will also determine when the basin will be
(3)

'cleaned.

Pumps

Pumps may be required at Air Force installations to pump water t".0:n

a lake, reservoir, well, or river to a water treatment plant. After treatment, additional pumping may be required to force the water into the r.i.
and storage facilities. In the distribution system booster pumps viay 7.)e
needed to increase pressure. Standby or emergency pumps ordinPril.,.
needed for operation during breakdown, power outage, or to satisfy f; t;
demands
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Figure 4. Circular Settling Basin
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Figure 5. Rectangular Settling Basin
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blearwell
It is desirable to operate filters at as uniform a rate as possible.
Therefore, clearwells are built to provide a reservoir of filtered water to
meet fluctuations in demands; and allow for contact holding' time. They are
also used to provide water for filter washing. They must be protected
against contamination or pollution.

Filters
Water from the sedimentation basins is brought-into the filters as the
next step in the purification process. This water contains very finely divided suspended matter such as minute"particles of floc, clay, and mud that
have not cOmbined into one body and bacteria and microscopic organisms
that have not been removed by sedinientation. The purpose of the filter is
to remove this suspended 'natter and_give the water a clear, sparkling and
attractive appearance.

Storage reservoir
The normal water demand in a community or installation varies considerably between night and day and for different days of the week. In addition, the fire demand may have to met at any time. These problems are
met by providing' storage capacity in the distribution system. Diming low
demand periods, water is plaCed in storage for use during periods when the
demand exceeds the capacity of the source, supply lines, treatment plant
or pumps. Storage also enables water to be supplied during emergency
conditions resulting from fires power failure, breakdown- of Supply pumps,
failure of supply mains, flooding, and other -conditions that result from

natural causes, accidents, or enemy action. Water may be stored in
ground tanks or elevated tanks. Reservoirs or storage tanks higher than
the distribution system, or the portion they serve, maintain the desired
pressure in the system. Live storage is preferred, overdead storage.
This is where the water is fed into the tank, and to the consumer and replaced constantly in the tank.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Mechanical Process
Sedimentation (plain). -This is the, process of removing or reducing the
amount of mud, clay, or silt entering the water plant. It is done by, or in
the raw water reservoirs or other holding areas. It is simply the slowing
down of the water to give the water time to settle.

7
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Screening. This is the process of removing or keeping large objects
from reaching the plant. It removes items such as sticks, large stones, tin
cans, or other such material. It will also keep some fish, and other aquatic
Life from entering the plant. Screens are also used in wells; these keep
stones and gravel out of the pumping system.

Aeratqrs. This is also a mechanical process, used in treating water.
.:t has been covered earlier in this study guide.

Filtration. This process removes suspended matter4a4d gives the
water a clear, sparkling and attractive appearance. It has been discussed
in another area of this guide, and will be discussed later in the course in
We

Distillation. This process is used to treat salt or brackish water. It
will also be covered later in the course.
Chemical Process

This is the addition of chemicals, or the use of chemicals to treat
water. These will be referred to throughout this block of instruction.
SUMMARY

Aeration is eicposing the water to air to reduce the gases. The rapid
mixer is used to mix the chemicals and water together so it will react and
forma floc. The water than passes on to the flocculator where the floc is
built so it will settle out in the settling chamber. The filters then remove
any fine suspended particles of floc or leaves, etc. , that may have entered
the water.
The water is moved through some plants by gravity and others by pump:.
"t is then stored or used by the personnel. While the water is waiting to
enter the plant, the treatment process has started to take place. When it
,nters the plant, chemicals are added for further treatment. It is then
:disinfected and put to use.
QUESTIONS
'...

What is the purpose of an aerator?

2.

What is the purpose of a rapid mixer?
What will exce:csd v,1 ::.i.r.itation do to floc?

24

4. What is the usual 'contact time in a llocculator?
5.

What are the three items of operation in a settling tank.?

6.

How is sludge removed from settling tanks?

7.

Why is sludge returned to the raw water influent line?

8.

Why are pumps needed for Air Force water treatment?

9.

What is the purpose of a Clearwell?

10.

What is the first treatment in the mechanical process?

6
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CLARIFICATION OF WATER
OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study guide is to acquaint you with the procedures used in removing the-impurities -inmater that are both visible and invisible and the treatmsnts
used to keep vi4er pure.and clein.untit its final.use.
INTRODUCTION

You have filled a glass of water from a water faucet and found small floating items
or perhaps sand in the water. The water was probably safe for drinking but was not
suitable for other uses such as adding to batteries. During this block of_instruction you
will learn how to treat raw water so it can bi used for`most any purpose.
Information on this subject will be covered in the following main topics:
CLARIFICATION
MINERALS CONTRIBUTING TO HARDNESS

PROCESSES USED TO REDUCE HARDNESS
CHEMICAL ADDITIVES USED TO REDUCE HARDNESS

CHEMICALS USED TO CONTROL ALGAE
CLARIFICATION

Clarification-means making water clear by removing the contamination. Raw
water from wells is usually cleap and normally needs only a germ killing chemical
added. Raw water from lakts, streams, and rivers is usually muddy. and contains
animal and vegetable mattei. This dirty water .certainly needs filtering; however,
there may be a cheaper and mare effici,nt treatment than filtering.
Sedimentation

Sedimentation is a prOcess of removing mud, sand, silt,and other solids that
settle to the bottom if the flow of water is slow enough. Many. cities pump water from
a river and place it in a settling lake. On the other side cr:' the lake the water is almost
clear because much of the mud and silt has settled out.

Sedimentation may be carried out in basins, tanks, reservoirs, or ponds. The
lent.th of time used in sedimentation may.vary from a few hours to over a month.. It
depends on tank size and rate of water usage and the si-.e of the particles sottl:ng, o. c.

10
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In smaller tanks and basins a series of fences or baffles-cap bet,constructed so the
flow of water has to weave bask and forth from side to side which greatly increases the
'distance the water has to flow to reach the other end. Naturally this-nigzag flow has to
be very slow to allow sediment to settle to the bottom.
Coagulation

After water has cleared by sedimentation,it still contains a lot of very small particles that are tbo smalL to settle out. The water may still be murky or tan in color.
At this point a chemical is added to the dirty Wateriand a strange thing happens.
Small white clouds begin to form in the water. These.clouds are called "floc." This
floc is sticky and the small dirty particles in the water begin to stick to it. Soon the
little clouds are so full of dirt that they settle tO,the bottom and new clouds are formed.
Slow-miking of the water will insure that-'ill the silt will be trapped by the flNow
the water is clear on the surface with all the silt at the bottom. The surface water can
be drawn off for funther treatment/and the silt on'the bottokn can be pumped out to a
rying bed and used as dirt fill.
Ch micals Used in Coagulation
groups

,

e chemicals commonly used in coagulation or making floc fall into two primary
alum coagulants and ferric ccitgulants.

ALU COAGULANTS. Filter alum or aluminum sulfate is quite soluble in water.
It is fed'eit er in dry powder form or in sblution: A-chemical reaction i the water
causes the al inum to form aluminum hydroxide. Aluminum hydroxide i the floc that
suddenly begin to occur'in the water.
,

'Black alum i alum containing activated carbon. It reacts the same as filter alum).

however) the -carbb is used when-taste and odor are problems.

Ammonium alum 's sometimes used when a slower dissolving coagulant is needed.
The ammonia released \also aids, the disinfecting qualities of chlorine.
Sodium aluminate is a good coagulant.that is generally used with lime for special
treatment processes such a softening and color removal.
FERRIC COAGULAN'IS.
erric sulfate, commonly known as copperas, is a coagulant. 1)When using copperas, li e must uivally be added because the alkalinity and,pH,
values of neutral water are generally too low to react with copperas to form a floc.
Water pH should be above 9 for go d reaction. Copperas is very soluble and a solution
is easily made by stirring one part kerric sulfate with-two parts of water.
,

Chlorinated copperas, a combinat on of lime and chlorine with ferrous sulfate,
will react to form an exdellent floc. Clorinated copperas-can-also be used for color
removal. You will see this process on o e of your,field trips in this course.
Ferric chloride has been successfully u\sed over a wide range oe'pH values and is
effective in treating soft, colored waters. Three commercial forms of ferric chloride
are available: they are liquid, crystalline, and anhy&rous.
11
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Ferrous sulfate, as a coagulant, is similar to ferric chloride, but goes. into solution

slowly in cold water:

Jar Test
It is nOt always easy to mathematically determine the correct dosage for coagulants.
Three thingsmust be considered when developing a floc; amount of coagulant needed,
pH adjustmeni of the waters and the need of coagulant aids such as clay, powderea marble,
oi activated silica to add weight for settling.

Floc forms fastest and is heaviest at a definite.pH value. Because this pH value
changes with the impurities inwater, it is necessary to determine it by the jai' test.
For the procedures in performing the jar test iee 563X0 Career Ladder, Lab. Manual.
Chemicals Used to Adjust pH
The chemicafs commonly used to adjust p1-1,as an aid in cdagulation are soda ash,

pulverized limestone, and lime.

-

"Ill

p.

Soda 'ash (sodium carbonate ) is highly soluble in water. .This chemical is used
when the Water does not contain enough natural alkalinity to react With the coagulant.
It is obtained as a commercial powder and will dissolve More slowly than ammonium
alum.

Pulveviied limestone is soluble only at low pH. The exceseundissolved limestone
serves to weigh the floc for more rapid settling. Liine is obtained as quicklime (calcium
oxide) or as slaked lime (calcium hydroxide). It is used not only to provide alkalinity,
but to soften water.
..$0

MINERALS CONTRIBUTING TO HARoNESS

The principle of precipitation has been previously mentioned in processes of
"coagulation andlloCculation. It was Pointed out that upon addition of a coagulant, such
as aluminum sulfate to water containing alkalinity, .a chemical reaction occurred between the two to fornita jelly-like substance Called-Ufloc," and'that this flee is an insqluble hydroxide or precipitale. The principle of chemical precipitation can-be-fur-ther
-usid On`waters CiiiitailiibgiffizEiiiiilre amounts of dissolved minerals. The most coMmon
I

types of dissolved minerals in water are Calcium and magnesium. Removal of these
minerals is known as water softening.

Hard water may be potable, "but it is objectionable because it deposits scale m pipes
and boilers, leaves stains on glassware-ind kitchen,utensils, and requires excesSive
amouzits of soap to form lather. The hardness of water can be judged from the amouro.
of soap used to form lather.. Hardness results fromthe presenceof calcium ancimagnesium conipounds in solution ill the -wIter. Amount of hardness is sometimes raxed as
shown below.

very hard
hard
moderately hard

Over ZOO ppm
100 - ZOO ppm

50 - 100 ppm
below 50 ppm
below 15 ppm \

soft

very soft
121'
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Softening of hard water is achieved by changing the calcium and magnesium compounds from a soluble to an insoluble form and then removing the insoluble compounds
by sedimentation and filtratiOn.,
6.

The most common process of softening by precipitation is known as the lime-soda
process. Lime-soda _process plants are essentially the same as water filtration plants.
Lime analsoda ash are addH to raw water, and the softening reaction occurs during
mixing and flocculation; the precipitated calcium'and magnesium are removed during
sedimentation. If iaw watsr-his a high turbidity, the turbidity is partially removed by
plain sedimentation pricir to the softening process.

_Fla-rdileSSis generally classified:Las carbonate or noncarbonate hardness, depending
the, chemical compounds that cause it.
Carbonate Hardness

Carbonate hardness, referred to as temporary hardness, is, caused by calcium
or magnesium bicarbonates in the water. They form when carbon dioxide combines
with water to form a mild acid which, in turn, combines with calcium and magnesium
carbonate in the surrounding soil. The carbonate is insoluble; the bicarbonate which
. :
is formed dissolves in the water.
Noncarbonate Hardness

Noncarbonate hardness, referred.to as permanent hardness, is caused by:
a
(1.)
,

(2)
(3)

Calcium,and magnesium sulfate
Calciurh and magnesium chloride
Calcium and magnesium nitrate

NOTE: Iron in aluminum compounds also produces har ess, but usually i; present in
such small quantities that it is not generally associate with hardness.. Water
softening processei remove iron as well as calcium and magnssium salts.
0

PROCESSES USED TO REDUCE HARDNESS

Lime-Soda Processes
Water is softened by various methods such as ion exchange units or zeolite units.
Another method which employs the addition of lime and sodi ash,.to the water is used to
remove both carbonate and noncarbonate hardness. Water is softened by removing
compounds of calcium, magnesium, iron, and manganese by chemical means. The
calcium and magnesium bicarbonate are called temporary (carbonate) hardness because
they can be removed by bcling. The compounds that cannot be removed by boiling are
the sulphatesiand the chlorides and nitrates of calcium and magnesium. The presence
of these compounds is calleepermanent (noncarbonate) hardness.

13
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SOFTENING REACTION

Ca0
oXIdi) is added to iiiier fanning
calcium hydroxid

+ HC5
2
Calcium Wate

Ca (OH)2

Oxide

HydroXide

.

Calcium

WI= lime is added to-water containing.c\ari-onate (temporary hardness), the
calcium hydroxide reacte with calcium and thignesium bicarbenates to,form leis soluble carhonates and`hydrOxides tatprecipitatc i out, leaving the water free 'of the sub.
stances causing carbonate hardness.
Ca (HCO3)2

Ca (OH)2

2Ca 0

Calcium
Bicarbonate

Ca lcium

hydroxide

',Ca:im
Carbo

21120

Water

te

precipitate
ZCa(OH)2 ->

Mg(HCO3)2

Magnesium
bicarSonate

Calcium
hydroxide

Mg(OH)2,
Magnesium
hydroxide \
h precipitates

+

2CaCO3

Calci

+

2H20

water

carbonate

pre;ipitate

A similar chemical reactfon-uccurs when slaked or, hydrated lime is used. In the
lirna-soda process,/noncarbonate (permanent) hardness is removed from the water by
use of soda ash Na2 CO3 (sodium carbonate): When soda ash is,added to water containing noncarbonate hardness, the follbwing chemical reacticns take place:
CaS04

,
Calciurn
isulfate

-Nat; CO3--4 Ca CO3 '

Na2 504

Sodium

Sodium

Calcium
carbonate

carbonato

precipitate

1

,

I

I Ca6la
1

1

\

Calcium
chloride-0

.Na2 CO3---> Ca CO3

2NaC1

Sodium
carbona/te

Sodium

rIalcium
carbonate
precipitate

j

+

Ca(NO3)2

Calcium

nitrate

,

sulfate

Na2 603-4 CaCO3
Sodium

carbonate

,

Calcium
carbonate

precipitate

chloride
ZNaNO 3
,

Sodium -

nitrate

Soda ash reacts wih 'sulfites chlorides, and nitrites' /..f calcium tolform insoluble
precipitates. IL the water contains both carbonate and noncarbonate :lardness, as is
usually the case, both linie and soda are used.
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Determination of Dosage

Quantitative analysis of the water is necessary for determinati n of required dosage
of lime and,soda
It is well to check the calculations for lime and soda ash requir ments by actually
addihg the calculated dosage. to small.measured quantities of the wit r to oe treated.
The following procedures may be used.
Prepare a standard lime suspension by adding ten grams of lime Ito one liter of
boiled and cooled distilled (vater. If quick lime is used, shake it with just enough water
of soda ash is
to rnake.a tooilivrsolution, then dilute to onc:liter. A standard solution
One
iiter of water
prerlared in the same way. Adding one ml of the standard solution to
1.

give a dosage of. ten ppm.

\
Place one liter of water to be treated in a beaker or jar and add calculated quantities -^)f.lisine.and soda ash needed to soften it: Stir gently for 30 minutes and aqow to
\
settlie until liqUid-becornes Tiatry dtilic --titiiiilly 10 tii 15 Minutes. ---, 1
120°F (49°c) and filter
3. . piphon ofitabout half the clear solution, warm to about
throhgh filter paper.
2.

,

Analyze filtrate for alkalinity in accordance with standard lahoratory test
procedure.,
the operation of a softening plant, it is customary to use lime in excess of cornputed needs to the extent of 10 to 50 ppm. This is then removed by recirbonization.
Afte recarbonization and filtration, the water should have an alkalinity,of approximately
35p
The quantity of noncarbonate hardness allowed to remain in the watevis Ifregulated
the
by d creasing soda ash feed in accordance with,the total hardness desired.
35
ppm,
it
is then
is
to
be
85Pprn
and
the
alkalinity
-total haidness_inthe softened water
hardness.
necessary to remove all but 5.0 ppm of noncarbonite
4.

-1

Chemical Feeding

to the rate
ontinuous softening requires application of chemicals in proportion
definite
periods
of flciw of water through the treating units: If the flow is constant over
If
the
flow
is
varia-of tiMe,`the chemicals can be fed through constant-feed machines.
solution
are
used.
chemicals
are
fed
in
suspension
or
ble, proportioning devices in which
c:sda ash dissolves easily in water forming a clear stable solution. After preparebon, the solution nt eds no further agitation and can be added directly tO the-water
throtigh a proportionix4 device.
Lime,being only slightly soltible in water, forms a suspension kno n as milk of to
td settle, continuous agitation is necessary
l'ithet Because suspended matter tends
Therefore,
devices
for feeding lin:: usuallj have mechanical
keep the mixture:uniform.
must
be
fast
enough
to prevent lime froth settling
agitators. Flow through feedlines
should be easily replaceable.
Long
tines
should
be
avoided
or
and clogging the lines.
1

\-

1.5
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They should have pretsure connections for flushing. Rubber hose or open troughs are
frequently-used for this purpose.
Some,plants feed lime and soda ash through one proportioning device. Chemicals
are mixed in the proper proportions with water and introduced as a thin slurry. This
method-is satisfactory where the composition of raw water is constant or does not change
rapidly.
High Rate Softening Devices

/
acceleritor, hydrotreater;, and_sPiractor'. The precipitator, accelerator, and hydrotreater ire also used as combined flocculation and sedimentation units without softening.
When these units are operated beforefiltration to treat surface water with low suspended,
solids and low alkalinity, it may be ne+sary to add lime or clay to add weight and prevent rising floc...Wide fluctuatien in flow, solids content, and temperature always cause
I

Newer dcvelopmentsl in softening include high rate equipment such_ai the-precipitator,

operating problems which can best be lorrected individually.

The adcelerator, precipitator, and hydrotreater operate on essentially the same
principles and the operation ofthe acdelerator.
The spiractor (Figure I) consists of a cone-shaped tank in whith the lime-soda
softening reactions take place in the Presence-of a suspended bed of granular calcium
carbonate which acts as a catalyst. Hard.water and chemicals enter the bottom of the
cone where they mix immediately a d rii:e through the granular bed with a swirling
'notion. The upwarrl velocity keepd the granular material in suspension. As the water
rises, velocity decreases to a point where material is no longer in suspension. The
contact time, 8 to 10)riainutes, is #iough to complete softening reactions. Softened
waterisdrawnoff.from.the-top,of the-cone. The precipitated hardness-particles attach
themselves to the calcium carbonate granules during-the process, increasing:the billIc of
the granules in the unit. /..Howeifrer, the.level of the unit is-kept down to the desired point
by withdrawing the largIst particles from the bottom. 'New catalyst material must be
added periodically. Thd, softened water is usually filtered through a sand filter to remove the remaining turbidity. Advantages of the equipment are its small size, low installation cost, rapid treatment', and lack of moving parts and pumping equipment. In
addition, the precipitated hardness is withdrawn as sand-like granules,, which are much
easier tp dispose of tharr \ the watery slime from the normal lime-soda process. The
unit is Most
effective 'whe\ -hir ness is predominantly calcium; there is less than 17 ppm
magnesium
hardness; water
t inperature is about 500 F. ; and turbidity is less ihan
1

-

5 ppm.

1

Iron and Manganese Remov 1

When dissolved iron exc ds 0. 3ippm it causes an unpleasant.taste and stains
plumbing fixtures. If it goes over 2 0 ppm nobody likes to use it.
s

Iron is rarely.found in su face w'aters but is often found in well water. If the
dissolved iron does not excee 2 t 3 pPm, stilning of kitchen and bathroom fixtures
can be prevented by treatirig.with1polyphosphate. Above 3 ppm iron removal treatment

is neceisary.
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Figure 1,

Aeration units are most commonly used to remove iron. Any method that can get
air in the water will do: Some cities use a water fountain effect while others use a
wooden tower with open mesh slats in it.
The object of aeration is to get oxygen to combine with the dissolved iron and form
i no longer
an iron compound that is not solUble in water. When the iron compound then filtered out.
soluble it will come out of solution and can be caught up by flocculation
An added benefit of aeration is an improvement in taste and odor.

Accelator
This cold lime-sod.a water -softener_ is_in_use at some of the missile aitesandat
some of the Air Force baies. Since it has the capacity.of softeninglarge-quantitiea-of
salts, this election will cover the cornMon
har water containing calcium and Ma,gnesium
\
operation.of the accelator, and the theory '131
Id
1

'

types of cold lime-soda softeners,

opttion.

\

/

,

There are four basic types 4 cold lime-soda softeners, namely: (1) the sludge.\
(3) the "catalys type," and- ,(4) -the
bl nket type, (Z) continuous sedimentation type,
The
firat
three
are continuous pes; that is, the
, terinittent or batch-process tyPe.
through
the
equipment.
The fourth t e is, as its name
ater is treated as it is flowing
intermittent, as the water
'ndica es, one in which the flow!of water is not continuous but
owin to its higher
is trea ed in separate batches. Of these, the sludge-blanket type, is r idly displacing
efficien y, shore'detention period, and smaller space requirements,
the'munic al field,
the cony ntional type for industrial use. It: is also widely used in
than
the dusto ary onebut some state boards of health prefer longer detention periods
This
continuous
sedimentatio
type is
/ hour dete tion period in the sludge-blanket type.
granular type of sludge which can be kandled
an older type. The catalyst type produces a
N
readily and which drains and dries rapidly.
i
_

7

Sludge Blanket Type

This type differs from the sedimentation type in that-the treated water is filtered
upwardly through a suspended,sludge blanket Composed of previously formed precipitates. There-are reveral distinct advantages obtained by this procedure. First, the
upward filtration-through the suspended sludge blanket results in the complete solution
and use of the added lime. Second, the close contact of the treated water with a large
mass of the sludge blanket prevents. supersaturation. Third, the upward.filtration in
the sludge blanket results in the production of water which is clear enough without filtration for maziy industrial applications. Fourth, the detention period is much less
for this type.

Figure 2 is a sketch of an accelator.. In lize, the vertical softeners may range
from capacities of a few thousand to 10,000, 000 gallons per day. Note that the outer
Chamber consists of a smaller conical or pyramidal section with its base more narrow
than the top side. The raw water and the treating chemicals are introduced into the top
of the inner chamber where they are thoroughly mixed by means of a.centrally located
mechanical agitator which is motor driven.
The chemical feeders used may be either of the wet or dry type, the latter type
generally being employed only with the larger sizes of units. In the wet type of feeder,
the hydrated or slaked lime is fed largely in the form of a suspension, usually of about
a 5 percent concentration. Where soda ash is also required with the wet type of feeder,
it is usually dissolved in and fed with the lime suspension instead of being fed separately.
The coagulant is dissolved in and fed from a separate chemical feeder. When dry
feeders are, employtd, separate feeders are used for the lime, the sodayash, and the
coagulant.

SLURRY POOL INDICATED SY SHADED AREAS

Figure 2.

,s

The Accela.or
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The mechanical agitator consists of a series of paddles mounted on a vertical shaft,
driven by a motor acting through a reducing gear. As the hardness in the water reacls
with the added chemicals, -the precipitates are produced which are kept in suspension by
the agitator. The treated water, with its,suspended precipitates, flows slowly to the
bottom of the inner chamber and there, emerging from a series of openings, it reverses
its flow and slowly rises in the outer chamber. Stilling baffles are sometimes used at
the bottoni to stop the rotary motion from being carried up in the outer chamber.

As the treated water rises in the outer,chamber, its vertical velocity in the lower
part-of the chamber is sufficient to keep the precipitates in suspension. Owing to its
design, -the,scross-sectional area of the outer chamber constantly inereasei while passing
from the bottom to the top. Consequently, the vertical velocity of the treated water constantly decreases during its passage through the outer chamber-. Finally, a level is
reached where, with,a given volume of suspended sludge and-for a given flow rate, it is
unable to expand the sludge blanket further upward. This/Marks the upward level of the
sludge blanket, and, in practice, there is a clear line of demarcation between the upper
level of the sludge blanket and the clear water rising above it "Which is collected by the
collector system and then passes either directly to service or to the filters and then to
service.
This upper sludge level is kept by bleeding off sludge at the same rate as that at
which new sludge is being-formed. .This bleed-off can be done automatically. The
bleeding-off operation is usually performed through an integral sludge concentrator.
Increasing the flow rate will increase the height of the sludge blanket, and lowering the
flow rate will decrease it. If the flow is lowered, the blanket contracts,_ but since the
cross-sectional area decreases downwardly, the blanket is kept "alive and functions
just as efficiently. In general, the range over which type frof equipment such as this
will function satisfactorily is from 20 percent of the rated capacity, as the low limit, to
about:110 percent, as the high limit.

Clarifier
The clarifier (Figure 3)_ removes suspended matter and softens the water by the
lime soda process. Water enters the clarifier at the tOp oi the inner chamber and is
flash mixed with the alkali and coagulant solutiOns. _The alkali reacts to precipitate
the hardness, and regulate the pH for best coagulation. The coagulant reacts with the
added alkalinity to form a floc which tends to increase in size and settle towards the
bottom. Slowly revolving agitator blades at the bottom and at.the center of the inner
chamber gently mix the floc and the water. This operation further increases the floc
size as particles of suspended matter ana precipitated hardness are caught by the floc.
Clear water rises in the outer chamber and the heavy floc tends to remain in the lower
portion of the outer chamber. Clear water flows-through.a distributor in the top of the
outer chamber into a clearwell. A pump pumps the clear water from the clearwell.
Over a period of time floc tends to build up in the outer chamber. The desludging timer
should be adjusted to maintain the floc blanket just below the third ,sampling cock from
the bottom. If the floc ìè very slow settling it may be necessacry to blow down more
frequently to prevent the carry over of floc into the clearwell.
\

Proper operation of the clarifier is dependent upon the following factors:
\

a.
b.

c. Coagulant and_alkali feed rates\
Raw water quality
Type of-tbigulant and alkali used
-d.
Water temperature
e. Raw waterflow rate
\
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The alkali used must precipitate enough of the hardness to reduce the total hardness
of the.clarifier effluent to 200 to 300 ppm. Three possible alkalies, (soda ash, lime
soda, or caustic soda) may be used. Soda ash removes the noncarbonate- hardness. The
lime and caustic soda remove the carbonate hardness. Soda ash, which will remove
additional nonearbonate hardness, is formed also by the reaction of caustic soda with the
carbonate hardness. Because of the acid treatment before the degasifier, the water
entering the clarifier has essentially no carbonate hardness. The majority of the alkali
solution must be soda ash. A certain amount of carbonate hardness will form.when the
soda ash is added. For this reason either limo or caustic soda must be used to precipitate the carbonate hardnesi. The optimum alkali solution is the solution which will allow
the reduction of-the hardness to 200 to 300 ppm.as CaCO3 and, still prevent the rise of
the effluent pH above the 9.0 to 9.5 range. It is in this pH range that the solubility of
calcium carbonate is lowest and maximum softening will result.
The cciagulant used' and the coagulant feed-rate will be largely determined by the

'pH of the elarifier water, jar test results, and chemical cost. There are several coagulants that may be used. Some of these are alum (aluminum sulfate), ferrous sulfate,
ferric sulfate or ferric chloride. Alum generally coagulates best in the pH range of 5.5
to \8.0. Ferrous sulfate coagulates vest in the pH range of 8.5 to 11.0. The ferric
coagulants coagulate over a wide,pH range of 4.0 to 11.0.
Clarifier Controls

The agitator drive on the clarifier is controlled by a manual motor starter. -Because
the agitator drive must be operated continuously (even when the wen pump is not operating), it is not controlled by the relay in the well pump controls. The blowdown timer
ii controlled by contacts in the well pump controls. These contacts close to energize a
timer fivr sernds after the well pump starts. As the timer runs, it periodically closes
contacts to energize the blowdown solenoid valve. The t'mer -is adjusted to--blow down the
clarifier' often
_ _ of floc into the clearwell.
_ enough-to prevent the carryover
Electrical controls for the pump are set as follows: The selector switch is placed
in an automatic position. The manual motor starter is placed in the ON position. Then
the results-are as indicated. The pump motor is energized if the contacts on the float
switch are closed. The float switch is located in the clarifier clearwell and controls the
pump to prevent the pump from pumping the clearwell dry. The pump may be started
independent of the float switch, by positioning the selector switch to the hand position.
This type operation is only for clarifiers shown in Figure 3.
CHEMICAL ADDITIVES USED TO REDUCE HARDNESS

The lime soda softening process often results in formation ofso1ub1ecarbonatesof
magnesium and high alkalinity of softened water. Methods of Overcoming this limitation
are discussed_helow---1.

Excess Lime Treatment
In the excess lime treatinent,' 35 to 50 ppm excess lime or more is added
to precipitate the magnesium almost completely. Excess calcium is then
precipitated with soda ash. Soda ash dosage is the amount required to combine with the noncarbonate hardness of water and excess lime. If the wat r is
recarbonated after filtration to a pH of 8.0, it will be .palatable and will -t,ave
a hardness of about 30 ppm.
20
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Figure 3.

Clarifier Assembly
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2.

Spli.t Treatment

In water treatment plants which were not designed for saAening, inadequacy
of softening facilities can be overcome by split treatment.\ In this process,
as large a portion of the raw water as-possible-i-s-overtreated to obtain maximum reduction of.hardness. ,The excess is then neutraliz4with raw %rater%
Split treatment produces a greater hardness of a given quantity of raw water
than does addition of the same quantity of chemicals to the total supply.
3:

Excess Lime and Recarbonation

Treatment with excess lime and recarbonation consists of the-excess_lime
treatment ind use of Carbon dioxide to neutralize the-excess lime. Carbonate
hardness can be reduced by this,method approximately to the olubility limit,
20 to 35 ppm.hardness (depending on temperature). Calcium carbonate is
least soluble at PH of 9. 3 to 9. 7.
4:

Addition-of-Aluminuni Cöinpounds

Aluminum compounds cciagulate finely divided precipitates, thereby making
their removal easiei. Without aluminum treatment, longer peril?ds are
requiied for precipitates-to coagulate and settle. Addition of aluminum
compounds changes soluble magnesium salts to soluble magnesium aluminates
which can be removed by settling or filtration.
5.

Treatment with excess lime, recarbonation, and secondary flocculation is
carried out as follows:
a.

Add excess lime and correct amount-of sc14, ash-to-combine-with.
noncarbonate hardness, mix and allow to A ttle.

b.

Neutralize excess lime with-carbon-drOXide gas.

-E.

Mix with sludge produced by the water sOftenini:-Jocess or with's
coagulant and allow to settle.

d.

Add carbon dioxide gas again and filter. This.process decreases\
load on filters, lessens incrustation of filter sands, ami produces
a more nearly balanced and, therefore, more stable filtered watert.
It is especially adapted to treating and softening turbid water.

Dissolved Iron

Dissolved iron is effectively removed by lime or lime soda treatment for I
softening water. The high pH created by lime results in formation of a rapid set4ing
ferric hydrate floc. Oxidizing chou,icals such as chlorine or hypochldrites can be
used to supply the necessary oxidation to convert iron to the insoluble form, althotgh
aeration prior to chemical aildition usually is much more efficient and economical.
Where iron is easily oxidized by aeration, the following chemical additions hasten
subsequent sedimentation (best dosage is determined by laboratory flot.culation tests):
22
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I. Lime and aluminum sulfate or ferric salts with 20 to 30 minute flocculation.
Ftecarbonation should follow if the lime treatment has increased the pH sufficiently to
throw water out of chemical balance.
2.

Aluminum sulfate.

3. A pH of over 8.0 helps flocculate the iron hydrate and may, in case of high
iron content, produce all the floc netessary to remove turbidity. Lime is used for
this pH adjustment. This treatment is necessary in acid waters.

Where iron resists oxidation by aeration and sedimentation, sand filters act as
contact beds and remove most of the remaining iron. The oxidizing is confined to the
upper portionof the bed and results in coating the sand with iron oxide which has been
found-to be more active than clear sand for iron removal.
Mangane se

Manganese, when present, is almost invariably associated with iron. Due to its
chemical similarity to iron, it is removed by the same processes. However, manganese
is hot oxidized as readily as iron. This is shown by black manganese stains below, the
iron in- sand_filters.
I.

Filter sand with a manganese dioxide coating aids in removing the manganese.
Contact aerators are quite effective.

2.

Since manganese is removed by coagulation only at a relatively high pH ifalue,
it is necessary to use a coagulant which has its optimum in a high range.
Ferrous sulfate is usually used in a pH range above 9. 0.

3.

Oxidation of the manganese with chlorine followed by coagulation and pH control,

sedimentation, and filtrationusually gives satisfactory results.
_

_

4: -PoliAtiSphates Wiir had Manganese in -Solution provided the inafigaridee dOeS
not exceed approximately 1 ppm. A weight ratio of about-2 ppm-to -1 -pPrri-of
manganese is required.
Need for Stabilization

Production of an acceptabie water does not end with disinfection, clarification, and
filtration. Water furnished for consumption must neither scale nor corrode the distribution system. The processes of coagulation and softening previously described do
not, as a rule,,roduce a water that will meet these requirements. , The pH, alkalinity
and hardness may be so low and the arbon dioxide (CO2) so high that the water may
corrode the piping, system; or the pH and alkalinity may be so high that the calcium
carbonate will scale mains, meters, and hot water heaters. To avoid these circumstances, water may be first supersaturated as to calcium carbonate content, in which
condition a protective film against corrosion will deposit on pipe walls; then, an equilibrium point of the Ixater is sought such that it will neither dissolve nor deposit calcium
carbonate. Under these conditions a protective coating of calcium carbonate lining pipe
walls will be undisturbed, thus preventing corrosion of the-metal underneath, and progressive scaling will not occur.
23
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The adjustment of pH and alkalinity of a water to a calcium carbonate saturationequilibrium value is known as stabilization. The pH associated calcium carbonate
equilibrium may either be calculated or determined by the calcium carbynite stability
test. A formula developed by Langelier forms the basis of calculations for pH saturation values (Table 1). For routine chemical conrrol the calcium carbonate stability
test offers a simple and-direct indication of the equilibrium of calcium carbonate in the
water. A modification of the marble test, known as McLaughlin's "Marble Test' Graph,
will be found useful in calculation of lime dosages for .pH correction.
McLaughlin's "Marble Test" Graph

Set up a series of liter or gallon samples of the same water in a stirring machine.
Determine alkalinity of the original water. Dose each with increasing amounts of lime
solution to cover the whole range of probable treatment. Stir for one-half hour and
settle for four hours. Accomplish the alkalinity test on each product and plot the change
in alkalinity against the corresponding- pH value. Such a plot is shown in Figure 4. The
point of zero alkalinity change, that is, where the curve crosses-the horizontal axis,
marks the pH to which the water should be raised by lime treatment.
P.P.M.

AS
CALC !UM CARBONATE

_

20
PH OF PROPERLY LIMED WATER:
NO CHANGE IN TOTAL ALKALINITY
OCCURS IN THE MARBLE TEST.

10

LIME N AR THIS PH WHEN TREATING

UNDERLIMED

OVERLIMED

-20

Figure 4. McLaughlin's Test Graph
Stabilization of Coagulated Waters

If an analysis of coagulated waters shows them to be undersaturated, the calcium
carbonate content must.be built up if red water troubles are to be avoided. This is
usually done by the addition of lime (either hydrated or quick lime); or if the water contains calcium sulfate, soda ash may be added. (Soda ash reacts with calcium sulfate
to produce calcium carbonate.) For example, it has been shown that waters containing
sufficient natural alkalinity and pH adjustments of such waters are usually made with the
addition of lime which raises the pH to the desired value as calculated.by the tests previously mentioned. Hardness of the water is usually increased somewhat. Normally.
the amount due to this cause is not great enough to' be objectionable.
24
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Stabilization of Lime Softened Waters
I

L

,softened water may not,be stable because of'the high content/of calcium and
rnagnesiin
carbonates. If the excets ia not removed, scale is deposited in the dis- /
\,
fi
tribution , systern, hot water heaters, meters, and the like. Encrusting of filter sand and
\
g7vel
is also experienced.

Lirne softened water can be stabiliz a by recarbonating with carbon dioxide, gas.
Afte the water has passed through-the s ttling basins but before alias reached the filter,
carbbn dioxide is diffused into the water through small openings in a.grid system. The
\

1

,..

carboiic acid formed by the gas in solutibn neutralizes excess alkalinity in the water and
conver\ts slightly soluble excess lime an4 carbonates to highly soluble bicarbonates.
Bicarbbnates
do not precipitate from watt r easily so scale formation is prevented. Ex,
cessive,recarbonation can produce a corrosive water, if carbonic acid (free CO2) remains after completion of the reaction. i
,

,

Lime., softened water can also be stabilized with sulphuric acid. Because calcium

sulphate is formed by the reaction, close Icontrol of dosage is necessary to avoid formation of exCess amounts bf noncarbonate hardness. Base the dosage on laboratory scalet
..
treatment 'and alkalinity test. ,.
\

\

\

Scale and COrrosion Control
\

1

Most of e scale formed in water systems is similar in ppearance; however,. there
/ are (1) pure mineral scale,
are several distinct types of scale. Among the most commori
(2) mbced scale and cOrrosion products, and (3) combinatirin of minerals.
1. Pure mineral scale, such as CaCO3 and CaS041,'
Calciutn caillnate forms a
loose sludge-like deposit_that will.crumble I rather-easily when-dried. CalCium sulfate
forms a_hard adherent-type of scale Which s-espeCially objectionable_in_boilers.

2. Mixed scale and corrosion products. ilot water pipes are often found containing layers of rust sandwiched in between layers of mineral scale..
3. Combinations of minerals cemented together
by binders, such as silica. Such
combinations will produce a hard "baked-on" type of icale on hot boiler surfaces.

Scale ii an undesirable formation, haVing the following_adverse effects:
-

1

1.

Reduces the safety factors by clogging the safety valves and gauge lines.

2.

Clogs pipes, thus reducing carrying-capacity-T -Pipes--zhould-be-cleaned, if

possible, rather than replaced. Once the scale has been removed, a chemical treatm nt
should be used to prevent.new formation.

3._ Reduces operatineefficiency of heating and.cooling
systems by clogging coils,
heat exchangers., and radiators.
V.

4.

Reduces rate of heat transfer in boilers.'

5.

Increases cost of operation by adding to cost of maintenance and replacem .nt.

The treatment used to Clarify water may result in a very clear sparkling product
and yet be a heavy scale maker.
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In the cold lime process of clarification, water is softened by chemical reaction.
This reduces the scale forming hardness minerals thereby protecting the distribution
system from severe scaling. Any process that will reduce hardness will reduce scale.
Scale.can be formed by several different compounds biit diitribution lines are
most commonly found to contain calcium carbonate and caleium sulfate.
Besides using softened water another method of preventing scale formation is the
addition of polyphosphates. Polyphosphates will prevent the hardness.minerals from
coming out of solution to form the scale and also stop the chemical reaction of lime
softening so it will not Precipitate out in the distribution lines.

Corrosion or rust is always a problem in Waterlinei and can, if conditions are
right, completely destroy a waterline ih one year or less.. Corrosion inside a Water
pipe is difficult to detect 'and major damage can occur before it is found.
When water has a low pH (below 7) corrosion can occur rapidly. The remedy is to
raise the pH of the water by adding chemicals that will add alkalinity to the water such
as sodium hydroxide (lye). If the water is treated in a lime-soda plant .it alio will cause
the pH to rise above a, corrosive level.
Many waterplants add small amounts of phosphate compounds to prevent pipeline
,
corrosion. Phosphates will form.a very thin film on the inside Nails of pipes and so
prevent moidture and oxygen from attacking the iron.

\

When water is to be used commercially, such as in boilers or cooling towers, then,
strong doses of corrosion preventatives can be added but domestic water must be only
lightly treated and then only with chemical's that are not poisonous.
CHEMICALS-USED TO CONTROL A-LGAE

Presence of algae does not make water unsafe. However, uncontrolled algae
growth frequently causes unpleasant tastes and odors and it may clog Pipes and filter
beds,, thus lowering efficiency. Filter difficulties are generally causeld by a small gioup
of-diatoms: Taste -and-odor problems-are =generally-catised by a wide. variety Of algae,
the type and intensity of the problem varying with the particular algae concerned. Algae
growth occurs maihly in large open reservoirs/in sluggish streams, and in surface iupplies. ;Sunlight is necessary for its-existence.
(1) Copper Sulfate. Copper sulfate treatment is most effective if startetd
early in the, season before heavy algae concentration has formed. The treatment
repeated whenever algae growths reappear. If copper sulfate can be applied by solution
feeder to water entertng the reservoir, continuous application of lower concentrations
can be used instead of intermittent treatment. This usually results in the most efiiicient
control of algae growths. CopPer sulfate treatment should be started ivhen the algae
count exceeds 2a organisms peC millimeter of water, as measured by the centrif gal
or Sedgewick-Rafter funnel methods or by microscopic examinations.
z

(a) The simplest, though not the best method, of applying copper
sulfate is to tie a bag of copper sulfate crystals to a boat and cover the reservoir in a
definite zigzag pattern.
,
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(b) In reservoirs needing frequent treatment, the best method is to
spray copper sulfate solution on the water surface from a spray unit mounted in a boat,
Apply the solution evenly to avoid overdosing shallow, areas.

(2) Chlorine. Chlorine mriy be applied as hypochlorite solutioh or"chlorine
gas. Thipochlorite is sprayed on the water from i boat-mounted spray unit. Gas is fed

from a boat-mounted chlorinator through a subrnerged,difiuser into the waier. Either)
May be fed continuously when controlled dosIge can-be.applied to water entering the

reservoir.

(3) Activated Carbon. In large reservoirs and impounded supplies, activated
carbon is applied by spray from a boat. In small basins, regular spraying and hand
spreading can be used. In filtration plants carbon is usually added before coagulation. .
Suspended carbon carried to the filters is effective in removing odors, aithough shortening of filter runs may occur.,
(4) Mechanical. Filters may also be used to control algae in water. Both
pressure and gravity filters may reduce algae with the help of pretreatment.
SUMMARY-

Coagulation is a .process whereby finely divided particles of tuilidity and color,
capable of remaining in Auspension indefiniteiy, are combiried_by_chemical means into
masses sufficiently large to effect rapid settling. (Formation of masses-of gelatinous
precipitates in water by adding alum or Other suitable chemicals for clarifying'water. )

Goagulatipn is essential.for filtration in order to remoVe the fine particles of turbidity.
,

#

r

0

Some of the coagulants are: aluminum sulfate, filter alum, ammoniurn alum, '
sodiiiiii alumina* firi-id sulfate, -Chlorinated ceipperio, ferric chlo-ride,_ And ferroui
.siiilfate..-

,

.

-

,,

,

.

The jar it ests are performed to indicate ihe approximate dosages and optimum pH
values, The final adjustments are made in the full-sized equipment..
*
Optimum pH - is the pH at which best floc formation occurs; usually 'the Doc
forms and settles fastest at this-point:
Sedimentation is a process of. removing suspended solids from water by gravity or
settling.

/-

Clarification is a proceis used to make or cause a liquid to becom'e pure and clear.
Hard water is objectionable because it depoiits scale in pipes and boilers, ieaves
stairs'on glassware Ind,kitchen utensils, and requires excessive amdunts of soap to
form lather. Hardness is caused by calcium and magriesiurn compounds in solution in
'the water. Iron and aluminum compounds also produce hardness but usually in Such
small quanfities that they are not genoraliy associated with hardness. Water with over *
200 pprn'of these compounds is classed ii"very hard" while water with 15 ppm is termed

" "verrsoft."

,

Inthe lime soda process, Softening is accomplished by changing these aompo nds
from a soluble forpi to an Insoluble form and removing them through sedimentavtion and
28
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poth carbonate and noncarbonate hardness can be removed in this manner,
Some supplementary softening precedures that may havie special application include the
excass lime.treatment, split treatment, excess lime and recarbonation, and the addition
of aluminum. compounds.

To the-water and Waste procssing specialist, "scale ks a substance which results
frbm using hard water for industrial purposes. There are several kinds of scale; however, the ITIO3t common is a white," c rusty deposit of CaCO3. Scale deposits are very
objectionable because-thl.ey reduce safety factors, stop up pipes, reduce rate of heat
transfer and increase amount of required maintenance. The best way to prevent scale is
.to reMove the hardness from the water before it is used.in any kind of industrial equipmen4 For some purposes, stabilization of the hardness compounds by the addition of
polyphospbates or CO2 will wori. satisfactorily.
Corrosion is the deterioration of metal due to an.unfavorable environment. The
mostrpractical corrosion prevention measures for the inside surfaces of equipment
.throngh which water circulates consist of pH control (keep the pH of the water above 7)
and the addition of shrface active, water soluble,corrosion inhibiting chemicals. The
Chemical's most frequently added to prevent corrosion are sodium hydroxide and
,i)olypimsphates:
QUESTIONS
1

1.- What is meant by clarification?
24

What happens during -sedimentation?

3.

How can floating sediment be removed,from raw water?

4.

What is "floc"?

5.

What are the two primary groups of coagulants?

6.

How does hard water affect the making of a soap lather?

7. :HOW woukrwater containing-75 ppm of hardness be rated?
8.

Name two compounds that cause permanent hardness.

9.

What type feeder is used to feed chemicals when the waier flow is variable?
1

EY

What troubles develop when_water contains over 0.3 ppm of ironl
29

I

11.

Name one method of reMoving dissolved iron.

,12.

Name three advantages oi the sludge-blanket type of softener.

13.

What chemicals, does the clarifier use in softening water?

14.

What tyPe of softening may be used in treatment plants not designed for sof ening?

15.

Why does ;oftenel.water 'also need stabilization?

16.

What is water scale formed of in a pipeline

17.

Name the four bad effects of scale.
-

18.

How can scaling 'be stopped or reduced?

19.

What effect does 1!)1-1 a water have on pi eline corrosion?
-

20.

Name two chernic Is used to control al ae.
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WATER SYSTEM FILTERS

The purpose of this study guide is to aid you in learning about water
system filters 'and their relation to the water supply and distribution
systems.
,

INTRODUCTION

A working knowledge of water system filters is necessary in your job
as a water and waste processing specialist. lithe water purification process, water froth the sedimentation basins is biought to the water filters.
This water:contains very fine and suspended matter such as minute particles of clay, thud, and floc that have not formed together. It will also

contain bacteria and microscopic organisms that have not been removed by
sedimentation; therefore, the purpose of the filter is to remove suspended
matter and give the water a clear and sparkling appearance.

Waler system filters will be discussed under the following main
topics:
TYPES OF FILTERS
FILTER MEDIA
DESIGN FEATURES

OPERATION OF FILTERS
`0,

DIATOMACEOUS EARTH FILTERS
RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINAtION

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS AND CORRECTIONS
WASHING PROCFDURES

31
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\TYPES OF FILTERS

Water filters are classified into two types; slow sand and rapid sand
filters. Both filters can beuied in Air Force installations; however, the
rapid sand filters are the mOst commonly used.
Slow Sand Filters

Slow sand filters contain fine-grain sand and have low filtration rates.
These are normally used when coagulation is not included in the treatment
process; however, use of slow sand filters by the Air Force has been practically discontinued because of their initial high cost, the high \cost of
labor required to clean them, and.the large surface area of laAd required.
Rapid Sand Filters

Rapid sand filters are normally used by the Air Force in modern
water treatment plants. ,The twdtypes of rapid sand filters discussed are
gravity and pressure.
GRAVITY FILTERS. See figure 1. Granity filters are usually opentop rectangular concrete boxes about ten feet deep. An underdrain system
at the bottom of the gravity type filter is covered by about 12 inches of
gravel which in turn supports a 24 to 30 inch layer of fine filter sand or
other filtering agent (see figure 2).
RATE-OF-FLOW AND
LOSSOFHEAD GAUGES

FILTER BED

WASH TROUGHS
CONCRETE

FILTER TANK

OPERATING
TABLES

PIPE GALLERY FLOOR

PRESSURt LINES
TO HYDRAULIC VALVES
FROM OPERATING TABLES

INFLUENT'
TO FILTERS
WASH LINE
EFFLUENT

DRAIN

TO CLEAR WELL
CONTROLLER

Figure 1. Gravity Type Rapid Sand Filter
32
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PRECAST WHEELER
BOTTOM BLOCKS

Figure 2. Cutaway of Gravity Type Filter

Gravity filters are normally designed to filter about two gallons per
minute per square foot of filter-bed area; however, as much as four galIons per minute per square foot can be filtered during an emergency if
prior treatment by flocculation and sedimentation produces very low turbidity, and if prechlorination and postchlorination are disinfecting the
water efficiently. Approval must ,be obtained from the major command
to operate filters at rates in excess of 2 gpm per square foot.

PRESSURE FMTERS. See figure 3. Pressure filters have the
filter bed enclosed in a pressure vessel. Water is either pumped into
the vessel and forced,through the filter or is drawn through the filter by
a suction pump. Pressure filter tanks can be installed either vertically
or horizontally (see figure 3). This type of filter will operate on the
same principle and at the same flow rate as gravity filters.
33
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I 01:1
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GRADED GRAVEL

CONCRETE SUBFILL

HEADER LATERAL STRAINER SYSTEM
WITH EXPANSIBLE STRAINER HEADS

FILTERED WATER
OUTLET

HORIZONTAL-PRESSURE FILTER

Figure 3. Pressure Filters
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FILTER MEDIA

The filter media most commonly used by the Air Force water systems
are (1) sand, (2) anthrafilt, and (3) filter gravel. Each filter agent must
meet rigid speCifications.

Filter Sands

Filter sand is made up of sharp-or rounded durable grains of clean
quartz or quartzite material. The. quartz will be between 0.35 and 0.70
millimeters. Of course, the size of the sand grain will be used as an
index to determine the filtration rate.
Anthrafilt

Anthrafilt is a filtering medium obtained from freshly mined anthracite coal. Some of the specifications of anthrafilt are (1) it must be free
of dirt and other foreign material; (2) the anthrafilt grains will be 0.65 to
0.75 mm in diameter; (3) ash content is less than eleven percent; and t4)
it will weigh about 53 pounds per cubic foot.

Filter Gravel

Filter gravel has three primary purposes; (1) it supports the sand;
(2) it permits water to flow freely to the underdrain; and (3) it aids in
distributing gash water to all parts of the sand in a uniform manner.
Specifications that must be met are: (1) it must consist of hard, 1.-ounded,
- and durable pebbles; (2) it must weight100 pounds per cubic foot; and (3)
it must be washed and be free of loam, sand, clay, dirt, shells, and other
fdreigm,matter.
DESIGN FEATURES

The purpose of underdrains is to provide an outlet for the water after
it has passectarough the filtering agents. besign of the underdrain.,
system is controlled mainly by the wash water requirements. This is so
because the rate of application of wash water is greater than the rate of
filtering.
A pipe-type uriclerdrain system consists_of-a-cast--7irotianifold or

header with later &usuallyon six mch centers. The laterals are closed

at-th- o er ends, but have calibrated holed drilled in the upper and lower
sides. Total area of all the orificed is about one-third of the filter
surface area (see figure 4).
35
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Figure 4. 'Underdrain System
OPERATION OF FILTERS

In order to be able to understand the operation of filters, you must
have a working knowledge of the filtering equipment, such as , the rate-offlow controller, loss-of-head gage, wash-water controller, and rate-offlow indicator. Each one of these components will be described and then
integrated in an explanation of filter operation.
Rate-Of-Flow Conttciller

The purpose of the rate-of-flow controller (see figure 5) is to regulate
the flow of water through a filter bed. When a filter bed is first put into
operation or if it has been washed recently, the water will flow through it
too rapidly for effective filtration. As a result, the filter outlet line must
be restricted to reduce the flow of the water. As the filter bed becomes
clogged with foreign matter, the filtration flow rate decreases. The
restriction will then be reduced in order to maintain a stable filtration
rate. 'A pressure operated automatic mechanism known as a rate-of-flow
controller will accomplish the steady flow rate through the filter. The
36
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rate-of-flow controller is usually installed in the.water filter outlet line.
Its operation is controlled by filtered water flowing through a venturi
tube. Pressure differentials will be produced by the venturi tube and will
actuate a balanced valve. The balanced valve in turn will affect the flow
rate by partially opening or closing the flow valve.
MONEL KNIFE EDGES
AND SEATS
STAINLESS STEEL
CABLE

RATE

SETTING WEIGH(

STAINLESS STEEL
BALL BEARINGS

GRADUATED BEAM

VENTURI INLET

BRONZE LiNER

11.--. VENTURI
RECOVERY CONE

JAINLESS STEEL*
PISTON ROD

AIP VAL VE5

:,ectional s iew of right.

hand Controller I Dia..ph: Agin on right hand

side. looking downstream

lacing inlet of Control.

ler

e

'FLOATING"

DUBBER SEAL

PiSTON

Figure 5. Rate-of-Flow Controller
Rate-Of-Flow Indicator

The floW rate of the water out of the filter.is measured by the rateof-flow indicator. It will usually consist of a venturi meter which is
located in the filter outlet line. The indicating instrument itself will be
installed on the operating floor where it can be observed by the operator.
37
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In some equipment it will be included with the loss-of-head gage or the
rate-of-flow controller. This gage must be observed frequently since a

constant and controlled rate afiltration is necessary: Changes in the
filtering ratemay cause breaks in the filter bed which would allow portions of the water to pass through the filter without being filtered.
Loss-Of-Head-Gage

As the water passes through the filter, foreign matter is deposited
in the filter. This foreign matter produces a greater resistance to the
flow of the water through the filter bed and underdrain; consequently,
there is a los3 in head pressure between the inlet and outlet of the filter.
This loss of head pressure is measured by the loss-of-head gage (see
figure 6). This gage is oP'erated by two floats, one at the surface of the
LOSS-OF-HEAD GAGE

CALIBRATED IN FEET

WATER LEVEL

t

FLOAT

FROM SETTLING BASIN
ZA

FLOAT

TUBE A
FLOAT

TUBE"4;°."

.
-1; J..: 4 .r..4..4:!....Vt.:.4101 4'.:

4I

t Ii' *41 t:d.s.,4'. ;:.41::.:*4:tiv.1"-.1%,;a1

THROUGH CONTROLLER

1

TO FILTER-WATER

-- _L

STORAGE

Figure 6. Loss-of-=-Head
Gage Operation
,
.
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w er in the filter and the other at the static operating level of Water in
the underdrain-. These hvo levels or pressures will be reflected
thecalibrated face of the loss-of-head gage and portrays a very accurate'
guide,for effidient filter operation. This gage should be checked periodically for operation and accuracy. Loss-of-head gage erratic readings
can identify such problenis as (1). cracks in the filter bed surface, (2)
improper operation a the rate-of-flow controller, (3) malfunctioning
autoMatic outlet valves, and (4) the need for washing of the filter.
Wash-Water Controller
.

When the filter has become clogged and must be washed, za, washwater controller is used td, control the flow rate ofthe water from the
wash-water tank through the filter. This valve or controller must not
be opened too quickly as_it\niay cause air, which has accumulated in the

bottom of the filter, to co press. This air pressure can,be released

only through the filter bed Which will violently disturb the arrangement
of the sand and gravel. The valve control mechanism will belocatedmm
the operating floor.

_

Filter Operation

In reference to the operation of filters refer to figure 6. An inlet
pipe transports water from the sedimentation basin to the filter. The
water will be discharged against the filter-baffle,. This prevents the water
current from disturbing the filter bed. The incoming water flows up and
over the filter. The water filters downward through the sand and gravel c
into the underdrain System. The outlet flow of the water from the filter
is regulated bxthe ratek4-flow controller. The filtered-water is collected at this point in the process in a filtered-water reservior called a
clearwell. The_ main operating difficulties in water filters are: (1) mud
or 'mud ball accumulation, (2) sand incrustationr-(3) air-binding, (4)
sand' clogting, (5) formation of micro-organisms and (6) ice formation.

Pressure Filters
Pressure filters are generally composed of two types of filtering

agents-r-sand and diatomaceous earth. Pressure filters (figure 3) will be
used in filtering the main water supply as well as for switntaimpools.
The diatomaceous- earth pressure filter (figure 7) will be used primarily

because it will require less space than sand filters and it will produce
sparkling.clear water. Diatomaceous earth is composed of skeletons of
countless tiny one-celled_animals called diatoms which, when specially
prepared, look's like powdered chalk: The diatomaceous earth will
39

build p on-the filtering element and form,a cake deposit. This causes a
form ion,of fine pored between the particles, and filters the water as it
passes through the cake deposit.
heLfiltering eleMents, (figure 1), of thipressure-filter in the center

of the tak are cylindricatand perforated. A single depth of fine wire is
wound ar und the cilinder. This fine wire element is clode encrth to
'prevent t e diatomaceous earth from passing through the filter. The
-diatomace us .earth deposits evenly to form a thin_coating, called the
pre-coat, ver-the filter element.
SECTION A

r

WIRE OF SEPTUM
PRECOAT FILTER
\
CAKE

RAW MATER WITH SUSPENDED 'MATTER AND
'Ft LTERAID

FILTER
CAKB

BROKEN FILTER

...r..**.d.Q07)990510

!KE

'04o0iG

N

FILTERED WATER
I

!

3!,

2

SECTION A DURING \

SECTION A DURING

PR ECOAT I NG

FILTEOING
Porosity of the filter cake is
maintained .under pressure

'Flow.. of filteraidin suspension is greatest through

thinnest portion of filter 'I
cake, building up that por-:

tio6, a d resulting in uniform\ 4oating of filteraid
over #ntire element.

LTERED; WATER

FILTERED -WATER

by rigid particles of filteraid
mixing with .compressible
particles of suspended

matter in raw

SECTION A DURING
BACKWASH I NG

In backwashing, filtered water
drain through septum dislodges
andi breaks filter cake; then
discharges it from 'bottoth of

filter tank.

fier.

Figure 7. Pressure Filter Eleiment
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Pressure filters are much rhore'widely-Used thanjgravity filters.:
They are usually built íô withstand a pressure of 50 to. 65 pounds.per
square inch. Vertical tiltera range in size-from 1 toil0 feet in diaMeter.
Horizontal filters are usually abOut 10 feet/in diameter and about 25 feet
in length. The operation of' these filters is basically/the same as gravity
filters except that water is 'forced through the filter
under pressure..
The flow rate throtigh a preisure filter is _abou0 gpm per square
foot of filter area. When the head--loss reaches '5/Pounds per square
inch, the filter area. When the, head lOisreaches 5p*ound's per square
inch, the filter should be backwashed. The backwash rate is about 12
to 15 gallons per minute per square foot.
The main advantages of pressure filters over the gravity type are
(1) they are less costly to install; (2) they are free from air binding; alci:
(3) they eliminate double piiniping. The biggest disadvantage is thatithe
efficiency of operation of the filter cannot be directly obseryect. "A typical
vertical steel shell pressure filter itshowlkin figure. 8>

RAIN WATER

14%70 SACK WA SM SUPPLY

a

OUTLET

"Ito rIATER
STE

Figure 8. Vertical Steel Shell Pressure Filter
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DIATOMACEOUS EARTH FILTERS

Diatomite purification equipment is available in. 15, 35, and 50 gpnr
portable sets (see figure 9). . Thig equipment and =ciliary supplies consist of a pressure filter unit, .a diatomite feeding apparatus., pre-coat
tank fabric tanks, gasoline-driven pumping sets, suction hose,
J

WEI

Diatomite water purification iet No. 2, 15 gpin

Diatomite water purification set No: 3, 35 gpm
Figure 9
42
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(
coaguiatiilg chemicals, two chemical feet baskets, a measuring container, and a cheSt containing discharge hose fittings residuaLchlorine,

t

and pH testing_equipinen The-variances-liftkr5, 35, 50 gpm diatomite
as follows:

---buiffiCation equipment or sets is
Set No. 2
Average Output
pumping Sets

et No. 3

Set No. 4

gpm

5 gPm

gPm

Fabric Tanks

4 each
4 each-500
gal.

4 each
3' each-3,000 gal.

5 each
4 each-3 000

Suction Hoses

1 inch

1-1/2 inch

2

The purpose of the diatqmite equipment is to provide pdtabte and
'Safe water for Air Force peisonnel in the field. All the purification
sets mentidned above were specifically designed to remove. all amoebic
dysts and the cercariae of schistosome. Pre-treatment is necessary
for efficient operation of a diatomite filter. The complete layout for
.all purification sets is similar, as represented in figure 10, and includeE
the proceSWt coagulation, sedimentation, disinfection, and filtration to
p'roduce water of the highest quality.regardless of the turbidity of the
source.
STORAGE TANK
/war AND

FILTERED AND

CHEMICAL

CHLORINATED WAIF,

ENGINE SET
(DISTPAUTION)'

BASKETS

-FITE-it-EDWATER
DISCHARGE LINE
FILTER UNIT

,.

STRAINER

DISCHARGE UNE

PUMP AND
ENGINE

RAW WATER

Ottle

spcnom

set

uNit)

PUMP AND
ENGINE SET
(RAW WATER)

RAINER

WASTE DITCH
%

I

RAWI WATER

souiaN

Fieure 10. Portable Water Purification Equipment
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The maximum product4on pf the purification sets is as f llows:
\

i

i

Maximum
20-Hour

Rated Capaaity

or Filter

.

t Per
y

1

15 gpm
35 gpm
50 gpm

15,000 to 1p, ow gallons
40,000 to 46,000 1lons

I

'

50,000 to 0,000 g lons

/

The equipment just described is referred to as batchltype equipment.
The batch type equipment will be rentually replacedlby tlhe contimi?us
flow type of purification equipment (see figure 11). The Continuous \flow
type will allow parification of water under all climatic cOnditions.
Detailed instructions on operatiom,and layout are found LTM-5--4610
202-10, TM 574610-203-10,_ and.T14 5-4610-204-10 whi h correspon
the federal stock-numbef.

/

11 I ;t4t1u.1a

=M_
= ve.por

.1%

Figure 11. iran Type Water Purification Unit
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The knapsack pack water purification unit consists of a small hand
operated diaphragm pump, paper filter pads, canvas carrying case,
sterilizing tablets (halazone), and accessories. This unit was designed
to provide individual Air Force personnel with equipment by which they
could produce potable and safe water. It will filter water of high clarity
from turbid raw water at 1/4 gpm. Athoebic cysts and cercariae of the
schistosome will be removed from water and it will reduce bacteria
concentration (see figure 12)
PAPEK
FRISA PADS

.
CANVAS
CARRYING

/II

cm,

MOUIPSACKAACX

Watornipmcolom
UAW,
154.4.14ALAZONG

0,./INUNAIG4

IAIRS/S

MS44
erNO

111.11111

PeCIAT

STRANONE

Figuie 12.. Knapsack Pack Water Purification Unit
-Raw water is drawn by the diaphragm pump through the suction
strainer and discharged in receiving chambers above and below the

filter disk. The water is filtered and discharged. This pump is selfpriming and will deliver one quart per minute when hand pumped at
'70 to 80 strokes per, minute. When the pump lever is pushed down,
the pump diaphragm discharges water from the pump. When spring
action brings the lever back up, water is drawn into the pump. When the
pump lever is depressed, the outlet poppet valve opens to allow disccharge of the Avater. When the pump lever returns to the norinal up
position, the, inlet poppet valve opens allowing raw water to be drawn
into the pump. Thus, the inlet and-outlet valves will operate in
opposite positions (see figure 13).
,
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Figure 13. Flow Diagram of Water Through
Knapsack-Pack Unit
RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION

This can be removed by most any filter with; pretreatment, coagulation and filtration. It can also be removed by the ion-exchange
methods., Removal of suspended radioactive materials by this method

is very high. Removal of dissolved radioactivity dePends primarily
upon the nature of the radioisotopes. The use of prefreatmerit and
coagulation will remove approximately 0 to 90 percent. The ionic
methods remove 90 to 100 percent of all isotopes. The pre-treatment
methods use clay high in aluminum silicate, superchlorination, and
acidification:
OPERATIONAL PROBLEM§ AND CORRECTIONS

Clogging oi Filters

Nornially, filters become clogged only at the surface, and can be
restored readily by use of washing taethods stated later in this study
guide. Sometimes the entire sand bed becomes clogged or caked which
destroys the filtering capability. If this is the case, it can be restored
only by removing the sand and gravel from the filter and thoroughly
washing it in special solutions or replacing With new-sand or gravel.
The filter may become completely clogged if: (1) the backwashing procedure is incqmplete; (2) the rate of flow of the water is too slow; (3)
the water being filtered is extremely turbid; and (4) alum is allowed to
leave the'sedimentation tank and reach the filter beci..

56
Clogged filters can be determined by sweeping a rake through the
sand bed while it is being backwashed, or by probing down to the gravel
bed during the backwashing prodedure.

Air Binding of Filters
Air binding occurs when pockets of air accumulate in the sand. It
interferes with proper filtration, as indicated by high loss of head. Air
binding can,be caused by (I) insufficient water above the sand during
normal filtering operation, (2) rapid fluctuations in water head, (3) filling filter too rapidly after washing, and (4) allowing water level to drop
below the surface of,the sand during operation.

Air binding can be corrected by first filling the filter bed slowly
from the wash water tank. This must be done carefully to prevent violent agitation of the sand bed. Second, the depth of the water in the top
of the filter must be greater than total loss-of head through the filter.
This will prevent formation-of air pockets. Usually, the water depth
above the sand is about 5 feet. This Will allow a loss of head of 7 to 9
feet before the filter begins to form air pockets. Third, wide fluctuations in head during operation: may cause air pockets to form and explode
the sand.
WASHI&G PROCEDURES

After a filter has been in service for some time, foreign material
will have collected to the extent tha the loss of head has become excessive. It is then necessary that the filter be washed or "back-washed" to
clean the sand bed. This is usually accomplished when the loss of head
has reached a point of 7 to 9 feet:or after 50 hours of service. The
filter bed is washed by reversing the flow of filtered water through the
gravel and sand. This loosens the sand bed and washes the foreign
matter from the grain surfaces. The wash water rises into the wash
troughs and carries the foreign matter into the water plant sewer.
Methods of Washing

Although there are some differences in the construction of filters,
the basic operation, and washing are the same. The main differences
are in operating controls, Instruments, ,and gages. In small plants
having manual operation,qt is necessary to operate each valve and contr9ller by hand. Usually in manual operation, the loss-of-head gage is
47
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the only gage that will be used in filtering operation. In more elaborate
plants the valves will be operated remotely by push-button control. The
method or procedure for washing a filter (see figure 14) is as follows:

WASH-WATER
TANK

In

0
WATER LEVEL
FILTERING
WATER LEVEL
WASHING

SETTLING BASIN

r

I2" TO 30"

Qb- ir" 4.;:" /Z.

4'.77

WArAWAFAI

4" FREEBOARD'

:"SAND.F.:

CONTROLLER

(NI

-1-24" T030"

----18" TO 24"

.40

GRitVEL
:se

g

:1

t-f4

UNDESDRAIN
SYSTEM

.

DRAIN

FILTERED-WATER
STORAGE

4
1

I

'.

4

:

77
..1"....:..4;;..4-.1.:4777.1.i."

Fig3lre 14. Filter Washing Procedure
1.

Close filter influent valve "A" and allow the water to continue to'
filter until the water level is about 6 inches above the surface of the
sand.

,2.,

Close the clearwell influent valve "B" which will discontinue operation of the filter.
48
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3.

Open filter gullet effluent valve "C" which will allow inlet water to
drain.

4.

Open wash-water control.valve "D" slowly which\will bring in the
water from the wash-water tank.

5.

Allow, the wash-water to flow upward through thern saridbed for 3 to
10 minutes 'until the water has cleared.
\

6.

Close wa/sh-water control valve "D" which isolates wash.:w\ater source..

7.

Close filter gullet effluent valve "C" which will isolate the filter
from the drain.

8.

Open filter influent valve "A" add drain isolation valve "E" for abbut
two minutes to allow wash-water to drain out of filter.

9.

Close'drain isolation valve "E" to open clearwater influent valve
"B" which places the filter back into normal operation.

10.

During normal filtering operation, valves "A" and "B" are open', and
valves "C", "D", and "E" are closed.

AIR WASH. Air wash, or agitation with air, is used at some water
plants to supplement water washing. It is more efficient in cleaning the
filter element than the water wash. Water !n the filter will be drained
to a low leVel. Air of 3 to 5 p.s.i. is directed to the lower side of the

gravel bed. The air is-applied-prior to normal backwash. Use of air

wash may reduce the quantity of wash water-1)Sr as much as fifty percent.

SURFACE WASH.' Surface washing is a method of filter cleansing
which is supplethintary to the conventional reverse flow or back-washing.
The washing equipment will consist primarily of a rotary distributor

with horizontal arms and spray nozzles located above the filter-bed surface (see figure 16). The nozzles point downward at an angle of 45
degrees to the sand surface. Agitation by high water pressure from water
"jets scrubs the sand grains of foreign matter. The jets also furnish the
force required to rotate the pipe arms. The filter Will be surface washed
for about one minute. Normal filter washing will then ,be accomplished.
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SUMMARY

The purpose of filtration is to
remove suspended solids ty passing
water through a porous medium. This
is performea by: (1) flocculation,
(2) sedimentation, and (3) straining.

Water filters are classified as slow sand and rapid
sand. The mostcommonly iised filter is the rapid Sand
filter
which
is
built
in two forms;
gravity and pressure.
The main filtering agents used by the Air Force
sand, anthL afilt, and filter gravel. Each
filtering agent must Inebtarerigid
specifications.

The, primary filtering equipment is the
of-head kage, and wash-water controller. rate-of-flow controller, lossA thorough underStanding of
these units will give ingight into the operation
of filters.

Pressure filters will have filtering
earth. Advantages of pressure filters agents of sand and diatomaceous------are: (1) cheaper to install, (2)
free from air binding =I (3) the elimination
of double
pumping.

In order to maintain efficiency in operation
of filters, it is necessary to back-wash the filters.
Back-washing
can
be accomplished
either manually or automatically. Air
wash
and
surface
wash ian be
used to supplement the water washing of the filters.
Diatomaceous earth portable Biters
in the field have capacities
of 15, 35, and 50 gpm. These are used toused
provide
potable and safe water
for Air FOrce personnel in the field.
In
order
to
have
small individual
supplies of water, the knapsack pack will be used.
QUESTIONS
1.

Why is ilhecessary for the water and
to understand water system filters?. waste processing specialist

2.

Name three methods by which suspended
matter can be removed
from water.

3.

Explain the flocculation process.

4.

List two types of water filters.
5,1

5.

Why are rapid sand-filters used primarilST by the Air Force?

6.

Identify two types .of rapid sand filters.

7.

Describe the construction of gravity type filters.

8.

List three kinds offilter media.

9.

What is the purpose of the rate-of:flow controller?

10.

List four problems that can cause an erratic loss-of-head gage
reading.

II..

Describe the operation of a'gravity flow filter.

12.

List tsi,o types of pressure filters,.

13.

What are the advantages of diatomaceious earth filters over sahd

14.

Explain the operation of diatomaceous earth filters.

15.

Why is it necessary to wash filters periodically?

16.

Name two filter washing methods that are supplementary to backwashing with water.

17.

List four factors that will cause water filters to clog.

18.

What is air binding within a filter?

19.

What is the purpose of portable diatomite earth filters?

20.

What impurities can the knapsack pack water purification unit
remove from raw water?

filters?
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METHODS OF DISINFECTION AND PURIFICATION

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this Study Guide is to aid you in learning why there
is a need for disinfecting water supply systems, the disinfectants used;
methods and equipment used in treatment, its operation and safety precautions to be observed.
INTRODUCTION

Disinfection is a necessary step in the inPiring-of a safe-water supply. It is almost inipossible to settirem natural water supply free of bacteria and impurities. Therefore, man must treat.and,disinfect his water
supPly before he can drink it without risk. Theanost commonly used disinfectant is chlOrine. It is the disinfectant normally specified for Air
Force use. Disinfection is the process of desttoying-disease producin
organisms. There is.also the possibility of water becoming recontaminated from handling before consumption. Therefore, a slight chlorine
residual is provided for after puriffaUon to combat segondary contamination.
This information will be discussed under the following main topics:,
NEED FOR DISINFECTION
CHEMICALS USED

METHODS OF CHI,ORINATION
CHLORINATION EQUIPMENT
CHLORINATION.CONTROLS

CHLORINATION OPERATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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This study guide will not contain all the information you will need to
know; therefore; ti{e study of,additional material is recoMmended and
listed at the end of this study guide.
f

NEED FOR DISINFECTION

People with the problem of supplying satisfactory water to,a single
family or to a city must meet the rigid specifications placed upon this
service by the consumer. These specifications require the water to
safe, free from tastes and odors, clean, Cheap, afidlifabundant. supply.

The clear, cool spring water of.past years which was pure arid uncontaniinated represents the water supply\ that must be duplicated taday to
meet the needs of the consumer. Unforttmately, nature does not provide
pure water sUpplies sufficient for ail need.-S: It is necessary, therefore,
to make the .supplies we have meet our requirements. Contaminated
water must be made, free of disease, bearing organisms. Hard water mustbe made soft. Cloudy water must be maide clear. Tastes and odors must
be rembved. All of these things must be done inexpensively so that all may
have the finished product in abundance./ Man is fortunate in having various
means of purifying water supplies; the main one being cplorination.
The beneficial effects ,of chlorination upon .the general health of our
nation is almost unbelievable. Water-borne disease intluding typhoid
fever was very common before chlorination but is rarely encountered today. Whether applied as hypochlorite or chlorine, the chlorination of water
is the most important treatment irsed to'make raw water potable.
\-

In this day, when man's interests carry hiM both far and nearl, no
water supply may be considered entirelY safe without chlorination. The
most remote reservoir may be contaminated overnight by a careless camp-er. Shallow wells Jriay easily be, contaminated by polluted surface water.
Deep wells May be contaminated at any time by polluted water through a
break in the casing or the opening of a lead to a pollUted stream preViously
not dannected. All raw water, fromlhe.cl4arestAnd purest ta the most
turbid, should lie chlorinated beforebeing used for human consumption.
CHEMICALS USED

Chlorine is the'disinfectant normally specified for Air Force use:.
It id presently the only widely-Accepted-agent that destroys,organisms in
water and leaves.an easily detectable residual that serves as a tracer
p.
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element. Its sudden disappearance may signal contamination in the system.
Under ordinary temperatures and pressures, chlorine is a greenish yellow
gas that is 2.5 times heavier Than air. Its activity as a disinfectant depends
on the temperature and pH of the water to Which it is added. Disinfecting
.action is faster at higher temperatures, but is retarded by high pH. If the
pH is above 8.4, the rate of disinfection decreases sharviy. Chlorine may
also be used to control tastes and odors; nuisance bacteria, remove iron,
and,assist in coagulation.
Chloriiie disinfectants are available in a-number of different forms.
For procurement-see AFM 67-1:
Liquid Chlorine

Liquid chlorine is a liquefied gas under pressure and is shipped sin
seamless steel cylinders under Interstate Commerce Commission regulations. ThegaS 'has a strong, pungent odor. The liquid is a clear', amber

color. In a moisture free-state, it is relatively noncorrosive. Inthe-,presence of moisture, it islhighly corrosive, and is an irritant to the respiratory system and the skin. The standard sizes of shipping containers
are the 150,-pound cylinde; and the one ton container. Each pound 9f liquid
chlorine produces about fiire cubic feet of chlorine gas at atmospheric pressure and a temperature ofi68°F. A. standard chlorine institute valve and a
protective valve hood are screwed intc the neck of each cylinder. The valve
.

has a safetY plug Z'ontaining fusible metal that softens between 157° and
162°F., protecting the cylinder sfrom bursting in Case of fire. All cylinders
must be factory tested every five years; 150-pound cylinders are teSted at
500 poun'cis pressure, oneHton containers at 800 pounds pressure.
t

\

Calcium Hypochlorite
I
Ca(0C1 )2 is a relatively stable, dry, granule
Calcium hypoch\lorite,_
' or powder in which the chjorine is readily soluble, and is prepared under a
number of trade names in'cluding HTH, perchloron, and Hoodchlor. It is
furnished in three to 100- und containers and has 65 tO 70 percent of
available chlorine.by wei ht. Because of its concentrated form and ease of
handling, calcium hypochiorite is preferred over other hypochlorites.

\

Sodium Hypochlorite

-

Sodium HypOchlorit 11a0CI , is generally furnished as a scilution that
is highly alkaline and, theirefore, reasonable stable. Federal specificatioas
55
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.1 for solutions having five and ten percent available chlorine by weight.
.pping costs limit its use to areas where it is available locally. It is
;o furnished as powder under various names such,as Lobax.and HTH-15.
e powder generally consists of calcium hypochlorite and soda ash, which
tot hi water to fornt sodium hypochlOrite.

1

lciui Hypochloride
/Calcium ilypochloride, also known as chloride of lime and bleaching
viler; is a 16w-grade.'ealcium hypochlorite testpi about 35 percent
tilable chlorine When fresh. HoweVer, it deterliorates rapidly in hot
,a st atinosphere and should, therefore, be purchaSedIn-S-mall pa-ekages
.t can be kept effectively sealed. Calcium hypithloride contains an ex33 of insoluble lime, hence, solutions shodld be prepared in a separate
to settle, and the liquid decanted into a sepitainer, the lime
de tank for use.
lorine Dioxide

1

Chlorine dioxide, C102, is produced by adding sodium chlorite solun at the discharge end of a gas chlorinator and running the mixture through
;mall cantadt chamber before introducing it into_the water. It has 2.5 /
/
ies the, oxidizing power of chlorine and is effective in taste and bdor
atrol. Experiments indicate that it may be a bitter bactericide than /
lorineln nonpolluted Vaters where it is not used up in oxidation before /
bactericidal aCti6n can take place.
; SCELLANEOUS. Miscellaneous purifieationinethods and agents are aS
lows:
t
,

Water may be disinfected by boiling vigorously fortwo or three
minutes.
,
Ozone released in viater-from- atmospheric oxygen will act as
disinfectant. The Ozone is 'produced from dry air by an ,electric
discharge. It is Only' slightly soluble in water and requires a
thorough mixing to he':effective..

Ultraviolet ray may be utilized as a;disinfectant. In this methodt
the water flows in a tiiin Stream past or around special lamps
.whict give off ultraviolet rays. The rays are ineffective_ in
colored or turbid waters.
56
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Halazone or iodine tablets may be used for emergency or field
disinfection of water in small quantities. These tablets-are
used one. or two to a canteen of water.

Lime is used quite extensively in water softening plants and it

will also dsinfect the water. Its use has been restricted to

commercial plants because, of the skilled Dperation required to

give satisfactory results.

Potassium permanganate and silver may also be used as disinfectants.
RtACTIONS. When chlorine is introdUced into pure water, it reacts to
ftrm hypochlorous acid, HOCL, and hydrochloric acid, HCL.
Chlorine disinfectants are available in a number of different forms.
For procurement see AFM 67-1.

C12 and H20-1. HOCL and HCL
The chlorine ion of the hydrochloric acid does not contribute to purification reactions. It is the hypochlorous acid which actually
kills micro'bial organisms present in water. Soine may remain in molecular
solution
as C12. These forms of chlorine ire termed free available chlorine, since
their oxidizing and disinfecting ability are- fully available. However, most
nattiral waters contain small amounts of ammonia and nitrogenous organic
substances. Free available chlorine reacts with these to form
chloramines,
such as NH2C1 , and other comrilex
chlorine-nitrogen compounds. These
forms are termed combined chlorine, since part of the oxidizing and disinfebting ability of the chlorine- is lost. Both free available and combined
chlorine further react with substances in.the water antil their oxidizing and
disinfecting ability is depleted. The ,amount of chlorine required to react
with these substances in a given time, usually ten minutes,
is called the,
chlorine demand. Chlorine remaining in excess of the chlorine
demand is
the total chlorine residual, or residual chlorine. This is_composed
of
both free available and combined chlorine, as determined by the orthotolidine test; the two forms are differentiated by the
orthotolidine-arsenite or
O'A test. The time elapsing between the introduction
of chlorine and the
use of the water is termedthe contact period.
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Definitions
(1) Residual chlorine is the term which is applied to the available
chlorine which remains after the chlorine demand (amount of chlorine required to destroy bacteria and organic matter) has been satisfied. Presence of residual chlorine in a water supply is insurance against noncontamination. At fixed installations, a chlorine residual content of 0.4 ppm

is required at all times.
(2)

Free available chlorine. Refers to the chlorine present in solu-

tion as hypochlorous acid and hypochlorite ion present in the water. These
are the most effective disinfecting forms of chlorine. The relative amount
of each present in the water is dependent upon the pH value of the.water.
It is important to remember that when the pH is raised, the quantity of
free available chlorine required to kill the same number of micro-organisms increases. With a decrease in temperature an increase of dosage is
required to maintain the same number of micro-organisms killed.

Combined available chlorine. The chlorine present in water
which reacts with ammonia or nitrogen to form chloramines.
(3)

Total available residual chlorine is the sum of free available
chlorine and the combined available chlorine.
(4)

(5) Chlorine dosage. Dosage is the amount of chlorine added to
water to satisfy the chlorine demand as well as to provide a residual after
a specified time. The dosage is usually stated in terms of parts per million (PPM).

Chlorine demand, Deinand is the amount of chlorine which reacts with chlorine-consuming agents in a specific amount of time. Chlorine
demand varies with the nature and quantity of chlorine-consuming agents,
the pH value and the temperature of the water, and the contact period.
(6)

Disinfecting time. Chlorine demand in most water is virtually
satisfied ten,minutes after chlorine is added. When one PPM chlorine
residual remains after the ten-minute period, satisfactory disinfecting
action usually results after an additional 20 minutes of contact.
(7)

4
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Effectiveness

Chlorine residual. Effectiveness increases rapidly with increase
in residual. However, free available chlorine is much more effective than
combined chlorine, so that the relative amount of each in the total residual
is important.
(1)

Contact period. The required contact period is inversely proportional to residual, within normal limits. Thus, if the residual is halved
the required contact period is doubled.
(2)

(3)

Temperature. Effectiveness at 350 to 40°F. is half of that at

700 to 75°F.

pH. Effectiveness is highest at pH below 7.0.* At pH 8:0, it is
half and at pH 9.0, it is one-fourth to one-sixth as effective as at pH 7.0.
(4)

(5) Points of application. Plain or simple chloilnation is the "si.ngle
application of chlorine to unfiltered supplies before discharge into the distribution systemr as for example, the chlorination of ground water supplies
and previously unchlorinated purchased supplies. Prechlorination is the
application of chlorine to raw water before coagulation, sedimentation, and
filtration. Postchlorination is the application after filtration but before
the water leaves the treatment plant. Rechlorination is the application at
points in the distribution system or to a previously chlorinated purchased .
supply tq maintain the chlorine residual. The above applications are normally continuous. Very heavy chlorination for a limited period is applied
at specific points of the distribution system to destroy localized contamination.

Chlorination policy. For policy on chlorine residuals and contact periods to be maintained at Air Force installations, see AFM 160-4.
(6)

Areas Requiring Special Treatinent

Amoebic cysts are best removed by diatomite filtration preceded by
adequate coagulation and settling. When this is not possible, water suspected of containing cysts, if moderately clear with pH of 7, or less, can be
disinfected by adding enough chlorine to produce a residual slightly greater
than 2 PPM after a 30-minute contact period.
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When schistosomiasis is a problem and diatromite filters a're not
available, reasonable proiection can be obtained by adding enough chlorine
to produce a residual of one PPM after 30 Minutes contact. ,

.

Maintaining a safe chlorine residual in swimming pool water is even
more important than maintaining it in drinking water. This is because
drinking water is protedted, while swimming pool water is constantly contaminated by the bathers. Water spit out by one bather may quickly be
swallowed by another. The length of time the chlorine has to act may be
very short. Hence,, chlorine residuals must be kept very high. At all
Air Force swimming pools, the free available chlcrine residual shall be
addition to killing bacteria
maintained-between 0.4 and-0.6 PPM,
rapidly, this level of chlorine residual will prevent-th-egfowth of algae.

Water mains, wells, filters storage tanks, and other units of a

water supply system become cont.4.minated during construction and repair.
Flushing the system to remove dirt, waste, and surface water which is
introduced is the first step, ,.but is not a sufficient safeguard. To insure a
safe water supply, each unit of the system must be thoroughly disinfected
-before it is placed in operation.

The chemicals used in disinfecting a water system are the same as
those used in disinfecting the watv. Hypochlorite solution or chlorine gas
are most commonly used.
Chlorine dosage required to disinfect any unit thoroughly depends on
contact time, and amount of jute, untarred hemp and organic chlorine consuming material present. Under average conditions the following minimum
dosages are recommended.
Unit

Dosage (PPM)

Pipe

50

Storage Tank

50

Filter

100

Well

150
'

1

The volume of water in the unit to be disinfected must be computed before
chlorine, dosage can be estimated.
60
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METHODS OF CHLORINATION

Marginal chlorination

Marginal chlorination is the application of chlorine to produce the
desired total chlorine residual without reference to the relative amounts of
free available and combined chlorine present. It is so termed because_the
initial chlorine derdanded has been satisfied, but some oxidizable substances
remain; it is the usual type of chlorination. Its bactericidal effectiveness
is not predictable within close limits.

Chlorine-ammonia treatment.
, Chlorine-ammonia treatment consists of adding both ammonia and
chlorine to form chloramines. This compound provides a persistent
chlorine residual and reduces any unpleasant chlorine taste. Chloramine
reacts so slowly that a very long contact period is needed for complete destruction of microorganisms.. To reduce this, chlorine may be applied
first, and after the shorter contact period necessary for the bacterial
kill, the ammonia is introduced. With proper chlorine-ammonia dosages
the chloramine' residual is usually two to four times greater than those
normally carried in marginal chlorination.

Break-point chlorination.
Break-point chlorination is the application of chlorine, to produce a
residual of free available chlorine, with no combined chlorine present.
As chlorine is'added, the total residual Increases gradually after the initial demand of the water has been satisfied. At some residual concentration, depending on the nature of the water treated, free available chlorine
reacts with, any remaining oxidizable substances, including combined
,chlorine, and the residual drops sharply. When all combined chlorine
has been oxidized by reaction with free available chlorine, the residual,
now consisting only of free available chlorine rises again and continues to
increase in direct proportion to increased dosage. The point at which the
residual again begins to increase is the break point. Advantages of break
point chlorination are high bactericidal, efficiency, long lasting residuals,
and low taste and odor charaderistics. The application of break point
chlorination procedure before instead of after filtration has been found to
be desirable.
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- INCREASING CHLORINE DOSAGI

MICIMASING CNWRINI DOSAGE

"'" INCREASING MONK DOSAGE

- INCREASING MONNE DOSAGE

0
Figure 1. Break-Point Chlorination Curves
SuperchlO rination

Superchlorination it the application of more chlorine-than needed. for
the chlorine residual esSential to marginal chlorination; this is done to
control tastes and odors. This method is particularly valuable in surface
waters with variable ammonia and organic content. The surplus chlorine
is later removed by aeration or by a dechlorinating agent such as sulphur
dioxide Or activated carbon. Sulphur dicodde reacts with chlorine to form
acids which are neutralized by the natural alkalinity of the water. It is
fed by equipment similar to that used for chlorine feeding. Activated carbon absorbs excess chlorine and is removed by settlingior filtration;
aeration removes excess chltirine by dissipation to the atmosphere.
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CHLORINATION EQUIPMENT

Chlorination equipment to feed chlorine gas or hypocillorite solution
is of three general tkpes, depending on methods of control. In the manually
controlled type,._equipment must be started and stopped mAnually, and rate
of feed must be manually adjusted to rate of water frow. In the semiautomatic type, equipment starts and stops automatically as-water flow starts
and stops, but must be manually adjusted to rate of water flow. This type
is normally used with a water pump having fairly uniform delivery. In
the fully automatic type, rate of feed is automatically adjusted to rate of
flow of water being tteated. The differential pressure of a metering device is used-to accomplish this. In all types, the ratio of feed to water
treated, or dosage, is set by manual adjustment. Chlorinators may also
be classified generally as direct feed and Solution feed. Direct-feed
machines are designed to operate without a pressuie water supply, feeding
the chlorine gas directly to the flow to be treated. Solution-feed machines
dissolve:the gas in a minor flow of water and inject the resultant solution
into the flow to be treated. They require a pressure water supply for
operation. Chlorinators are also classified by the type of diaphragm used
in controlling the chlorine feed. There are two types, the water diaphragm
and the mechanical diaphragm. The water diaphragm machine is always
vacuum type, solution feed machine and has the advantages of a friction
fre-e, puncture-proof water diaphragm. The mechanical diaphragm
machine may be either 'direct or solution-feed vacuum type only.

Direct Feed Chlorinators
Direct, feea chlorinators are used chiefly as emergency equipment and
on small installations where it is not possible to obtain a water supply
suitable for operating a solution feed machine. They annot be used where
the pressure of the water being treated is more than 20 p.s.i. and are'
limited in the types of semiautomatic or automatic controls which may be
used.; Due to chlorine being under pressure as a gas at all times, direct
feed mathines are highly susceptible to leakage of the gas to the atmosphere with resultant corrosive aClion on adjacent eqUipment and structures.
Solution Feed Chlorinators

Solution feed chlorinators introduce chlorine gas into the water supply by means of a chlorine solution usually formed by drawing chlorine gas
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into the jet stream of water at the low pressure point of an injector
mechanism of the chlorinator. Two general types are used in the water
works, the bulAling or pulsating reduced pressure type and the vacuum type.
Because they keep the chlorine under a partial vacuum, they cause fewer
chlorine leaks thampressure gas chlorinators and direct diffusers.

Figure 2. Views of Vacuum Type Chlorinators: (1) Water
Diaphragm; (2) Mechanical Diaphragm
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Vacuum Type, Water Diaphragm Chrorinator manufactured by

Wallace and Tiernan, kc. (See figures 2 and 3.)
This type machine has a.bell jar set in a- tray of water which acts as
the water diaphragm. k small quantity of water is constantly supplied to
the tray to. maintain the bell seal and the excess overflows to the waste.
In some machines'this water is supplied thrOugh a constant level box-with
fldat-controlled make-up valve. The main elements-of this chlorinator are.
the injectors through which a water supply flows, the chlorine control
valve, and the orifitg meter. The injector creates a partial vacuum within the kell jar causing the water level to rise inside the jar. Chlorine gas
passes from the chlorine cylinder through the chlorine pressure redu-ding
valve and into the bell jar. The .pressure reducing' valve is located inside
the bell jar and is controlled by a ballfloat which moves with the surface
.of the water within the bell jar. This inside water surface aets as a diaphragm which, why it lowers, causes the float-contrdlled valve to reduce
the chlorine flow into the bell jar, and, conversely, -to increase the chlorine flow when the water level rises.. The bell jar is also provided with a
vacuum relief valve to admit air when the chlorine supply is exhausted or
fails-and the water level in the jar rises. The metering orifice is also
located inside the bell jar and above the water level.. It controls the flow
of chlorine gas to the injector where it is mixectwith water to,form a
'chlorine solution which is then mixed with water to be treated. Rate of
feed is proportional to the negative pressure difference between the bell
jar and meter. The amount of vacuum within the meter is controlled by
the height of the adjustable suction tithe, and is indicated by the rise of
water in the annular space within the glass meter tube. A scale mounted
on the -metering tube indicates the rate of chlorine feed in pounds per 24
hours. This machine can be equipped for manual, semiautomatic or automatic operation.
The chlorine control valve and compensator are of the needle and
differential diaphragm type. Gas pressure is reduced by this combination
valve and compensator before metering and it maintains a constant pressure of chlorine gas against the metering orifice. The metered flow of
chlorine gas is passed throughlhe meter to the injector \dere it iS mixed,
with water and the resulting chlorine solution is then mixed with the water
to be treated. A vacuum relief valve is pzovided at the metering opifice
chamber, which admits air should the chlorine gas supply become exhausted or Ian. Equipment for manual, semiautomatic, or automatic operation is optional.
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Vacuum Type,,-Mechanical Diaphragm Chlorivator, Manufactured hy
Wallace and Tiernan, Inc. (See Figure 4.)
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Figure 4. Flow Diagram of Vacuum Type Chlorinator-Mechanical Diaphragm
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Hypochlorinators

YlOpochlorinators, or solution feeders, introduce chlorine into the'
water supply in the form of hypochlorite'solution. They are usUally positive displacement piston or diaphragm mechanical pumps. Selection of a
' feeder depends on local, conditions, space requirements; water pressure
conditions, and supervision available. Hyppchlorinators are sometimes
used as stand-by equipment for gas chlorinators. There are many makes
of cherdical feed equipment: (1) Proportioneers Chlor-O-Feeder is a
positive displacement - diaphragm type pump, (2) Wallace and Tiernan
Hypochlorinator is a positive-displacement diaphragm, and (3) Model S
Hypochlorinator is a positive-displacement ?diaphragm pump.
,

Hypochlorinators are basically constructed on the same princiPles
Which employ a diaphragm, piston' rod to moire diaphragm, check or pop-

pet valves, stroke adjuster, transpareneplastic head, and an electric
motor. See figures 5 and 6 for typicl. chlorinator. ,The operation of
chlorinator or chexhical feed is basica ly the same. The suction stroke of
the diaphragm draws solution from the olution tank into the pumping
chamber, through discharge tubing into the main water line. The pumping
chamber has check or poppet yalves onthe, inlet and outlet ports that open
alternately with each pump stroke, thus keeping the solution moving in one
Drive Unit

0

Displacernent
'

Plunger--:---/
Figure 5. Chemical Feed Pump
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directiononly. (See figures 5 and 6.) The pumping chamber consists of
a transpaient plastic head that aids in visually inspecting the pump for
operation. The diaphragm and poppet valves are molded from synthetic
rubber.

Push Rod
Connected to
Electric MOtor-

Vernier kltdjustrnent

Ot

Inlet

Figure 6. Cross Section of Typical Diaphragm Pump

,

CHLORINATION CONTROLS

Correct chlOrine dosage destroys all pathogenfc organisms, except
certain amoebae cysts which,can be removed by filtration, and provides
enough residual to protect the water in.the distribution system. In its
flow through the distribution system, the residual is reduced by.aeration
in storage tanks, reaction with plant and animal life and other organic
material in the system and with slowly oxidizing substances in the water.
It is therefore frequently nectssary 'to provide an initial residuil higkier
than minimuni requirements to maintain the minimum distribution system
residual.
Residual Tests

Chlorine residual tests are the basis of chlorine control. Wheri the
distribution system chlbrine residual losses are relatively high, the residual required at the point of application is determined from local experience. However, this relationship changes with water temperature, quality,
69
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and rate of consumption, and with the amount of organic matter and slimes
in the distribution system. Daily tests of residuals in the distribution system are therefore necessary. The amount of chlorine residual required
for adequate disinfection is that which will insure the destruction of pathogenic organisms as demonstrated by bacteriological examinations.
Procedure for: Performing the Chlorine Residual Test:
1.

Obtain water sample.

2.

Rinse the two test tubes with sample to be tested.

3.

Add 0.5 ML ortho-tolidine (OTD) to one test tube.

4. -Add 10 ML of sample to the other test tube.
5.

Transfer the 10 ML sample to the other test tube.
IMPORTANT: The reason for transferring the 10 ML
sample to the second test tube is to permit a good
mixtdre between the OTD and the sample, thus preventing the possibility of contamination while handling.

6.

Fill second test tube with 10 ML of sample.

7.

Select the proper disc and place in comparator.

8.

Place the two test tubes in the comparator making certain
the sample with OTD is in the right hand side of the comparator. -

9.

Holding the comparator to a source of light rotate the disc

10,

Read the chlorine content in the window of the comparator.

11.

Record the chlorine content and regerve for further use.

12.

Clean and store equipment to its original position.

uhtil a color mata is made.
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Checking Rate of Feed

To ascertain that chlorinator is feeding the indicated amount, the
cylinders are usually mounted on a platform scale. Loss in weight during
the check period is observed.
in weight x 24
Rate of feed - Loss
Check Period in Hours

= Pounds per day.

Rate of feed of hypochlorinators is found from the loss in volume of
gallons of solution by determining change in depth of solution in its container. Knowing the solution strength, the pounds chlorine used can be calculated. Substituting this figure in the above equation, for the loss in weight,
the pounds per day rate can be determined.
CHLORINATION OPERATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Chlorination Operation Precautions

Chlorine gas is extremely irritating to sensitive tissues of the eyes,
mouth, throat, and nose. Repeated exposure to relatively low coricentralions may have a cumulative effect on lung tissues. Because chlorine is
heavier than air, exhaust fans are installed to draw air from the lowest
point in the room. The exhaust system's blowers or fans, must have their
'switches readily accessible from the outside.
Chlorine is noncorrosive when dry but very corrosive when moiOt.
Parts coming in contact with chlorine solution must be made of silver or
other noble metals, tantalum, glass, rubber, or certain synthetic compounds.

Chlorine reacts with greases, oils, ethyl alcohol, and ether to p'roduce solid compounds which clog fittings and chlorinator parts. Carbon
tetrachloride is the best cleaning agent to remove these compounds. Extreme care must be taken to provide adequate ventilation while using it.If chlorine gas is drawn off too rapidly, frost forms ori cylinder and.

lines. Freezing retards passage of the gas. Maximum safe rates from

150 pound cylinder is 40 to 50 pounds per day and 400 pounds per day from
one-ton cylinders.
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Each cylinder valve is equipped with a fusible plug of an alloy designed
to melt between 157° and 162°F for the purpose of releasing the contents of
the cylinder in the event of fire or other exposure to high temperature.

Use a paste of freshly mixed litherage and glycerin to make up
threaded joints. Support piping securely, slope piping so it drains back to
cylinder.
Open chlorine valves slowly and carefully, using a wrench of proper
size (not longer than six inches). Open valves only part way; one full
counterclockwise turn of the valve stem permits maximum discharge.

Close valves as soon as cylinder is empty and crayon-mark the
cylinder with a large "E':.

When_a chlorine odor is noted, authoriied employees will start the
ventilating system; -put-on their gas mask, and locate the leak by holding
the mount of an unstoppered bottle of ammonia water- close to-pipes, fittings, and valves. Ammonia vapor and chlorine gas form heavy white fumes,
thus revealing the point from which chlorine is leaking. After leak is located, shut off flow of chlorine and repair leak. If cylinder head is leaking and cannot be stopped, waste the gas from the cylinder outdoors in a
good wind or run it into a caustic-soda solution. A solution of 25 pounds
of caustic soda in ten gallons of water will absorb 20 pounds of chloiine
gas.
Chlorination Safety Precautions
1.

Maintain only the supply of chlorine in any chlorinator room
that is sufficient for normal daily demands.

2.

Allow only reliable and trained men to handle chlorine.

3.

Handle containers carefully to avoid dropping or bumping theni.

4.

Avoid hoisting containers as much as possible; if hoisting is
necessary, use safe lifting clamps.

5.

Store cylinders in i cool place, away from dampness, steam
lines and fire, and in an upright position, secured from tilting
*and falling.
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6.

Keep protective valve caps on containers when not in use.

7.

Never connect a full cylinder to a manifold with another cylinder
unless temperature of both are approximately the same.

8.

When chlorine is not being drawn or is empty, keep the valves
closed.
.

9.

Disconnect valves as soon as containers are empty and check
for chlorine leaks at valve outlets.

10.

When chlorine leaks occur, only qualified personnel, with
suitable respiratory equipment, will 1,2 assigned to investigate
and correct the trouble.

11.

Do not apply water to chlorine leak as it is very hazardous and
results in corrosive action which will enlarge leak.

12.

Never apply flame or blow torch or other direct heat to chlorine
containers.

13. *Temperature of a chlorinator .roorn_should be about 70°F.
14.

Never ship a defective or leaky cylinder unless it is completely
empty. Paint "DEFECTIVE" plainly on all such cylinders.

15.

Follow all regulations on shipping, storing, and using compressed gas cylinders.

16.

Never use a chlorine cylinder for any purpose other than holding
chlorine gas. Do not refill cylinders.

17.

Provide proper means of egress from areas where chlorine is
stored or used.

18.

A gas mask is provided for handling chlorine. Mask should be
located near, but outside of, chlorine feeder and storage areas.
A minimum of two gas masks at each chlorine feeder or storage

area.
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19.

Administer first aid to victims as soon as they are, removed
from the area of the leak. If the victim is unconscious-and not
breathing, use the mouth-to-mouth or back pressure arm lift
method of producing artificial respiration. Summon qualified
medical assistance immediately.

SUMMARY

Disinfection is a necessary step inpurification of water supplies. As
stated befork, it is almost impossible to secure a water supp4r free of
bacteria and impurities, so man has to purify his water to .nake it safe
for consumption. The most commonly used purification agent is chlorine.
Disinfecting is the process ordestroying disease producing organisms.
Although chlorine is the lutist commonly used disinfectant, there are many
other types of disinfectant agents and purification methods that can be used.
When chlorine is introduced to water, it reacts to form hypoc4lorous
acid and hypoáhloric acid. It is the hypochlorous acid which actually\ kills
micro-organisms present in water. This can be accomplished by various
_methods of disinfection. Chlorine c-an also be used in areas requiring
special treatment such is aticiebie-cysts;schistosomiasis, .swimmine
pools, mains, filters, wells and storage tanks.
The equipment used in the chlorination of water included both chlorinators and hypochlorinators.

It was learned that chlorine dosage must be carefully controlled and
tested, and the chlorine residual test was the method most used.
,

It was determined that chlorine is a very dangerous chemical if not
handled and controlled properly, but since it is so beneficial in water
purification its advantages outweigh the disadvantages. Thus; we must
exercise caution and observe the many safety precautions when working
with or handling chlorine.
QUESTIONS

1.

Why must water supplies be purified and disinfected before consumption?

2.

Name five different types of chlorine which are available for disinfectant use.
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3.

Chlorine cylinders are available in what size containers?

4.

HTH contains how much free available chlorine?

5.

List five methods of purification or disinfectant agents which can be
used to purify water.

6.

What is the acid which is responsible for killing micro-organisms?

7.

Define the following:

a. Chlbrine ReSidual

8.

b.

Free available chlorine_

c.

Combined available chlorine

d.

Chlorine dosage

e.

Chlorine demand

f.

Disinfecting time

The effectiveness of chlorine

with rise in tempera-

ture, but is retarded with a
D.

What is the AFM which sets the policy for chlorination?

10.

List three areas where special chlorination,treatment is employed.

11.

What are four methods of disinfection?

12.

Name two types of equipment used in chlorination.

13.

How may chlorinators generalli be classified?

14.

Hypochlorinators are usually of what two types of displacement?

15.

What is used primarily to control chlorine in water supply systems?

16.

List five operation and safety precautions.
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TASTE, ODOR, AND COLOR CONTROL
OBJECTIV

The purpose of this study guide is to teach you the causes and treatment of unpleasant and undesirable taste, odor, and color of water.
INTRODUCTION

.

Every effort should be made to provide water of excellent quality
because of its effect on the health and morale of the consumer. In addition to being safe for drinking, cooking, and washing, water should be
clear and free of objectional tastes .and odor.

If the water supply has an unpleasant taste or oder, consumers
will probably use any other 'available supply, whether or not it is safe.
Water that is pleasing to the taste is called "palatable." However,
palatable water is not always safe to drink. It was stated in an earlier
lesson, water that is both safe and drinkable is termed "potable."
Information will be given under the following main topics:
TASTE AND ODOR. CONTROL
111

COLOR CONTROL

This study guide will not contain all the information that you should
know, therefore, additional study is recommended.
TASTE AND ODOR CONTROL

- ,

,..

Tastes and odors are more prevalent in surface water than in
ground water, and cold water has less taste and odor than warm water.
The odors are usually described as aromatic, disagreeable, fishy, moldy,
7I'sweetish, and vegetable. The strength of the odor varies from very

N faint to very strong.
N.

N.
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Water may also have a disagreeable taste because it contains
hydrogen sulfide and free chlorine. Free chlorine may originate in
the purifiCation process. The presence of bone and fish oil is
especially midesirable.
The principal cause of unpleasant taste .and odor in water are:
(i) Pollution by industrial wastes, such as canneries, chemical manufacturing plants and by-products of coke plants; (2) Excessive algae
growths and slizne depositis; (3) Decomposition of organic matter;
(4) Dissolved gases, such as hydrogen sulfide, H2S, ancl(5) Iron and
manganese. Depending on the cattiest taste and odor can be removed
tiy aeration or by treatment with activated carbon *copper sulphate, or
chlorine. Chlorine dioxide, ?lade by reacting sodium chlorite with
chlorine, has been found effec ive -in combating tastes and odors caused
by phenolic compounds. Potassium permanganate has recently been
used effectively.

Taste and odor control chemicals may be added to the raw water,
during rapid mir or fluoridation, after sedimentation or prior to filtration. Some of the treatment methods will be discussed in the following
par agr aphs .

Aeration

Aeration consists 'essentially of exposing as much water surface
as possible to the air. During aeration, gases dissolved in the water
supply are released to the atmosphere; soluble iron salts are oxidized
and become insoluble so they can be removed by settling. Aeration
raises the pH by eliminating dissolved carbon dioxide but increases
corrosiveness by increasing the amount of dissolved oxygen. Methods
of aeration include spraying water up over a-shallow receiving basin,
and forcing air into a basin with diffusers or mechanical pump type

aerators.
Activated Carbon

Activated carbon is specially tieated granular or powdered carbon
which, because of its increased surface area, will absorb larger 'quantities of dissolved gases, liquids, and finely divided solids than ordinary
carbon. It is highly effective in taste and odor control, provided that
the type of activated carbon used meets required standards, the dosage
is .correct, the carbon tis mixed intimately with the water, and the carbbn
is in contact with the water for an adequate period of time'.
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Because of the wide range in waters, no general rule can be given
for activated carbon dosage. The dose required at each plant must be
determined by periodic laboratory teq,ts. A carbon dose of 3 ppm
removes most tastes and odors from water. However, if the tastes
and.odors are caused by pollution from industrial wastes, the dose
may have to be increased to 8-ppm, or even 20 ppm at times.
Activated carbon may be applied to water at one or more points
depending on results desired. Usually, carbon is added at one of the
following,points: (1) in raw water, (2) in mixing basin, (3) in treatment
plants, (4) split feed, (5) in filters, and (6) with chlorine.
Copper Sulfate

Copper sulfate is sometimes used a a surface water source where
the tastes and odors are caused by small organisms living in the lake
or reservoir. It may be applied by spraying a solution over the water .
surface or allowing crystals in a porous sack to dissolve. Because
copper sulfate kills fish, its use is limite1d. Concentrations that kill
common varieties of fish are listed belOw in pounds of copper Sulfate
per million gallons of soft water. Total concentrations are considerably
higher in hard water.
Trout
Catfish
Suckers
Carp
Pickerel
Black Bass
Coldish
Perch

12

25
2. 5
2. 5
3. 5
17. 0

40
60

Chlorine

Chlbrine dosage at the plant of 0.3 to 1 ppm destroys most algae
but may intensity tastes and odors. The break-point method of chlorination requires higher dosages but eliminates taste and odor as well as
algae.
Potassium. Permanganate

potassium permanganate has shown great possibilities as a,taste
and odor treatment, and for serious problems, it is very economical.
It does not combine with the substances causing taste and odor, but
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works as an oxidizing agent so there seems to be no possibility of
intensifying or "setting" taste and odor. Experience indicates that '
permanganate is not a "cure-all". The residual manganese dioxide is
insoluble, is absorbent, assiststhe coagulation process and ia removed
by coagulation and filtration. When the raw water carbon demand is
2 ppm or less, carbon, is more economical than potasiium permanganate.
COLOR -CONTROL

Color in natural waters is caused mainly by vegetable dyes or by
excessive amounts of iron and manganese. Minerals contained in
iiidusthal wastes may also cause color. The coloration is usaully
caused by colloidal matter and may be removed in the same rammer as
other colloids, by chemical precipitation, coagulation or absorption,
followed by.filtr ation.'

No one method will reznove all colors and no rule will apply to

all waters. Color removal requires trial of the following Methods tO

determine which is most efficient and economical in the particular.
case. Alum Coagulation

Coagulation witfi alum, followed by lime or soda ash if necessary, and
filtration is the most common method. The alum must be added first and
the
given some reaction time at a pH of 5.5 to 6.0 before adding
and
prevent
alkali. If the 'alkali is added first, it =will "set" the colors
remoiral.
Chlorination

Color removal by chlorination requires a ddsage of 1,0 to 10.0 ppm,
or contact
the correct amount being determined by trial. A detentidn
than
0.1
free or
is
necessary
and
not
less
time of at least 15 minutes
combined residual should be,maintained.
Chlorinated Copperas
The addition Of chlorinated copperas a a low pH with an alum dose
applied halfway-through-the coagulation-basin-has-been_ very_successful
in some' instances. Dosage has to be determinett by trial.
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Activated. Carbon

Some color is susceptible to removal with aCtivated carbon. The
colloidal matter is absorbed by Carbon atoms with free valences aryl is
removed by sedimentation and filtration. Tests of carbon applied to the
particuiar water is the only methottof determining the effect e)f carbon
for color removal.
Control Test
See LAB Manual for 563X0 Water Courses..

a

SUMMARY

Water that is to be used for human consumptiOn should be free from

taste, odor, and color. Taste and odor in water are generally caused by.
industrial waste pollbtinn, algae growth, organic matter, dissolvedsgases,
iron and manganese.

The color in water is usually caused by colloids, by chemical
precipitation,, coagulation or absorption, followed'by filtration.
QUESTIONS

4,

1.

What is meant by "palatable" water?

2.

what is tdeant.byk"potable" w.ater?

3.

List at least three water odor descriptions.

4.

Give three methods of treatment for water taste and odor control.

5.

What is the limiting factor in the use of copper sulfate for water
treatment?

6.

What, causes color iri natural waters?

7.

What is the range required for chlorine to destroy most algae?
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FLUORIDATION AND DEMORIDATION OF WATER

OBJECTIVE

The objective of thia, study guide is to aid you-trlearning the purpose
of fluoridation, fluoride Compoiwis used, equipment used, point of application, dosage, testing, defluoridation, and safety precautions.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years statistiCal studies have been made showing that, where
naturally occurring fluorides were present in appreciable amothits, indicated
tooth decay among the residents was suiprisingly lovi; especially among
children and young adults. This. condition -generally held throughout their
-life span. Subsequent latge scale experimentation in certain Cities of the
United States indicated that where fluoride dosages were applied in controlled
optimal amount of aboUt 0.ppralo the water supply; cavities in 'children
were reduced from 40 to 60 percent. 'Installation for the application of fluorine jeither,in the form of fluorides such as sodium fluoride, or of acids
such as hydrofluosilic acid) mutt have the approVal of the Surgeon General,
U.S.. Air Force.
This inforniation will be discussed under the followink main topics:
-. FLUORIDE, COMPOUNDS

- EQUIRMENT

- '.APPLICATION.
- DOSAGE

- SAMPLING AND TESTING

a

- DEFLUORIDATION
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

_

This, study guide will not contain all the information ydu
to
know; therefore the study of additiOnal material is recomtnended. The
additional' stUdy'lltaterial is listed at the end,of this study guide.
'*?'
,
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FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS

There are three fluoride compounds commonly used in fluoridation.
They are sodium fluoride (NaF), sodium silicofluoride (Na2SiF6), and hydro-

fluosilicic acid (H2SiF6). The first two are dry, white, crystalline salts
fn powder form,_and,the last-is a corrosive liquid. AlI iTe toxic Chemicals
arid must be,handled with extreme carelJrom the standpointorbOth
contact-and-inhalatioritirdat if in powder 'form.
The powder chemicals are generally packaged in 100-pound paper bags
or 3.50-400 pound fiber board drums; acids are usually obtained in 100-pound
or 55-gallon rubber.lined steel drums.

Store all chemicals in a dry room convenient to feed equipment. To protect chemicals from damage, place .packages, including steel drums, on
boards or grids to permit air circulation to prevent moisture forming on the
container bottom: Hopper filling 6penings should be at a suitable height to
avoid the use ot ladders and platforms.

. .j3IPMENT
.

Fluorides are proportion' fed into water either as liquids or solids..
C,hemicai feeders can be broadly-divided into two types: solution feeders,
which are essentially small pumps, used to feed a carefully measured
quantity of accurately prepared fluoride solution (hydrofluosilieic acid) during
a sii'vific time, and dry feeders which deliver a predetermined'quantity of
the solid material" during a given time. Dry feeders can be further diOded
bytypes -depending on the method of controlling the rate-of feed. Volumetric
-dry feeders deliver k predetermined volume of dry chemical within asiven
time;sravimetric feeders (loss in weight) deliver a predeterrq ined meaStired weight if chemical within a given period.
,

,

VoluMetric feeders' (Figure 1) Will deliveras little as three to four
ounces per hour to treat supplies of 200, GOO gallons or more daily. Gravimeixic.feeders (Figure 2) will feed as little as one pound per hour but are
generally used to treat supplies of five" million gallons or more daily.

-
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Figure 1. Volumetric Feeders

Figure 2. Gravimetric Feeders

Volumetric Type Dry, ieeder
The maximum rate of feed for the 3chine at any Air Force plant should
not exceed 12 pounds per hour and the hdPper should hold at least 100 pounds
but n:ot diore than 200 pounds of chemical. The hopper should be equipped
with an .agitator to prevent arching and assure a continuous chemical feed at
'all times. the feeder must feed the Lhemical uniformly. Rate adjustment
apparatus permits precise adjustment of the feeding rate. Feeding mechan'ism must be completely inclosed to prevent any escape of dust. It Is advisable to provide as an integral part of the feeder a weighing device or a
platform scale and a loss in weight indicator-recorder which will cOntinuou8ly indicate and record the' weight of chemicals,in the, hopper. The solutio,n chamber must be comPletely re'sistantto corrosion, and provide a re movable cover and a dust tight flexible connection to the feeding mechanism.
The volume of the soluiion chamber (dissolver) should be at least one gallon
per pound of sodium fluOride fed per' hour at maximum rate of feed. For sodium silicofluoridel. the volume should be at least five gallons, per pound fed
per hour. Regardless of the chemical feed rate, the volume of the dissolver
should exceed 10 gallons.
OA
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Gravimetric Loss In-Weight Type Dry Feeder

This feeder differs from the volumetric in that, ii;itead f displacing a
preset volume of chemical, a definite *eight of the chemical is -displaced.
A higher degree of accuracy, is obtained. The scales, hopper, all theinec.hanism, and the dissolver or solution chamber should be inclosed. A totalizer should show the total amount of chemical fed, in pounds, on a direct
reading counter without the_use of multipliers. Thu accuracy of the totalizer
should be better than 99 percent. The hopper capacity and scale beam capacity should not exceed 250 pounds.
Proportioning Pumps

At installation where water is purchased and fluoridation is desired,
arrangements can be made with the contractor to fluoridate water supplies.
Where the source of water is from wells pumping to a central point a proportioning pump may be installed to inject fluoride. Where wells are not
pumping to a central point a proportioning pump must.be provided'for each
well. The most commonly used solution feeders-are-positive-displacement
diaphragm pumps with feeding heads constructed of polyvinyl or methyl
methacrylate plastic and neoprene, which are resistant to fluoride chemicals.
For these installations the most accurate and economical method of fluoridation is by the application of sodium fluoride solutions of less than four
percent. Eor the preparation of solutions less than saturated (four percent),
a weiihted amount of the chemical is added to a definite weight or volume of
water and the mixture is mechanically or manually stirred until a homogenous
solution exists. Often two reagent tanks are used, one tank being prepared
while the other is in use. Each tank should have sufficient volumetric capacity to hold a 30 hours' supply of reagent. For testing and measuring purposes the reagent tank should have a scale attached to the inside that can be
read bir the operator. A sight glass may be inStalled. Water used for
makii*_sodium fluoride solutions is zeolite softened or treated with sequestering agent such as calgon, nalco 918, or equivalent where the total hardness
exceeds 100 ppm expressed as calcium i.iarbonate.
APPLICATION,

Iiileeding-fluorides it is not necessary to allow for a contact period as
with chlorination. Water has no "fluoride demand", hence the entire quantity can be accounted for in the distribution system unless it is lost through
treatment processes. Ordinary filtration occasions a loss of 0.1 to 0.3 ppm
of the fluoride added. The most desirable point of application is in the filter
effluent or at the entrance to the clear well. At installations using well water
the solution is normally injeqed into the discharge from the well pumps unless water is "discharged to a central point estorage. Fluoride chemicals
are added after all other chemicals haVe had an opportunity to react, but
prior to final chlorination.
85
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DOSAGE

In fluoridation practice the target residual in the distribution system is
prescribed fOr each installation by the Sturgeon General. In general the spread
is from 0.7 tO 1.2 ppm fluoride in the finished water supply, the average being about 1.0 Ppm, to determine the dosage that will give a residual of 1. 0
ppm, the natural fluoride content of the raw water must be considered. Chem-,
--i----lcalsage nu* be set and super7ised by properly authorized personnel.
I Over-all-dosage checks are made at least daily. Continuous observation of
the equipment is a_daily routine operation. Hourly checks reflect any dosage
variations and provide a-basis for regulatIon of oVerfeed or underfeed.
'

SAMPLING kin-TESTING

Sampling

Represenative composite samples froth-the-treatment-plant-effluent-are
collected and anal5kzed daily in addition to the dosage checks for plant controls.
Sampling from repil'esentative points in the distribution system are performed
at least weekly andpreferably twice a week as a further means of evaluating
the effectiveness of \plant control.
Testing

Chemical analysis will be in accordance with methods in "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water, Sewage and Industrial Wastes", For plant
control, analysis may\be,by-colorimétic methods.P1 If plant laboratory control is.not available atian installation, samples may be shipped to a designated laboratory for analysis.
DE FLUORIDATION

Methods for the r moval of excessive fluorides from water were made
available soon after it was discovered that extessive fluorides contributed
to fluorosis. Youths 4ontlnuously exposed to 1iater containing about 5 ppm
or more fluoride are 'nvariably afflicted with mottled enamel of the permanent teeth, many of thse )tuths eventually lose their teeth through attrition.

r"--\

At present, there re three methods of defluoridation which have proved
practicable for the re otial'of excess fluorides. These methods involve the
use of activated alumi
bote char, or magnesium conipounds. The actiVated
altimina and bone char mp y an insoluble granular media which remove the
fluorides as water filte s thiough them. They are periodically regenerated
as they become satura d witit die fluorides, this is accomplished by chemical treatment. The us of magnesium compounds to remove fluorides are

employed so that they a e removed witA magnesium -which might be added in
the form of lithe. They e suseqttly removed through the use of settling
basins and then, discar d.
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SAFEn PRECAUTIONS
Water plant operators who handle fluoride compounds must be trained
to protect themselves from hazardous accidental exposures. Fluoride dust
may cause irritation of the skin and mucous membrane.

All water plant operators should be fully orientated on the following
safety miles:
1.

Breathing of fluoride dust should be avoided. In case of spillage,
clean up ithmediately.

2.

Wear rubberized gloves, plastic or rubber aprons and masks when
exposed to the dtist.
5.

3.

Dust must be removed immediately from the skin by bathing or washing.

4.

Rubber gloves, rubber boots, and acid proof aprons are required for
the handling of Hydrofluosilic acid. After using equipment it should
be washed-thoroughly..

5.

Personnel with open cuts or sores should NOT be allowed to handle
fluoride dust or acids:

6.

Detailed instructions on handling and safety precautions to be taken
will.be posted at the point of operation and adequately enforced.

.

All fluoride containers must be labeled with a sign warning that a
poison is contained therein.

8.

Containers are disposed of by incineration or burying in the sanitary
fill.

9.

When handling hydrofluosilic acid, care should be exercised not to
spill it on the tody or clothing, should this happen, wash and flush
immediately.

10.

First Aid:
a.

1. b.

Should internal poisoning occur the patient should immediately
drink, either, a one percent solution of calcium chloride, a
glass of lime water (saturaied solution of calcium hydroxide),
or a large amount of milk.

For external injuries wash the area with a large amount of water.

81"
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c.

Should chemicals affect or enter eyes, flush immediately with
warm water.

d.

In all events Of injury and poisoning immediately seek medical
aid.

SUMMARY

In. this study "guide you learned that a controlled amount of fluoride in
water supplies can be beneficial to the populace, and that too much could be
harmful. The fluoride residual for each installation is prescribed by the
Surgeon General. The residual spread is from 0.7 to 1. 'Z. ppm with an aver -

age of 1.0 ppm.
The three most commonly used fluoride compounds are sodium fluoride,
hydrofluosilic acid, and sodium silicofluoride. They are available in 100,
350, and 400 pound containers and 55 gallon drums.

Storage should be in a dry room, and close-to feed equipment. .Containers
should be stored on platform allowing air circulation to prevent moisture from
forming on bottom of containers. Hopper filler openings should be at the pror
per level to avoid the use of ladders.
The equipment used to feed fl4roide into water is prcrportioning pumps
or dry feeders. The proportioneer pumps feed a carefully measured quantity
of solution during a specific time. Dry feeders can be divided into volumetric
or gravimetric loss-in-weight. The volumetric delivers a predetermined volume of dry chemical in a given time and the gravimetric delivers a predetermined measured weight in a given time.

Fluoride is added after all other chemicals have had an opportunity to
react; but before final chlorination.

, The practice-of defluoridation is the removal of excess fluorides from a
water supply. This can be accomplished by three methods which involve activated alumina, bone char or magnesium. The first remove fluoride as they
pass through a granular media. In the last method the fluoride is removed
after sedimentation in a settling basin.
Fluoride compounds are very toxic and extreme care must be exercised
when,working with them.
QUESTIONS
1.

Name three fluoride compounds used in fluoridation and chemical formulas.

2.

Powder fluoiides are supplied.in what size containers?
r
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3.

Liquid fluorides are available in what size containers?

4.

Why are chemicals stored on raised platforms?

5.

What is the difference between volumetric and gravimetric dry feeders?

6.

How are prorortioneer pumps designed to feed fluorides?

7.

Where are fluorides injected to a water supply?

8.

What is the average fluoride residual?

9.

How is.a fluoride residual deterinined?

10.

List five safety precautions while handling or working with fluorides?

REFERENCES
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WATER DLSTRIBUTION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of thii'study guide is to acquaint you with the water
distribution system.
INTRODUCTION

The term water distribution system is applied to the parts that make
up the system. The elements and parts are wells, pumps, booster'stations, valves, hydrants,.and reservoirs. The system must deliver sufficient water to provide required fire flow to all points. The subjects
will becovered under the following main topics:
WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

This study guide *Ill not contain allthe inform,ation that you need to
know, therefore, study of additional information, is recommended.
WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Where distribution systems are carefully planned; the pipe's are
usually laid out in a grid or belt Isystem. A network'of large pipes divides
the base into areas; the streets within each area are served by smaller
pipes connected to the larger ones. Whenever possible, the system
should be planned so it will contain loops and no dead end pipes. In this
way, water can flow to any point in tie system from two or more directions. It should also be designed so it may be enlarged later.
COMPONENTS

The components in a dstribution system start from the point where
it is obtained, stored, or treated, to the points where it is used. If
water is obtained from a well and chemicals added at the well, the distribution system would include the comionents from the .well to the usrr.
90
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If the water is pumped to a treatment plant, the system would start at
the discharge side of the plant.
N

Pumps

Pumps may be required at Air Force installations to pump water
from a lake, reservoir, or ;river to a water treatment plant. After
treatment, additional pumping may be required to force water into the
Mains and storage facilitiet. In,the distribution system, booster pumps
may be needed to increase water prebsure. At many Air Force installations, water is pumped from the source and into the mains and storage
tanks in one pumping operation. Emergency pumps are needed ddring
water supply breakdownd, or to satisfy fire fighting requirements.
Mains and Piping

Mains and piping are composed of feeder mains, distribution mains,
lateral lines,'and service lines. The feeder mains will supply distribution mains and storage tanks. Distribution mains are the pipe lines which
make up the distribution system and inclUde any feeder mains from which
service lines take their supply. Service lines will transport the water
from the distribution mains to the various buildings and facilities. The
lateral lines will make the distribution system more effective and efficient by forming a closed,loop system.
Storage Tanks

Water deznand on an Air Force installation will vary between night
and day and fo-idiffe-telit-days in the week. Also, fire fighting requirements can place an excessive demand on the system at ahy particular
time. The capacity of the distribution system most likely will not be
sufficient to meet peak demands. This problem is met by placing storage
tanks within the distribution system. Elevated storage tanks will also
aid in maintaining the desired water pressure within the distribution system. Storage tanks are made up of four types: (1) elevated, (2) ground,
(3) pneumatic,- and (4) emergency.
Valves and Hydrants

,

Valves and Hydrants.ate used to control the flow of water in a water
distribution system. These components will include such units as: (1)
gate valves, (2) pressure reducing valves, (3) check valves, (4) curb
service valves, (5) fire hydrants, and (6) globe valves. Gate valves will
isolate the water supply for repair purposes. Pipes in a water distribution system can and do break. Breaks or leaks may be caused by
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freezing, fire, ground movement, explosion,- excessive water pressure,
and by collision of a foreign object. The gate valves will be closed
after a breals in the'water distribution system; therefore, the disruption
in service will affect only a small portion of the system rather than the
whole distrib4tion system.
.

Gate valves are placed-in the distribution system so the flow of
water may be shut off if a lthe breaks.
-

Globe valves are used in the distribution system on small lines or
service lines. They reletrict the flow and cannot be used where flow restriction is not needed.
Check valves will prevent reversal of water flow due to loss of pressure. Check valves will also isolate certain sections of the distribution
system.

Pressure-reducing valves throttle the flow in pipes to reduce the
pressure on the discharge side and keep it constant. They are used for
feeding water from a high-pressure to a low-pressure system. If great
variations in flow rates are expected, different sizes of pressure reducing
valves will be installed in batteries. The valves would be adjusted so
that they come into operation in order of smallest to largest as flow rate
increases.
Curb service valves control water distribution to individual buildings
or dwellings. These will be used as the-need for water to the buildings
is determined.

Fire hydrants will be placed in all areas where tliere is a need for
fire protection. Proper opliation and use of hydrants is essential to
water distribution economy and safety.
With the exception of the fire hydrants and some storage tanks, the
water distribution system is' undetground. This is more feasible to protect the distribution systern from the\weather. Since it is more practical
to bury a large portion of the distribution system, comPlete maps and
records must be kept showing the location of components. The water
specialist should never keep a "mental mip or picture" of the system, but
should put all the information on record. Ilecords and maps must be
evaluated periodically. The location of buricI water components does
NOT change, but memories of men do.

,
,

\
\
,

I

\

Special valves are put in the system for various reasons, such as,
pressure check, air relief, attitude, backflow preven ion, etc.

:.902-4'
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Booster stations puMp from a relatively low pressure feeder main
to the distribution systeni. They may be installed at the end of a long
supply line to boost the pressurefor the whole installation system or
may serve a.portion of the installation system that is at a higher.elevation.than the rest.
Low-lift stations pulmp water from a'surface supply to the inlet of
a filtration, aeration, otr other nonpressure treatment plant.

High-lift stations pump from gravity storage or other nonpiessuied
source into the distribUtion system or through a pressure treatment plant.
-

Well pumps include all types of pumps used to obtain water from
wells. They may discilarge directly to the distribution system, to storage,
or to a treatment plant.
SUMMARY

The water required to support a modern Air Force or other military
unit must be palatable and potable for human consumption and personal
use. Modern machinery also requires great quantities.;pf water. "Good"
drinking water may contain enough minerals to danialeimachines.

vao

Safe and satisfactory water supplies to meet modern requirements are
not acquired by waving a "witching stick!' or by rubbing an "Aladdin's
Lamp." It rpquires the careful work of a trained operator.
In areas of seemingly plentiful water supply., the readily available ,.
sources may be quite 'easily contaminated, either by an enemy (pollution,
poisoning, etc.), or by unavoidable natural impurities (minerals, silt,

etc.).
In areas of limited supply, extenSive reconnaissance and development
must be done to assure an adequate quantity,.
It should be assnmed that most water must be analyzed and treated
properly before it fully meets the quality requirements for human consumption, personal use, and the standards required for modern machinery.

Water testing and treatmenewill vary from simple "cookbook" Chemical procedures to extensive laboratory procedures and technical treatment methods.

The personnel assigned to locate, treat, and supply water for military uses must be resourr-qul and.dependable. Seldom will a graduate
el
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,chemist be available for perkprming this AFSC, but the training offered
in this course can help a water and waste specialist to do the job when
the need arises..
QUESTIONS

1.

What is.,the purpose of the low-lift.pumping station?

2.

Ho* are high-lift pumping stations used?

3.

What is the" most critical factor in planning an Air Force storage and
distribution system?

t.;,;:-

4. What is the purpose,of the water distribution system?
5.

Name five types of components within the'water distribution system?

6.

Why are storage tanks necessary in a water distribution system?

7.

Why is it necessary to keep an exact record of the location and
maintenance of components within the, water dis,tribution system?

-
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_INTERNAL CORROSION AND SCALE

v

OBJECTIVE

The purpOse of this study guide is, tr.0aid you in becoming familiar with the causes
and related problems of scale formation :id corrosion in water and sewage systems.
INTRODUCTION
.

The term "scale," as used here, refers to thl white, crusty matter fOrmed by the
crystallization of dissolved mineral matter contained in untreated or lime-softened
waters. Scale can cause clogging of pipelines which may cause your system to be shut
down:

The corr.osion process is an electrochemical reaction in which metal deteriorates
or is, destroyed by an unfavotable environment. Almost everyone is familiar with rust,
which is the Visible indication-that corrosion has attacked_iron or steel parts.
Scale and corrosion will be discussed under the following headings:
TYPES, EFFECTS, AND PREVENTIr"7 OFSCALE
CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF CORROSION

t,

This study guide will not contaid all of the' information that you will heed to know and
hestudy of additional material is recommended.
TYPES, EFFECTS, AND PREVENTION OF SCALE

Most Of the scale formed in water systems is similar in appearance; however,
there are several distinct types of scale. Among the most common are (1) pure
mineral scale, (2) mixed scale and corrosion produds, and (3) combination of minerals.

1.° Pure mineral scale, such as C4CO3 and CaSO4. Calcium carbonate forms a
loose sludge-like deposit that will crumble rather easily when dried. Calcium
sulfate forms a hard adherent type of scale which is espeically objectionable in
boilers.
2. Mixed scale and Corrosion products. Hot water pipet are often found containing layers of rust sandwiched in betweenlayers of mineral scale.
3.

Combinations of minerals cemented together by binders, such as silica: Such
combinations will produce a hard "baked-on" type of scale on.hot boiler
surfaces.

.
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Scale is an undesirable formation, hiving the following adverse effects:
1.

Reduces the safety factors by cloggiag the safety valves and gauge lines.

2.

Clogs pipes, thus reducing carrying capacity.. Pipes should be cleaned, if
possible, rather than replaced. Once the scale has been removed, .a chemical
treatment should be ueed to prevent new forniation.

3.

Reduces operating efficiency of heating and cooling systems by clogging cells,
heat exchangers, and radlatore.c

4.

Reduces rate of .heat tiansfer in boilers.

5.

Increases cost of operation by adding to cost of maintenance and replacement.

Cause of Scale Formation

'Most scale problems ocCur in-water systems in which the waer has been heated.
In fact, the formation of scale or sludge deposits on boiler heating surfaces is the most
serious water problem, encountered in steam generation.
Most scale results frOm the precipitation of the minerals causing hardness \ in water.
This may occur because the two water soluble minerals Ca(HCO3)2 ind MgCO3, which
are the most common forms of hardness to be present in-highconcentrations, decompose
when heated to form CaCO3 and Mg(OH)2. The latter compounds are oniy slightly.,
soluble.
,

1.

Ca(HCO3)2

2.

MgCO3 + H20

41-

CaCO3 t'CO2 + H2o
Mg(91:1)2 + CO2

A

As might be expected, the slightly soluble CaCO3 and Mg(OH)2 recipitate and tend
to settle out. Unless this material is removed by blow-down while in a soft, sludge-like
condition, it will harden in place s scale.

Some scale is caused by minerals beComing less soluble n iot water than they were
in cold water. Thus, water containing relatively small amount .of hardness may
become supersaturated in only thelhin film of waterin.contact with the hidt boiler metal
surface and leave a scale deposit which tradually accumulates and thickens. Note that
scale always accumulates, in-the hottest part of the system.
Control and Prevention of Scale

The. most effective methods for the prevention of scale formationyould include one
or a combination of the following treatments:
1.

Pretreatment of.all make-up water
.

a., Turbid or muddy water must have all of the suspended solids removed.
This is normally accomplished by the addition a a chemical coagulant,
f011owed by sediMentation and filtration:
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b.

Softening of make-up water - all hardnees may bsoe removed from water by
the ion exchange. process by passing the water arough a sodium cation
exchanger.

All but 30 to 50 p. p.m. of the hardness may be removed .from water by
%chemical treatment with lime (for water containing teniporary hardnese
only) or by lime and soda ash (for water ,containing both temporary and
permanent hardness) followed byo sedimentation and filtration.
c. Scale formation in distribution system may be prevented by stabilizatiou
of the scale forming dissolved solids contained in the water by:
(1) Addition of,2 to 4 p.p. m. of polyphospha,tes
OR
t.

j(2)

Recarbonation (addition of CO2 to lime-softened water)
CaCO3 + CO2 + H2

Ca(HCO3)2

Note, stabilization would not be. an effective treatment for prevention

of boiler scale.
(3)

(2)

Addition of sulfUric acid (H2SO4) to cooling tower water. The addition
of salfuric acid converts the CaCO3 into the more soluble CaSO4.

By "bleed-Aff" of cooling tower water and by "blow-down" of boiler water.
These procedures hold down the "Cycles of Concentration" and prevent an
excessiye build-up,of dissolved solids.
CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF CORROSION

Note that the inforfnation included in this,portion of this study guide will be limited
to the corrosion of internal surfaces of equipinent containing water.
I.
.

.

,

.t

/

,
Since the mechanics of the electrochemical corrosion process will be discussed
at
greater lengthIn BlOckV, it will suffice to say here that the essential requirements for

elearochemical
corrosion to occur are:
)

/

.1.

An anode (or anodic area)

2.

A cathode (or cathOdic area)

3.

An electrolyte.

4.

Metal bond (path for electron,flow)

5.

Plenty of dissolved oXygen in the electrolyte.

I.

i>

Alike these are "essential" requirements, corrosion may be/prevented by eliminatingany one of the requirements.
/

,

i
9T)
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problem concerns boilers and condensate
One area where corrosion is a constant affecting boilers is largely caused by
return systems for boilers. The corrosion
be prevented by
dissolved migen in the boiler feed water.° Here the corrosion may
to drfve off the oxygen
by
using
a
deaerating
heater
mechanical removal of the oxygen
chemical oxygen scavenger inlhe
before it is carried into the boiler - followed by a ya,0
boiler.
always caused by dissolved
The corroSion in the condensate return lines is almost
both
at
the
same time. 'The dissolved
gases - oxygen or carbon dioxide, and sometimes
carbon
dioxide
comes mostly from the
oxygen originatet ill:the boiler feedWater. The
breaking down of bicarbonates in the lioiler water.
CaCO3 + CO2 + H20
A
Ca(HCO3)2
the steam condenses to
The CO2, is carried from the boiler with`the steam. When
water, the following reaction takes place:
10. H2CO3 (carbonic acid)
CO2 + H20

/

Carbonic acid is an unstable but corrosive acid.

are both present in the conThe corrosion attack is more severe when the two gases
will
cause severe pitting and/
densate than when either one is present by itself. Oxygen
pipe (see figUre 1). Carbon.dioxide
qr rust deposits on all the inside surfaces of thepipe
(the only part Containing water) with
causes grooves or channels in the bottom of the
the surface left clean and free of rust flee figure 2).

I

J
CMIKIN DIOXIDE CROONING ATTACX

cnoss SECTION OF PIPE
CORRODED RY CO2

Figure 2. Carbonic Acid Attack

Figure 1.. Oxygtn Pitting

of corrosion of internal or waterside
The most successful method,for the prevention
consists in the addition of
surfaces of equipment through which water is being circulated
used
compounds, and their
different chemical compounds. Among the most frequently
intended purposes are:
and sometimes to closed
1. Sodium sulfite - Na2S03 wh,',ch is added to boilers
oxygen
scavenger.
recirculating water systems as an
98
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o
Na2S03 + 1/202

Na2SO4.

Where sodium is being used in.a system, it is custoniary to maintain.a 20- to
40-p. p. m. residual. This insures that there is no dissolved oxygen remaining
in the water; and without oxygen in the water, no corrosion tan occur.
2.

Neutralizing amine compounds The neutralizing amines are alkaline cornpounds which may be added di.ectly to the boiler water where they volatilize
(change from a liquid into a 'gas) and are carried from the boiler with the steam.
They wilt return with the sondensate and will be reused. The alkalinity of the
amines raises the pH of the condensate. When the pH of the condensate is kept
t just 'on the alkaline side (pH of 7.0 to 7.5), therewill be very little corrosion
cauSed by CO2 in the condensate return system. Cycloheiylamine and
morpholide are brand names Of neutralizing amine compounds. The control for
neutralizing amines is to maintain a minimum feed that wilt keep the pH of the
condensate between 7.0 and 7.5.

3.

Filming amine compounds - The aiming amine compounds are sometiines added'
directly to boiler steam line where they volatilize and are carried along with the,_
steam. When the steam condenses, the filming amine will coat the walls of the
pipe with a temporary wax-like film which -protects the metal from both oxygen
and CO2 attack - as long as the filming amine continues to be fed. Should the
filming amine be fed to a system which has already corroded, the rust will be
loosened and carried to the dearest screen - often creating troublesome maintenance problems. The best results are usually obtained by feeding a solution
containing 10 p.p. m. of the laming amine compound for 12'minutes .(only) out of
each hour. This is known as an intermittent feed.
4. Caustic soda "- NaOH. Caustic soda is normally added to all boiler feedwater.
One of the main advantages being that it will neutralize any acidity in the water
will bring the pH up into the alkaline range - a situation which is-designed to
hold corrosion in the boiler ton, minimum.
Closed, recirculating water systems may be effectively protected from corrosion attack by maintaining ihe proper residual of surface active, soluble corrosion inhibitors. The compounds which may be used effectively as corrosion
inhibitors are:

,

5.

Chromate compounds - Chromium salts such as sodium chromate, Na2Cr04, or
sodium dichromate, Na2Cr207, form a temporary surface film which is very
effective in preventing corrosion.

To be effective, a concentration of chrOmates in the recirculating water should\
be maintahied between 300 and 500 p.p. m. residual. Among the objections to N,
using chromate is the fact that they are yery, toxic (poison) to man, animal, and t,
aquatic life. This .creates disposal problems for the bleed-off water when used
in cooling tower.
/water . A second objection-to chromates is that they are not
compatible with ethylene glycol type antifreeze (Prestone).
6.

Poly-phosphates - Polyphosphate compounds arg commonly added to recirculating cooling water to help keep corrosion down. Polyphosphates protect the
metal bY forming a temporary film on the surface of the metal. A residual of
99
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10 p. p. m. is the t,lual Concentration which is recommended. Note that
polyphosphates revert to orthophosphates when heated, so they would be
.ineffective as corrosion inhibitorsin recirculating hot water systems.
7.

Sodium nitrite-sodium borate compound. This compound is compalible with
ethylene glycol type antifreeze andlis quite effective as long as a residual of
1800-2400 p.p. m. is maintained.

A good point to remember, when depending on soluble corrosion inhibitors to prevent cOrrosion of water system equipment and components,is that while good protection
is afforded when a sufficient quantity of the inhibitor is added, the corrosion rate may be
accelerated in local areas (such as corners and crevices) by allowing the residual to fall
too low.
SUMMARY

To the water and waste processing specialist, "sdale" is a substance which results
from using hard water for industrial purposes. There are several kinds of scale; however, the most common is a white, crusty deposit of CaCO3. Scale deposits are very
objectionable because they redace safetir factors, stop up pipes, reduce rate of heat
transfer and increase amount of required maintenance. The best way to prevent scale
is to remove the hardness from the water beforeit is used in any kind of industrial
equipment. For some-purposes, stabilization of the hardness compounds by the addition
of polyphosphates or CO2 will work satisfactorily.

\

Corrosion is the deterioration of metal by an electrochemical reaction. The most
practical corrosion prevention measures.for the inside surfaces of equipment through
which water circulates consist of pH control (keep the pH of the water above 7) and the
addition of surface active, water soluble corrosion inhibiting chemicals. The chemicals
most frequently added to prevent corrosion are: chromate compounds, polyphosphates
and sodium nitrite-sodium borate. These compounds prevent corrosion by sforming
temporary surface film over the metal surface. Sodium sulfite is a chemical\oxygen
scavenger which may be added to boiler water to remove.any dissolved oxygen
QUESTIONS

r.

What is the most important source of scale in industrial water systems?

2.

List-two reasons why scale forms-in boilers.

3.

What is the best way to prevent the formation of scale in boilers, when the only
available water supply is hard?

4.

How does "stabilization" prevent scale deposits in water distribution systems?

5.

How can water be stabilized (with respect to scale deposition)?

6.

List the methods commonly used to prevent corrosion in boilers.

7.

List two methods commonly used,to prevent corrosion in steam condensate return
lines.
100
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8.

List three chemicals which maibe used to prevent corrosion in recirculating
water systems.

9.

List two chernicals commonly used to prevent corrosion in steam condensate

return lines .
10.

'.,

Why would you not recommend adding a chromate corrosion

mobile radiator?

\

inbibitor to your auto-

-
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PRINCEPLES OF A WATER TR/an/GENT PLANT

OBACTIVE

The purpose of this projectis to aid you in understanding the
principles, configurition, arrangement, and purpose of components in
a typical water treatment plant.
COMPONENTS OF A.WATER TREATMENT 'PLANT
PROCEDURES

Find a term-in the right hand column which best fits, each statement
in the left hand column, then pace the,lotter preceding the selected
term in the blank preceding the statement.
1.

used to remove dissolved gases,
iron and manganese from water

a.

elevated tank

2.

located near the plants, used for
flash mix of chemicals.and water

b.

clearwell

3.

used to keep floc in susPension

c.

filter

4.

may be located at various points
in the plant, and operate on the
centrifugal force principle

d.

accelator

5.

has a long retention period,
6 to 8 hours

e.

pump

6.

a retention period of I to 2
hours

.

a storage and contact chamber
8.

stores water and provides pressure
for emergencies

9.

removes suspended solids not
removed by settling
used for the,injection of HTH solution

19.
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settling tank
slow mixer

h.

hypochlorinator

I.

aerator

j.

rapid mixer

COMPONENTS'OF DEEP WELL

In figure 1 place the number of the components on the blank line to properly associate the
twO items.
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
IiIDERGROUND STORAGE TANK

DEEP WELL
HIGH-LIFT PUMP

pm...mow

.Nomomo oommoo...

I

\

"

CHLORINATOR
VALVES
AIR COMPRESSOR

WELL PUMP
PRESSURE TANK

..,m..

Moomor .11==11,

.s
Amom.

moomomil Ammoommo Imomomml

Figure 1. Deep Well Supply

338
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'COMPONENTStiF TREATEDSURFACE tjup'kLY

In figure 2 place the number of components:On the blank line to properly associate the tvioltems.
RAPID SAND FILTER
ELEVATED STORAGE TANK
IMpOUNDED RESERVOIR
POST CHLORINATION
'MIXING AND FLOCCULATION

HIGH LIFT PUMP
FEEDER LINE
COAGULATION BASIN

FILTERED WATER RESERVOIR
s.

Jill111'

0.1=11.

Oft.

333

Figure 2. Treated Surface blipply
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CLARIFICATION OF WATER

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercide is to aid you in the clarificztion process
of water.
PROCEDURES

Answer the following questions or define the terms used in Water
clarincation:An the spaces provided:
1.

Chemical precipitation:

2.

Sedimentation process:

;.

Floc:

4.

Name two minerals contributing to hardness:

5.

What are the processei used to reduce hardness?

6.

What is meant by stabilization?

7, Whit is scale?
8.

How is scale controlled?

9.

What chemicals are used to control algae?

10.

Lisi a mechanical meth'od of controlling algae:
4
.
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11.

Name the chemicals used to control color, taste, and odor?
a

12.

List the test used to deter

taste, c9lor, and odor:

a

e.

342
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OPERATING A WATER TREATMENT PLA
OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this exercise is to provide i structions for
operating the Mater Treatment System Trainer.
,

INSTRUCTIONS: Follow Itheprocedures listed below for operating the Water.
Treatpent Plant.
,

t

PREOPERATION..
1.

Close ail drain valves.

2.

Turn off all electrical switches.

3.

Chedkioil imodhemical feeders.

4.

Mix chemibal solution in Chemical supply tanks,
.

1

5.

'Adjust chemical feeders to desired feed rate.

6.

conneCt the; master switch panel and the settling chamber motor to a
1l0.-volt outlet.
\

7.

.

-

Connect the,Chemical feeder, rapid mixeriand floculator to the
master swital panel outlets as marked.

OPERATION SEQUENCE
1.

Open the globe valve on the inlet wateesupply and control the water
flow rate at one and a half (11/2) gallons per. minute.

-24

lpfiben-the chemical-mixer is-half (hy lull-turn-on-the-following
switches:
a.

Master

b.

Chemical feeders (right and left)

O.

Rapid mixer

3*

When the floculator is half (h) full turn on the motor switch.

4.

When the set ling chamber is full continue,withthe following:
a.

Open the'...ilter inlet valve two (2) turns.

b.

Turn on'the tetiling chaiber effluent p.timp switch.

q.

Open-the filter efiluint valve one turn.

d.- Turn on the hyprochlorinator.

6

es""\

5.

When the filter is full, turn on the clear well pump switch and open
the clear well effluent valvei.
\

BACK WASHINC.TBE FILTER
1.

Turn off the settling chamber and clear well pumps.

2.

Close the filter influent and effluent valves.

3.

Opel the filter drain valve.,

4.

Turn off the hyprochlorinator.

5.

Open the water lower effluent valve.

SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE
1.

Turn off all electrical switctes.

2.

Disconnect electrical power.

3.

Close the globe valve on the inlet water supply.

4.

Open all drain valves.

5.

Close,all influent and eff uent valVes.

Checked by
Instructor

7
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IDENTIFICATION OF RAPID SAND FII;TER COMpONENTS

OBJECTIVE: The objective of this exercise is to aid you in develoiing a
better understanding 04f a rapid-sand filter.
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. "Study the drawing in figure 1.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

5.

2.

Show by arrows the direction of water flow when water is flowing
through the filter.
/

3.

Show by afrows the direction of water flow when the filter is being
backwashed.

4.

Place the number that represents the component in the appropriate
circle provided in figure 1.

PERFORATED LATERALS
WASH TROUGHS
CAST.IRON MANIFOLDS WITH
STRAINERS ON TOP
GRADED GRAVEL
FILTER-TANK
FILTER SAND
-FilTER-FLOOR

Figure I. livid Sand Filter
"--1

8

WB 3ABR56330-11I-3-P2
IDENTIFICATION OF DIAT011iACEOUS EARTH
FILTER COMPONENTS

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of thili exercise is to assist you in identifying the Components
of a diatomaceous earth filter.
Instructions

This workbook consists of 4 projects. The projects are listed by
project number, title, and page number as follows:
PROJECT I

- DIATOMITE FILTER ELEMENT

PAGE 2

PROJECT II

- AIR RELEASE VALVE, GASKET

PAGE 3

AND HARDWARE

PROJECT III - FILTER HOUSING COVER AND
CLAMP ASSEMBLY

PROJECT IV - LOWER FILTER ASSEMBLY
1.

PAGE 4
PAGE 5

Each project has a listing of items that are part of the major
components. (Example: Cup
Each project also has an exploded view of the major component with
each item identified by a number.

3.

For each project,_you are to identify the items by placing the
identification number on the blank 'tie next to each item.
(Example: Cup 7
)

9
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AIR RELEASE VALVE, GASKET, AND HARDWARE
PROJECT II

Plate

Screw

.Screw

Valve

Gasket

Washer

Nut

Screw

Plate

Plate

Figure 2. Air Release Vilve, Gasket, and Hardware
11
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FILTER HOUSING cOyER AND CLAMP ASSEMBLY

PROJECT M
Tubing

Nut

Hushing

Clamp

Cover

Valve

Sczew

Nut

Elbow

Tube

Nipple

Pipe
Clamp AB sembly

9-4gb

0
4-4'

Figure 3. Filter Housing Cover and Clamp Assembly
12
f"--"\

LOWER PATER ASSEMBLY
PROJECT IV

k

Nut

Strip

Gasket

Window

Screw

Rou4ing

Washer

Gage

Nut'

Gasket

Adapter.

Strip

Washer

Screw

Washer

Gasket

Washer

Funnel

,

1

Figure 4. Lower Filter Assembly
13
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I.
WATER DISINgECTION.AND PURIFICATION
OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is ,to assist you in identifying different
d!s1nfecting agents and to operate feed equipment to add these agents in
proper dosage to the water.
PROCEDURE

Complete the following exercise by placing your answer in the blank
spaces iirovided.
1.

Define disinfection:

Define

rWhy_does water have to be disinfected?

4,

4.

List four disinfecting agents:

5.

What is the percent of free chlorine in calcium hypochlorite?

6.

Define chlorine residua:

7t

Define chlorine demand:

8..

What is the reagent'used when performing a chlorine residual?

14
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3
9.

Determine the dosage in ppm at a water plant using 400 lbs of
chlorine per 24 hours, to treat 5 MGD:

PPIn

lbs Clz X 1,000,000
gal. water X 8.3

10.

Name two pieces of equipment used to feed chlorine to water:

11.

Name the points inthe sytitem where chlorine is applied?

12.

Name the three types\ Of chlorination:,_

15
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TASTE, ODOR AND COLOR CONTROL
OATECTIVE:

The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize you with the causes
of taste, odor, and color and methods and material used to control taste,
odor, and color.
INSTRUCTIONS

Complete. the following exercise by answering the questions in the
space provided.
1.

What are the two major causes of taste, odor, and color in water?

2.

List thre t. chemicals used for the treatment of tastearid 'War .

3.

List a mechanical treatment that would lessen taste and odor in
water.

4.

Define organic material.

Define inorganic material.

6.

What effect will excessive amounts of iron and manganese have on

water?

16
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7. Define aeration.
,

..

8.

/----

.

/

Name a least three benefits that can be obtained through aeration
of water.

-

a.

a.
_

b.
C.

NL'i
NOTE: For Control Test Utilization, see 563X0, Career Ladder '
Laboratory Manual
.

a

r

A

1

..

1

-

7,-

/
17
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FLUORIDATION AND DEFLUORIDATION OF WATER

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this workbook is to aid you in understanding
the fluoridation and defluoridation processes of water treatment.
1.

List the three compounds commonly used in the fluoridation of water.

2.

What are the two types of chemical feeders used in fluoridation?

3.

What effect does filtration have upon fluorides?

At what point in the water treatment process should fluorides be applied?

5.

Whit is the recommended range of fluoride residual in treaied water?

18
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What is thedangerof exceslive fluoride residuals?

r.

7.

What-are the three compounds employed in defluoridation?

e.

List six applicible sakty rules for working with fluoriaes.

.....awwC

9.

19.

What is-the difference between gravimeric and volumetric feeder:0

.

When adding II 2SiF6' what type of solution feeders are used?

19
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WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
....LOBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning about a
distribution syste,m.
PRO6EDURE-

Answer the following questions:

6.

Vhere.does a distribution syste'm start?
What, is'the purpose of the -distribu4on sYStem?

State the function of the following:

a.

Maths

b.

Service lines

c.

Valves

d.

Storage tanks

4.. What component in the, system will allow water to flow only in one
direction?
1

5.

Is a well ever considered to be part of the dthtribution system?
(wit:thin your answer)

What is the purpose of am elevated water tank?

"`N

35 7.

7.

Why is it necessa4 to have a loop design in the system?/:

8. 'What is the purpose of a globe valve?

9.
10.

What causes water hammer?
How can water hammer be prevented?
1.

21
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ERNAL CORROSION AND SCALE

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this workbook, you should have gained a better knowledge of
"'male and corrosion control.
INSTRUCTIONS

Place the letter preceding the selected item in the right hand column which best
completes the statement in the left hand column in the appropriate blank.
1.

The white, crusty matter formed
by the crystallation of dissolved
mineral matter in water.

a.
b.

2.

A common form of pure mineral

3.

A coiMnT1 scaling condition found

4.
5.

6.

Layers of rust imbedded in
aceumulated mineral scale
Softening of all make-up.

water
c.

Corrosion

in hot water-s7tems.

d.

Cathode

Undesirable effects of scale.

e.

Dissolved oxygen

An effective method for preient--ing scale formation.

I.

Filming amine

-g.

Sodium nitrite sodium borate

,Any chemical treatment intended
to prevent precipitation of dissolved solids.

compound
h.

10-20 p. p.

Most common method used in preventing scale formation in cooling
towst water systems.

i.

Scale

1.

Reduces safety factors, cloile,
pipes, and reduces rate of

8.

Term used to describe the deterioration of mkal.

k.

Stabilization

9.

Cause of mosteorrosion.

1.

An electrochemical reaction

!N.

Area on a metal surface which ts
attacked by corrosion.

m.

Metal bond

n.

Sodium sulfite

11.

Metal which is not corroded in a
bimetallic coupling.

o.

Sodium dichromate

7.

22
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12.

Electrons flow from anode tie
cathode by way of

p.

Concentrated corrosion attack
in localized areas

13.

Accepts displaced cations from
surfactrof the anode.

q.

1800-2400 p.P.

Must be present, if corrosion is

r.

CaCO3

14.

to continue.
15.

A chemical Compound which effec-,

tively prrirts corrosion in

t. An eléctrochemical reaction

by scavenging the dissolved oxygen.

u.

ittolyte

A" chemical compound which helps

V.

Neutralizing amine

U.

Electrolyte

closed, recirculating water systems

prevent corrosion in condensate
return lines by neutralizing 112CO3.
171

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
23.
24k.

s. Bleed-off

A chemical compound which pre-

vents corrosion in condensate
return lines by coating metal
surface with a wax-like film.

Neutralizing amine

An effective corrosion inhibitor in
recirculating water systems whose
use is extremely limited because
of its hazardous toxicity.

300-500 p. p. m.

Polypephates
Protective surface films

Au effective corrosion inhibitor in
recirculating water systems that
is adversely affected by hot water.
An effective corrosion inhibitor in
recirculating water systems which
is compatible with ethylene glycol
antifreeze.
An insufficient amount of corrosion
inhibitor in water may be worse
than none at all, because
Recommended residual of chromates
in recirculating water.
Recommended residual polyphos-

phates in recirculating water.
Recommended residual of sodium
nitrite-sodium borate compound
in recirculating water.
Surface active, soluble corrosion
----inhibitors in recirculating water
siaremsvprevent corrosion by
formation -of

23
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FIELD TRIP TO MUNICIPAL WATER PLANTS
OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to aid you in learning the operating procedures of
the city water plants by observing the operation of the plant. Complete
activities listed below.

tt,

EXAMINING WATER PLANT OPERATION

Observe the operation of the plant and answer the following questions:
1.

List the major components of the water treatment plants:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

2.

What type softening procedure is utilized by the water treatment plant?

3.

What provisions are made for removing sludge ?

inis supersedes WB 3ABR56330-III-2-P3, 23 April 1970.
DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE
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4.

What is the maximum water output for each plant under normal operatiOn?

5.

What is the maximum overload water output for each plant in an emergency?

6.

What chemicals are fed separately into the water supply?

7.

Give the name and purpose of five chemicals used at either plant.
PURPOSE

NAME

a.
b.
C.

d.
t.

e.
8.

What type of water tests are performed in the laboratory a the water plant?

9.

What type of filters are used at each plat?

10.

How long does it.take to backwash the filter?

11.

How do you determine when filters are due for backwashing for each plant?

12.

How much water is used for backwashing a filter?

13.

What is done with the water used for the backwashing process at each plant?

14.

Give the purpose of pre- and post-chlorination as used at the new water plant:

15.

List any safety violations observed during the tour:

2
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ION EXCHANGE

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide is to improve your knowledge of the theory and application of ion exchanges.
INTRODUCTION

Water found in streams, lakes and wells is u ually haid
Hard water causes scale to form in watezJ lines and
water.
hard crusts to form in boilers. Hard water als kills soap
suds in laundries.and homes.

About 100 years ago, a farmer in England discovered that
water became soft when it trickled through some of his soil.
Later it was found that certain types of sand called greensand had the ability to make hard water soft. Much use was
made of green sand until about 1930 when a synthetic material
was invented. This new material was several times better
than greensand.
It could also be recharged by washing it
with salty water. This new material was called resin because
it was brown in color and resembled natural tree resin.
Information in this study guide will be covered in the
following main topics:
THEORY OF ION EXCHANGE
CATION EXCHANGE PROCESS

ANION EXCHANGE MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
EXCHANGERS USED IN COMBINATION
OPERATION OF DEMINERALIZERS

THEORY OF ION EXCHANGE
Ion exchange is a reversible chemical reaction between
ions in water and ions in solid materials.
This definition of the ion exchange process Uses some
terms that are essential to a study of exchangers.
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An ion is an atom or group of atoms that have gained or
lost electrons. A cation is an ion with a positive charge.
An anion is an ion with a negative charge. Figure 1 lists
common anions and cations.
ANIONS

CATIONS

Calcium

Ca++

Bicarbonate

HCO3

Magnesium

Mg++

Carbonate

CO3 =

Sodium

NA+

Chloride

Cl-

Manganese

Mn++

Nitrate

NO

++

Sulfate

SO4 =

-

Iron

Fe

.

3

=

$

iron

.

Aluminum
Hydrogen

,

.Figure 1.

Fe+++

Silicate

5iO3

Al +++

Phosphate

PO4.

+
H

Hydroxide

OH-

Most Common Cations and Anions Removed
from Water.by Ion Exchangers

Ion exchange materials will not dissolve in water. They
are able to release and to accept other ions in their place.
The cation materials exchange positive ions for positive
The anion materials exchange negative ion§ for negative
ions.
The first softeners used natural sands called "zeoions.
lites." The term "zeolite" comes%from two Greek words, Zein +
In this course, the term
Lithos, meaning boiling stones.
ZEOLITE will refer 'to any.ion exchange material.

There are four types of cation exchange paterials used for
water conditioning:
2.
3.
4.

Natuial sands (greensand, etc.)
Synthetic sands (silica-aluminum compounds)
Sulfonated coal
Cation exchange resins
a.
b.

Sodium cycle - NaCl(salt regenerant)
Hydrogen cycle - regenerated with acid - HC1 or
H SO
2

4

Of these materials,-the plastic resins are more efficient
'and have higher exchange %capacity so they are most widely
See figure 2 for data on these materials.
used today.
2
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xchange

Process,

Material Appearance

Normal 'Ttegenerant

Used

Caioacity, Pounds

Grey -Green
Granules.

Green sand

(glauconite)

sodium
ation
Na + Z

of

Per Cubic
Grains
Per Cub- Foot.ic Foot
2,400 lo 1.0 to 1.. 5
3,000 gr/ lbs/cu ft
cu ft

Test For / 1:',haracteristic

Regenerant
Chemicals

Strength

Exhaustion 'of Product

Regenerant

.

,

i

Sulfonated
Coal

Black
Granules

Sulfonated

Gold-brown
Spherical
Beads

No Data

No Data
-

\

Polystyrene

1 ,000 to 6 to 15 lbs/

cu ft

32,000

V to 18%

Sodium

Preferred

Chloride
Salt

15%

gr/cu ft

1.

2.- ik,D..-T.

A. Totil Hard
ness

.

White.

.

Granule's

12,000 to 4 lb tp 6 lb/
cu ft
15,000

gr/cu ft

Gel

Soft Water

*. Soap

NA CL

Na Al
5i02.

Standard

No Calcium_
Magnesium
Iron

,

Sulfonated
eyidi:

ation
H+Z
.

Polystyrene

8,000 gr/ 4 lbs/cu

Granules
.
.

.111111111Killl

ft

cu ft

12,000 to 4 lbs to 12
lbs/cu ft
24,000

Beads

gr/cu ft

Spherical -

4 6.Yr

Sulphuric

,

1.

pH

Acid

-8

Contains
Acid

First Step'' Hydrochlor- 2. F. M.
Last Step

Gold-Brown

Acid

4c (Muriatic)
Acid

6% - 8%

'

HC1 6% 10%

.--a

Figure 2.
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IWO, 2% -

6,000 to 2 lbs.to

Black

Sulfonated
Coal

I

.
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Cation Exchange Materials and Processes

a

3q3
CATION EXCHANGE PROCESSES
4

As shown in figure 2, there are two cationiexchange
processes in common use: 'iodiumszeolite and hydrogen zeolite.
//

Sodium Zeolite

When hard water is passed througha bed/of active sodium
zeolite, the calciuni and magnesium ioni are taken up by the
zeollite and at the same pime the zeolite gives up sodium ions;
- this reaction is shown below.
(Sodium zeolite is represented
by'Na2Z.)
Iron and manganese are also removed if they are not
over about 10 p.p.m. in the water,
4

SODIUM ZEOLITE PROCESS.

Example No. 1
CaS0 4
(solutio0_

Na 2 Z

Na 2 SO4

(solid)

(solution)

RAW WATER + sorm.im
EXCHANGE

CaZ
(solid)

SOFT WATER + EXHAUSTED
EXCHANGE
RESIN

RESIN
Example No,4- 2

MgS0

+

4

(solution)

RAW WATER

Na

2

Na SO
2
4
(solution)

Z

(solid)

+ SODIUM ZEOLITE

MgZ
(solid)

1

SOFT WATER + -MAGNESIUMi
ZEOLITE
1

Example\No.

3

WATER FLOW

(my

H2 0 + Ca)(S0

4

Mg) Cl)

Na Na
Na Z
Na

Produces

'Ca Zia

rWATER FLOW
H20 + Na(HCO3

Z

Ca

(S°4
(CI

RAW WATER
EXHAUSTED
ZEOLITE
BEAD

A BEAD OF
ZEOLITE

4S,OFTENED

WATER

The pkocess process of ion exchange is reversible.
When the zeolite gives up ,all its sodium in exchange for
calcium and magneSium, it is said to be exhausted. In order
to regenerate the zeolite, the bed is backwashed, then
regenerated with salty water;. The sodium ions from thesbrine
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solution reomblhe with the zeolite, and the zeolite gives
up'calW.um/and.magnesium ions which combine with chloride,
The following-dquation dhows this reaction:.
SODIUM ZEOLITg REGENERATION.,

Ekample No.,1
2NaC1

(solution)/
BRINE/

-

+

CaC1
2
MgC12

+ CaZ
MgZ
(solid).

(solution)

EXHAUSTED
FEOLITE

Na Z
2

(solid)

SODIUM
ZEOLITE

WASTE WATER

Example-No. 2

WATER FLOW
Produces

.CONTAINING

15% NaC1 SALT
.

gRINE SOLUTION
SOLUTION
'.

REGENERATED
SODIUM
ZEOLITE

EXHAUSTED
ZEOLITE

.

WATER FLOW
H 2 0 + NaC1 +
(Ca and Mg) Cl
WASTE SALT
WATER

.galcium and magnesium chloride are soluble salts and are
rinsed from.the zeolite bed with clean water. Following regen
regenerated, the exchange material is ready for another run to
soften water.

Hydrogen leolite Process

Certain types of ion exchange beds can be regenerated with
When this is-done, hydrogen is made
available rather thin sodium during the softening process.
acid iinstead of salt.

The 'hydragen is exchanged.for calciufit, magnesium, iron, and

sodium ions, and the salts are converted into their cokrespondThe reactions involved 'in the hydrogen exchange
ing acids.
cycle are shown in,the following equations:
HYDROGEN ZEOLITE EXCHANGE.

.
..

!,_

CaHCO1
MgC1
NAS04
FeSO4

HARD RAW
. WATER

HCOJ
+

H

gC1
Z
2
a

H2SO4
H 2 SO 4
TREATED'

HYDRQGEN
ZEOLITE

WATER

5

3 70

Ca
Mg
Na
Fe

EXHAUSTED
REEIN

Z

Since the acids produced by the/hydrogen ion exchanger
are corrosive, the product water mist be neutralized by a
basic solution or anion exchange.

I-\,

If sulphuric acid is injected iato the resin stronger than
2% - 4% during the first few minu es of regeneration, the
resin will be fouled with calcium sulfate (CaSO4).
Operation of Ion Exchangers
The ion exchange operation cycle consi3ts of the serviceexhaustion .phase and the regeneration.7.-hase.

SERVICE EXHAUSTION PHASE. During service, ion exchange
capacity ranges from 10,000 to 30,000 gains per cubic fact.
This is equal to about 1 to 3 pounds of impurities per cubic
When enough water passes through the bed to supply the
:foot.
raied amount-of-impurity, ions will start to leak through,
then the bed is considered "exhausted." Ac'tually, there is
sake exchange capacity remaining, but it is not usually
economical to try to use it.

Three methods are used to determine when an exchanger
They are:

.should ,be regenerated.

2.
3:

Tike (shift, daily, biweekly)
Wantity (number of gallons produced)
Quality of water (specific conductance)"

e"",..

TIME. -In some installations the amount of water used'per
It is important that service is not
day is fairly cOnstant.
stopped for regeneration. The size and capacity of the ion
exchange equipment are planned so that servicing is done at
night, on sqeekends, or between shifts. Regeneration is done
regardless of the state of'exhaustion. Many fully automatic
units are c trolled by 7-day clock! that start the regeneration process fter work days but not on weekends.
In.some installations the regeneration is done
QUANT/TY.
during the work day when it is needed. Probably the most
dependable control device in this case is the water meter.
The Volume of water that the unit is expected to process is
determined by the manufacturer and by operating records. The
water meter is set to sound and alarm or to start regeneration
when a certain number of,gallons have been processed.
In the automatic-system, the water meter is equipped with
In
an electric contact head to start automatic regeneration.
be
connected
to
an
the manually-operated type, the meter may
electrical contact which. will ring a bell or flash a light and
thus indicate the need for regeneration.

1,
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Quality, of Product COntrols
,

Monitoring of Er'oduCtquality is desirable because it
allows an operator to\produce the maximum aMou t of water from
each regeneration andalso insures good quaiit of water for
the using agency.
Deminerilizersfare usually monitored wit
qonductance
meter. The theter is set at-the minimum quality s andard-When ion,leakage exceeds the limit, a warnin sou ds.
RegeneratiOn Rinse Phase

After a bed is exhausted, it is removed from seryice and
Regeneration consists of three parts: backwash,
regeneratiOn-slow rinse,\ and fast rinse.
regenerated!.

,

Backwash is provided;to remove dirt, foreign soli s,
broken beads, and air; also to lift and reclassify the bed.
Channeling)and clumping are broken up And the resin is prepared fot chemical treatmlent.
Regeneration is the chemical treatment that removes\the
unwanted/ion through "thasi-action." A highlconcentratidn of
chemical'reverses the'norMal ion exchange action, allowing
the .iesin to-be returned to the originalcOndition.
Slo
rinse completes regeneration evenly throughout the bed. In
1.---tome instances, sldw rinse is treated as a'separate step.

Fast rinse washes out the excess regenrantfchemical 41d
the ions it has removed from the bed. The rinse should continue until the normal operation condition is reached. The
fast;rinse floW rate is Usually the same as the maximum servicetflow rate. See figOre 31
f

,

ANION EXCHANGE MATERIALS AND PROCESSES

'Tere Are two main types of anion exchange materials in
common use in the Air Force: weakly basic resin, made-of
polyaMine polystyrene; and strongly basiclresin, made of
quaternary amine polystyrene.
See figurel4 for data on the e
mateiials.
1

Strongly Basic Anion, Hydroxyl Cycle

When the strongly base anibn resins/are regenerated with
sodium hydroxide (Na0H), they Are converted to the hydroxyl
form (ROH).
In this form,they' are used as the second stage
a demineralizer. The strong base material is the only one

7
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DIRTY H20 TO DRAIN.

INFLUENT H 0
DIRT
AIR
OUT

DIRT
ACCUMULATION

CHANNELIN

CLUMPS

EXHAUSTED
RESIN

t.:UPPORT

EXPANDED
SED
RECLASSIFI
WHEN

SUPPORT

SETTLED

WASH 1120
CLEAR TREATED

/4 0

SACKWASH

SERVICE

INFLUENT NO

,
NOTE: CLOSE THE
CHEMICAL VALVE TO
START SLOW RINSE

FAST RINSE

REGENERATE a SLOW RINSE.

Figure 3.

Regeneration Cycle
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CIASS OF ION

WEAKLY BASIC

MAT .RIAL

POLYAM1NE

POLYSTYRENE
ANION

STRONGLY
BASIC ANION

R + OH
STRONGLX
BASIC ANION

R+Cl

APPEARANCE

USI r

t

REGINERANT
CAPACITY GRADS POUNDS
PER CUBIC FOOT PER CUBIC FOOT
NORMAL

AMBER
GRANULES

12,000 to

20,000 gr/cuft

2 to
4 lb/cu ft

YELLOWISH

12,000 to
15,000 gr/cu ft

7 lb/cu ft

5,000 to
16,000 gr/cu ft

4.0 lb NaCI
Per cu ft

STRENGTH
OF
REGENERANT

NO DATA

.

QUATERNARY
AMINE
POLYSTYRENE

SPHERICAL
BEADS

4.2 to

a tort

REGENZRANT
CHEMICALS

CAUSTIC SODA
NaOH
AMONIUM
HYDROXIDE
NH4 OH
NaCO3

TEST FOR
EXHAUSTION

L CONDUCTIVI'Y

CAUSTIC
SODA

1. CONDUCTIVITY

NUM-ONLY

4 NaC1

SODIUM

FIVRIDE

. ALKALINITY

(10% Na0H)

Figure 4.. Anion Exchange Materials and Processes
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that will remove silica and it must be regenerated with NaOH
to do it.
(See figure 5 for this process.) The strong base
process removes all acids from hydrogen zeolite water.
somi

(

I.NFLUENT $20

emee

AMC
FOlt
I

REGENERATION

I

IIITRONSLY

N4014

Lisle
ANION

REIENERATION

-1

- .....

FOR

R4014

..-!?
OEIONIZED

M20

Service,

HC1.(Acid H20) + R*0H

r

R+Cl- + H.,0 Mineral
Free
Product
,

Regeneration

Figure

R+Cl- + NaOH
Exhausted Bed
.

R+OH + (NaC1 + Na0H) R+ m Resin'
Waste,Water

Strongly Basic Anion, Hydroxyl Process

Strongly Basic Anion (Chloride Cycle)
When the strongly basic anion resin is treated with
sodium chloride (NaC1) salt, it is cc:inverted to the chloride
form (ea."). Softened water'from a sodium zeolite unit contains all of its previous alkalinity. The RC1 resin will
exchange chloride ions for carbonate akd bicarbonate ions.
This process is'primarily used for boiler feed water treatment.
If 10% solution hydlcoxide is used with.the salt for regeneration, silica willjbe removed by this process. See figure 6..
Weakly Basic Anion Process

The weakly basic anion exchange material (polyamine polystyrene) may be regenerated or "recharged" with soda ash
(NaC0i), ammonium hydroxide (NHAOH) or sodium hydrexide (Na0H).
iThis material is usually classed as an acid absorber rather
than an exchange material. It is used as the second stage of
a demineralizer process where CO2 and SiO, removal,are not
essential.
This process removes only the`strong acids - HC1,
e
H2504, H3PO4. See figure 7.
a
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-
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00'
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Service
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Regeneration
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RC1 + (NaHCO3 + Nip].)

.

Exhausted Bed
Figure 6.
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1

1
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DEMINERALIZED

H20
Figure 7.

NaCO3

WEAKLY

1

1

.00

H20* CO2 & $102

Weakly Basic Anion Process

EXCHANGERS USED IN COMBINATION
There are Many combinations of ion exchange processes
used to fill special requirements. The mixed-bed demineralizer is a combiziaiion of special interest.
The mixed-bed demineralizer is a combination of hydrogen
cation (H2Z) re.isin and strong,base anion resin (ROH). These
11

3r7
SOFT H20
INFLUENT

WASTE 1120

TO DRAIN

or am

ANION
'RESIN

AitONRESIN

VERY PURE

SOFTEN4
BACKY.

DEIONIZED H20
A. SERVICE

WATER

B. BACKWASH STEP

4Ir4 OUT
Me,

WATER

LEVEL 2
1%.

WASTE

H20

MIXING

'AND
SPENT

CATION
AND

ANION
RESINS

CHEMICALS
'TO DRAIN

AIR
OMR,

II:11"1.

D. AIR MIX STEP

C. REGENEOATION STEP

E.'FINAL RINSE STEP SAME .AS STEP."A" EXCEPT THE POOR
QUALITY PRODUCT GOES TO THE DRAIN

Figure 8.

Mixecl-Bed Demineralizer
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resins are mixed in one tank and produce water of
exceptionally high purity. Total dissolved solids may be
reduced to less than one part per million (p.p.m.). The
cation rein and anion resin are first regerated separately,
then mixed.
By this method, instead of having two-phase ion
removal,as in other'systems, there are an infinite number of
exchanges as the water.passes down through the column. The
result of this is water containing less mineral salts than
triple distilled water. See figure 8.
If raw water containing magnesium is allowedi to enter an
anion exchanger, the hydroxal ion will join with magnesium
and form the compound magnesium hydroxide Mg, (OH)2. Magnesium
hydripxide is in water and will form scale on the resin by the
following reaction:
MgC12 + 2R+ .0H-

Mg(OH)24

+ 2R+Cl

Rerer to figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, and note that all
anion exchangers have a cation exchanger ahead of them in the
stream.
The HZ or NaZ will remove the Magnesium or other_
cations that may cause trouble in the anion unit.
RAW He

ACIDIC He

Hz

GOOD H20

R+; OH

MI.XED

WEAK SASE

CATION

BED

ANION UNIT

UNIT

UNIT

ow.
Figure.9.

EXGELLENT
agropp., H20
PRODUCT

Combination Demineralizers

4 %

OPERATION OF DEMINERALIZERS
The controls for an ion exchange demineralized water
plant are either manual, automatic, or semiautomatic.
Regardless of type of controls, the operator should understand
each step of the operation.
The operator should test-the product for quality with the
conductivity meter and check the meter on the unit by comparing
the readings. It may be necessary to convert the readings ftom
OHMS to MICROHMS or MICROHMS to OHMS. See figure 10 for conversion values.
13
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Ohms/Cm
Resistance

Micro-Mhos/Cm
'Conductance
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
30.0

'2,000,000

40.0
50.0
100
200
3d0

25f000
20,000
10,000
5,000
3,330

1,000,000
500,000
333,000
250,000
200,000
100,000
50,000
33,000

'GPG

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

19.0
23.6
47.7
95.0

8.0
10.0
20.0

50

.

40
60
80
100
200
400
600

501
1,000
1,525
2,065
2,650
3,970
5,430
11,500

1,000
500
330
250
200
133
100

_LICAL11(l
ohms = gi-,,aticli-

1,000,000
ohms

Figure 10.

0.0
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.5
2.0
4.5
9.5
14.2

200
239

2400

17.1

p.p.m. as NaCOL
Strong Base

143

21500

400
500
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
7,500
10,000
20,000
.

Micro-Mho

p.p.m. as NaC1

GPG = p.p.m.-x 0.0584
Conductance Conversion Values at 25°C'

The test for pH will also tell much about the operation
condition of the tnit. The range between 6.5 and 7.5 indicates
normal operation. Good quality, low-mineral content water may
be produced at lower or higher pH values; however, a low pH of
A high pH value
3 to 5 will indicate anion exchanger trouble.
will usually indicate trouble in the cation exchanger.
Regeneration_of-Demineralizer''

When a person takes his automobile to the service station
for an oil change and grease job, the service station attendant
uskally asks if the oil filter needs to be changed. You. are
probably wondering what an oil filter has to do with regeneration of a demineralizer. When the.oil filter becomes covered

14
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with sludge or engine deposits, it allows some of the sludge
or deposits to pass through since it has only sio,much holding
or filtering capacity. The same principle prevails with a
demineralizer- When the resin has exchanged a given number
of ions for the harmful hardness impurities, it bdoomes
exhausted and must be regenerated.
Ion exchange resin is a material which has a certain
capacity of exchanging ions just as the oil filter has a certain capacity of,picking up Rludge. After the resin has given
up ions to its capacity, it inust be replenished with new ions
in order to continue ion exchange process.

The term "regeneration" does not mean only the regeneration cycle, but also includes the backwash cycle as well as
the rinse cycle. These cycles are all of equal importance.
If one of these cycles is not completed correctly,_the unit as
a whole will pot function properly. This may be compared with
the old saying, "A chain is only as strong as its weakest
link." This is also true with a demineralizer.
If any part
of the regeneration, backwash or rinse cycle is regenerated.
haphazardly, then the unit will not operate at peak efficiency.
Let us consider each cycle separately and discuss its fu tioning.

Backwash of Cation Column
Backwash is a very important step of operatio,n, because
foreign matter has a tendency to act as a plug which restricts
the flow of water.
It also reduces the exchange capacitya,of
the resin as it coats the resin beads. Figure 11 shows
foreign matter being coated.onto the resin beads. Figure 12
'illustrates the backwash cycle removing the depodits from the
be%ds. From observing figures 11 and 12, it can be seen
readily why backwashing is an important step.in the operation
of demineralizers.

It is a goad practice to place a beaker or_large mouth
container beneath the backwash autlet-t-15-observe the waste
water for'any resin that is being backwashed from the column
and for determining when'backwash water becomes free of
turbidity.

Chemical Injection for Cation Column
When the regeneration cycle is initiacted, the cations
which have' been removed by the rc:sin are exchanged for new
hydrogen ciftions -from sulfuric acid (H2SO4).
It.is important
to remember that each column, the cation and the anion, are
regenerated and rinsed separately.

4.
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Figure;11. Deposits Forming,
a Coating on Resin Surface /

Figure 12. Deposits Being
Removed from kesin Surface
by BaOkwashing

A word of caution: Baume 66° (H2SO4) and flake caustic
soda- anion regenerant) are both dangerous materials to handle
and work with. A person could receive severe burns from
either of-these chemicals if the proper_precautions are not
observed. Use.allsafety equipment at yoiir disposal. This.
equipment should consist of acid-proof apron, gloves, goggles, .
and footwear.
After the backwasn cycle has been completed, the next
cycle is regeneration. To regenerate the catiOn bed, the acid
is prepared and used according to the following procedure.
,

1. _Fill-tacid tank'partially with\ water.
2.

Measure the exact amount of acid fequired.
#

3.

Slowly, pour acid intb 'the water while stirring con=
-stantiY.

4.

Add make-up water to the recommended tank level.

5.

By following the manufacturees instructions, opt. or
close the correct' valves and start the water flow at
the presdribed_rate_for the regenaratiOn step.
A

6.

dontinue this phase of regeneration until the cbrrect*
amount gf-acid has been pulled fibm

7.

After regeneration has been completed, rinse the acid
tank to prevent an unsafe condition.
16
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Figure 13 illustrates the regeneration cycle of a cation
unit.

H SO 4
2

WO 4

'AMISS MOTO

WATER

MS0 4

ERFLUENT.: TO WASTE

CONTAINS -NAtSO4

CAS04. MSS04

Figure 13.

.

-

Regeneration with B2B04

1

The last step in the regeneration cycle of the cation /
Column is the slcw and fast rinse cycleS. The sloll rinse 1
completes regeneration and fast_rinse removes excess acid or
base'left by the regenerabing4material. By all meani,
follow the manufacturer's instructions for operationof
demineralizers 'a's it is_impossible for this stddent text to
contain all inforination peitaining to each type demineralizer
being throu4hout, the Air Force.
.

i

**

Regeneration Cyce for 'Anion Column
.
)

Regeneration!cycle of the anion column is similar to the
regeneration-cycle
of the cation column.
_
.

,
)

Anion Backwash

.

.

\
The water fl ws\upward through the resin to remove dirt and
air and to loosen or reclassify the bed. The flow rate must
be slower than er cation resin because the'anion resin is
lighter and will wash out easier.
,

1)

Chemical Injecti n 1NaOH)

)

.

The,procedur 1 for mixing flake caustic is te ame as for
-sulfuric-acid.

a
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CAUTION: The dust of flake caustic is very active
and will burn your eyes an(d respiratory system. ,
.

Partially_fill caUstic tank with water.

2.

Measure exact amourit of licluid of flake caustic soda.

3.
-

Slowly add. NaOH to the water in the tank and stir

.

until dissolved.

4.

Fill caustic tank to recommended level;

5.

Inject caustic solution at
pircoierflow---ratesz---NOTE:'''
DO NOT stir after injection-has started.

6.

Rinse caustic tank after reg4netation is Complete.

Slow Rinse
[
After all theilcaustic has flowed into the
resin, the same
flow rate is contInued to ..;omplete the regeneration
of-all '°
parts of the bed.t

Fast Rinse
Fast rinse removes the excess caustic.
sgt near the maximum service flow rate.
e

The flow rate/is

,----"-The-conductivity meter is set at the lowest.guality
water
that is acCeptable. When the meter lights
thange,
the
rinse
is complete; and the water is ready for service.
SUMMARY

/ons are electricallyrcharged-atoms r groups of atoms.
Ion exchange is a reVeriible chemical reaction between
ions in
solution and ions in solid materials.

The
but the
uses of
all the

process of ion exchsnge his been known for many years
commercial ute of the process is very recent. New
the material.s and neW materials are being developed
time.
,

The common ion Ochange materials are natural aluminumsilica sand, man-made aluminum-silica gel, sulfonated
coal,
and the plastic redins. The resins are.now in
most, coMmon use.
.Sulfonated polystyrene will exchange cations and may be
used on the sodAum cycle as,Na; or on the hydrogen
cycle as
Hg. As NaZ, it will soften water by removing calcium
and

1 8
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magnesium.

As H2Z, it will remove all cations and replace
The hydrogen ion changes all salts to

them with the 114- ion.
acid.

Ion exchange materials are reusable because they may be
Regeneration removes the impurities and restores
the resirto its former operating state. Regeneration is
achieved by "mass action" of an excess of regenerant chemical.
regenerated.

The regeneration phase consists of backwash to dlean.the
bed, dhemidarinjeötibn to restore the bed, slow rinse to complete regeneration, and fast rinse to wash out the extra.chemical.

I

There are tro types of anion exchange material, weakly
basic and strongly basic. The weak base material removes the
strong acids only. The strong base material will operate on
the hydroxal cycle or on the chloride cycle. The OH- cycle is
used to dealkaliZe boiler water.

A cation exchanger is always installed ahead of an anion
exchanger to prevent scale fouling of the resin.
When mixing strong chemicals. ALWAYS ADD THE CHEMICAL TO
THE WATER. The steps of regeneration are:
Cation exchanger
1.
2.
3.

Anion exchanger

Backwash
Acid injector
Rinse

1.
2.
3.

Backwash
Caustic injection
Final rinse

The quality of demineralized water is checked with a conductivity meter that may be calibrated in Micro-Mhos or ohms.
.QUESTIONS
1.

How is a cation formed?

2.' How is an anion formed?
3:

What is ion exchange (brief)?

4.

What is an ion exchange material?

5.

Name four ion exchanger materials.

6.

Name four ion exchange processes (uses of resins)?

7.

What is the purpose of backwash?

8.

What is the purpose of chemical regeneration?

A
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9.

,,

Convert 20 Micro-Mhos to ohms.

10.

Where are specific instructions found for the operation
of an ion exchanger?

11.

What chemicals are used for regeneraion of a cation unit?

12.

What chemicals Are used for regeneration of a weak base
exchanger?
.

13.

What chemicals are used for regeneration of a strong base
exchanger?
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ELECTRODIALYSIS DEMINERALIZATION

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide 4 to teach you the electrodialysis demineralization process.of water treatment.
INTRODUCTION

k Some industrial and chemical processes require more complete demineralization than is normally given a domestic supply. Conversion of sea and
brackish water to a usable supply is also a special process of demineralization.
These more exacting rAuirements are met by distillation and ion exchange
processes. A more recent development is the electrical membrane process,
called "electrodialysis".
This study guide is designed to acquaint you with the electrodialysis demineralization process. This information will be given under the following
topicS:

PRINCIPLE OF ION ATTRACTION BY ELECTRICITY
BASIC OPERATION OF PERMEABLE MEMBRANES
PRINCIPLE OF MEMBRANE DEIONIZATION
FLUID FLOW CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL
'MEMBRANE STACK ASSEMBLY

This study guide will not contain all the information that you need to know;
therefore, additional study is recommended:
PRINCIPLE OF ION ATTRACTION BY ELECTRICITY

If a direct current potential is applied across a solution of salt and water
by means of two electrodes in the solution, the cations will move toward the
negative electrode which is known as the cathode, and the anions will move
toward the positive electrode which is known as the anode. Let us consider
a solution of sodium chloride in water. The cations (Na+) and anions (C1-)
are moving about at random as illustrated in Figure 1.
21
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Figure 1. Sodium and Chloride Ions in Solution
3

In Figure 2, a direct current potential.has_been introduced in the solution
and the chloride anions move toward the positive electrode while the sodium
cations move toward-the negative electrode. Typical natural waters contain
varying amounts 'of sodium, calcium, and magnesium as cations (positively
charged) and chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate, or nitrate as anions (negatively
charged). When these saline waters are exposed to a direct current, 2.11 the
cations will move in one direction, toward the cathode, and ail the anions will
move in the. opposite direotion, toward the anode. Thus by the use of a direct
current potential, ion movement can be used to deionize water if suitable
means are available to control the ion movement and prevent the removed
ions from re-entering the purified'water.
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Figure 2. Effect of Current in Sodium Chloride Solution
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BASIC OPERATION OF PERMEABLE MEMBRANES

Advantage could be taken, of this movement of ions if proper barriers were
a'vailable to isolate the purified zone to prevent remixing with the ions. Thp
permeable membrane is one such barrier. This membrane is a thin sheet ,of
ion exchange material, commonly 4 to 40 thousandths of an inch thick. In this
sheet of ion exchange material are millions of very fine capillary pores which
honeycomb the structure. Although these pores-contain water, theiz.L.Ininute
size, the largest being one millionth of a centimeter in size, prevents a permeating flow of water. rons, though, are capable of passing through these
pores. (The membrane is permeable to ions but impermeable to water at' nor-

mal pressures.)

Each permeable membrane sheet contains either a positive or negative
charge, depending on the type of ion exchange material used.

The pores of the particular membrane sheet are either positively or negatively charged, hence the term anion or cation membrane. The cation membrane, being negatively charged, will attract cations which are positively
charged and will repel anions that are negatively charged. This principle is
due to a law of physics which.stardiThat like charges repel and unlike charges
-attract. In a like manner, the anion membrane will attract only ani6ns and
will repel cations. However, these ions that are attracted by their appropri- ,
ately charged membrane are not held by that membrane but pass through to
the next compartment. This is becatise the electrodes that have been immersed in the solutionprovide the ions with enough momentum to pass through the
membrane without being caught.

Even if the ion were to be caught on the ion exchange material, the force
of the electrode would be sufficient to pull the ion loose by brute force. In the
three-cell unit shown in Figure 3B, it can be seen how anions and cations will
collect in cells A and C and deionized water will be retained in cell B.
At the bottoin of the cell shown in Figure 3, the number "1" denotes the
anode (positive electrode), "2" is the anion membrane (positive charge), "3"
is the cation membrane (negative charge), and "4" is the cathode (negative
electrode). In Figure 3A, we show no electrical flow; the switch is open. In
this situation, the ions will move at random in their respective 'compartments.
However, in Figure 3B, we have closed the switch and introduced a current to
the system. The anode electrode is positively charged.and the cathode electrode is negatively charged. The cations (Na+) move toward the cathode and
the anions (CI-) move toward the anode. The following action occurs in each
compartment.
1.

Na+ from compartment A cannot pass through anion membrane 2
into compartment 5, because like charges repel each other.
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Figure 3. Basic Operation of Permeable Membrane
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2.

Na+ from compartment B passes through cation membrane 3
into compartment C and is repelled by anion Membrane 2.

3.

Cl- from compartment B passes through anion membrane 2 Into
compartment A and is repelled by cagon membrane 3.
No,

4.

H+ from ionized water in compartment C reacts at the cathode
to give off hydrogen gas and the Na+ ion reacts with the hydroxyl
ion left to form NaOH.

5.

Cl- from compartment_C cannot r.zs through cation membrane 3
into coMpartment B and is thus retained in dompartment C.

The above actions, using Na+ and Cl-, to illustrate the movement of the
ions is not restricted to Na+ and Cl- but includes all positive ions (cations)
such as sodiuM, potassium, calcium or magnesium, and all negative ions
(anions) such as Chloride, sulfate, or bicarbonate. Now it can be seen how
the overall effect has been a demineralization of the central compartment.
PRINCIPLE OF MEMBRANE DE1ONIZATION

As stated before, the electric membrane process removes ionized salts
and minerals from water by the migration of ions through ion-transfer membranes in a, direct current electrical field. We have also observed how these
ion-transfer membranes are selective in the passage of ions and by being
selective, are able to retain other ions that cannot pass through the membrane.
However, to be of any use, we must enlarge t.he capacity of the unit. To do
this we merely add alternating cation and anion membranes betWeen the electrodes, forming compartments for the ion containing water between each pair
of °membranes. The movement of the ions due to direct current is affected as
shown in Figure 4.
The negative electrode (cathode) is at the bottom of Figure 4. Due to its
negative charge, all cations (positive charges) will be attracted to it and will
try to move down. However, only those cations whose lower boundary is.a
cation membrane (compartment 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 10) cam move down. These
cations can move only one compartment after passing through the cation membrane because they next encounter an anion membrane.. CationS cannot pass
through an anion membrane and are repelled away from the anode. The
cations are not stuck to the membrane but are trapped in the compartment.
Water forced to flow through the concentrate streams will wash the cations
out of the unit.
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Figure 4. Water and ion Flow in an Electric Membrane Stack
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In like manner, the positive electrode will attract all of the anions upward. All anions with anion membranes above (compartment 3, 5, and 7)
will. be able to move up one compartment. After passing through the anion

membrane, the.next membrane which is a cation membrane will prohibit
any furthei travel of the anions.. Those anions which initially had & cation
membrane above (compartments 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9) are prevented from mov7
ing to another compartment. These anions ,have no desire to move downward
due to the repelling force of the cathode. The concentrate streams will also
remove these anions at the same time it is removing the cations.
At the bottom of the unit, compartment 1 (containing the cathode) will
retain anions and gain cations. In this manner, as long as brine is flowing
through the unit, compartment 1 will continually gain cations. Eventually
the concentration of cations_will become so heavy that they will tend to become depolarized or lose most of their efficiency due to concentration of
positive ions beginning to repel other positive ions. Therefore, periodically
compartment 1 must be flushed to remove the .cation concentration and introduce a dilute brine solution. This flushing mair akso prevent the precipitation
of salts whichewould have a tendency, to coat the cathode itself and partially
.Plug the cation membrane to the right. At the same time that this action is
taking place, the cathode is also attracting positively charged .hydrogeh ions
to it. These hydrogen ions obtain an electron from the cathode and when two
of these neutralized hydrogen atoms contact-each other,, they form a molecule
of hydrogen gas, float to the top of the water and are vented to the atmosphere. Safety precautions should be taken here to prevent,fire hazards due
to the burning properties ofihydrogee gas.
'Hydrogen when 'vented leaves behind it an hydroxide (OH') ion. It is this
ion which may control the rate or the frequency at which we -must ilush out

the compartment. As magnesium and/or iron are positively charged ions,
they will be attracted to the negatively charged hydroxide (OH-) ion. Once
contact is made between. these positively and negatively charged i6ns, due to
the low solubility of the resulting compound, a precipitate is formed.
Mg+,+

2(OHr

Mg(OH)2

Fe-H*

'3(011)-

Fe(OH)3

4,

As no pPrecipitate can be tolerated in this unit, the concentrations in
compartment 1 must be controlled. This is for the most part automatically
controlled, in that acid is usually fed to the influent water to prevent polarization of the permeable membranes, sand the slightly acid 'solution will prevent the precipitate from forming.
In compartment 10 containing the anode, we have other concentr,ations of
ions building up. Here again, the concentrated solution of ions must be flushed
27
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out periddically for efficient operation. In this cdmpartment, the negative
ions such as chloride are-attracted to the 'a,node, .in addition to other anions.
However, as iri the case of hydra& at the cathode, the chlorine atorns combine to form chlorine gas andmust -be vented from the unit, v..

In Figure 4, we can observe the net result of these iOn transfers. In
compartments 3, 5, and 7 the anions all move upward and the cations all
move downward. This results in a.purified water in these compartments, so
they are all col, e:ttf'd to the same outlet as represented by the dotted line at
th e right of the
: The comPartments 2, 4, 6, and 8. are gaining ions
(impurities) all the time. These compartments give off a water containing
many impurities (ions) and this water is sent to waste. In most cases, this
water is circulated back through the compartments to pick up additional ions
prior to being disposed of. Once the concentration approaches the point
where precipitation may begin, the water is then flushed out to waste and rePlaced by a less concentrated brine. This conserves the amount of water
.; used to remove the -ion impurities.
FLUID FLOW CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL

Various pumps, control valves, instruments, and electrical equipment
are required to operate a membrane stack. Figure 5 is a diagram of a single
stack, two-stage plant. Water to be demineralized enters from the left and
is cleaned in filter (F). The pressure is controlled by the pressure reducing
valire (PRV) before the stream divides into product and concentrate streams.
The concentrate stream make-up water passes through rotometer (R1) which
shows the bleed-off rate. (Bleed-off = Make-up. ) Pump-1 circulates the
concentrate stream throtigh the stack and also through all other stacks in the
Plant.

The .product or dilute stream is pumped through the firsr stack by Pump-1.
Rotometer R2 shows the rate.the plant is processing water. The membranes
may be damaged if the dilute stream and waste stream pressures in the stack
are not kept balanced. Each stack will have an instrument panel with a mercury manometer and two pr three pressUre gages, During normal operation
the instrument readings should be similar to these:

Dilute Pressure IN

40 PSI

Concentrate Pressure IN

39 PSI

Dilute Pressure OUT

2 PSI

Mercury Differential

2 inches
1

Three-Way Valves set to

!

1

IN

,

,

-

.,

1
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Figure 6 illustrates the flow pattern for riplti-stack plants. Feed water
to be treated enters the unit from the left under a pressure of at leist 30psig.
The water flows through arfilter (F) to remove suspended matter' and prevent
plugging of thepembrane stack'.. This is a replaceable cellulose cartridge
type filter usirfg cartridges'Usually with a rating of not more than 10 microns,
a micron being one-thousandth of a millimeter in size. The pressure drop
across the filter is normally from three to four pounds. However, as the
cartridge becomes clogged, there a continual increase in_the pressure drop
across ti;e filter. When the pressure drop reaches about 20 psig, the filter
cartridge is replaced: Downstream from the filter is a pressure regulating
valve (PRV). This valve automatically increases its opening as the pressure
drop through the filter increases; maintaining an approximate constant presg. sure of about 10 psig downstream. Downstream from the pressure regulating
valve, the --vkter branches into two streams. One stream will become the demineralized product (called the dilute), and the other stream will become the
-concentrated brine blowdown (noted as concentrate in Figure°6).

The water to be demineralized is pumped by booster pump D1 , through
--the 'ion-losing compartments Of stack 1, where approximately,40 per cent of

the 'Original mineral content is retved. As is the case in Figure 6, there
are four stacks in series. Thus th ,partially treated water leaving stack 1

still contains 60 liter cent df its original mineral content. This water is then
gumped successively by bboster pumps D2 , D3 , and D4 through stacks 2,
3; and 4. In each Of these stacks about 40 per cent of the remaining mineral
content of the water entering the stack is removed, resulting in a final product containing about 13 per centsof the original mineral content. The dilute
produtt is. then collected in a storage tank.

While most of the4feed water is demineralizedas described above, a
portion of the-feed water is routed through a c. onti.ol valve (CV) and a roto-:
metei (R) into the suction'of concentrate pump (C) and thence into the recirculating concentrate system. Punmis (C) recirculates a partially concentrated
brine water through the ion-gaining compartments,of the,membrane stack. '
The ions that are b,eing lost by the treated water are trapped in the iongaining compartinerits a,nd thus picked up Jay tile partially concentrated brine
water. To prevent the precipitatidn Of salts in solid form in the stack, the
concentration of the brine in the.recirculation lOop is kept just below the

saturation point Of the least Soluble salt present. The salt concentration in this loop is controlled lpy a, continuous overflow of liquid to waste. The amount
Of feed water added to the circulation:loop is equal to the amount of bleed-off
qf the concentrated brine from,thè loop. A globe type control.valve may be
used to regulate the continual bleed-off rate and the setting of control 'valve
(CV) isPused to regulate the amount of feed wathr in this part of the sy,stem.,
The rafe of flow of Makeup (feed) water to,the concentrate loop is registered
on rotometer (R). The amount of waterlhat is used in thegcencentrate loop

39 6
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and disposed to waste maries from a low of approximately 30 per cent of the total feed water entering
the system to a maximum of just a little less than 50 per cent of the total feed water.. Even with this
high amount of water going to-waste, the total cost for a large plant (over one million gallons per day)
operation will be approximately $0. 40 Per thousand gallons and that for a smaller plant will approach
$1. 10. The cost per thousand gallons will generally range between these two figures and will depend
not only on the size of the plant, but also upon the content of water to be purified and the degree of
purification. Thus, the permeable membrane process can produce demineralized water ata cost competitive with ion exchange or distillation processes.
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Figure'6. Schematic "low Sheet. Four Stage Continuous Unit

MEMBRANE STACK ASSEMBLY

Certain precautions should be iakeri in the handling of the permeable
membranes during the disassembly and assembly of the stack. These precautions are:
1.

Read and follow instructions carefully.

2.

The stack is the most important and expensive item of the unit;
treat it accordingly.

3.

Always keep membranes wet.

4.
5.

.

Do not bend membranes or otherwise physically distort them.
Never contact the membranes with anything but feed or processed
water or normal,drinking water unless adVised to do soby the
manufacturer., Various chemicals such as detergents, bleaches,
and organic solvents can cause permanent damage to the membrands.

There are two basic designs of the permeable membrane stack, wifh
several possible improvements in the future as this is a new process. The
first of these two basic designs is the single-stage stack and the second is
the two-stage, single stack.- The membrane "Stack" is so called because it
consists of a large number of thin sheets of material stacked on top of each
other similar to a deck of cards. This center portion or working part of the
stack consiSts of a repetition of a_spacer, an_anion_membrane, a_spacer and
a cation membrane. However, as with the single stage, single stack assembly shown in Figure 6, numerous other plates and connections are required
to hold the stack together to provide water flow connections and to provide
terminals for the required electrical contacts.
Beginning at the top of the stack assembly is the top end plate (A). This
steel plate is tapped to receive plastic pipe adapters (S and T) which serve as
inlet and outlet connections for the water streams flowing through the stack.
There is also a hole in each corner of the plate to accommodate the four tie

rods which hold the stack together. As illustrated in Figure 7, holes are cut
through all the sheets below the plastic blocks into which the plastic pike

adapters-are strew-ed. -Tle holeiriii-thCihéetiligri with the holes in the
block. Two holes, each in opposite corners of the sheet, are used for the
flow of water that is treated. Two other holes, each irropposite corners, are
used for the concentrated brine that collects the4ons. Additional holes are
drilled and threaded through the plastic blocks for installation of plastic
inserts. These holes are used to vent the gases formed at the anode or cath-

ode and tó flush out the compartments adjacent to the anode and cathode plates
when the concentration 'df ions at these electrodes become excessive.
32
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Figure 7. Stack Assembly
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Attached to the top plate is the cathode assembly clamp. Below the top
end plate is the top.end block (B). This is a one-inch thick plastic block
which has been tapped in the same place as the top plate. This plastic block
is threaded to receive the plastic pipe adapters and thus provides channels
through the stack for the fluid flow. This block also has a hole in each corner
for the tie rods. Immediately below the plastic block is the anode gasket (C).
This plastic.gasket is not a spacer and does not have channels cut in it. Its
main purpose, like any other gasket, is to assure a proper water seal between the anode and the plastic block.
The anode plate (0) is the next component. It is a thin metal sheet usually of tantalum or titianium and coated with platinum to resist corrosion.
Attached to this anode sheet is the anode clamp assembly (Q), the positive
pole of the electrical circuit. Below this is the electrode spacer. In some
cases this spacer is thicker than the normal spacer and may have no channel
cuts. However, for the stack in Figure 7, this spacer is like the other spacers
and has channels cut for water flow through it. This spacer, as the name indicates, provides a space between the anode plate and the first permeable
membrane sheet. A more detailed discussion of the spacers will follow.

Under the electrode spacer is the electrode anion membrane (F).. The
anion membrane is a special membrane in that it is thicker than the normal
membrane and aids in the prevention of any ion leakage. Adjacent to the electrode anion membrane is a neutral concentration spacer (G). This neutral
compartment is formed by being located between two anion membranes. It is
called a neutral compartment because there is no net gain or loss of salt. The
cations cannot penetrate the membrane on either side of the compartment and
are trapped while the anions are continually passing through the compartment
on the way ,to the anode, maintaining the net salt concentration. This concludes the top pdrtion of the stack assembly.
'The center portion of the stack assembly is repetitious. Below the
neutral concentration spacer is this repeating section consisting of:
1.

Anion Membrane (H)

2.

Dilute SPacer (I)

3.

Cation Membrane (J)

4.

Concentrate Spacer (K)

The number of these rePeating cells depends upon the design of the stack. One
specific design has 150 of these repeating cells.

These permeable membranes look like plastic-coated woven cloth and
have two important functions in'the operation of the unit. These are:
34
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(1) etectrochemical function and (2) structure function. The electrochemical
function is the passage of one type of ion in one direction while preventing the
passage of ions in the opposite charged ions, also barring the flow,,of water
through the membrane. This transfer of ions must be accomplished with-the
least possible electrical resistance. Electrochemical properties of ion exchange membranes are measured on small samples and the following properties are normally reported.
1:

Electrical resistance or resistivity - ohms/cm2

2.

Perm selectivity - type of ion the membrane will pass

3.

Ion exchange capacity

4.

Water-content

The specific electrical resistivity or conductivity of a membrane is determined by the chemical composition and the method of preparation of the
membranes. The electrical "through resistance" or the resistance due to the
"drag" of (for example, a positive ion being attracted by the,rcathode and passing through a negatively charged membrane which has an attraction for the
positive ion) a membrane is determined by the specific resistcivity and the
thicknesz of that membrane. The ideal membrane would have a thickness of
only a few molecules, almost impossible to measure, in order to reduce the
"electrical through resistance". However, this would not satisfy the structural requirements of that membrane and would not be practical..

The structural properties of the membrane-are important anc1 should include determination of: (1) thickness, (2) burst strength in pounds per square
inch, (3) tendency to plastic flow under pressure, (4) deflection under pressure applied perpendicular to the face of the membrane over an unsupported
span, (5) ability to withstand shock, (6) fatigue under repeated vibration, and
(7) ability to withstand.bending and creasing. The new type membrane has a
dynel cloth backing. Its weight classification is four ounces, and it has a
thickness of 23 mils. These membranes are labeled either cation or anion
and can be differentiated from one another by color. The anion is brownish
in color and always darker than the cation. The Cation membrane is amber
colored with a greenish tint. These membranes are capable of operation in
units where influent pressures can equal 60 psi or more and where flow
velocities can go up to two feet per second. They have burst strength of 140
psi. There is a negligible amount of "bowing" using the four ounce, dynel
cloth membrane. "Bowing", if present, would cause changes in velocity flow,
turbulence changeS and consequent polarization points which might result in
precipitation and clogging of the membrane sheet. The dynel cloth backing of
the membrane provides the required flexibility of the membrane allowing it to
withstand 'shock and repeated vibration without failure. This type of backing
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also prevents any tendency for plastic flow. Thus, a membrane has to be
designed for both the electrochemical and structural functions with a compromise on the part of each of these to arrive at a practical solution.

.

,.

Between every tWo membranes is a spacer made of two thin sheets of
plastic material, usually polyethylene or polyvinylchloride. The spacer most
frequently encountered consists of two sheets of plastic with the center portion cut_to form a flow path. Straps of plastic are run across the flow path to
reinforce the plastic barriers forming the flow channel. These straps are the
same thickness as-the plastic sheet itself and if only one were used, the strap
would block the flow of water through the spacer. Therefore, in making the
spacer; two plastic sheets are but with the reinforcing straps in different
locations which will allow flow through the-spacer. These straps cause an
alternating flow of water over one strap and under-thenext resulting in a
rapid stirring or turbulent flow of the water. The evenlidistributed turbulence thus created minimizes the chance for local or general polarization
caused by stagnant areas of water flow exposed to,current. The tortuous iia-th
formed by the spacer runs back_and forth across the membrane similar to the
printed lines on this page. The path, approximately one centimeter wide,
traverses the face of the membrane several times and exposed more fif,the
membrane fo the water flow which results in more efficient use of the membranes. The length of the path of water flow thus can be.10 to 15 feet on an
18 x 20 inch or 18 x 40 inch membrane.

Each spacer has four manifold holes in it, identical to the manifold holes
in the one-inch plastic block, the electrodes and the membranes, If we align
all members and spacers in the, stack, these maiifold holes form four vertical flow headers inside the stack which are under the inlet and outlet pipe
adapters that are used to introduce and discharge the water being treated.
Since there are two different streams of water flowing through the unit, one
a dilute stream and one a concentrate stream, two of the manifold holes are
used for flow of one stream and the remaining two holes are used for the
other stream. If we cut a notch in the spacer connecting the channel across
the spacer with two of the four manifold holes, water will enter the spacer
channel from the inlet manifold hole, flow across the membrane through the
channel cuts in the spacer, and depart through outlet manifold hole. This can
then become our dilute flow path or concentrate flow path, depending on its
location with respect to the permeable membranes. If the anion membrane
is above the spacer and the cation membrane is below the spacer, the flow is
that of the dilute or treated water stream. We can make the same connection
cut, i. e., connecting the channel cut with two manifold holes, in all of the
spacers and by merely turning the spacers over, a connection is made with
the remaining two manifold holes. Thus, a dilute space can become a concentrate spacer by turning it over, and vice versa. The concentrate or waste
spacer has a cation membrane on top of it and an anion membrane below it
and connects the remaining him manifold holes not connected by the dilute
spacer.
36
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Just fielow the last concentrate spacer' of the repeating or middle section
is the cathode plate (L). This t athode pl.* is a thin metal sheet usually made
of stainless steel or liastelloy C material. An electrical connection is made
between cathode plate and the cathode clamp assembly located at the top of the
unit, which connects the negative charge to this plate.

The construction of the rest of the lower portion is similar to that of the
top section and contains the cathode gasket (M) bottom.end block (N) bottom
end plate (0) and the plastic adapters (S and T). One difference is the cathode
gasket contains two cathode plate gaskets (P) that aid in insulating and sealing
the flow stream manifold holes that pass through the cathode plate.
The stack is held together by four tierods (U) each being covered with an
insulating sleeve (V). As the flow througfi the stack Is through the holes in
each sheet of material installed in the unit and not through any piping, the nuts
on the tie rod must be tightened sufficiently -to compress these sheets and restrict the flovrto tfiese holes without leaking between the sheets of material.
This explains why the top and bottom end plates are made of steel. The stack
stands on the four legs made up on the bottom end of the tie rods. The stack
siding is then fastened to the end plates and serves no other purpose than to
add to the appearance of the unit and possibly aid in keeping the edges'of the
sheets dust-free, which is vital in maintaining cleanliness of the membranes
when the unit is disassembled.

.

0

SUMMARY

Fresh watei---supply is becoming more of a problem every year, and
various methods of rembving impurities from salt or.brackish water are being used. Salt and mineral imirities are decomposed into ions when placed
in a water solution. This split.of the coMpounds_results in the same number
of positive charges and negative charges being maintained-imthe water so that
the water has no electrical charge itself but can conduct electriatr.----One of
the methods employed is that of the permeable membrane deionizer. This
process removes ionized salts and minerals from water by attracting the ions
from certain compartments of the unit and trapping them in another compartment.

The source of power used to separate these ions is DC potential, usually
obtained from a rectifier. In-this type of purification there is no. direct
chemical reaction as required in most purifying processes or no regeneration
process as required in the demineralizer.

The smaller the number of moving parts, the less maintenanance is required on a unit. Various pumps are required with this type of,unit, the
number depending upon the specific design of the installation. These pumps
are utilized to maintain water flow through the "stack" as reqdired. Other
pumps are required to pump chemicals into, the water at different locations
s..
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prOvide efficient operation of the unit. It must be remembered that a stack
has to be assembled properly or it will fail to function. Specific types of
spacers are required adjacent to the electrodes. The anion and cation membranes which pass only ions, riot water,- must then be alternated with spacers
between each that are connected to ai/ternate parts separating th'e dilute

stream from the concentrate or ion pining stream.
QUESTIONS

.1., What is the size of the largest pore in a permeable membrane?
2.

Permeable membranes are impermeable to what substance under normal

pressures?

3.

Why will a cation membrane repel all anions?

4.

Why do anions travel in one direction and cations in the opposite direction
in the unit?

5.

What gases are released by this unit?

6.

Why is the concentrated brine or waste water recirculated through the
unit?

7.

Which component maintains a constant pressure on the stack as the
filter becomes plugged?

8.

What are the two basic designs of the permeable membrane stack?

9.

What purpose is served by the end plates?

10:

Why are the spacers 'inverted in the middle section of the stack?,

1.

What are some of the electrical and physical requirements in the design
of the permeable membranes?

.2.

What is the purpose of the straps across the spacers?
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SPECIALIZED WATER TREATMENT
OBJECTIVE

To familiarize you with new methods of water treatment.
INTRODUCTION

There is no shortage of water, but there is a shortage of fresh pure
water.

If we could remove the salt,and alkalinity from brackish water we
would have an unlimited source from brackish lakes and the oceans.
In this lesson we will briefly cover three topics':

'REVERSE OSMOSIS

1TEEZING
ATOMIC DISTILLATION
REVERSE OSMOSIS

Osmosis occurs in every living thing, both plant and animal. All
living matter is made up of cells. Cells have water within their cell
'wall. These cells absorb water through the cell wall.

The small drop ofwater inside a cell contains salt and other
dissolved solids. Fresh water is drawn through the cell wall so as to
prevent the water in the cell from becoming too saturated with dissolved
solids..

The natural process of water moving through a membrane to an area of
greater concentration of dissolved salts is called OSMOsis..

C.

To demonstrate osmosis we first construct a small rectangular tank.
In the middle of the tank we install a membrane that :looks like a sheet
of thin Tubber. We will now add fresh water on one side and salty water
on'the other. See figure 1.

FRESH WATER

Figure 1.

Osmosis
39'
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The'salty water will.draw the fresh water through the membrane.
water in the standpipe will, rise.

The

In reverse osmosis we can use the same setup. This time we will
insert a piston in the standpipe so we can apply,pressure to the salty
water. See figuke 2.

Figure 2, Reverse/Dsmosis
The pressure applied should be in.the range of 100 to 1500 pounds.
The amount of pressure depends on the type of membrane used. Water will
pass through the membrane learing the solids behind. There is no chemical
reaction involved, it is all mechanical.
Reverse 'osmosis has many applications such as:
l.
.

Demineralizing lei water.
Softening of water.

3.

Treatment of boiler feed water..

4.

Portable water units.

5.

Removing radioactive contamination.

6.

Purifying industrial waste water.

7.

Tertiary treatment of sewage.

4.

Reverse osmosis is so efficient that some bacteria are filtered out
and those that do pass through'are easily destroyed by chlorination.
The disadvantages of reverse osmosis arer
1.

High initial cost;

2.

Membranes coat easily with solids.

3.

Turbid water must be filtered.

4.

ReqUires high pressure source.
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Further research in better membranes may someday allow widespread
use of,revekte osmosis, Some_cities are-using-them experitentilly -n-aw
,in -their Water' "Sitiem.

FREEZING
.

-

Much studY hat teen done on the-freezing process to remove salt from
sea water. One successful process is vacuum-freezing Vapcircompression.
This meihod is interesting because of its the8retical advantage of con4
serving energy over other methods of desalting water. It utilizes the
vapor created during the vacuum freezing to help produce the salt-free
water.

Principles of VacuumTreezing
-. You probably have heard that.'eggs cannot be cooked by boiling on high
mountains. This is true because the atmotpheric pressure on a high
mountain is leis than that at seaslevel. Water will boil and evaporate
at this reduced pressure befofe the temperature is high enough to cook
the eggs. When evaporation takes place it removes heat and cools the
surface from which it evaporates just as your hands are cooled when water
is evaporated from them.

Assume that you have a closed container of sea water. By,producirtg
a vacuum in the container the internal pressure will be reduced ahd the
water will give up its heat by vaporizing at its surface. This process
is-Called vacuum vaporimation'.
Through this process the sea water is Cooled until It reaches a point
allowing ice, vapor, and liquid to exist at the same time. The ice and
The liquid remaining, after the ice and vapor,
vapor formed are salt-free.
is formed, is saturated with salt..
This Saturated salt solution is known as a brine solution. Since the
brine solution,,has a lower freezing point than Piare water the pressure must
be controlled Xo prevent the brine solution from freezing.
The principle of ttaultaneous boiling-freezing is simple in principle
but is highly sophisticated in its application.
Application of the

Vacuum-Freezing Vapor-Cortression Process

In the Vacuum-Freezing liapor-compreasion (VFVC) process, sea water is
pumped into a vessel evacuated-to a pressure At which the sea water dan
simultaneously exist as ice, vapor, and liquid. When the water enters
the pressure evacuated vessel, part,ofthe water flashes to steam and
removes heat from the remaining water.

The removal of this heat causes pure ice to form in small crystals
at a rate of approximately 7.5 pounds of ice to each pound of steam.
About 30 to 40 percent of the sea water is converted to salt-free ice and
vapor.
The remaining sea water becomes brine with a 5 to 6 percents dait
content. As the ice crystals rise in the vessel the brine is drained off.
The ice is then washed to remove any adhering brine and then scraped into
Meanwhile the vapor formed by the flashing of steam is can:,
a melter.
pressed into the melter. In the melter the vapor melts the ice and the
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ice condenses the vapaf. !hi salt-Iree-productvater-formed beUe
melting ice and condensing vapor is delivered to a supply storage systeM.
The incoining sea water is cooled near its freezing, point by heat'
gxchangers in the effluent linesof the cold brine 'and product watei.

0

ATOMIC DISTILLATION

Distillation is one of the oldestmethods known for obtaining fresh
water from salt water. All distillation processes involye an input of
heat energy to convert a part of the saline water (sea water) to steam,
which is then condensed to yield fresh water.
The latest method of,desalting sea water by distillation is with the
use of an atomic reactor. ,In order to prevent the atomic reactor frOm
overheating while producing electricity, sea water is used to keep it
cool.

Sea water will flash'to steam while cooling the reactor. This steam
is collected, condensed, and used as a fresh water supply. This method of
producing fresh water ftom salt water is known as atomic distillation.
QUESTIONS
1.

What proce'ss is used by plants and' trees in obtaining 'their water?

2.

What is th; material called that separates the fresh water from the
saturated solution?
,

3.

What forms the salt-free water when proce;sing sea water by the
Vacuum-freezing method?

4.

What is used to produce heat for the atomic distillation of water?

5.

List threemethods of the specialized water treatment.

REFERENCES
1.

Reverse Osmodis Systems, Bulletin ROS-101, American Standard, New
Brunswick, New Jersey

2.

Water Reclamation by Reverse Osmosis,,E. Hindon and P. J. Bennett;
Water and'Sewage Works, February 1969

3.

Vacuurri-Freezingyapor-Compression.Pamphlet, Colt Industries, Beloit,
'Wisconsin
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DISTILLATION O4T:ilATER
\
-.

.F7BJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide-4 to develop yotir understanding of,.
the irarious methods of distillation. This will include the.operation and
maintenance of vapor (tHERMO) compression units.
INTRODUCTION'

Distillation is a process of purifying water by-boiling and condensing
the vaporproduced. Distillation may be used to purify sea water, brackish water from surface knd ground sources, andacontaminated water.
When the content of total dissolved solids -in water is very high, and the
alkalinity content is low, distillation is frequently the lietit efficient \
method of providing usable water'. The distillation of Water involves the
removal of pure. water, as steam, from the impurities tha,t it originally.
contained. The steam istheir condensed back into water: :Theoretically,
there should be no impurities present-after 'the distilling process other
than dissolved gases, such as CO2,1 which are not removed by distillation,
*but in practice, the distilled water may contain a few p.p.n. of'dissolved
solids.
.

.

This study guide presents inforMation in two sections: Section A
covers methods of distillation, distillation terms, and fictors to.j3e considered when determining the need for saline water conversion. Sectiox
B Covers the operation and maintenance o&a vapor compression distilladon unit.
The information in section A will be discussed under the ddllowing
main-headings:
.
DETERMINING THE NEED FOR SALINE WATER CONVERSION
METHOD'S OP DI8TILLATION
10.
44
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The information in-section B will be discussed under the following
main headings:
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
DESCA.L.rk, METHODS
lyIA!NTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING'

SECTION A

DETERMINING THE NEED FOR SALINE WATER CONVERSION

Many coastal areas, islands, and even-tome inland regions have
little or .no fresh water, but-unlimited supplies of sea water or bractish
water are available. When it is necessary to establish and maintain Air
Force installations in- such .reas; the water, supply must be derird by
converting the saline wate to freSh,wateri. Pre eritly 'mown methods
of salt water demineralizaton,are 'quite expensive. Smile of the methodS
include distillation; chemicarion exchange, electrit embraneS, osmotic
processes, solvent extraction Of water, *arid separation by freezing. The
oldest and still most practical method is distillation.

N..

.

The water water produced by distillation is very Oft, practically
free of dissolved impurities, and contains no bacteria. (It .should be
chlorinated, however, to provide a measurable chlorine residual protection against entry of bacteria through incompletely covered tacks and
plumbing cross sectiOns.) In Widdition to the imlimited supplies of sea
water, tremendous quantities oi bracIdsh water are available in tidal
areas, marshes, and even inland.in salt lakes and underground sources.
As suppliee of fresh' water continue to diminish and the demand for water'
increases, saline water. conversion will become increasingly importatt.
Objections'to Saline Water

.

I.

Water in bays and harbors may contain between 5,000 and, 8, 000 parts
per million of sodium Chloride, while ocean water contains 20,000 to
30,000 parts per million. Water containing excessive amounts of sodium
chloride is unfit for drMkirigi since its taste makes it unpotable and it
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does not quench thirst. Salt water is cbrrosive and will damage pumps,
valvei and pipes through which it is distributed unless special materials
are used. Salt water-is also unsatisfactorT for laundry and washing purposes.
Distalation Terms and/or ICOmenclature

The following ternis are used when describing or operating a vapor
compression or distillation, unit.

- The water,removed from an evaporator or boiler

Blowdown

to prevenil the excessive concentration of dissolved solidS and the consequent formation of
scale.

0

BTU

- Abbreviation for British Thermal Unit, a
measure of work or energy, the amount of heat
required to raise the temperature of one pound
of water 1°F.

Brackish

- Salty, distasteful, nauseous.

Compression

- Act of forcing a gas or vapor to occupy a,

Compressor

- Mechanical device for compressing a gas or
vapor.

Condensate

- Product a condensation, distillate.

'Condensation

- Act of changing vapor to liquid by removing its
latent heat.

Condenser

Distillation

smaller volume; this increase6 its pressure
and temperature.'

Device for removing latent heat from vapor.
- Pro0-'ss of changing water into water vapor,

separating the water vapor fkom the water, and
changing the water vapor back into water. It
is used ó separate water from dissolved solids
such-as salt.
45
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Distillate

- Product of.distillation; also calle condensate
and distilled water.

Effect

- One evapoiatOr of a-series -of 'connected eva-

Evaporator "

- Device for changing Water to, steam and for
separating the-steam from-the-water,:an
effect.

Heat

- Energy which causes a body to rise in

porators of a distillation unit.

_

temperatifte----Heat Exchanger

- Device for transferring heat from a substance
at higher temperature to a substance at a
lower temperature,withoutphysical -contact
-between the tv-io Substances.

Latent Heat

- Heat involved When a substanCe changes from
one state to another, as Water to steam. This
heat is not evidenced as a change In tempera-

ture.
Oil-Fired

Scale

.

- Method of heating water in a distillation equipment with an oilburnert distinct from thermocompression.
Hard, insoluble layers of certain alkaline
minerals depOsited on hot metal parta of
boilers and evaporators by hard water. Scale
reduces heat exchange efficiency.
'

Steam

- Water vapor.

Steam Generator

- Device for making steam; an evaporator; a
boiler.

Temperature

- Degree of hotness or coldness measured on a
definite scale.
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Thermal Cracking -, Method of removing scale from tubes by rapid
heating and cooling.
Thermocompression- Method of &stilling water by compressing
steam.
Vaporize

- Tdchange from liquid to vapor, as watef to
steam, by adding heat.

Water Vapor

- Steam; water which has changed to a gaseous
state.
METHODS OF DISTILLATION

,

I

1

\Distillation is a taethotbf-changing water into steam by means of
heat \and changing the steam back trwater by condensation. This pros_cess \removes impurities and makes even sea-water usable for drinking

water. The ultimate product resulting from condensation is calleddistillate. Changing boiling water to steam (vaporization) requires a large
amount of heat which does not actually raise the water temperature above
212°F\v/hile the water is boiling. TO change a pound oi water at 212°F to
a pound of steam, 972 BTUs are required. This 972 BTU is referred to.
aklatent heat of vaporization. BTU is British Thermal Unit. One BTU
is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one _pound of
water one degree, it any temperature. The latent lea remains in the
Steam w*ch will not condense into& liquid State until the latent heat is
,i,,,,-'removedk. A pound of steam at 212 F has to give up 972 BTU of heat to
its surroUndings before it can change into one pound of water at a temperature of 212°F.
t

HYpROLOGIC CYCLE. In nature, distillation is carried out on.a

large s le. Water evaporated from the earth is condensed in the cool
atmosph re\ and is precipitated in the form of rain or snow. Science has
benefItec cohsiderabily from nature's Method of distillation. Man could
not live iere it not for this distillation. Figure 1 is an illustration of
the hydr lógic cycle.
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Figure 1. Hydrologic Cycle
SINGLE' STAGE DISTILLATION. The single stage simple distillation

unit is illustrated in figure 2. This method is simple but not as efficient
Single
as the multiple effect principle which will be discussed later.
pound
of fuel
stage units produce about 12 pounds of distilled water per
burned.

DISTILLATIL

Figure 2. Single,Stage Distillation Unit
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MULTIPLE EFFECT DISTILLATION. When distilling water in large
quantities it is necessary to cool the steam to make it condense quickly.

This is done in a condenser where cooling water is circulated around the
steam line. The cooling water thus becomes heated. hi, single effect distillation, the cooling water and the heat it contains are then discharged to
waste. The multiple effect process was devised to save the heat given up
by the condensed water: In this process, water is heated in an evaporator
to produce steam at a giventemperature and pressure. This steam is
cooled and condensed by using it to heat additional water to form steam at
a lower temperature and-pressure than the original steam. The steam
thus produced may be used a third time to produce additional steam. In
this way, nearly all the heat given up by the original steam in condensing
to form water is used. Because of increased efficiency,. the amount of
Kiel required-per- gallon-of-water_prodticed_is approximately one third as
much for triple effect distillation as for single effect distillatibh. Figure
3 illustrates the multiple effect principles of distillation.

FIRST-EFFET SECONOEFFECT THIRD-EFFECT
EVAPORATOR

VAPORATOR

EVAPORATOR

HEATER

Figure 3. Multiple Effect Distillation Unit
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EXPEDIENT DISTILLATION. When necessary, extedient stills can
'be built to produce potable water. All that is needed is a source of heat,
a method of forming and collecting steim and some kind of condenser.
The efficiency of such expedients depend; on the materials available And
the ingenuity of thv designer.

Figures 4, 5, and 6, illustrate expedient distillation apparatus. In

,

expedient distillation, sufficient vapor sepaTating space must be provided
to.prevent carryover of salt with the steam; Care must also be taken to
avoid getting salt in the distillate through the expedient means-used to
condense the-steam. To avoid building up Steam pressuie and-endangering personnel, never close off or use a valve in the distillate line.
FigUie 4shovis in eitOdiiiiittiade otan--empty-bist-druin-or-oilpipe and valves. To operate the unit, fill-the 'drum
with,water to the level of the overflow pipe-and start a fire under the
drum. When the water boils the steam passes through the condenser.
When starting, ,keep the feed valve closed until steam appears at the distillate outlet. Then pump`water into the cooling water inlet, adjusting
the feed valve so the water level,remains constant when the water level
control valve is barely open. DiScharge the remaining cooling water to
waste.
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Figure 4. Expedient.Distillition Apparatus
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Figure 5 shows a method of improving the distillation equipment.
.

The watel cooler is constructed exactly like, the condenser and serves
both to cool the distillate and to heat the feed water. To keep the feed
water as hot as possible use only enough water to cause complete condensation.
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Figure 5. Expedient Distillation Apparatus with Dist4late
Cooler
Figure 6 shows an expedient using a long stretch of pipe as a con'denser. Condensation can be made-more complete by bending the pipe
,into curves and immersing it in a pit full of water.

Figure 6. Expedient 'Distillation Apparatus with Air
Cooled Condenser
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VAPOR-COMPRESSION DISTILLATION. Distillation is a process\of
vaporizing unpotable water by boiling and then condensing the resulting
vapor into a pure distillate. Here is how a unit fundtions:

Raw water is* supplied to the unit by the feed pump. A valve admits
the raw water into the heat exchanger in the proper quantity. Within the
heat exchanger, a counterflow. of feed water to distillate and brine results
in a transfer of heat to the feed, econothicilly reclaiming some of the
potential heat loss to both the distillate and the blowdown. The heated
feed leaving the heat exchanger passes through the vent condenser and
enters the evaporator through a spray nozzle above the steam coit. The
boiling action (initiated by immersion heaters) in the evaporator causes
the raw water to percolate upward around the coil. Steam is released as
the raw wate&r contacts the coil surfaces. To prevent the salt aoncentradon in the water from becoming excessive, a portion of the concentrated
water:which has not been converted to steam is continuously discharged.
The brine overflow is extracted-frorn the-bottom of the main shell through
a downtake pipe projecting vertically inside the shell. A puinp, termed
the blowdown pump, suctions the brine and discharges it through a vertically mounted heat exchanger (externl). A quantity of heat is extractedfrom the blowdown by the counter flowing feedwater in the exchanger, and
then the blowdown is discharged as waste. .

The steam generated in the evaporator passes through the mesh separator in the vapor head, where particles of dissolved salt carried by the
moisture in the steam are removed and drained back into the feed watet
in the Shell. The_ dry steam is drawn from the vapor head and compressed by the rotating lobes of the vapor Compressor. Compression causes
a temperature rise, and the compressed -steam is forced into the ,evaporator steam coils.
The latent heat of-the compressed steam is transferred through the
tube walls to the boiling water, which results in the compressed steam
condensing to distillate. Thus, a continuous flow of vapor is induced between, the vapor head-and the steam chest, and for each pound of steam
condensed in the steam chest; a pound of new vapor rises from the boiling
water around the coils. (See figure 7.)
The major source of heat to operate the unit is derived from the continuous re-cycling of the latent heat of steam. The compressor provides
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ep-a temperature difference between the steam and boiling feed water to effect
a transfer of heat and a continuation of the distilling cycle. Auxiliary heat
from an electrical immersion heater is required for start-up and for Offsetting unavoidable heat losses once the unit is in operation. Heat is lost
from the system through radiation, .venting of noncondensible gases from
ithe vent condenser, and incomplete recovery_of the heat allot -distillate
-and:brine in the heat eicdhanger.
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Auxiliary heat for the initial vaporization of feed water and for makeup of heat losses during operation is supplied by an electric heater installed in the bottom of the evaporator. The heater heats the cold feed water
inthe evaporatorto its boiling point and the resulting steam is furth;:r
heated by compression to start the clistilling, cycle.._During operation of
the unit, the heater is turned on and' off by the evaporator pressure switch
operating intermittently to maintain a compressor positive suction pres,
,

4

sure.
A fractional amount of distillate is piped from the distillate pump. discharge to the suction side of the vapor compresgor, to the compressor
flushing line, and to the superheater. It serves to lower the operating
temperature of the compressor, to seal the compressor rotor clearances
and to increase; the life of the compressor by flashing off scale deposits.
Distillate is also increased by lowering the compressed steam temperatureto approximately the saturation temperature corresponding to the
steaM pressure in -order that condensation will occur more readily in the
steam chest of the evaporator. The amount Of-distillate,passed to the
compressor suction is limited by an orifice nozzle in the fluthing-line...
Water around the coils is maintained at a boiling temperature by
transfer of heat from the compressed vapor condensing on the inner tube
surfaces. The distillate flows into the hotwell from which it is then removed by the distillate piimpt. To prevent accumulation of noncondensible
gases.within the steam coil, these gases are vented to atmosphere through
a vent condenser unit. This'is a small external heat exchanger which
seryes to condense steam entrained with the noncondensible gases. The
entering feed water circulates a small cdil which provides the condensing
surface for the steam. Heat is also extracted from the noncondensibles
before expulsion.

,44.,

Concentrated brine is constantly removed from thereyaporator during
operation through an overflow tube extending upwards into the central* '
downtake. Removal of the brine is necessary to minimize scale formation
and to 'maintain proper water level in the evaporator. .The brine is removed by the blowdown pump.
Because the bulk of the heat required to continue the distilling process.comes from recycling heat from* comiiressed steam'zinside the evaporating coils to the boiling water around the coils, the ratio of distilled
water output to energy input in the vapor compression typesdistillation unit
id greater than in any other type of distilling equipinent.
4-
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Continuous recirculation of boiling water, inside the eVaporator is a
feature of this,design. The blowdown pump suctions from the bottom of
the shell and pu-Mps,brine to two points. These are the spray-nozzle and
blowdOwn discharge. ,The spray nozzle is also used for the makeup feed
`N
water. °

,

LON-0 tUBE VERTICAL (LTV) DISTILIATION. Long tube- vertical
evaporators are more conimonly used by chemical companies for the purpose of concentrating of liquors, such as sulfite waste from the pulp

industry.

The design of LTV represents one of the cheapest fortis of heat
transfer per-dollar and unit of energy required for operation per dollar.
-

The use of an LTV evaporator designed for desalting sea water was
first suggested by W. L. Badger of Ann Arbor, Michigan, in-1955. 'In
1957 an LTV pilot plant of 2,000 gallons per day capacity was erected
and extensively tested. This plant was located at Wrightsville Beach,
North Carolina. The experimental workmas under the direction of the
Office of Saline Water and W- L. Badger.Associates.

The test work resulted in the design of a 12-effect evaporator saline
water conversion process which was selected for the first demonstration
plant on March 2, 1959, as one of the most promising of the presently
known professes for the large-scale economical conve4:sion of sea water,
to-lresh water.
SOLAR DLSTILLATIONAt the preient *time much attention is being
paid to the development of distiTlation_methods in which the sun serves

as a heat source. Shallow troughs of saiiie-water covered with transparent
plastio_or glass are explosed to the sun. Water viPar-rises from the
trough and condenses on the cover which is set at a sloping-1-41e. ,The
condensed, water droplets converge and flow down the sloping cover to
container. A' great areaS of water surface'is needed to produce a sizeable
water.supply. This solar distillation might eventually pirove to be very
cheap and efficient, but is not yet developed sufficientlyj for practical use.
a.%

NUCLEAR DISTILLATION. Atomic energy commission scientists
believe that in the near future., waste heat from nuclear power plants
will be the cheapest way to make fresh water. A nuClear reactor with
turbo generators floatingfroff shOre cOuld supply enough electricity for a,
city of five Million people and one billion gallons of fresh water a day besides.
55
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SUMMARY OF SECTION A

A. ,
6..

In:order to quickly follow and understand any written material per-. '
taining to the methods of distillation, you. =it familiarize yourself with
a group of new terms.

There are many coastal areas that have a shortage ot fresh-water and
shortages
even some of the metropolitan ikeas will-be
in the- fixture. Since there is an abundance.of sea water it be oines necessary to devise a means of making this water acceptable for domestic use.
Distillation is a process fOr making,,sea water potable.
There are many methods'of aistillation presently being used, and
several more;distipAtion1/4methods are in the. developmental Stage.

Nature's owri.diitilliation method is lçnownas the hydrologic cycle. The
single stage distillation method Is. relativelpsimple but not practical for
large, scale use. The, Multiyle .effect distillation methodts, more economical than the single ittage method.

The distillation process presently most adaptable and efficient for
ir Force use- is the vapor compression method. Like the multiple effect
rovess, the vapor compression,process also -conserves the heat given
ptiy the condensing steam. However, it does this in a single stage, with
fthe result that the unit is smaller and more compact. The effect is
achieved by the mechanical compression of the steam:
QUESTION ON SECTION A

1.

Pefine :British Thermal Unit (BTU).

2.

Explain the meaninvok tbe latent heat of vaporization.

3.

What is vapor?

------:-----4.

What is distilled

5.

EXplain,the difference between heat and temperature.

6.

What is nature's method of diStillation?
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7. In the singla stage methOd of distillation how much distilled watdr is
produced per pound of fuel burned?

8. What undis used to cool the steam. so that it will condense quickly*?

9. In the vapor compression distillation system, what supplies raw. water
to the unit?

7,

10. What is the source of auxiliary heat for the initial vaporization of
feed water?
1

4

a

-t:

II
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SECTION B

OPERAT(ON AND MAINTENANCE OF THE M4CO,
MODEL PEE1OK DISTILLATION UNIT
INTRODUCTION

The4nformation,4 this.stadx,suide pertaltatpArd4Ct2i.Mode1

PEE1OK DistiliatiOn Unit. This unit-is available in the classroom and is
shown in figure 8.

OPerating Instructions
The MECO unit is electrical powered. It has two heaters called
iinmersion:heatera (No. 11 in.ftgare..8). These heaters' turn the raw
The ifitaitis-condensed
back into distilled water.
water
_
.

Controls O'n this unit are electrical. ,Once raw water is pumped to
this unit the automatic.controis take over. There are some manual valves
that are opehed for bloWdown and for sample testing. Once these are
adjusted p:tr operation the unit will continue to produce extellent distilled
water.
,

Q

The unit IS started by pushing the start button (No. '6 in figure 8). The
7,-.:qmpa will, startvalves will open, the heaters will come oniand a conductivitiy Metei- will indicate the quality of the newly produerd distilled

water.
Distilled water can be produced at ten gallons per ho4r from this unit.
Nearly all raw water contains scale-forming Minerals and so after making
distilled wateildi selierpleteioe Weeks the evaporator will Scale up.
The firseihdicadOn of-a scale buildup is a' padual rigie/in diseharge pres-

sure. Normal discharge pressure is 3.6 p.s.i. g. Maximum allowable
pressure is 6.p. s.i. g. When the preasure teaches 5. 2 p. s.i. g. , the manufaclurer recommends stopping the unit antcleaning e scale as the cake
formed will be easier to remove.

Pescaline Methods
Two chemical methods of removing scale have been suggested by the'
manufacturer. One method is to dissolve niterake (sodium bisulphate) in
,

,
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Figure 8. Vapor Compression Distilling Unit
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water and_pour it in the acidinjection tank. Nitercake forms an acid
when dissolved in water.
Nitercake is effective in removing smile types of scale especially that
found in sea water. A normal amount of nitercake for cleaning would be
10 to 14 pounds.

,A Second recommended method is to use muriatic acid (hydrochloric
acid). This acid is a very effective descaler when the scale is composed
of carbonates.

If scale has become so hard that acid will not remove it, then scale
can be drilled and scraped from the,tubes; however, there is always the
danger of ruining the evaporator tubes.
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Evaporator'

,

Evaporators are built in several arrangements. Most are of the
standard type which is usually suitable for industrial use. It is a vertical
tube, natural circulation evaporator of medium tube length, with solution
to be evaporated inside the tubes. The calindria, or steam chest, which
contains the heattransfer surfade (tubes) has a large dentral downtake.
All welded joints are accessible for repair at any time. Modern welding
techniques are used to assure proper bonding of the various alloys used
in fabrication of evaporators for different services. The circulated dr
percolated solution'falls into the downtake. The vapor passes through a
separator and out of the evaporator dome. At least one Sight glass is
usually provided so that this separator action can be observed and both
the extent of chemical cleaning, and degree of percolation, seen. A bottom head provides access to the bottom tube sheet. The necessary connections for distilled water outlet, feed inlet, blowdown outlet, ga4ge
(leirel) glasses, etc. ,- are provided. Insulation is of the ,highest quality,
of a type undamaged by moisture (usually Fiberglas), and permanentrY
fastened in a/manner which enables servicing the evaporator without
damaging the insulation. Tubes are expanded into the tube sheets, and
vary in diameter and wall thickness according to evaporator size and
purpose and/or customer's specifications.
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Various types of separators are used, depending on the service. The
separator in the Model PEE= consists Of a 4!' thick metal demister pad.
The pad is made of interwoven monel wire with approximately .006" diameter. This type of separator is highly effective with a very small pressure drop.
Proper distillate removal is assured by continuous operation of a
distillate pump. A distillate gauge glass indicates whether distillate is
being properly removed.
Most solutions, when evaporated, give 'off air and other noncondensible
gases. These,gases pasa around into the steam chest and are vented off
through a bottom vent and a top vent. Usually, about 2/3 of the gases will
come out of the bottom vent. The top and bottom vents are piped to a
common line leading to an automatic thermostatic type vent valve.

A large drain or blow-off valve is provided in the bottom head of the
.evaporator. It is preferable to open this valve daily, for a few seconds,
to blow-down the evaporator.
Vapor pipe connections are usually made by special synthetic rubber
steam hose. This isolates compressor vibration, and preventa expansion
and contraction stresses between compresSor and evaporator. Stainless
steel hose clamps are provided.'

Level gauge glasses using standard size glass are provided. A level
is emploed that will provide a good percolation with zninimum'hydrostatic
heat loss with average sea water.
A safety valve is provided on the steam chest, 'usually set at ten
pounds p.w.i.g.
Feed is introduced in a manner providing good mixture with the "circulated" solution and good distribution throughout the bottom head. It is
most iniportant that feed cannot "short-circuit", or pass into blowdown
outlet directly.
Blowdown is removed from a location assuring removal of the most
concentrated solution.
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BILL OF MATERIAL
PART NO.
NAME OF PART
130691
EVAPORATOR comPIATE
250372
_TEE
130702
GASKET
250355
NtPPLE

21

8LeN TIM

20

EVAPORATOR TUNES
LowER DEMISTER GRID
DEMISTER
INSULATION
NIPPLE
NIPPLE
GAsRET

ITEM
25
24
23

18
16
17

16
15

14

SAFE,TY VALVE
TEE

13
12

SIGHT GLASS
DEMISTER RETAINER
GATE VALVE
SIGHT GLASS RETAINER
CAPscREWS (NOT sHowN)
CALANORIA COMPLETE
BOLT Amo NUT
STEAM HOSE
HosE CLAMP
STEAM moSE
DomE ComPLETE

11

10
9

8
7
6
5

" 4

3
2
1

Pigure 9. Evaporator
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130700
130699
130698
130697
i30696
250354
250353
130698
250352
250351
130703
130694

:250350
130701

350205
130693
350203
250347
250346
250345
130692

tv.OTY.

1

2
..

1

187
1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

2
1

1

6
1

22
t
6
2
1

A chemical cleaning vent valve is provided to allow elimination of the
noncondensiblé gases which are usually generated rapidly upon introduction
of acid feed to the evaporator. This valve also permits blowing off the excess steam caused by the heat of the cliemical reaction.

Tubes can be removed by several- means, the most succeisful of
which Is usually the following:. Screw an "easy-Odt" or pipe tap, into
the bottom end of the tube (after top and bottom heads of the evaporator
have been removed). Secure a,steel rod about 6" longer than the tube
and lower it into the tube until it rests on the eariy-out. Peen the top of
the tube end around the rod so as to eliminate the bell shape of the tube

end. Use a heavy hammer, and strike the rod iith solid blows. This
will drive the tube but and free Of the tube sheet. Pull the tube, down to
the floor and bend it close to the tube sheet. By alternately pulling and
bending ,(or cutting), it can be removed. Always follow this procedure,
as other methods usually result in blwing the tube between the tUbe
sheets.

Periodic inspection, perhaps every six months, should be made of the
evaporator tubes, bottom and top head interior, bypass valve seat, separator, etc. , so that corrections to chemical cleaning procedure and/or
preventive maintenance can be accomplished.
See figure 9 for details of the evaporator unit.
Vapor Compressor

The vapor compressor is a rotary positive displacement unit with
many unique features. It utilizes an-exclusive three-lobe_ rotor design
`with all parts machined to aircraft toleranceS. Timing gears are
specially forged, heat treated and crown shaved with a maximun: permissible backlash tolerance of .0015"; Flush ground double row ball bearings Control limited clearances. End plates are 'specially drilled to alloy/
free flOw of lubrication between bearings anct seals. Specially designed
oii slingers'and retainers assure prolier :oil lubrication.
Two impellers rotate on two Shafts in a housing. Each impeller has
two lobes (involute type) and is keyed and pressed on its shaft; Steam is
displaced by the rotation of the two impellers in opposite directions.. The
endplates close off the ends of the housing. Note cross-section drawing
for further details of construction.

,
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The impellers must have very close clearances between each other
and the cylinder and the endpaltes-in order to obtain high volumetric
efficiency. This merely necessitates care in properly adjusting the
machine, and securintall locking devices so that it will remain in proper
adjustment.
Main points of wear are bearings, oil seals, shaft seals and timing
gears. These parts may be renewed whenever required.
Compressor V-Belt Drive Arrangement

45a

The sheaveri are of the taper lock type, i.e. , the bushing in the
sheave is split anci is a tapered fit in the sheave. This facilitates ease of
removal and assembly.
The compressor V- belts should not be unduly tight, as this will overload the bearings in the front end of the compressor, as well as on the
driver motor. Do not stretch belts to install them. Loosen the motor
mounting bolts and slide the motor towards the compressor so that the
belts can be put on without forcing. Jacking screws against the motor
allow it to be, moved away from the compressor to tighten the V-belt
drive until the belts are fairly snug. Be certain the sheaves are properly
aligned when tightening the belts. To do this, it will be necessary to
have the belt guard removed.

Sheaves and belts must be kept free of oil and water so that excess
belt slippage cannot occur.
Do not use belt dressing on these belts. If they begin to slip, clean
with a cloth dampened in gasoline and tighten the drive slightly.
Electrical Control Equipment
The unfailing continuity of service of electric motor controlling equipment can only be assured by a planned program of periodic inspection and
maintenance.

Keep the control equipment free from accumulation of dirt, dust,
grease, or oil, both inside and outside. Clean the operating mechanism
and the contacts with a dry cloth, or with a vacuum cleaner. (Use of compressed air is generally not recommended, as it may blow metallic dust
with such force as to pierce insulation or cause Short circuits between
64
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conductors or other electrical parts.) Small and delicate-mechanical
parts may be cleaned with a small stiff bristle brush and a nonflamimble
--ileaning fluid.
Moiling parts should-be kept clean and should moVe ireely, without
binding Or sticking, in their normal operating travel'. Bearing surfaces
that require hibrication should-receive a few --drops of light Machine oil
taking care to wipe off any excess:oil. In general, bearings'which operate on a ihaft or pin require lubrication. Knife edge bearings, plunger
type arniatures, etc. , which may beconie "gummed up" due to collection
of dust and evaporation Of the oil, should not be lubricated.

'Contacts are the basic functional Parts of all motor control, and
-proper-operation depends upon their being maintained in good operating
condition. When-a cOntactor closes, it does so witha .considerable force
and there is always a certain amount of rebound-of the iridividual contact.
During the rebound, small arcs axe formed and, if the contacts 'should
close again at exactly the same point, -there tvould be a possibility of their
becoming welded. However, since lhe armature of the contactOr has
moved 'in farther -during the time of the rebound, the contacts come together at a different point and So dO not weld Under normal operating
conditions. The arcing, however, both on closing and opening, causes the
burning away of the contact material arid forms small pits in the contact
surfaCe. With the self-cleaning contact Construction, this arcing is,
Carried-by the contact tips, leaving the heel of the contacts clean to-assure
matimum-efficiency for carrying the operating current.
Copper contacts should be inspeded regularly and diould be filed or
dressed when necessary. Any projection which extend beyond the con. tact surface should be filed Off. If the contacts become badly pitted at
the heel .or contact surface, they should be filed gowri so that a clean contact surface is provided. Heavy coatings of copper oxide, caused by the
equipment being our of service for a long beriod of time or by excessive
heating, can be removed with a fine file. Welding of copper contacts
sometiines occurs - it is usually due to low line voltage. It can also be
caused by operating a starter from start to stop too rapidly, or by low
spring pressure due to the, springsbecOming annealed or burned, or be cause the contact tips have been allowed.to wear downbeyond their normal
weak allowance.
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Carbon contacts are used wherelt is essential that a contactor must
always open when itis deenergized and not under-any. circdmstances
weld clotted. Such dontaiiiii are generally used-on- very essential,applications *here serious-damage may result if a Contactor should fail-to ,open.
Silver contacts are used on heavy duty- applicationa where-the contactor is to be-Closed for a long,period of-time with-infrequent operation.
Silver contacts rarely--require filing and should not be filed or dressed
unless shamprojectians , caused by heavy arcing, extend-beyond the
contact !Meat*.

Loose connections between the contact and the contact post or lever
will caUse heating, WhiCh will leadto rapid ceddatiOn of the contacts.
Excessive 'vibration may cause the' contacts to vibrate, giving the effect
of -Weak spring pressure and shorten contact life.
High voltage on the holding coils of controllers and relays will cause
excessive slam, which will eventually damage the laminations that the
magnet faces and otherwise damage the controller.

The magnetic gap of a. c. magnets.must always close properly or coil
burnout may result. Failure. of the mnagnet c gap to close may be due to
low voltage, excessitm spring pressure
ding or sticking of the arma-

ture.

Damp and corrosive atmosPheres may cause damage to the insulation
and/or the Mechanical parts. Excessive-ambient temperature may cause
damage also.
TROUBLESHOOTING
SYMPTO

CAUSE

REMEDY

High compressor
suction pressure
(above 1/2 p. s. I. )

Failure of pressure
switch to break circuit
to electric heater on
pressure rise

Check for broken, bent or
dirty contacts in pressure
switch or for short circuit
to heater

or evaporator relief valve discharges

Auxiliary heater rate Adjust pressure regulator
greater than necesswitch
sary
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SYMPTON

CAUSE

REMEDY

Faulty pressure

Check and repair or
replace

gauge

Low compressor
suction pressure
(below 1/2 p. s .

)

Failure of pressure
switch to close circuit to electric heater
on pressure drop below- 1/2

High compressor
discharge

Check for broken, dirty, or
bent contacts in pressure
, switch or for broken or disconnected leads

1.

Burned out heater

Check operation of heater
and replace as required

Blowdown rate is
too high

Adjust blowdown control

Faulty presSure
gauge

Check and repair or
replace

Scaled tubes in
evaporator and/or
heat exchanger

Clean unit pressure is 5
p. s.i. higher than compressor suction pressure

Improper venting

Check for obstructed vent
orifice

Accumulation of dis-

Check for obstructions or
closed valves in the distillate line

tillate in evaporator
steam Chest

valire

Low feed water level
in the evaporator

Check seed water supply

Faulty pressure

Check and repair or
replace

gauge
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REMEDY

SYMPTOM

CAUSE

High compressor
differential

Scatedtubes in
evaporator or heat
withanger

pressure

High compressor
differential

pressure

Failure to hold
onstant water
1 vel

-

Clean the unit when differ-

èritial pressure across the
compressor reaches 5 p.s.i.

Accumulated distillate in steam chest

Check for obstruction or
closed valves in the distillate piping

Improper venting

Check for obstructed vent
orifice

Low feed water level
in the evaporator

theck feed water suppl):
and orifice in feed line

Faulty pressure gauge Check and repair or
replace
FaultY liquid level

controller

Check solenoid valve seat
.or faulty operation of con-

troller

Failure of feed water Check source
supply
Foaming

1110 concentration of
impurities in evapo-

Increase blowcolown dis-

charge

ration
Excessive
bearirig or
gear wear in
compressor

Improper lubrication
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Check oil level

SYMPTOM

CAUSE

REMEDY

Impure
-distillate

Leak evaporator

Check for tube or shell
leaks and repair or replace
as needed

Foaming

Increase .blowdown

Leaky vent condenser Check for tube leaks and

repair or replace as
needed

Leak in heat exchanger Check fof tube leaks and

repaik or replace as
needed

Oil leaks in
compressor

Entire system

Worn out or damaged Replace compressor

seals
Differential pressure See symptom #4

cuts out

too high

Entire system

Level in evaporator
too high or too low

cuts out

See symptom #5

RE'CORDS . It is recommende4 that complete records be kept by
operating personnel as an aid in determining faulty or improper operation.
The following data should be tabulated after each start, before eaCh shutdown, and once during each change of operating personnel:

1.

Date and time unit started.

2.

Date and time unit ;hut down.

3.

Total hours of operation.

4.

Total hours of operation since last start.

69

4.

Iv

5.

Suction pressure.of compressor.

6.

Discharge pressure of compressor.

7.

Feed-rate. '

8.

Distil Lite salinity.

9.

Elecirical power consumed.

10.

Maintenance performed.

Lubricating oil.level checked.
12.

Lubricating oil in compressor changed.

Since there is no standard form for recording data, focal forms must
be produced.
a

Maintenance of the distillation unit will be facilitated and improper
performance more easily noticed, if the operator will keep a daily
record of some items. Some suggested records are listed in the chart.
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SUMMARY OF,SECTION B

Before operating the distillation unit it should first be inspected fOr
serviceability. When starting, 'stopping or operating the unit_ it is impOrtant that the correct procedure be used.

Scle can be removed by chemical means or by mechanical methods:
As m any equipment of this nature, it is important that the parts receive the proper lubrication and maintenance to insure long life and
efficient operation.

It is important to understand the operation of the unit so that troubles
which arise can quickly be remedied.

A log should belept to maintain a record of operating, time, discrepancies, maintenance due and maintenance performed.
The vapor compression unit is balanced so that it will reach-a stable
operating condition.
QUESTIONS

1.

For starting the distillation unit the selector switch is\ placed in what
'position?

2.

What shonl,d the flow rate be on the blowdown motor when properly

adjusted?
3.

The normal operating wat er level in the evaporatoris how many
inches above the top of skid?

4.

The unit should be descaled when the
what value?

5.

What proptective clothing should be worn wh n working around acid?

6.

Whattype oil is used in the 'compressor gear se tion?

5.

What type compressor is used in the distillation unit ?NN

charge pressure reaches

N.N
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8.

What is the corrective action for slipping "V" belts?

9.

How are projections removed from copper contacts in the electrical
equipment?

10.

Explain what is meant-by balancing vapor compression unit.

11.

What protective measures are used during freezing weather with
portable vapor compression distillation units?

12.

What are the two chemicals used in chemical scale removal?

13.

What p.s.i. is the safety valve set at on the steam chest?

14.

What type evaporator is on the distillation unit?

15.

List five causes for a high compressor discharge pressure.

16.

'What is the cause for foaming in the distillation unit?

17.

What type form is used for recording the running time of the
distillation unit?

REFERENCES
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FIELD WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT
(ERDLATOR)

OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this study guide is to assist you in learning about
the 600-GPH field water purification unit.
INTRODUCTION
The water point is established only after determining that the
quantity and quality of the wat2r is satisfactory, and the site is well
located for access, security, drainage, and..bivouac. The development
of a field water supply, using the'600-GPH trailer mounted Erdlator as
the main purification unit, will be discussed under the following topics: '
GENERAL DISCRiPTION OF EQUIPMENT
BASIC INSTRUCTION ON SETTING UP EQUIPMENT

OPERATION
This study guide does not cover all the information on this subject;
therefore, research of the references at the end of this study guide is
highly recommended.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The 6007gallon-per-hour (GPH) water purification unit, see figure 1,
is furni-shea in i special purpose cargo body,-ffidUnted-On a 2-1/2 ton,
wheel trailer. The Erdlator assembly, diatomite filter, filter pump,
chemical feed equipment, with necessary piping and valves and the
electrical controls, are mounted in the cargo body. These components &re
designed to be operated with or without the trailer body.
.The supporting equipment includes a 3 KW gasoline engine,driven
generator set, a gasoline engine-driven puMp, a portable electric
driven pump, and two 500-gallon collapsible water storage tanks (with
ground covers). There is also i supply of hoses, fittings, water
testing equipment, and necessary chdmicals. The chemicals are ferric
chloride, pulverized limestone, calcium hypochlorite, activated carbon,
and diatomaceous earth (DE).
NOTE;

All units use thc same chemicals.

4 .1
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1.

Collapsiole faioric tank, 500
gal ,C2 rqr)

4.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Roof mows
Air release valve
Filter tupular frame
Filter
Flow controller valve
Trailer tailgate chain
Trailer tailgate
Tool pox
Chemical box

11.
12.
13.
14.

15,
16.
17.
18.
19.

31612/2

Distribution pump
Accessory box
Generator
Trailer body rack
Tank staves
Raw water pump with canvas
^over
Pdil tiedown strap and metal
cover
Rubber pails
Filter pump

Figure 1. Water Purification Set Loaded in Trailer

BASIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR-SETTING UP EQUIPMENT
the site loca'tion-has been determined the unit is then set up
for operation.

The unit may be left on,the trailer or removed.

If the unit is to

be 4,eft on the trailer, tflei trailer must set on firm level ground and be

This will be determined by the number of-personnel and the
len4th of time the unit is to remain at thie location. Remember nomatter how-the unit is set up it must be level. The equipment is given'
a thorough inspection for damaged parts-and to determine if all the necessary equipment is available and in proper operating condition.

.1

The auxiliary Componenti are removed and set up.
They must be set
01 firm, level ground. The storage tanks m4t be placed on the proper
grOund cloth, or on another, type of platform. They should not come in
direct contaqt with the ground. When this is completed yOu will then
be ready to operate the unit.
NOTE:

See TM 5-4610-202-12, Water Purificationlpit (Trailor Mounted)
and TM 5-700 Field Water Supply for fUll'details.
These manuals
should accompany the-units.
OPERATION

It is essential that the operator knows how to perform every
operation of which the unit is capable. The following paragraphs give
instructions on starting and stopping the unit, and on the basic
operation of the unit. .Since nearly every job presents a different
problem, the operator may have to vary the given procedure to fit the
individual job.
Chemical Requirements
---The-folldwing-Chemicals are-required in-the treatment:and-filt:ration processes:
1.

Ferric chloride as a coagulant.

2.

Calcium hypochlorite as a disinfectant.

3.

Pulvirized limestone as a coagulant aid.

4.

Diatomaceous earth as a filter aid:

5.

Activated carbon as an adsorber to control objectionable
tastes and odors.

The chemicals are mixed proportionally with water to be treated in
adcordance with an established base charge. The base charge is the
concentration'of mixture of solution expressed as the amount of
chemicals in a measured quantity of water prepared for the chemical
feeder.

Water Treatment Process
The water treatment process reduces the dissolved organic and
suspended matter of raw water to a minimum and produces coagulated
water suitable for application to the diatomite filter.
76

ERDLATOR TANK.
(See fig. 2). Raw water is pumped from its
the raw water pump through the erspirator nozzles to the influent source by
launder;
from there it overflows into the downcomer or mixing zone.

2

1

SEPARKTON

s\

ZONE

L___J adotoNocrioN zoNc
MIXING ZOOK

1.
2.
3.
4.

5:
6.

Downcomer tube
Effluent launder
CirCular disk (4 rqr)
Influent launder
Agitator-shaft
Separator zone

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Sludge concentrator tan'i<

Clarification zone
Bearing support
Baffle
Baffle ring
Mixing zone

Figure 2. Cross Section of Erdlator
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The chemicals, a coagulant (ferric chloride), a coagulant aid
(pulverized limestone), a disinfecting agent for pre-chlorination
(calciuM hypochlorite solution), and, when necessary, an adsorber for
objectionable taste or odors (activated carbon) are added in the mixing
zone.

As the liquid descends through the mixing zone it is mixed by the
agitator. The flow is deflected by a series of shallow baffles in the
bottom of the Erdlator tank and directed in a counter-rotating direction into the outer compartment or clarification zone.
Clear water is.collected at the water surface in the effluent
launder which acts as a double edged weir. The effluent launder is
manually adjusted by the leveling,rods to perMit leveling and skimming
of the water'surface. The clear water is then discharged to the wet
well tank.
The wet well! tank provides limited storage of coagulated water and
serves as a sump for the filter pump.
_

An overflow pipe in the wet well tank permits operation Of the
-----Erdlator at rated capacity when the filter is stopped. A switch,
oPerated by a float in the wet well, activates an alarm bell and a
red signal light when the float valve is open. This allows additional
raw water to enter the system whenever the amount of water in the wet
well falls below a preset level.
CHEMICAL SOLUTION FEEDERS. The chemical solution feeders pump
ferric dhloride and calcium hypochlorite solution into the downcomer or
mixing zone. The pump discharge rate is adjustable but delivers a
fixed constant.rate 9f feed with each pump stroke at any one setting.

The chemical
CHEMICAL SLURRY FEEDER (LIMESTONE COMPARTMENT).
slurry_feederZlimestone,compartment-supplies-pdlverized-litheatone
(coagulant aid) to the mixing zone of the Erdlator tank.
The 1imestone slurry fs kept in suspension by introducing air at
the bottom of the tank.
The feeder operates on a dilution principle whereby 651 of the
initial charge of slurry is fed during a one (1) hour period; therefore, the feedmr,requires recharging with dry chemical every hour.
The limestone compartment remains full of liquid slurry but becomes
more diluted cb.ririg the hour until it is recharged.
FILTERING PROCESS. The filtering process further reduces
The
suspended matter by use of DE (diatomaceous earth) filter aid.
filtering process consists of precoating, filtering, and backwash.
Precoating. Before the water can be filtered, it is necessary to
precoat the filterelement with DE. DE slurry is added to the
The
coagulated water line through the precoat funnel and valve.
coagulated water is pumped from the wet well tank through the filter.
The water is recirculated until it appears clear when viewed through
the filter window. The valves are then repositioned for the filter run.

Filtering. Filtering removes the remaining suspended mqter and
Organisms from coagulated water. Diatomite slurry is discharged from
the diatomite slurry compartment of the chemical slurry feeder to the
78

coagulated water line at the suction side of the filter pump. When the
effluent pressure guage reaches 5 psi, the-unit is in need of backwashing. The valves, must then be positioned for the backwash run.
BackWashing. When the air release valve is in the backwash
position it allows air in the dome Of the filter housing cover to
bypass the main air valve. This air 'depressed the diaphragm in the
main valve which opens a valVe-releasing the air in the dome to
The sudden release of air allows the air compressed in the
atmosphere.
cups in each element to expand and force water back through the element
Thie rapid reversal of the water usually removes all
filter cake.
the suspended matter from the elements.

Most of the removed suspended matter and the water in the influent
section will drain to wasteithrough-the-filter-drain. 'The filter is
then washed to remove remaining matter that settled in the filter.
After washing, the filter is ready for precoating. This will be
determined by the color Cf,wash water going to waste. The valves are
then changed to the 'precoat Position.'
-WARMING: The eyes and skin must be kept from coming in contact
with the chemicals andsolution mix. Be espeCially careful when
opening chemical containers to avoid inhaling chemical powder.
NEVER mix calcium hypoChlorite and ferric chloride, because it
givee off a greenish yellow chlorine gas'which is irritating,
disagreeable; and has a 'suffocating odor.
SUMMARY
There are two other field
GPH van truck mounted and the
They all use electrical power
difference is the size of the
mounting.

purification Erdlators, the (a) 1500
(b) 3000 GPM van truck or skid mounted.
and the same chemicals. The only basic
filter, the hoses, the pumps, and the

Proper planning-is-essential to-the-orderly-development of a water
point. The site requiring the hinimme.improvements should be
ThiElitent to which a714ater point is developed varies with
seleCted.
time, labor, and material available. Development of a water point,at

combat areas, however, is to supply enough potable water to the
troops with.a minimum of improvements
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QUESTIONS
\\\
1.

How many sizes of Erdlator units are there?

2.

What are they?

3.

What type of power do they use?

4.

What are the chemicals used?

5.

What is the purpose of the baffles at the bottom o
tank?

6.

What must be done to the filter before it is ready tO filter water?

7.

How often must the chemical slurry feeder be recharged7\

8.

What must be done to thefilter if you have asower-failure?

9.

How many KW's is the generator designed for on the 600 GPH
Erdlator?

:-

10.

.

the Erdlator

What is the purpose of the effluent launder?

REFERENCES

.

TO 40W4-9-1, Operation and Organizational Maintenance Manual - Water
Purification Unit.
ir?vi 5-700, Field Water Supply

\
\
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OPERATION OF WATER SOFTENER TRAINER
OBJECTIVE

The objective of this workbo.k is to provide step-by-step procedures for operating
the water softener trainer.
INSTRUCTIONS

Follow the instructions beim for operating the water softener trainer. Each item
of guidance is important for prop T opei:ation and the steps listed should be followed in
the order presented.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1.

This trainer is designed to teach the flow and physical operation of ion-exchangers
during different phases of oPeration. It is recommended that chemicals NOT be
used under claisroom conditions. If regeneration is desired, use NaC1 only..

2,

Never allow water pressure in unit to exceed 20

3.

When changing cycles, the hardwater inlet valye'shovld be opened last and closed
first to prevent excess pressure in system.

p.s.i.

PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS

NOTE: Check schematic for location of valves and lines.
1.

Close all valves.

2.

Check wessure regulator for a system pressure of 15 to 20 p. s. i. and adjuSt if
requirt.d.

3.

If the water level in the ion-exchange tank is more than one inch below4the top of the
tank, fill and purge air as folldwsli

'

a Open both backwash valVes.
b.. Open hardwater inlet valve just enough to allow water to fill tank but not
enough to cause expansion of bed.
'-

c.

4.

When water reaches the'distributoe in the top of 'the tank, close the hardwater
supply and backwash valves.

If water level in the brine tank is lower than 3/4 full, fill to desired level.as follows:
a. Op3n the service valve, Arain line, brine ouilet valve, and harowater inlet valve.
I.

*c.

a

se

b.
5.

When the 3/4 full level IS reached, close ALL valves, .starting With the hardwater inlet valve:.

If the trainer has been shut down for n extended period of time place it in fast
rinse for a short period of time before placing the trainee in the'service.
NOTE: See fast rinse procedures under Operating Sequence in thie workbook.

OPERATING SEQUENCE

1.

Place the unit i

ervice as 'followc_

a. Openservice 'aye, softwater valve, and hardwater inlet valve.
b.

If softwater tank is over 3/4 full, open softwater drain valve enough to prevent
overflow from top of tank.

Backwash the bed as follows:

a. Close all valves, starting with the hardwater inlet valve.
b.

Open both backwash valves.

c.

Open the hardwater inlet valve slowly until the bed expands approximately 50
percent.
CAUTION: A too 'high backwash \rate will cause zeolite to wash off to drain.
Backwash for one minute:

d.

3.

Stop backwash by closing all valves, starting with the hardwater inlet valve.

Place unit in the Chemical Injection Phase aS follows:

a. Open brine injection valve, drainline valve, and hardwater inlet valve.
b.

4.

5.

Open 6rine outlet valve. When sufficlent chemicals have been drawn into the
bed, 1 to-2 inches of water, go to step 4.

Slow rinse the bed as follows:

a.

Stop chemical 'injection, step 3b abolie, by closing the brine outlet valve. This
places the unit in slow rinse.

b.

Stop slow rinse by closing brine injection valve. Leave other valves as they are.

Fast rinse the bed as follows:

a.

Following step 4b above, open'seryice valve. This places the unit in fast rinse.

b.

To place the unit in service at the end of fast rins,e, open softwater valve and
close drain Hue

POSTOPERATIONAL CHECKS

1.

Check valves and ianks for leaks and cracks.

2.

Close all valves except the backwash valve t'o drain.
2
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RATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE ELECTRODIALYSIS
DEMINERALIZER

OBJECTIVES: To familiarize you with the theory of electrodialysis and to
guide you in the operation of the demineralizer trainer and the maintenance
of the permeable membrane stack.
THEORY OF PERMEABLE MEMBRANE DEIONIZATION

NOTE: This exercise should familiarize you with the electrochemical function of the membranes and with the formation of the dilute, concentrate, neutral and-electrode streams in-a permeable membrane stack.
PROCEDURE
1. In figure 1, using a pencil, draw a line showing the direction each ion
will be moved by the charges on the anode and cathode.

2. If the ion passes through the membrane, draw the line across the membrane.

3. Where the membrane stops the ion, draw a small circle at the end of
the line.

4.
'

Fill in the blanks at the bottom of figure. 1, identifying the streams as

follows:

N Cath D
C

An 5.

Dilute stream
Concentrate stream
Neutral stream
Cathode stream
Anode stream

Show the pH change mid the gas formed in the electrode streams.
OPERATION OF THE ELECTRODIALYSIS
TRAINER

NOTE: Observe safety as listed in the Safety Checklist Attached to the side
of the rectifier.

Gas Given Off

1r

9
3

4

6

7

Figure 1.

1

A .7 ANION MEMBRANE
CATION MEMBRANE
C

11
12
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PREOPERATION PROCEDURES

Fill the raw water tank.
Open the water supply valve.
3. Check the solution in the acid tank.
-Inspect the trainer for' any damage.
5. Position all switches OFF.
6. Connect the power cord to 110V a. c. outlet.
1.
2.

OPERATION PROCEDURES
1. Start the unit by following the Starting Procedures attached to the side
of the rectifier.

Record the readings from the following gages and meters. Check the log
sheet for correct readings.
2.

a. Pump discharge pressure
b. Pressure after filter
c. Pressure after P.R. V.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
3.

Product flow rate
Stage 1 - Volts
Amperes
Stage 2 - Volts
,Amperes
Temperature of feed water
Conductivity - Feed Cell
- Product Cell

Stop the unit by following the stopping procedures.

Stack Maintenance

NOTE: The following is a step by step procedure for disassembly and assembly of a membrane stack. Read all the following instructions througn before
attempting any maintenance on a membrane stack.
Precautions
1. Do not bend the membranes or 'allow them to come in contact with sharp
objects.

Handle plastic end blocks carefully to prevent breaking or loosening the
plastic connectors.
2.

3.

The edges of the electrodes are SHARP
6

Handle them 'carefully

4. Do not begin stack disassembly until you are sure the rectifier is disconnected from the main power source.
Disassembly
1.

Insure that the d.c. rectifier is disconnected at the power source.

2.

Remove the stack end plate.

3. Remove the plastic end block. Do not lay the block on the plastic hose
connectors.
4.

Remove the top electrode gasket and top electrode.

NOTE: Before actual membrane and spacer removai, the operator should
wash his hands to prevent bacterial contamination of the membrane's.
5.

The disassembly can be done either in sections or in pairs..

To maintain proper order for reassembly, turn the membranes over when
placing them down during disassembly.
6.

NOTE: When disassembling a two stage stack, the procedure listed above
will be =Id for the second stage also.
Assembly Precautions
1. To prevent assembly errors, place a schematic of the stack in a location
where it can be referred. to constantly during the assembly.

NOTE: Always grease the edges of the electrode for a good seal. Edges
Only! Never grease the flow path area.
2.

Alternate anion and cation membranes except at the electrodes.

NOTE: The platinized side of the' ANODE faces the center of the stack.
3.

Check manifold alignment carefully.

4.

Do not introduce foreign material to the stack.

Assembly

When replacing the membranes, either by pairs or by sections, the
oporator muit turn the membranes over so they will be in the correct position.
1.
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Carefully line up the membranes.and spacers so that the manifold holes
form a vertical flow header for the entering streams.
2.

NOTE: When assembling a two stage stack, the above procedures are followed
for the second stage.
Replace the top electrode section and top end blocks in the reverse order
of disassembly.
3.

4.

Grease the edges of the electrode with silicone grease.

5. Tighten binding bolts alternately and only enough to stop excessive leakingwith the pump on.
REVIEW QUESTIONS
1.

The five Streams of flow through a membrane stack are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
2.

To prevent bacterial contamination of the membranes, the operator

should
3.

Why must the membl'anes be kept wet at all times?

4.

What is the elearochemical futnction of the membranes?
;

Why should the operator turn the membranes over while removing or
replacing them?
5.

6.

List the parts of a stack that form a rqeating section.

a.

b.

.c.

d.
8

-
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SPECIALIZED WATER TREATMENT
OBJECTIVE

USing related information, state the application of the reverse

osmosis process of water treatment.
PROCEDURE

With the, aid of your study guide and notes, enter the correct
answer in the space Provided after each question.

1. What is the purpose of reverse osmosis?

2. What type membrane does reverse osinosis use?

3. What type process is reverse osmosis?

4. List six advantages of reverse osmosis.

5. List four disadvantages of reverse osmosis.

6. What is the pressure range of reverse osmosis?

9
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DISTILLATION TERMS

°OBJECTIVE

This exercise is designed to aid you in learning the terms used with
the Vapor Compression Distillation Unit.
PROCEDURE
1.

In the left column a through k are terms ibed in vapor compression
distillation. Match term with proper description in right column.
*

a.

Heat

b.

Compressor

c.

Latent heat

d.

Evaporator

e.

Condenser

f.`

B. t. u.

g.

Temperature

h.

Distillate

i.

Heat exchanger

j.

Immersion heater

k.

Temperature of
comrr essed steam

,

1.

Mechanical device for corapressing a gas or vapor.

2.

A measure of heat or
energy.

3.

Used to transfer heat from
a substance at higher temperature to a substanCe at
lower temperature without
physical contact betvieen
the two 'substances.
Heat which is not evidenced
as a change in temperatuce.

5.
.

Degree of hotness or coldness.
Product of distillation.

7.

Device for changing water
to steam.

8.

Energy which causes a bodi
to rise in temperature.

9.

Device for' removing latent
heat from vapor.

10
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,

10.

222°F.

11.,

To supplY heat for starting
as well as supply make-up
heat.

o
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OPERATING THE MECO WATER DISTILLATION:UNIT

OBJECTIVE: To teach you the operating procedures for tile
distillation unit:.

.

OPERATING INSTRUCTION
Q

r`

Pre-St

Procedure

1. Check all lubrication points. Close evaporator and immersion heater drain valves.

Fill immersion heater tank with fresh water through fill hole
in tap of tank. Fill until water shows ,midway between gauge
coOks on tank level gauge.
a.,

ing Procedure

1. Manual Start
Al Position selector switch_ to,"hand".
Depress start button. This energizes the control circuit, _
\ starting tie compressor motor,:distiliate pump, blowdown
pump and energizesothe immerSion heaters.
1.:1

c. *Position salinity control switciii to "on".

-d: When the unit first starts, the compressor draws air from
.the steam chest and evaporatOr tubes: This air ts compressed
around_the tubes which can create an excessive pressure
differential and .collapse the tubes. To prevent this possibility,
tile vapor bypass valve opens when the pressure on the_suctionside of the' compressor dropstbelow 0 psi.___W-heifthe unit pro4duces enough steam.to bring the suctiori pressure abOve-0-psi,
the valve closes.

'

12
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7

e. When the Amit begins distilling, the liquid level in the immersion
*heater tank will increase; this causes the float valve to open,
permitting distillate to flow from the udit., ',the flow switch is
actuated at a flow rate of 7 to 8 g.p.h.; energizing the,govid-otiorsolenoid valve, permitting the flow of blOivdown froia the unit.
The flovi switch is adjusted to actual) /at a flOw of 8 g.p.lu and
1.5 p.S.1 .g. differential across the orifice.
1

.

f.

/
The blowdown valve (on the.blowcyriin

to give a flow rate of 8 to 11 g:p. h.
g.

meter) should be adjusted'

When thelsuCtion pressure reaches 1.0 p.s.i.g, the pressure
switch controlling the immersir a heaters will then regulate the
heat impact to maintain approximately 1.0 p.s.i.g suction

pressure.

Automatic Start

a.
--b:

c.

Position seleCtor switch tO "Auto".

Position salinity control switch to "On".
The float switch in the distilled water' storage tank will start
and stop the. Unit as required. The unit will operate aiitomatically
with no further adjustment necessary, Providing the manual
blowdown valve has been set to 'a predetermined flow rate of 8
to 11 g. p. h.
f

Unit Operation

f

After the starting probedare has been follDwed through, thei system is
maintained in balance-by-the pressure switch controlling heaters.I
Any
adjuStment to this-switch should be made slowly an4roper time allowed
between_adjuitmiiiit for the unit to stabilize itself. The healer )pressure
sviitch -Should open- at about 1. 1 p.s.i.g, and-Cloiie at about '0;9 s .
g.
- Adjust only,if necessary.
1

L\

Check the blowdown *ter frequently and maintain flow
8 to
11 i.p. h. For minimuni- scaling rate, blowdown should be atrateof
least 8
g.p.h. Very little-added cycle length will result from more bloytiown,
but in summer blowdown rate may be increased to 12 g.p. h. With-cold
feed4ater in winter, it may be necessary to reduce blowdoyn rate to
reduce heat losses, but never operate with lees than `5 g.p.h. blowdown
since concentratibn in the evaporator becomes excessive and scaling
rate Will, increase.
13
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The raw ,water level in the evaporator is niaintained at a cOnstant
level by means of the feed.float, valve. A gauge glass attached to the'feed
float valve provides a means fdr ascertaining the liquid level in the evapor6.tor. Th&normal water level in the evaporator when operating is about
15" above the top of the skid. ,This level should be checked periodically.
The level of waters in the immersion heater tank should be checked
periodically. The /proper water leyel in the immersion heater tank when
operating is/3" above the niit onthelower gauge cock.

the, unit is equipped with a thermostatic vent valve which automaticallY eliminates noncondensable gases.(air, CO2, etc) from the steam
chest and.preverits excess pressure buildup. Excess ventingyastes steam.
On the other hand, too little venting raises the discharge pressure.
In either case,- the electrical load iS intreased.

Desuperheating water is injected into the steam line at the compressor
discharge through a small capillary tubing. This eliminates any super
heat-d steam and provides the delivery...of saturated steam to,the steam
chest.
Every day of operation, the large drain valve in the bottom head of
the evaporator should be fully opened for a few seconds. This removes
Sediment and precipitated scale from the evaporator.
Lubricate and mahitain the unit in *accordance with instructions contained in this manual.
'

Clean the blowdown meter as.often as necessary to giaintain accurate

readings. Only a small amount of dirt, marine life, etc., can cause
erroneous readings, 7;hich may be either too high or too low. The manual blowdown valve may require a slight adjustment from time to time
as a result of dirt or small particles of.scale lodging between..the needle
valve and seat.

The%immersion heater tank is equipped with, a low water level switch,
which will automatically shut the entire unit down in the event a low water
condition is experienced in the tank. This safety device is tied into the
,holding coil circuit and will completely deenergize,the electric system
when actiated. The unit is also equipped With an indicating salinity control which is used in conjunction with an alarp providing a means to .
determine an excessive salt content in the distilled water.

14

When the discharge pressure has gradually increased to 6.0 p.s.i.g.,
the unit must be stopped and scale removed. For details refer to section
on removing scale, Should the discharge pressure rise rapidly and not
due to normal operating cycle c?nditions, look for other source of trouble.
It is recommended that cleaning be done when discharge pressure reaches
5.2#, in order that the motor will nct be overloaded when acid cleaning.
When the unit is clean, the disharge pressure should be abott 3.6 p.S.i.g.
Stopping Procedure
1.

2.

Manual Stop.

a.

Depress "OW' button (red button). Unit will stop automatically.

b.

Close feed shutoff valve in feed supply line.

c.

Drain sea water from evaporator if unit is to remain idle for
longer than two days.

Automatic Stop

a.

Float switch in the distilled water storage tank normally stops
the unit when the tank is full.

b. If necessary the unit can be stopped by positioning the control
switch to "Off".
CAUTION:.: Drain all water from unit if it is apt to be
exposed to freezing weather conditions.

c.

To drain:
(1)

Evaporator: Open-drain val.ve.

(2)

Immersion Heater Tank: Open drain valve.

(3)

Cooler: -Loosen hose connections at inlet and outlet.

(4)

Distillate and Blowdown Pump: Remove drain plug.

(5)

Piping: Break any connection in lines where water is
apt to be trapped.

15
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FLOW PATTERN FOR VAPOR C
DISTILLATION UNITS
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Tol develop your understanding of the flo+ routes hrough which
water passes through the Model PEE-10K, Vapor Com ression Distillai
k
lion Unit.
,
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INS74tUCTIONS
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-Figure 1 shows alisimple piping diagrarri of. a distill on unit; using
/figUre 2 as a guide, line over the connectni piping between the various
,/ components to code, each of the systems listed below in s e'parate colors.
1.

Feed Water

2. Product Steam
3. Steam alid Distillate

4.
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5. Distillate (Product)

6. Starting Heat
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WB 3ABR56632-IV-5-P1
FIELD WATER PURIFICATION UNIT

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this workbook is to aid you in gaining a better understancling of the
arpose and application of the field water purification unit.
PROCEDURES

With the aid of TO UW4.,9-1, your-study guide and notes, enter the correct5 answer
in thespaCe-providid after each question.
QUESTIONS

I. -What is the purpose of the field-type water treatment process

2.

List the sources of water which the 600 GPH field 4/tater purification unit can use.

3.

What is the purp. ose of the filtering process?

4.

State the operational principles of the 600 GPH field water purification unit.

5.

How does the aspirator nozzles aid in the treatment of water?

6.- How is the slurry separated from the clear water in the upper cylindrical sectien of
,the erdlatorjank?

19
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7. .List the five chemicals used wIth the-000 OPIT unit and state their pirpcee.

-8.

Where are the waste lines placed during initial set up of the unit and why are they

plaied there?

9.

What is the purpose of contiwously feeding diatomaceous earth slurry during the

10.

List the materials that are NOT to be used to clean the equipment- surfaces which
como in contact with witer being treated.

filter run?
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PREFACE,

the'566X1, Environmintal Support
This manual has been written for use inin ono booklet the step-by-step
Courses. Its purpose is to bring together
used.in this course.
piocedureifor regenerating the ion exchangers
been selected and modified to best fit onr classroom
These procedural; have
to 'regenerate other ion
conditions. We recommend, that in the event youlave
directions
or the directions
exchange =its, you follow the Manufacturer's
prescribed by that facility.
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SERVICING OF _Kitt-EXCHANGERS,

This-supersedes ALL 563X0 COURSES,
may be used until the supply is
August 1970. (Copies of superseded publication

exhaisted.)

a

SAFETY RULS
The following safety rules should be observed when using acids and alkalies.
1.

You must always pour"acid into water, never the reverse,
when diluting.
t

2.

Always use eye goggles or face shields when pouring acids.

3.

Avoid breathing the-vapors from acids.

4.

Lye water (sodium hjcciroxide) makes youi skin feel slick; avoid splashing
:*.
it on you.
,

5.

11,you get acid or lye water on your hands, wash them gently using lots of

6.

If you get a large splash of chemicals on your body, strip off fast and take
.
a shower. There are showers in both chemistry lab rooms.

4

0

water, as either can cause severe burns.

-

1k.
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*REGENERATION OF THE CHLORIDE DEALKALIZER UNIT

Preparing the Regenerani

I.

/

/ 2.

pOunds of salt and

0.6tAnds

weighing out 6
Prepare chemicals for regeneration by regenerant
solution is below the top brine
inches
that
the
/ of NaOH for each seven
level mark in the tank.
Add the chemicals to the brine Which is alZeady in the tank.

Close .valve No. I.

3.

4.- Sold valve is to be in RUN, position No. 3.

brine level mark in the tank.
Open valve No. 4 and valve No. 1 to fill tank to,the

5.

Stir the chemicals as the water is being iddid

2e valve No. 4 when tank s filled to the top brine level mark.

6.

Regenerating the Chloride Dealkalizer
Backwash (Step No. 1)

1.
,

a.

Close val7 o. 1 to remoye unit from service.

b.

Open drain valve No. 3 tO release internal pressure.
of water onto the floor.
NOTE: This release of/pressure is to prevent splattering

Z.

ci

Place solo valve in WASH, position No. 3.

d.

10-minutes or mai backwash
Control influent (valve No. 1) at 1.6 GPM for

e.

Close valve No. 1.

water is clear and free of susPendecriiiiialk

,

Regenerant Injection (Step 14o. 2)

a.

This valve will limit
Place solo valve in REGENERATION, position No, Z.
flow to 0.75 GPM.

b.

Open influent valve No. 1 for 18 minutes.

c.

Open.valvesNo. 4 in brine tank line to permit adding brine.

d.

Plug cock valve No. 5 is already set to 0.25 GPM.

e.

regenerant hiis been
Close valve No. 4 in regenerant line after 7 inches of
removed. This should take-about 18-minutes.
0
2

0

.22

3.

Regenerant Slow Rinse (Step No. 3)

slocY rinse at rate of
NOTE: Closing of valve No. 4 above started the unit on
0.75 GPM.
a.

Leave solo valve in position No. 2.

b.

Close valye No: 1 after 30 minutes of slow rinse.

APW6

47 Final Rinse (Step No. 4)

5.

a.

SetsOlo valve i RUN, 'tposition No. 3.

b.

Open valve No. 3.

c.

Adjust valve No. 1 to 1.6 GPM*.

d.

Open valve No. 4 for 10 seconds to flush salt from brine lank pipe:

e.

Cluse-valve No. 3 when water has nosalty taste.

0

Service or Run Cycle (Step No. 5).

a.

Solo valve -remains in position No. 3.

b.

Check valve No. 2 on service line for OPEN position.

c.

-3 aad adjusting
Control the maximum flow at 1.6 GPM by opeattig vallie No.
flow with valve No. 1.
during final rinse and will likely need
NOTE: This how rate was set correctly
no fUrther adjustment at this time.

indicate that the replaceThis unit needs to be regenerated wjrn-chemical,tests
longer
exchanged for chloride
able anions CO3, HCO3) in the ravewater are no
ions.

3
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REGENERATION OF .THE SODIUM ZEOLITE UNIT

Preparing Regenerate Solution

NOTE: This step can be omitted if the brine tank.contains four or mo'ke inches of
brine solution. Furthermore, there should be undissolved salt in the
bottom of the tank.
,

Vor rach four inches the brine level is below its uppve livI in the lank, add 15 puunth:
of salt tu_the brine tank. Fur example, if the brino.ie eight inrhes low,add 30pounds
of salt.
Z.

Place solo valve kn service position No. 3. Valve No. 1. should be open.

3.- Open valve No. 4 and add-water up to the "upper brine level," then close.

Regenerating Sodium Zeolite Unit
1.

Backwash (Step No. 1)

a.
13.

Close valves No. 1 and No. 2.' \(.
Open valve No. 3 momentarily to release pressure in tank and then close.

c.

13a4 solo valve on BACKWASH, positionsllo. 1.

a.

ClInIrol influent by valve No. 1 at 4 GPM for 10 minutes, then close.

Regerl

tion (Step No. 2)

a.

Adjust solo valve for regeneration and slow rinse in poiition No. Z.

b.

Open yalve No. 1. Flow rate is-controlled by the solo valve.

c.

Open valve No. 4 to permit addition of salt brine to water going through the
resin column. Total brine draWdown-is four inches and usual ' ime is about,

/

16 minutes;
ci.

3.

Close valve No. 4 when regeneration is completed.

Slow Rinse (Step No. 3)

a.

Sixteen minutes after valve No. 4 is closed, begin the slow rinse. Continue
Ssslow r,inae a? 30 minutes;

b.

Close vilve No. 1 after the 30 minutes.'

4
9

'eZ

4.

Final Rinse (Step No. 4)
a.

Place solo valve on service position No. 3.

b.

Fully open valve No. 3.

v.

Open valve No. 1 to give a flow of 2 GPM.

a

Rinse until salt cannot be tasted in effluent and Own, close. valve. No. I.
5.

Service Run (Step No. 5)

a.

Open valve No. Z on service line.

b.

To adjust to the desired maximum flow:
(1)

Open valve No: 3.

(2)

Using valve No. 1, adjust the desired maximum flow of 6 GPM.

(3)

Then closeyalve No. 3. This places the ion exchanger back in service.
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REGENERATION OF THE EVIDROGEN ZEOLITE UNIT

release all internal pressure before

CAUTION: Valve No. 3 should be used to
moving solo valve off posietion No. 3.

making a "practice run" unless
NOTE: Step No. 2 below is to'be omitted in
directed otherwise by the instructor.
13ackwash (Step No. I)

I.

2.

a.

Close valve No. 1 and No. 2 to remove unit from lervice.

b.

Open valve No. 3 momentarily to release
of water on floor.

c.

Place solo valve on WASH,, position No. 1.

d.

gallons per minute (GPM). Let
Open valve No. 1 to control influent at two
backwash continue for five minutes or until effluent is clear.

e.

Close valve No. 1.

Preparing Regenerant Solution (Step No. 2)

a.

Place solo valve on RUN, position_Nu. 3.

b.

Open valve No. 4 to permit water to flow into tank.

c.
d.

e.
f.
3.

internal pressure to prevent spilling

Control flow with valve No. 1 up to two gallons per minute.
top of tank.
Add water to within approximately 20 inches from
gallon) acid to tank.
Add 7 1/2 pounds of concentrated sulfuric (1/2
of tanIC using valve No. 1.
Add water until solution is 7.5 inches from top

Regeneration (Step No. 3)

a.
b.

c.

d.

Place solo valve on REGENERATION; position No.

2.

Open valve No. 1 at 1/2 gallon per minute.
seconds for practice during a
Open valve No. 4 (only for about 5 or 10
"practice run").
from bottom of tank.
Close valve No: 4 when solution is two inches

6
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4.

Slow Rinse (Step No. 4)

a.

c.osing of valve No. 4 in step No. 3 above started unit on slow rinse; Solo
valve remains on position No. 2.

b.

Valve No. 1 remains open for 45 minutes (only momentarily for a "practice

run.")
Close valve No. i after the 45 minutes.

5.

6.

Finzl Rinse (Step No. 5)
a.

Set solo valve on RUN, position No. 3.

b.

Open valve No. 3.

c.

Adjust flow at two gallons per minute, using valve No. 1.

d.

Open valve No. 4 for 10 seconds during,rinse to flush lines of acid.

e.

Close valve No. 3 when analysis indicates a complete rinse.

Service Run (Step No. 6)

a.

Open valve No. 2 on service line.

b.

Control the flow at desired rate up to two gallons per minute by valve No. I
and No. 3.

NOTE: This flow.was set correctly during the final rinse and will likely need no
further adjustment at this time.
NOTE: If the unit has not been operated overnight or longer, a short backwash is
recoMmended before putting it back in service.

REGENERATION OF DUAL BED DEMINERALIZEit

NOTE: All operations except final rinse and service are conducted separately on
each column.
1.

Backwash of Cation Unit

a.

Remove unit from service by closing influent valve No. 9.

b.

Place Nu. 1 sclo valve in WASH, position No: 1.

c.

Solo valve No. 2 should remain at RUN, position No. 3.

d. Open valve No: 9 (influent) and backwash for five minutes at 2 gpm or until

effluent is clear. Start this backwash cycle slowly and increase gradually to
the prescribed rate. The fast cycle will require pla.cing sampling,jar under
drain to catch the ion exchange material being discharged.

2.

3.

Backwash of Anion Unit

a.

Close influent valve No. 9.

b.

Place No. 1 solo valve ia-RUN, position No. 3.

-c.

Place No. 2 solo valve in WASH, position No., 1.

d.

Open valve No. 9 (influent) and backwash for 10 minutes at 1 gpm or until

a.

Close valve No. 9.

effluent is clear.

Preparation of Cation Regenerate

a.

Place No. 1 and No. 2 solevalves in slot (No. 3) as part of preparation for
adding acid to acid tank.

b.

Open valve No. 9 (influent) and open valve No. 5 to add water to acid taz.k
until water level is about 20 inches from top of acid tank.

c.

d.

Add required amount of H2SO4 slowly. This amount is.,approximately 1 ollon
acid with specific gravity of 1.29, or 1/2 gallon acid-with specific gravity
equal to 1.86.

Open valve No. 5 to add water to tank until level is two inches from top of
tank. Then close valves No. 5 and No. 9.

4
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4.

Regeneration of Cation 13ed
5

a.

Place No. 1 solo valye in slot No. Z.

b.

Place No. 2 solo valve lever in slot No. 3.

c.
d.

e.
5.

Solo valve No. 1 is made
Open valve No. 9 (influent) until flow is 0.75 gprn.
to limit flow to 0.75 gpm at common water pressures.
to drop
Open valve'NO. 5 (acid) todra* it into cation unit. Allow liquid level
42
minutes.
to two inches from bottom of tank. Suction time is approximately

Close valve No. 5 after acid is withdrawn as instructed above.%

Cation Slow Rinse

you placed cation bed in slow rinse. Flow
a. When valve No. 5 v.as closed above,
0.75
ginzi
by No. 2 solo valve.
will generally be controlled at
b.
6.

Allem the cation unit to rinse for 30 mirages. Then close valve No. 9.

Preparation of Anion Regeberant

No. 1 and iolo
t
In order to prepare regenerant for anion bed, place solo valve
valve No. 2 in slot NO. 3.
valve No. 6 in order to fill tank to within
b. Open influent valve No. 9 and tank
Then
close
valve No. 6.
18 inches ft-1m top of tank.

a.

.c.
d.

e.

Add 6 pounds of flake NaOH to caustic tank stirring as you add the flakes.
from top of tanIC by
Fill tank with water until level of water is 10 112 inches
opening valve No. 6. :

Close valve Nc. 9 and leave valve,No. 6 open.
'1

7.

Regeneration of Anion Bed

a.

Place solo valve No. 1 in slot No. 3.

b.

Place solo valve No. 2 at regeneration slot No. 2.

c.
<1.

Adjust valve No. 9 until water flow is D.75 gpm. This action allows caustic
soda to be sucked up-through valve No. 6..
Close caustic valve No. 6 when solution level is approximately two inches
frlm-bottom of tank. Time required is about 17 minutes.
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8.

Anion Slow Rinse

NOTEr-The closing of valve No. 6 ab6ve place!! the,anion bd hi s I my ramie,

1

the 'flow rate is automatically controlled by the solo tyalve.

9.

a.

Rinse Mr 20 minutes.

b.

Then close valve No. 9;

Final Rinse - Both Columns
a.

Place solo valve No. 1 in slot No. 3.
Place solo valve No. 2 in slot No. 3.
Open valve-No. 12 wide open which will permit effluent to flow into.gutter.

d.

Set pointer of conductivity meter to 50,009 ohms, and adjust the temperature
rheostat to temperature of the effluent. Turn meter switch ON.

e.

Adjust valve No. 9 to flow of / gpm and allow units to rinse until green' light on
conductivity mety burns continuously.

-1.

Open valves No. 5 and No. 6 for about 10 seconds during rinse to flush chemicals out of linee. This will reduce corrosion.

g.
10.
<t)

Close valve No. 12 when green likht conies on.

Back to Service - Both Columns in Operation
NOTE: When you closed valve No. 12 above, you placed the demineralizer back to
service provided thatvalve No. 13 is open.

it.,Valve No. 9 remains at present setting of 2 gpin so that this will be the maximum
flow. For startup after shutdown oVernight, a ehort backwash is recommended
before putting unit into operation.

10
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REGENERATION OF 'nu:: MIXED BED DEMINERALIZER

A/51/

Preoperational Procedures
1.

Plage all red handle valves in horizontal position.
Open inain'ion exchange' water supply valve.

3.

Close the decarbonator and automatic pH trainer influent valve.

4.

We are going to use the water that comes from eithe r the sodium oi hydrogen cation
exchanger so place the solo valve of either in service position and open ,the influent
valve. Adjust flow between 3 and 4 gallons per minute.

5.

Use the drain valve behind the automatic pH trainer to flush the lines free of iron
rust. Open the valve until you have flushed about 5 gallons water..

6.

Open valves E, B, and H, briefly, flow about/ gallons of water then cloire thette
valves.

Normal Operation
1.

Open valves E, A, and H.

2.

Check water pressure on the gage. It should read between 20 and 30 psi.

3.

Check water purity by pressing the ohmmeter button. Any reading above 1 million
is good.

To Shutdown Operation
1.

Close valves H, A, and E.

2.

Close the main ion exchange water supply valve,.

3.

Shutdown the cation unit you are using and relieve the pressure in the unit.

Re gene ration

I.

Backwash and separate

All valves closed, (B), -(V)-valves full open. Open (H) valve until a trickle of water
comes out of 'the drain pipe.

After five minutes of this slow flow rate observe the resin. If there is a slow movement
of the resins in an upward surge, the flow rate is fast enough. However; if there is no
apparent movement in the resin bed, increase the flow rate by adjusting valve (H). It is
very important that-the flow rate is not excessive-as it will drive the .resin bed completely to the top of the column, thereby causing a plug that will not ieparate. If this
occurs, the resin bed will have to be driven 'down. This is easily accomplished by
closing all valves and opening valves (A), (H), and (E). When slug of resins is driven
down, proceed with bacxwash and separate cycle for 15 minutes.
11

4S6

a.

2.

Regeneration of the dation and Anion Resin

Preparing the regeneration saulions - fill-a. 3-gallon rubber bucket with 2 gallon 4z
f softened or demineralized water d stir in 5 pounds of caustic flakes stirring
ntil thorotighly dissolved, One ga on of 30 percent muriatic acid is used full
strength dor the cation regenerant.
Drawing Up Anion Regenerant

All s alves dosed, open valves in this order (C) and (CI. Slowly open valve (H)
until the pressure gage shows 15-20 pounds. Open valve (K) full. This regenerant
cycle should take at least 20 minutes so as to allow contict time with the anion
resin. Adjust valve (1.1) accordingly. Close all valves.
3.

Rinsing

All valves closed. Open valves in this order (H), (A), and (K). Continue in this
cycle for 20 minutes or until the pH of the drain effluent is approximately 43-9.
Close all valves.
4.

Regenerating Cation Resin

acid. Open valves in this

AU valves closed. Place acid draw-up tube in muriatic
takes 10-15
order: (139, (D), (K), and (H). Adjust (H) valve so that acid draw-up valve,
yeadclose
(D')
and
(D)
valves.
Open
(B)
minutes. When acid is drawn up,
Rinse
cation
resin
in
this
position
the
flow
rate.
just (H) valve to slightly increase
6

for 10 minutes.' Close all valves.

5.

Air Mixing of the Resins
(1)

To drain water level to approximately 4" above resin bed.

All valves closed. Open valves (V) and (E). When water level is reached, close
(V) and (E).

Open valves (B), (V), and open valve (3) slowly until agitation of the resin bed
starts. A mild agitation is all that is necessary. Observe resin for complete ra1x.
This cycle will take approximately 4 mintues. Close all valves.
NOTE: If resin bed appears too dry and not mixing, properly add*water by opening
(2)

valVe (H).

6:

ISS

Final Rinsir

to drive the
Fill the tank by backwashing rapidly, open valves (V), (B), and (H),
(A),
(H), and (E).
Open
valves
in
this
order.
(H).
bed down. Close (V), (B) and
turn on (F)
When
minimum
conductivity
is
reached,,
Turn on conductivity meter.
and close (E). Unit is'now in service.
,

,.

Flow, control can be adjusted by valve (H) up to 120 gph or wide open.
NOTE: If unit shows preliminary exhaustion, go through the ai mixing cycle. Thisusually adds about 20 percent More to the .run cycle.
12
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